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SUMMARY

The activity of macrophages and lymphocytes appears

to be abnormal in RZB/B1 mice. Depressed T- cell -

dependenta&ctivity has been noted both here and elsewhere.

However, whilst Graft - versus - Host reactions are

reported elsewhere to be depressed also, cell transfer

experiments within the strain or to histocompatible strains

lead to splenomegally in the recipients. Evidence is

given which suggests that either a type of Graft - versus -

Host or Host - versus - Graft reaction occurs.

The abnormal behaviour of the macrophages in this

strain reported here may play an important part in the

autoimmunity and the abnormal immune capacity of NZB/B1

mice. Phagocytosis was observed to increase as the mice

aged, but was accompanied by a decrease in the degradative

ability of these P.2. macrophages. Hyperactivity in

phagocytosis and hypoactivity in the degradation of antigen

were obvious when these activities were compared with those

of non autoimmune strains of mice.

The possible causes of this aberrant behaviour are

appraised as is an aetiology of a genetic or viral

origin.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Immunology is no longer in its infancy. Many theories

have been expounded and proved or consigned to the scrap-

heap. We understand, not completely, but better, the ways

in which the body's immune system deals with infection by

bacteria, viruses, mycoplasma, with the formation of anti¬

bodies, or an efficient cellular Immune mechanism. And

having, to av,greater rather than to a lesser extent, learnt

how to control the earlier infectious scourges of the human

race, by immunisation and antibiotic therapy, we are now

faced with a host of difficult-to-treat and ill-understood

ailments to comprehend.

Such a group of disorders comprises the autoimmune

diseases - for example, autoimmune haemolytic anaemia,

Systemic Lupus Erythematosus and Rheumatoid Arthritis. The

latter, in view of its frequent occurrence in the population,

can be argued to be of great economic as well as social

lsportance.

The essential point in these autoimmune diseases, is

the evidence suggesting an autoaggressive aspect, with the

immune system, normally ideally suited to defense of the

body against foreign invasion" turning "traitor" and

destroying its host .

On the simplest common-sense grounds it is obvious

that there must be some inbuilt inhibition in normal health,

preventing immune reactions against the body's own

constituents. Ehrlich spoke of "horor autotoxicus" as a



general principal to cover this immunological distinction

between self and non-self.

The earlier ideas of "something" simply "goin# wrong"

with the immune system and losing control over different¬

iation between "self" and "non-self" as Burnet (1959)

describes it, have now become complicated by the possible

involvement of bacteria, viruses, mycoplasma and even non-

identifiable, but evidently viable organisms (scrapie in

sheep). If these organisms are, in some way, involved in

autoimmune disease, we have turned full circle and are faced

again with having to control their action to prevent or

treat disease.

Firstly, however, we must examine what is known about

the relevant parts of the immune system and how they

function.

TH-.ORI .I' OF IMMUNITY

The earlier theories - the "Exhaustion Theory" of

Pasteur, Ehrlich's "side chain" theory, Landsteiner*s

"Directive" theories, Lederburg's "Instructive" theories,

the Direct and Indirect Template theories of Talmage and

Burnet - have, in the light of newer evidence, given way to

the more up-to-date Selective theories of immunity.
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THE SELECTIVE THEORIES OF IMMWITY

These theories endow a unique quality on the genetic

mechanisms of antibody-producing cells and their ancestors.

Within that population by some process, which may be

accelerated somatic mutation or some other similar re-

assortment of pre-existent patterns, cells develop each of

which can produce one of a vast number of different

patterns of antibody. It is a further necessary postulate

of selective (or genetic) theories that each cell, each

immunocyte, must also possess receptors (or "fixed anti¬

body") which, on contact -with antigens of one particular

type, will cause the cell to proliferate selectively.

The first selective theory was introduced by Jerne

in 1955. During his studies on the production of antibody

against bacteriophages, he found small quantities of anti¬

body in normal serum (i.e. serum from animals not infected

with the bacteriophages). He felt that these traces were

real, pre-existent antibody and speculated that the function

of exogenous antigen is to act as a "selective carrier of

spontaneously circulating antibody to a system of cells

(the Reticuloendothelial system - vide infra) which can re¬

produce this antibody". With the liberation of this crop

of new antibody a second injection of antigen will find

many more antibody-producing cells and give a stronger

"secondary" stimulus to antibody production. This does

not explain why, in many instances, a secondary stimulus

yields more of the low molecular weight IgG than IgM,
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whereas the predominant antibody in the primary response is

the higher molecular weight Neither is it clear how

the original normal antibodies had arisen and no reasonable

analogy was available to indicate how or why an accidentally

chosen cell should produce replicas of a protein taken

into its cytoplasm.

Up until the early 1950's, immunity was thought to be

concerned wholly with defence against microorganismal

infection, "he advent of transplantation surgery, J>erhaps

made more necessary by the atrocious injuries which occurred

during the Second World War, necessitated a greater under¬

standing of the immune background in rejection processes.

Skin and organ transplantation are not naturally occurring

phenomena and so had never forced the early immunologists

to discover or to attempt to discover how the body

distinguishes between self and non-self.

One of the virtues of Jerne's theory was that it

offered an interpretation of the failure of the body to

make antibody against its own constituents - its natural

tolerance. It was regarded as self-evident that any

natural globulins capable of reacting with cell components

accessible to the circulation would be eliminated from the

plasma. But this did not deal particularly adequately with

the phenomenon of neonatal tolerance demonstrated in 1953

by Billingham, Brent and Medawar.

On close inspection (Burnet 1969) it appears that

the immune system of the vertebrate, and specifically the

mammal, is more basically concerned with the control of
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tissue integrity and reaction against recognised anomoly in

tissues (cancers etc) than in defence against micro¬

organisms and the production of antibody. As Burnet (1969)

points out, it could be that with the emergence of the new

tissue controlling mechanism new possibilities of

effective defence arose and thereafter the two inter¬

related functions evolved together.

An attempt to explain why formation of antibody to

self did not occur normally was made by Burnet & Penner

(19U9) in their studies on blood group substances and was

borne out by the findings in non-identical twin chimeras

studied by Dunsford £t al (1953). It seemed that when

substances were present in an animal from a very early

age, in this case in utero. the animal's immune system

could become tolerant to them. This perhaps came about by

the death of the cell concerned when antigen made contact

with it. As there is a lot of "self" antigen, it is

conceivable that all such self-reactant clones could be

reached and thus eliminated during embryonic life. The

other clones could persist into post natal life.

IMMUNOLOGICAL TOLLRANCE

Immunological Tolerance has already been mentioned.

It is of great importance in this thesis and hence must be

studied in some depth.

It is widely known now that skin and organ transplants

between identical twins are usually successful. This is
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easily explained if one considers that both twins have

developed from a single fertilised ovum and therefore are

genetically identical. Thus, the antigens which would

otherwise cause rejection if the skin/organ was to be

transplanted into a non-identical recipient, are not

recognised as "foreign" and are, therefore, tolerated.

The situation in non-identical twins in which neonatal

tolerance can develop has already been mentioned. Dunsford

et al (1953) showed that, when the blood supply from two

fused placentae was shared by each twin, then, in adult

life, each twin could accept or tolerate the blood of the

other twin and could also accept and retain reciprocal skin

grafts.

Neonatal tolerance to antigens can be induced

experimentally. Examples are aggregate-free Bovine Serum

Al.bumln (BSA) (Weir, McBride A Naysmith 1968), male

skin grafts by female recipients (Mariani, Martinez, Smith

A Good 1959), and heterologous skin grafts in mice

(Argyris 196U). In some cases tolerance can also be

induced in adults, as for example by aggregate-free Bovine

^f-globulin (BGG) in mice (Claman 1963).

Tolerance to antigens can be induced by neonatal

thymectomy (Miller 1961; Yunis e£ al 1972; Stutman, Good

A Yunis 1969). The spleen cells of neonatally

thymectoraised mice are unable to induce a graft-versus-

host reaction-vide infra - (Yunis, Teague, Stutman A Good

1969). Human babies whose thymus fails to develop, are

extremely susceptible to infection and are able to retain
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skin grafts for as long as the child lives, being

apparently tolerant to them (Burnet 1969). When the

thymus fails to develop, lymphocytes are few or absent and

standard antigens fail to provoke antibody formation and

skin/organ grafts will be tolerated. The implication is

clear that an immunological process is concerned in skin

graft rejection dnd that the presence of lymphocytes is

essential.

Such studies of transplantation of skin and organs in

experimental animals and man have provided the following

conclusions (Burnet 1969):

(a) skin rejection requires the recognition by the

recipient that the graft contains antigenic determinants

not present in the recipient's own cells. All antigenic

determinants are genetically controlled. They may change

by mutation in the germ line or by somatic mutation.

(b) recognition that an antigenic determinant is

foreign requires that it shall not have been present in the

body during embryonic life. Conversely, any foreign cells

introduced early enough in life will be accepted as if they

were the body's own cells for as long as they persist.

There is more than one explanation of tolerance (vide infra-

the theories of tolerance induction will be considered

after the cells involved in the immune response have been

dealt with), but the existence of the phenomenon was the

stimulus that led to the conception of the Clonal Selection

approach to immunity.
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(c) skin graft rejection requires the action of

lymphoid cells. It can be accelerated by the presence of

specific antibodies. A secondary type of response,

heightened in comparison to the first one, is obtained

when a second or subsequent graft is applied from the same

donor to the original, non-identical recipient.

(d) the reverse of skin rejection is the so-called

graft-veraus-hoat reaction which occurs when mature

lymphoid cells are introduced into a recipient of another

strain which, for some reason, is unable to destroy the

cells. The results on the host can be various, from

mild to lethal. This last reaction is of great

significance in this thesis.

THE CLOttAL SELECTION THEORY

The original form of the clonal selection theory set

down by Burnet (1957 a) postulated a randomisation of

pattern amongst the differentiating lymphoid cells

(mesenchymal in origin) during embryonic life, so that

each lymphoid cell in the body carried one immunological

pattern expressed either as a "receptor" or as the

specificity of the antibody produced by the cell or its

descendents. Subject to the possibility of mutation the

pattern was transmitted by somatic inheritance to all the

descendents, giving rise to large numbers of clones of

cells, each with a distinct immunological specificity.

Indeed, this has been shown to happen gy the work of



Bosnia & Davis (1972 a). Using limiting cell-dilution

experiments, they were able to transfer the precursors of

IgO antibody cell-clones to poly-D-alanine (poly-D-ala)
and poly-O-aeetyl-D-serine (poly-ser) into irradiated

syngeneic (C57B1/6 x C3H/HeJ) mice. These cells gave
12 1 it

rise to clones of 2 to 2 cell divisions. (Askonas,

Williamson & Wright (1970) gave evidence of longer-lived

antibody cell clones). The allotype of the antibody

produced in the recipients of a one-cell system, suggested

that the progeny of that cell (i.e. the members of the

clone) yielded a homogeneous population of immunoglobulin

molecules. Furthermore (Bosma & Davis 1972 b; Playfair,

Papermaster & Cole 1965? Celada & Wigzell 1966; Osoba

1969; Putman, 1962) it would appear from experimental

evidence that the antibody molecules from an antibody cell

clone are all of the same one specificity. Apparently the

antibody specificity of these precursor cells was genetically

restricted before contact with antigen.

The basic concept of this theory was of the immuno¬

logically competent cell, or immunocyte, which is susceptible

to specific stimulation by contact with the appropriate

antigenic determinant. The result of such contact would

depend on two major factors.

(1) the effective concentration of antigen in the

cell's environment and

(2) the avidity of union between the antigenic

determinant and the combining site on the cell receptors.

The results of such a union could be
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(a) destruction of the cell, especially if

physiologically immature,

(b) proliferation without essential change of

character to what is now known as a memory cell,

or (c) proliferation and antibody production as a

clone of mature plasma cells.

Thus, there exists a population of cells which collect¬

ively provide the normal antibodies. Clones of cells which

would react with "self" antigens would be "eliminated" at

the immature stage.

Alternatives to this hypothesis of induction of

tolerance to self or to any other antigens, can be found

(Benecerraf 1969). The first is that contact of antigen

with the "immunocyte" may lead to inhibition of the

differentiation of the cell, with the cell remaining

dormant for its normal lifetime, with the possibility that

it may eventually revert to a non-tolerant state.

Secondly, the antigen may cause differentiation of the

cell to an antibody-forming cell, but either without

proliferation or with minimal proliferation. Other

theories will be discussed later.

The amazingly large number of antigens which could be

dealt with by the limited number of antibody-forming

precursor cells can be envisaged by the work of Bosma and

Davis (1972 a). In their studies of anti-poly-ser and anti

poly-D-ala production by 3pleen cells of (C57B1/6 x

C3H/HeJ) mice transferred to syngeneic irradiated recipients,

they found evidence to suggest that there was about one
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hapten-specific precursor cell per 10 spleen cells. Prom

this, it can be proposed that the spleen cell complement

of the mice they used could respond to somewhere in the
g

order of 10 antigens; indeed a very large number. And

when one remembers that the antibody produced by a given

clone may cross-react with antigenic determinants that are

structurally similar, the number of antigens to which the

antibody-forming system of the mouse concerned seems almost

limitless. To take this even further, if somatic mutation

also plays a part in providing still further precursor

cells for future antibody-forming-cell-clones as Burnet

(1969) has suggested, the battery of possible antibodies

becomes incomprehensible.

In the case of malignant disease (multiple myeloma and
ft

Waldenstrom macroglobulinaemia) the importance of clonal

phenomena in the expendible cells of the body became

increasingly evident (Burnet 1957 b).

The presence of autoimmune antibodies (i.e. antibodies

which react with the body's own components and bring about

damage when union of antigen and antibody occur), shown up

by the "autoimmune complement fixation test" developed by

Gajdusek in 1958, could be fairly easily explained. The

antibody concerned could have been produced by clones of

cells which had undergone some type of somatic mutation or

which had somehow evaded being "eliminated" during embryonic

life.

Experimental evidence of the feasibility of one

lymphoid cell dividing to such an extent as to form a clone
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of identical progeny was obtained by Gowans (1957) in his

in vitro work.

So far, no striking alternatives to the clonal

selection theory have arisen. It remains, therefore, as a

reasonable working hypothesis for the background against

which autoimmune diseases may be studied and compared.

ANTIBODY FORMATION:

That antibodies are made by plasma cells (descendants

of the lymphoid cell clones) is no longer a matter of

dispute. As far back as 1898 Pfeiffer and Marx had studied

antibody levels in different organs and tissues of the body

and had shown that the sites of most antibody formation

were the spleen, bone marrow, lymph nodes and the lung. How¬

ever, it was not until 1948 that Pragraeus showed that the

cells of the plasma cell series were responsible for anti¬

body formation and was able to show that fragments of

spleen red pulp, rich in such cells, were able to make

antibody in vitro.

The structure and formation of the different classes

of antibody will not be dealt with in detail in this thesis.

Basically, there are 5 types of antibody molecule. The

major globulin component of the serum of the adult mammal

is IgG- (molecular weight (mol. wt) 160,000) and is

competent as a precipitin, antitoxin and complement-fixing

antibody. About the same molecular weight is IgA, present

in high concentrations on the mucous membranes. By far



the largest (mol. wt. 960,000) of the antibody molecules

are the IgM globulins. This is usually the first antibody

to be elicited in an immune response and can act as an

agglutinin, opsonin (vide infra), lysin and complement-

fixing antibody. IgD (mol. wt. 18U»000) has an unknown

role at present; IgE (mol. wt. 200,000) is the reaginic

antibody which participates in so many allergic conditions.

The detailed structures of these immunoglobulins have been

elucidated and described by many workers (Cohen & Porter

196^; Kabat 1966; Holborow 1963; Singer & Doolittle 1966;

Grabar & Mieschet 1965; Webb & Goodman 1967; Porter

1966; Cohen & Milstein 1967) and Kabat (1967) gives an

excellent review on the subject.

It is not sufficient merely to know which cells

produce the antibodies. If one wishes to know how and \itfiy

certain antibody responses are elicited by certain antigens,

one has to discover how the antigen effects this antibody

response. Does it do so simply by coming into contact

with the antibody-producing-cells? Experimental data

(Fishman, Adler & Dray 1966) suggest that this is by no

means the only way in which interactions between antigens

and antibody receptors on reactive lymphoid cells is

assured or facilitated.

The pathway of antigen interaction appears to depend

on a variety of factors, not wholly analysed as yet, but

strikingly influenced by, for example, the physicochemical

properties of the antigen, the complexity of the antigen,

whether it possesses many antigenic determinants or very
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few and the state of immunity of the host.

Many reactions to antigen require the interaction of B

lymphocytes with thymus-derived lymphocytes (T-cells) or

with macrophages (see later). Previous contact with a

given antigen and the development of some type of immune

response affects the fate and distribution, of the antigen,

the lymphoid cell population and its circulation, and the

requirement for cooperating cell systems.

In many antibody responses the macrophages play an

important role. For example, the production of DNP-RSA

(Dinitrophenyl-rabbit-serum-albumin) was shown to involve

macrophages (Kunin et al 1972). The macrophage-antigen

complex then interacted with T-cells (for T and B-cells,

see section on lymphocytes) prior to the involvement of

bone-marrow precursors of antibody-producing cells.

At this point it seems relevant to introduce the

macrophage, the object of much study in this thesis and an

important factor in the immune mechanism.

THE MACROPHAGE

As much of the work reported in this thesis concerns

the activity of the peritoneal macrophages (P.E.

macrophages) of the two main strains of mice (the non-

autoimmune strain Balb/c mice and the autoimmune strain

NZB/B1 mice), there follows a brief description of the

criteria used for the classification of these cells, their

morphology, cytochemistry and function in general.



The macrophage is a phagocytic cell of mesodermal

origin (Cohn 1968; Suter 1956). Phagocytosis is the

engulfment of a particle, accompanied by the expenditure of

energy. It was first described in 1782 by Lazzaro

Spallazani. It is an active process and thus a property

only of living cells. An excellent history of the study

of the phagocytic process, per se. has been presented by

Habeshaw (1970).

DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION:-

Macrophages are phagocytic cells (Metchinkoff 1892)

with the ability to engulf large particles, e.g.

erythrocytes (RBC's) and protozoa. These cells, in the

mammal, are classified within the Mononuclear Phagocyte

system (M.P.S.). The basis for their inclusion is both

morphological and functional.

After many years of controversy, the concepts for

such a classification system were laid down by the

committee at the conference on Mononuclear Phagocytes held

in Leiden in September 1967. In their "proposal for a new

classification" Langevoort .et al (1970) drew the outlines

of the M.P.S.

The functional criteria to which cells considered to

be members of the M.P.S. have to conform are (a) avid

phagocytosis and pinocytosis and (b) attachment of the cells

to glass surfaces (a function relied on throughout this

thesis).
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The morphologically specific characteristic used for

identification is a ruffling of the plasma membrane which

can be seen in phase-contrast and electron microscopy

(Hirsch, Fedorko, Daems & Brederoo 1970).

The committee did not consider the uptake of vital dyes

(a characteristic used for identification of phagocytes in

other systems of classification) was a good criterion for

identification of macrophages, since large quantities of dye

could lead to the labelling of some poorly pinocytic cells

which would otherwise not conform to the requirements for

inclusion in the M.P.8.

The M.P.S. now supercedes the previous systems of

classification of phagocytic cells which did not meet the

requirements demanded in the light of new and more accurate

observations made in recent studies.

Aschoff's (192U) Reticulo Endothelial System (R.E.S)
relied heavily on the uptake of dyes for identification of

the constituent cells. Accordingly, a wide variety of

otherwise unrelated cells were included (Jaffe 1938; Jones

& Rous 1919). The types of cells included depended

largely on the amount of dye injected (Ribbert 190i(.).

In 1927 Volterra proposed the term "Reticulo-

Histiocyte System". Thomas, in 19U9» re-introduced this

system. Under this heading he included all the cells

which can acquire the "histiocytic" state such as striated

and smooth muscle cells, bone cells, Schwann cells and

epithelial cells. He widened the functional properties

regarded in the earlier RES as definitive to include

enhanced metabolic activity.
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Aa can be seen from these 2 classification systems

only, the ideal classification system was nowhere near

being attained. More up-to-date information had to be

included and the whole accumulation of data assembled into

a comprehensive and functional system. The valuable work

of Langevoort et al (1970) in doing just this can be

readily appreciated.

The component cells of the M.P.S., considered to be

members of the M.P.S. on the morphological and functional

grounds detailed earlier on, are listed below, together

with their derivation.

Promonocyte (Bone marrow)

Monocyte (Blood)

Macrophages (Tissues)

(highly phagocytic)

connective tissue - histiocyte

liver - Kupff'er cell

lung - alveolar cell

spleen - free and fixed macrophages;

sinusoidal lining cell,

lymph node - free and fixed macrophages

bone marrow - sinusoidal lining cell;

macrophages

serous cavity - peritoneal macrophage

bone tissue - osteoclast

nervous system - microglia?

It can be seen from this that the macrophage is

widely distributed throughout the tissues and cavities of
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the body. It occurs in both the sessile (fixed) and free

(mobile) state. Such an abundant distribution of

macrophages throughout the mammalian body would suggest

that these phagocytic cells play no mean role in the

maintenance, in some way or other, of the well-being of

the animal.

ORIGIN OP THE MACROPHAGE

It was once believed that macrophages could be derived

from the small lymphocytes of the blood (Bloom 1928;

Maximow & Bloom 1952; Rebuck & Crowley 1955» Rebuck

et al 1958; Trowell 1958). However, in 1965 Volkman and

Gowans presented evidence which contradicted this idea.

Prom their studies in rats, it was observed that the

rapid uptake of a radioactive base by the macrophages

could be explained only if those macrophages were derived

from a rapidly dividing precursor, thus excluding the

bulk of small lymphocytes as macrophage precursors.

Drainage of lymphocytes from the thoracic duct complemented

these results ad did their studies on parabiotic rats.

Ebert and Plorey (1939)» working with carbon-labelled

cells, established that monocytes could migrate from the

blood into a site of inflammation and become macrophages.

The concept that macrophages in inflamed areas of

tissue could arise from lymphocytes was eventually dispelled

by the work of Spector et al in 1965. Rat blood leukocytes

were doubly labelled in vivo with ^H-thymidine and
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colloidal carbon. An area of inflammation was induced by

an intradermal injection of bovine fibrinogen and the

labelled leukocytes injected. An examination of the

inflammatory exudate showed that all the macrophages in it

were derived from the blood monocytes.

Further evidence for the origin of the macrophage was

derived from the work of Virolainen (1968) and of Dalner

(1963), who showed that free peritoneal macrophages in

mouse radiation chimeras were all of donor type 6 weeks

after receiving an injection of allogeneic bone marrow.

Similar observations were made by Goodman (■\96k) at longer

intervals following bone marrow injection.

In summary, the experiments outlined above showed

that macrophages are derived from blood monocytes which

are, in turn, derived most likely from a rapidly developing

precursor primarily located in the bone marrow.

However, having said this, it must be noted that under

certain conditions lymphocytes may give rise to phagocjRfcic

cells. Howard et. al (1965) induced a Graft-versus-host

(G.V.H.) reaction in F^ hybrid mice by injecting parental-
strain thoracic duct cells intravenously. Greatly increased

numbers of Kupffer cells some in mitosis, were observed in

the livers of the hybrid animals. The majority of these

were of donor origin; that is, they were derived from cells

in the inoculum of thoracic duct lymphocytes. Some of

these dividing cells were phagocytic as witnessed by the

results obtained following administration of colloidal

carbon. Howard's (Howard jet al 1965) suggestion is that it
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is only under conditions of strong antigenic stimulation

that lymphocytes can be provoked to develop phagocytic

capabilities.

Prom these studies it can be seen that it would not be

wise to attribute a common origin to mononuclear

phagocytes in all situations. However, assuming that one

can take the blood monocyte as the most common precursor

of the macrophage, the derivation of these cells may be

outlined as follows.

The promonocyte, the earliest recognisable precursor

cell in the bone marrow, is a multiplicative cell which

gives rise to the monocyte. However, there is evidence

(van Purth 1970) that the promonocytes are derived from

more immature precursor cells.

Whitelaw (1966) gives evidence that the circulating

blood monocyte is derived from a precursor pool which

divides about 3 times before yielding the monocyte. These

incompletely differentiated cells (monocytes) are able to

travel from their site of origin to the tissues by means

of the circulation.

Under normal conditions it appears that monocytes

leave the vascular system in a random fashion and may

accumulate in a wide variety of tissues. The escape from

the vascular system occurs by a mechanism similar to that

described for the granulocyte (hbert & Plorey 1939?

Jtiarchesi & Plorey 1960). Although directed movement, or

chemotaxis (vide infra) is said to occur in vitro (Harris

1960), this phenomenon has not been observed in vivo.
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Where conditions are favourable for phagocytosis, these

cells become macrophages with the necessary equipment for

digestion of phagocytosed material.

The peripheral blood monocyte is the precursor of the

macrophages of connective tissue (histiocytes) and of

serious cavities (e.g. peritoneal macrophages) under both

normal and pathological conditions (Plorey 1962). The

dependence on the vascular system may be seen in the

discovery by Andersen and Matthiesen (1966) that

mononuclear phagocytes are not present in the tissues of

the human foetus until these tissues have been vascularised.

The reticular cells of the spleen and lymph nodes

(with which fixed macrophages occur in close association)
are not regarded as mononuclear phagocytes (Langevoort

et al 1970). Although they can ingest particulate

materials, they are not highly phagocytic. Similarly, thd

dendritic cells in the follicles of the spleen and lymph

nodes, although they can retain antigen macromolecules at

the surface of their deadritic cytoplasmic extensions, are

not considered to belong to the M.P.S.

FEBITOKEAL MACROPHAGES

Due to the fact that the mouse peritoneal cavity is

a convenient source of mononuclear phagocytes, mouse

peritoneal exudate macrophages (P.E. macrophages) have been

used in many studies. They serve as an excellent

population for in vitro culture experiments in which the

morphological and biochemical concomitants of macrophage
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functions have been evaluated.

P.E. macrophages are frequently considered to typify

the tissue macrophage, although they are the so-called

"free" macrophages.
3

They rarely divide. Less than 3% took up H-Thymidine

(Forbes & Mackaness 1963; van Furth & Cohn 1968; North

1969 a). They are, as indicated in the previous general

statements made on macrophages, derived from blood

monocytes, which are, in turn, derived from precursors in

the bone marrow (van Furth and Cohn 1968; Baener 1963;

Goodman 196h> Virolainen 1968; Volkman 1966). They have a

turnover rate of 20-U0 days.

P.E. macrophages from the unstimulated peritoneal

cavity attach to, and spread out on, the surface of culture

vessels, glass slides, coverslips and so on. Once they

have settled on to these surfaces, any lymphoid elements

which are present, can be washed away, leaving a homogenous

population of mononuclear phagocytes (Cohn & Benson 1965).

SIZE AND MORPHOLOGY

The initial cell population has many of the morpholog¬

ical attributes of the blood monocyte in terms of size,

nuclear morphology and cytoplasmic organelles (Cohn &

Benson 1965; Cohsi, Hirsch & Fedorko 1966; North &

Mackaness 1963).

There is a great variation in size and morphology

among these cells (Hirsch & Fedorko 1970; Bennet 1966). The
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nuclear shape is not a constant feature - it can vary from

oval to Verniform; the nuclear size can also vary from £
to 1/lOth of the cell area.

When macrophages are allowed to spread on glass and

are then examined under phase contrast microscopy, one can

observe a marked activity in the peripheral membrane

(Robineaux & Pinet 1960; Cohn & Benson 1965 b). This

activity is seen as a continuous wavelike action moving in

centripetal fashion.

Electron microscopic examination of macrophages has

yielded much detail. Cells subjected to such scrutiny are

the Kupffer cells (Novikoff & Essner 1960), cells from

spleen and lymph nodes (Weiss 196i+)» alveolar macrophages

(Karer 1958) and peritoneal macrophages (North 1966).

Their overall structure, as has been said, is similar

to the monocyte but varies in terms of the mass and contents

of the cytoplasm. (The tissue macrophages are a

heterogenous cell type in terms of their morphology

(Bennet 1966). They are larger than monocytes (20-50^) and
contain greater numbers of cytoplasmic-dense bodies and

mitochondria).

As an accompaniment to the spreading of the cells on

glass surfaces, pseudopods begin to form and mitochondria

enter the advancing processes as well as intermingling with

spherical granules in the perinuclear region. Within 2k

hours there is an increase in the length of the mitochondria

and a more marked increase in dense granules arranged about

the nucleus.
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The granules, which are phase- and electron-dense,

contain easily demonstrable acid phosphatase activity,

observable under the light microscope. With more prolonged

culture there is a progressive increase in cell size and

the number of acid phosphatase granules or lysosomes.

The hydrolytic enzymes of the cells are normally

sequestered in a latent form within semipermeable membranes

(lysosomes). These enzymes - acid phosphatase, p-glucuron-

idase, muramidase, ^-acetylglucoaaminase, ^-galactosidase -

are extruded when the phagocytic cells engulf particulate

matter and other biologically active materials such as

bacteria or immune complexes.

Generally, the "Golgi apparatus'* is more highly

developed (than in the monocyte) and contains "stackd' of

lamellae near the nucleus. These are associated with tiny,

smooth-surfaced vesicles which are interspersed between the

cisternal elements and are more numerous than in the more

immature monocyte. The rough endoplasmic reticulum (E.R)

is found in the highest concentration at the periphery of

the cells and on the side opposite the Golgi complex. The

amount of this E.R. can vary considerably, even among cells

of the same population.

Electron microscope studies show that during this in

vitro cultivation period, there is an enlargement of the

Golgi complex with increased numbers of Golgi lamellae and

vesicles (Coh£, Hirsch & Fedorko 1966). These changes,

indicative of new lysosome formation and Golgi activity, now

appear to be a common feature of the maturation of mono-
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nuclear phagocytes from either blood or tissue sources.

The immature promonocytes have a few dense granules

in or about the centrosomal region. As the cells become

more mature or are stimulated, these granules increase in

number. The cultured P.E. cells display large numbers of

granules.

Many, if not all of the granules are secondary

lysosomes developing, in some cases, from pinocytic

vacuoles (Cohn & Weiner 1963; Cohn & Benson 1965 (c); Cohn,

Hirsch & Fedorko 1966). The lysosome was defined by

Humphrey and Miite (1965) as "a class of intracellular

vesicles which can be separated by high speed centrifugation

of many disrupted cells, and which contain a number of

hydrolytic enzymes which are set free when the vesicles are

disrupted .... Their function is regarded as to digest

materials taken into the cell by pinocytosis or phagocytosis."

The permeability of the lysosomal membrane is determined by

the redox balance of the tissue (Chayen & Bitensky 1971).

Lowering the pH shifts the redox balance towards a more

reductive (hydrogen excess) state. This is associated with

an increased permeability of lysosomal membranes and, hence,

a reduced latency of the hydrolytic enzymes (Chayen,

Bitensky, Butcher & Poulter 1969; Poulter, Bitensky,

Cachman & Chayen 1970). Consideration of the ways in which

phagocytosis might occur will be given later.

There are two types of vacuole. The first is a

heterophagic vacuole. Such a vacuole occurs when the

membrane of the phagocyte moves around a membrane -
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containing structure (e.g. bacterium) and finally engulfs

this structure into itself. The second type of vacuole

is an autophagic one (de Duve, & Wattiaux 1966; Arstilla &

Trump 1968). This vacuole type forms when a portion of

macrophage cytoplasm, including mitochondria, E.R., etc. is

engulfed by a pinocytic vacuole or lysosome and is

surrounded by and subsequently degraded within a membrane -

bounded structure. Thus both heterophagic and autophagic

phenomena can lead to the same morphological end result,

and unless one can employ appropriate markers and follow

the life history of these organelles, it is difficult, to

say the least, to state their origin with certainty.

THE CHEMISTRY OF CYTOPLASMIC ORGANELLES

When lysosomes or cytoplasmic granules are examined for

chemical content, differences are observed as the degree

of maturity of the phagocytic cells increases.

In the first few days of culture of mouse P.E. cells

(Cohn 1970) there is an increase in the total and specific

activity of acid phosphatase, |3-glucuronidase and cathepsin.
This indicates the formation of new hydrolases.

Promonocytic granules stain strongly when examined

for peroxidase activity; the intensity of this reaction

diminishes as the cells progress, through the monocyte

stage until, in the normal and stimulated macrophage, it is

usually negative.

Prior to division, the promonocytes produce cytoplasmic
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granules rich in various hydrolases and peroxidases. As

the cell progresses towards division, the production of

these granules ceases and their numbers fall. In the late

stages of granulocyte maturation the cells form another

type of granule, the secondary or specific granule lacking

peroxidase (Bainton & Farquhar 1966; Baggiolini, Hirsch &

de Duve 1969). The mature monocyte or macrophage can be

stimulated to produce new acid hydrolases and new granules.

These "secondary" granules similarly do not contain

peroxidase.

The formation of both morphologically discernible

lysosomes and their contained enzymes is dependent on

continuation of protein synthesis (Cohn & Benson 1965 (a)).

The continued protein synthesis, of course, relies on the

growth medium to provide essential factors. Serum, especially

foetal calf serum or calf serum, is commonly used in the

culture media in tissue culture. That the concentration of

such serum can have an effect on the formation of lysosomes

and hence on the treatment of ingested particles within

phagocytes, has been shown by Cohn and Benson (1965 (c)).

Their work showed that with increasing concentrations of

calf serum there was stimulation in the formation of

these organelles.

Throughout the work on macrophages presented in this

thesis, either lactalbumin (as a substitute for serum) was

used with the Eagles (Minimal) Essential Medium (Eagles

MEM) for tissue culture, or specific sera (from batches of

pooled sera) were used together with rigid controls. Only
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under such conditions was it felt that comparisons between

the activity of the peritoneal exudate (P.E) macrophages of

the different strains of mice could be made.

3
Prom studies on the incorporation of H-leucine,

Cohn, Hirsch and Fedorko (1966) showed the feasibility of

the belief expounded earlier by Novikoff (1963) that the

Golgi vesicle is perhaps a primary lysosome and is

responsible for the transport of enzyme to newly

interiorised endocytic vacuoles and vesicles.

The continued presence of secondary (2°) lysosomes

within macrophages appears to depend on the continued

endocytic activity (Cohn 1970). If the environment into

which cells which have accumulated these organelles

depresses pinocytic activity, then the cells will lose the

organelles (Cohn & Benson 1965 (b)). Furthermore, the

continued presence of the lysosomes appears to depend on

the phagocytosis of digestible material (Axline & Gohn

1969). It would appear that the organelle shrinks in size

by means of intracellular digestion (Cohn & Benson 1965 b).

The lysosomal enzymes also seem to be digested. This may

well have a counterpart in vivo, since the environment may

be continually changing.

The main physiological function of lysosomes is

storage and digestion of extra-cellular materials taken in

by the cell (Bowers 1970). The enzymes contained in

lysosomes have certain common features. These are

(a) that they all function under acid pH conditions

(b) that they are all hydrolases and
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(c) that they are capable of degrading a large

number of biological molecules e.g. proteins, nucleic

acids, polysaccharides and lipids.

Lysosomes are also involved in the breakdown of

endogenous materials (de Duve & Wattiaux 1966} Straus 1967).

LYSQZYME PRODUCTION BY MACROPHAGES

Perri al (196U) suggested that phagocytic cells

synthesise and then release lysozyme into the circulatory

system where it accumulates in the kidney and is partially

eliminated in the urine. The suggestion that increased

levels of serum lysozyme may be the result of stimulation

of the R.E.S. of the host was made by Cappuccino, Winston

and Perri (196b). Mice infected with BCG demonstrated a

concomitant increase in spleen weight and lysozyme activity.

Glynn, also studying the effect of BCG on lysozyrae

production, found that during the period of increased

resistance to infection and enhancement of the R.E.S.,

lysozyme levels rose 5-6-fold in the liver, spleen and

blood, and over thirty-fold in the kidneys.

METABOLISM IN MACROPHAGES

Much less work has been done on the metabolic events

that accompany phagocytosis by macrophages than by poly¬

morphonuclear leukocytes (P.M.W). This may, in part, be

due to 2 factors. Firstly, it is easier to obtain P.M.N.
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in large numbers for study and, secondly, from the

information that exists, the metabolic response of P.M.N,

to phagocytosis is "more dramatic and perhaps rather more

interesting than that of macrophages" (Karnovsky et al.

1970). A review of the metabolism of macrophages was

published by Gohn in 1965.

The act of phagocytosis involves expenditure of

energy (Karnovsky et 1970). Guinea pig P.E. macrophages

show vastly increased metabolism during phagocytosis.

Experiments using cyanide showed that the respiratory

response in macrophages was 50-70$ cyanide sensitive

(Oren et al. 1963) indicating that electron transport

occurred via the cytochromes and the probable involvement

of the Tricarboxylic Acid Cycle during phagocytosis. This

contrasts with P.M.N. (Sbarra & Karnovsky 1959) where

more of the respiratory response was cyanide insensitive,

the hexose monophosphate shunt also being stimulated during

phagocytosis. The increase in respiration during

phagocytosis shown by Baldridge and Gerrard (1963) involved

adenosine triphosphate (A.T.P.) (Greendyke, Brierty &

Swisher 1964; North 1966 (a)) and is derived from either

aerobic or anaerobic glycolysis (Sbarra & Karnovsky 1959;

Karnovsky & Sbarra 1960; Karnovsky 1962). Inhibition of

glycolysis by fluoride and iodoacetate blocks phagocytosis

(Karnovsky et al 1970); interference with respiration or

oxidative phosphorylation is without effect. Thus, energy

for phagocytosis in P.E. macrophages can clearly be

provided by glycolysis (Sbarra & Karnovsky 1959) as in P.M.N.
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More recent work by Michell et al (1969) confirmed

that glycolysia but not respiratory activity is essential

for optimal ingestion by P.E. macrophages.

The metabolic activity of casein-elicited guinea pig

P.E. macrophages, alveolar macrophages (A.M.) and P.M.N,

was studied by Oren e£ a^ (1963). The respiratory activity

was found to be greater in the P.E. macrophages and A.M.

than in the P.M.N. During phagocytosis these P.E. macro¬

phages showed a very great increase in respiration and

oxidative activity towards glucose. They differed from

P.M.N, in that the oxidation of G-lucose-C-6 increased

relatively more than giucose-C-1. With A.M., respiration

and oxidation of glucose increased only very modestly.

As mouse P.E. macrophages were studied in the work

presented in this thesis, it is important to note any

effects of the mode of their collection on their metabolism.

Karnovsky et ai, (1970) reported that P.E. cells collected

from untreated mice gave no respiratory burst during

phagocytosis. However, if the P.E. cells were taken 5

days following caseinate injection, the cells behaved

similarly to guinea pig P.E. cells. These elicited cells

were almost entirely monocytes and these increased greatly

their uptake of oxygen during phagocytosis. The oxidation

of radioactive glucose-C-1 or -C-6 to C02 showed that mouse
P. . cells collected in this way were far more metabolically

active than were those obtained by peritoneal lavage.

However, when Xarnovsky et ,al (1970) examined the

oxidation of glucose-C-1 during phagocytosis in freshly
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settled (cells allowed to settle on glass coverslips in

Leighton tubes for 2j hours before washing the cell sheets

to remove lymphocytes) mouse P.E. cells, they found a

marked increase in the oxidation. This was much greater

than that of the same cells after prolonged culture. This

is in keeping with the large number of mitochondria in

macrophages and their content of typical mitochondrial

enzymes.

H2°2 Produc'tion wa3 studied in various phagocytic
, v 1 k

cells by Karnovsky e£ (1970). C-formate was found to

be oxidised to a greatly increased level by guinea pig P.E.

cells during phagocytosis, whereas this was not found to

be the case in lavaged or elicited mouse P.E. cells.

Freshly settled mouse P.E. cells behaved no differently.

It seems unlikely, therefore, that mouse macrophages would

kill ingested bacteria by the Klebanoff mechanism (Klebanoff

1967).

Incorporation of tritiated thymidine into DNA was

reported in populations of macrophages by Khoo and Mackaness

(l96h). These macrophages were from the peritoneal cavity

of mice previously sensitised with albumin in adjuvant.

The second injection of antigen, 2 weeks later, resulted in

the proliferation of peritoneal cells which were described

as macrophages. Similarly, Rowley and Leuchtenberg (196U)

described such DNA activity.

A rapid turnover of RNA in macrophages from stimulated

and unstimulated serous cavities was detected by Watts

and Harris (1959). However, these authors could not detect
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any synthesis or turnover of DNA in macrophages.

Cells which are as well provided with E.R. as the

macrophages, might be expected to produce protein of one

kind or another. A number of observations have now clearly

documented the fact that macrophages from different species

and saurces produce large amounts of interferon. Glasgow

and Habel (1963) showed that mouse P.E. macrophages

produced an interferon-like protein when vaccinia virus was

present. Other workers have reported the production of

interferon by macrophages from mice and rabbits (Glasgow,

1965; Smith & Wagner 1967 a; Acton & Myrvik 1966). The

production of interferons was inhibited by both puromycin

and actinomycin D.

Besides the interferons, other proteins have been

found to be produced by macrophages. Stecher and Thorbecke

(1967) demonstrated the production of pIC and transferrin
in rodents and |3IC in primates.

FUNCTION OF MACROPHAGES

Phagocytosis is a widespread phenomenon being

observed from the single-celled eucaryotic amoebae up to

man. The functions attributed to phagocytosis, however,

vary, from a simple feeding (though discrimination is

seen) mechanism to specialised roles in the internal

economy under normal and pathological conditions (Suter

1956; Woessner 1965). The role of the phagocyte in the

removal of dead and effete cells was appreciated as early
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as 1899 by Metchnikoff. Some of the chemical constituents

of these cells are reintroduced into the economy of the

organism and others are eliminated (Gottlieb 1934). Apart

from the economics of the situation, a scavenging cell or

some such system would be an abaolute necessity if the

living machine is not to become clogged up with dead and

effete cells.

THE MACROPHAGE IN CELLULAR IMMUNITY

A development of a specialised function in phagocytes

in higher animals and man, is that of elimination of

pathogenic microorganisms. Panum (1874) suggested that

phagocytic cells were responsible for ingestion of bacteria

which entered the body.

In 1881, Roser concluded that "the immunity of

animals in absolute health depends" in his opinion, "on

the relative quantities of salts in their fluids, and upon

the contractile cells ingesting the enemy which enters the

animal body". Studies on the importance of the macrophage

have continued, including contributions by Zinoser et al

(1939) and gebuck and Crowley (1955).
The importance of the macrophage in cellular immunity

has been demonstrated by the effect that eliminating the

macrophage contribution has had on the immune response to

potentially harmful organisms. Wagner (1890) did this by

"anaesthetic paralysis" of the phagocytes and by lowering

the body temperature below normal or raising it above normal.
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The result was a decrease in the natural resistance.

-Another indication of the role of phagocytes in

combating infection can be observed by the results of

injecting mice, via different routes, with pneumococci.

They are more resistant to infection when injected intra¬

venously or intramuscularly (phagocytes present in high

numbers and easily transported to the site of inoculation)
than intraperitoneally (Dutton, 1955). Indeed, some path¬

ogenic organisms are virulent simply because they have

anti-phagocytic surface components (Dubos 1948).
It is generally agreed that macrophages do not

synthesise specific immunoglobulins (Ehrich, Harris &

Mertuns 1946). However, they certainly participate in the

immune response.

Cells may enter into the expression of immunity at

three levels, thus making the use of the term "cellular

immunity" a confusing one (Mackaness 1970). They can play

an accessory role as phagocytes in the antibody-mediated

immunity resulting from specific opsonisation (vide infra)
of bacteria; they can also serve as the principal agents

of immunity, as do the highly activated macrophages

occurring in acquired cellular resistance (Mackaness 1962)
and thirdly, they may be vehicles which can carry molecular

recognition sites, as immunologically committed lymphocytes

are thought to do in cell-mediated hypersensitivity. How¬

ever , "cellular immunity" could be reserved exclusively for

Metchnikoff's original concept of an acquired form of

antimicrobial resistance that depends upon the "perfecting
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of the phagocyte and digestive powers of the leucocytes"

(Metchnikoff 1905). However, it must be remembered that

the mechanism which activates the macrophages, is cell-

mediated, being dependent on the lymphocytes (Mackaness

1970).

Luria (1965) used the term in this way to describe

the host resistance that develops as blood monocytes

mature to epitheloid cells in the lesions of tuberculous

animals. The response of animals to tubercle bacilli

(Luria 1965) indicated that reinfection was associated with

heightened host resistance, thought to be related to

cellular factors and, in particular, to the activity of

epitheloid cells found in infectious granuloma (Luria 19U2).

The use of inyvltro culture systems led to corroboration of

this speculation (Suter 1953? Pomales-Lebron & Stineberg

1957; Holland & Pickett 1958). In these studies it was

shown that macrophages obtained from infected animals were

able to inhibit the multiplication of a number of facultative

intracellular bacterial parasites, thus establishing the

central role of the macrophages as the effector cell and

paving the way for an examination of mechanisms.

The clearest example of antibacterial cellular immunity

came from the studies of Mackaness (1962) using Listeria

monocytogenes in the mouse. Following an intravenous

challenge the organism multiplied within the liver and

spleen, reaching high population densities. This was

followed by a dramatic period of bacterial inactivation.

When the peritoneal macrophages were examined, they were
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found to support the intracellular growth of the Listeria

early on in the infection. Then a population of "resistant"

P.E. macrophages began to appear around the fourth day and

these could inactivate more than 30% of the ingested

Listeria. an alteration which coincided with events at

the organ level.

"Cellular immunity is probably expressed exclusively

through the fixed and free mononuclear phagocytes of the

reticuloendothelial system, for they alone seem capable

of the added metabolic and functional activity needed to

control the growth of facultative intracellular parasites"

(Mackaness 1970) (e.g. tubercle bacilli, Brucella arbortus.

Listeria monocytogenes) which are able to grow in the

cytoplasm of normal, unstimulated macrophages.

When such potential intracellular parasites infect

an animal, its macrophages, on the recovery of the animal,

display an ability to destroy a wide variety of organisms

as well as being grossly altered in appearance.

As Mackaness (1970) points out, it is this ability

of the macrophage to be "activated" and to produce or

release its hydrolytic enzymes (Henson 1971; Weissmann,

Zurier, Spieler & Goldstein 1971) which "forma the basis

of cellular immunity". This activation is not restricted

to infectious agents, since it can occur in circumstances

such as graft-versus-host reactions (G.V.H.) (Blanden

1969).

A large body of information now exists which clearly

indicates that the newly acquired antibacterial properties
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of macrophages are not immunologically specific. Thus,

infection with one organism results in a macrophage

alteration which is expressed against a wide variety of

antigenically unrelated species (Fong, Schneider & Elberg

1957? Elberg, Schneider & Fong 1957; Howard 1961; Mackaness

196k (a) & (b); Blanden, Mackaness & Collins 1966). Strains

used in these studies were BGG, strains of Brucella.

Salmonella and Listeria. It can be concluded, therefore,

that the stimulation of the mononuclear phagocyte,

irrespective of mechanism, is expressed as an immunologically

non-specific antibacterial effect.

Braun, Kessel and Pomales-Lebron (1962) showed that

the organisms which stimulate acquired, cellular immunity

must be viable multiplying organisms, since dead vaccines

have not been effective.

Mackaness (196L (a) and (b)) suggested that a large,

persistent pool of antigen is required for the continual

stimulation of the phagocyte population. This may be

required, not only for its influence on existing cells, but

also as a continued stimulous for the bone marrow to

increase monocyte production, thereby enlarging the pool of

effector cells.

Macrophages obtained from the peritoneal cavity at

particular stages of infection may differ from normal cells

in morphology (Blandon, Lefford & Mackaness 1969),

tendency to spread {Blanden 1968; North 1969 (a)) and

phagocytic ability (Lurie 1965; North 1969 (a)). An
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increase above normal levels in hydrolytic enzymes (Saito

& Suter 1965) and microbicidal ability (Blanden 1968) have

been observed.

North (1969 (a)) noted that there is an increased

capacity of activated macrophages to ingest particles of

polystyrene, which help* to explain why macrophages from

Listeria infected mice can ingest and kill Salmonella

typhlmurium in the absence of specific antibody, whilst

normal macrophages can ingest this organism only after

specific opsonisation and can kill only a proportion of

those which they do ingest (Blanden, Mackaness & Collins

1966).

The antimicrobial cellular immunity can be transferred

from one animal to another by means of cells (Sever, 1960;

Allan 1962; Saito e£ al 1962; Mlki & Mackaness 196U).
Immune serum, on the other hand, affords no such protective

activity (Mackaness 1962 & 1969). However, although serum

is incapable of transferring immunity per se. it does have

effects on the in vitro interaction between macrophages and

parasites (Pong, Schneider & Elberg 1957; Gelzer & Suter

1959). In both instances the use of immune serum protected

the macrophage from the cytotoxicity of intracellular

parasites and was additive to the immunity expressed by

the cells.

The state of immunity to intracellular parasites can

be transferred to normal animals (i.e. un-challenged

animals) with lymphoid cells from the spleens (Mackaness

1969) or thoracic duct lymph (Mackaness 1970) of convalescent
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donors. Along with this transfer of immunity goes a

parallel transfer of hypersensitivity to Listeria antigens.

Thus it seems that both these manifestations of immunity are

mediated by immunologically committed lymphocytes, a view

supported by the fact that antilymphocytic globulin blocks

the transfer of both immunity and hypersensitivity with

immune spleen cells (Mackaness & Hill 1969)*

The function of the lymphocytes in this cell-

mediated immunity-transfer is unlikely to be as the effector

of antimicrobial immunity. They must, therefore, serve in

some other capacity when they confer protection upon normal

animals.

Elimination of radiosensitive mononuclear phagocytes

(Volkman & Collins 1968) by x-irradiation in recipients

of "protective" spleen cells from immunised donors

completely abolishes the adoptive transfer of protection

(Mackaness 1970), thus suggesting that the macrophage is

indeed involved. Animals adoptively immunised with cells

from BCG - immunised donors most easily demonstrate the

interplay between this, the effector cell and the

immunologically committed lymphocyte.

When mice are infected with BCG, they become highly

resistant to a Listeria challenge due to the activation of

macrophages (Blanden, Lefford & Mackaness 1969). The

tuberculin sensitivity can be transferred to normal

animals by the lymphoid cells of the BCG - infected animals*

but they do not carry the donor's non-specific resistance

to a Listeria challenge (Mackaness 1969). Thus the
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hypersensitivity and antimicrobial resistance obviously

reside in different cells; the former in committed

lymphocytes and the latter in activated macrophages

(Mackaness 1970). However, if recipients of BCG-sensitised

lymphoid cells are injected with a small eliciting dose of

BCG, the macrophages in the peritoneal cavity are promptly

activated to the accompaniment of a general increase in

the level of host resistance to a Listeria challenge

(Mackaness 197o)» "This can only mean that macrophage

activation occurs in the course, or in the wake, of a

delayed-type hypersensitivity reaction" (Mackaness 1970).

MACROPHAGE ACTIVATION

Motility and Chemotaxis of Macrophages

If macrophages are to function efficiently as a

cellular aspect of the immune system in the removal of

foreign or dead matter from any part of the animal's body,

then there must be an effective means of getting the cells

to the area of the body in question. The cells could either

be fixed (sessile) in that area, as are the tissue

histiocytes, or they must move there. This movement could

be passive, in so far as the vascular system could carry

the cells. It could be active in that the cells might

respond to some stimulus and hence migrate to the area.

In this section, the motility of macrophages in response to

various stimuli will be dealt with.
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The migratory potential of macrophages has been

shown by several workers (Eliot 1926; Roser 1965; 1968 (a)
St (b); Russell & Roser 1968).

Studies on the inflammatory response have indicated

that macrophages develop from monocytes brought there by

the circulation (Ebert & Florey 1939; Gronkite et al 1960;

Kosunen ,et al 1963; Volkman & Oowans 1965 b). The

undoubted bone-marrow origin of the macrophage precursor

was established by Volkman and Gowans (1965 c)•

Cellular immunity borne by circulating and motile

(i.e. amoeboid) cells confers an advantage on an immune

mechanism over a humoral-antibody-type immunity, since

immunoglobulin molecules do not easily diffuse into the

tissues under normal physiological conditions.

Activation of peritoneal and splenic macrophages by

intravenous injection of BCG (Blanden, Leford & Mackaness

1969) would suggest that some substance with macrophage

stimulating properties is released by the tissues of

tuberculin - sensitive subjects when in contact with the

antigen.

In vitro studies have 3hown that sensitised lymphoid

cells, when incubated with specific antigen, produce more

than one biologically active molecule. One such molecule,

the migration inhibitory factor (M.I.F), acts on macrophages,

at least to the extent of preventing their normal migration

from a capillary tube (David, 1966; Bloom 1971). Another

is highly cytotoxic for monocytes (Granger e_t al 1969) and

yet another is actively chemotactic for monocytes (Ward,
Remold & David 1969).
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Such a stimulatory product of sensitive lymphoid cells

should explain cellular immunity neatly. However, no

evidence for a protective role of such serum-borne products

is available (Mackaness 1969).

Chemotaxis has been studied by a widely used method

introduced by Boyden (1962).

Leukocytes can be separated from the chemotactic

substance by means of a permeable membrane, whose pore size

may be selected, and can migrate across the membrane

towards the substance where they may be enumerated.

By the use of this, and similar techniques, it has

been observed that both mononuclear and polymorphonuclear

macrophages migrate along a positive gradient of

chemotactia stimulus (Keller & Sorkin 1966, 1968). The

chemotactie stimulation of leukocytes induces

(a) a change in directional migration and

(b) an increased locomotion.

Chemotactic substances can be divided into 2 groups

(Sorkin, Borel & Stecher 1970) depending on their mode of

action. Those with a direct effect on cells were termed

cytotaxins and those inducing cytotaxins (i.e. those

substances which acted indirectly on the cells, by causing

the formation of some substance in the medium, which did,

in fact, act directly on the cells) as c.vtotaxigens. The

following table (table a) taken from Sorkin et al (1970)
classifies chemotactic substances according to their mode

of action.
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CYT0TAXIN8 Agents with direct chemotactic effect

on cells.

(a) Endogenous: present in normal and

antigen-antibody activated sera; split

products of complement components. C3 and

C5; In antigen/Antibody activated plasma;

in exudate fluids; in post-granular super-

natants from neutrophils.

(b) Exogenousi Bacterial culture filtrates;

casein, peptone.

CYTOTAXIQ-ENS Agents without direct chemotactic effect

on cells. They induce cytotaxins or unmask

them.

(a) Endogenous; granules from macrophages,

neutrophils, liver and heart; post granular

supernatant from macrophages, neutrophils and

liver; plasmin, trypsin; C3 convertase, C3

inactivator complex.

(b) Exogenous: Antigen antibody complexes,

bacterial endotaxlns, aggregated V-globulin,

guanosine, glycogen, tuberculin, zymosan.

Some cytotaxigens require incubation with

unheated normal serum, others with plasma,

and still others with complement components

to generate chemotactic mediators for either

neutrophils or macrophages.

Table a Classification of chemotactic substances

according to their mode of action. (Taken from Sorkin,

Borel & Stecher 1970).



Cell-specific chemotaxis (i.e. chemotaxis of either

mononuclear cells or polymorphonuclear cells) was first

demonstrated by Keller and Sorkin in 1967. These authors

(Keller & Sorkin 1967 (b)), studying the action of

cytotaxigens (e.g. Antigen-antibody complexes) in normal

sera, consistently noted that chemotactic activity for

macrophages and less often for neutrophils was present in

sera of normal rabbits and other laboratory animals, even

before their interaction with "activating" agents.

The relevance of chemotaxis to the maintenance of

homeostasis in the animal with regard to clearance of dead

and effete tissue components can be substantiated by the

work of Jacoby (1965). By serial photography of chick-

macrophage populations in vitro, he could observe the

chemotactic influences exerted by "degenerating" cells.

Macrophages at a distance of up to 30 p from the dying cell
could be seen to move, almost in a straight line, towards

the cell. Phagocytosis followed.

Sorkin e£ al (1970) gave evidence for the chemotactic

effect of granular fractions from rabbit neutrophils and

macrophages. The presence of normal serum in the culture

fluid enhanced the chemotactic effect of these granules.

Just how this happens is not yet understood (Sorkin et al

1970).

What significance have these in vitro findings in

vivo? They may add to the understanding of certain aspects

of cellular migration in inflammation such as in the

Arthus reaction (Sorkin {3t al 1970). The antigen-antibody
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complexes, interacting with blood components (serum/plasma)
induce polymorphcytotaxins. These may be responsible for

the typical selective accumulation of polymorphs seen in

the early stages of the Arthus reaction. Phagocytosis of

these immune complexes and the subsequent release of the

intracellular content, including the lyaosomes (Lovett &

Movat 1966) generates chemotactic agents in serum or

plasma, thus provoking the arrival of more polymorphs.

This will be a self-perpetuating process until all the

immune complexes are removed (Cochrane, Weigle & Dixon

1959).

Humphrey (1955) has shown that the polymorph phase is

not necessary for the mononuclear cell invasion and that

mononuclear cell invasion must, therefore, be directly

related to antigen-antibody reactions and not secondarily

to the neutrophil polymorph phase.

The presence of chemotaxins in vivo, which are active

in vitro. ha3 been demonstrated (Sorkin et, al 1970).

Cytotaxins have been demonstrated in blood in vivo after the

intravenous injection of zymosan or aggregated ^-globulin

and in the peritoneal exudates of rabbits after the

injection of glycogen.

An alternative hypothesis to explain the activation of

macrophages involves a role for cytophilic antibody (vide

infra). However, this would necessitate that cytophilic

antibody would not exist free in the serum (which it does -

vide infra) in detectable amounts. It would be assumed

that the antibody, when bound to receptive cells, renders



them specifically sensitive to antigen. Sessile and

circulating mononuclear phagocytes that have been

sensitised in this way might respond to an appropriate

concentration of antigen in the circulation. In this

speculative view, specific antigen rather than an

intermediate product of sensitive lymphoid cells would be

the immediate stimulous to host macrophages. The

dissemination of antigen would then account for the

widespread effects observed in the macrophages of actively

infected animals (Blanden, Lefford & Mackaness 1969;

Mackaness 196b (a))» recently re-infected animals (Blanden

et al 1969) and animals passively sensitised with spleen

cells and challenged by the homologous organism (Mackaness

1969). However, whether cytophilic antibody plays a role

in macrophage activation still remains an open question.

THK -ACT OF PHAGOCYTOSIS

For a detailed account of the act of phagocytosis the

reader is referred to Habeahaw (1970), whose review also

gives an abundant supply of references. The act of phago¬

cytosis will only be summarised here. A review of the

kinetics of the phagocytic function of reticulo-endothelial

macrophages in vivo has been written by Stiffel, Mouton

and Biozzi (1970).

This thesis deals with the ingestion of 2 types of

antigen by macrophages; firstly the particulate erythrocyte

(RBC) both in the absence and presence of various sera and
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secondly, the non-particulate protein, Bovine serum

albumin (B.S.A.).

Phagocytosis is one of the mechanisms through which

animals can discriminate between "self" and "non-self".

Phagocytic recognition implies that certain particles are

ingested at a higher rate than others.

Contact between phagocyte and particle is a necessary

condition for successful phagocytosis in vitro and in vivo.

The phagocytic act can be broken into 3 stages

(Habeshaw 1970). Firstly, the particle approaches the

phagocyte and this often results in the adherance of the

particle to the cell surface. Secondly, the phagocyte

takes up the particle into its interior (vide infra) and

then, thirdly, the particle is ingested.

Once the particle has attached itself to the phagocyte

surface it is subsequently enveloped by the plasma membrane

which then fuses with itself to form the phagocytic vacuole

or phagosome. This completes the initial step in

heterophagy and signals the onset of the digestive phase.

As far as can be seen, the newly formed phagosome is devoid

of hydrolytic enzymes and moves centripetally into the

cell body to interact with cytoplasmic organelles. From

studies employing alveolar macrophages (Cohn & Weiner

1963 b), Kupffer cells (Novikoff & Essner 1960) and guinea

pig P.E. macrophages (North 1966) it seems quite certain

that the phagosome fuses with pre-existing lysosomes in the

macrophage cytoplasm. This results in the resegregation

of acid hydrolases within the phagocytic vacuole and the



the conversion of this structure into a digestive body or

secondary lysosome. Then follows the depletion of

pre-existing lysosomes and the appearance of enzymes i.e.

acid phosphatase, in the phagosome (Strauss 1964). It is

also possible that golgi vesicles, which can be considered

the primary macrophage lysosome (vide aucra) also fuse

with the new phagosome and contribute to the transfer of

digestive enzymes.

The exterior boundary of the mammalian cell is

provided by the cell (or plasma) membrane, a typical

double membrane some 80 2 thick, which consists of a

bimolecular layer of polar lipids coated on both sides by

protein films. It is a mosaic of different functional

units, differing slightly in structure, highly selective

and specialised in various cells, and controlling such

widely divergent but important cellular perameters as

selective permeability to and active transport of nutrients

and ions (i.e. the passage of these factors into the cell)

contractile properties and cell-to-cell associations and

recognitions.

The surface of the cell has an electrokinetic or zeta

potential due to the distribution of ionic groups within

the membrane. The charge is, of course, determined

directly by the chemical structure of the cell surface. In

the mammalian cell, this appears to be anionic due to the

ionisation of the carboxyl groups of h-acetylmuramic acid

at physiological pH (Habeshaw 1970).
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Phagocytosis depends, not only on contact of the

particles with the surface of the phagocyte but also on a

certain degree of adhesion. The electrokinetic cell-

surface potential is functionally of great importance, in

particular in determining the adhesiveness of cells

(Purdie & Ambrose 1958)«

OPSONINS

The adhesiveness between macrophages and potentially

phagocytosable matter can be influenced by the deposition

of protein on the surface of the particle conceimed. The

serum of animals vaccinated with bacteria, besides

increasing phagocytosis of the bacteria, causes several

alterations in their surface properties, such as increased

cohesiveness, decrease in surface electric potential

differences and decrease in wettability by oil (Lucke et al

1929). Whether the coating is sufficient for phagocytosis

depends on the physiological conditions under which the

process is observed. In liquid media, maximum coating is

necessary, whereas rough surfaces allow phagocytosis with

little organisation. Substances known as opsonins are

defined as "any substances occurring naturally or as a

result of specific immunisation, in body fluids, which

facilitate phagocytosis by combining with the surface of

the particle" (Babeshaw 1970).

Phagocytosis is a selective process (Penn 1920). In

vitro, phagocytes will ingest aged and injured RBC's in

preference to fresh and healthy ones (Stuart & Cummings

1968). Foreign red cells are phagocytosed in preference to



homologous RBC's (Halpern 1957). The importance of

opsonins in determining the selectivity of the phagocytic

process has been stressed by many workers. However,

Rabinovitch (1967 a) has shown that erythrocytes can

selectively adhere to macrophages in the absence of serum

proteins and hence of opsonins. Furthermore, Rabinovitch

(1967 b) showed that opsonins facilitate the act of

phagocytosis itself and play no part in the selectivity of

the process. This could be termed "non-immunological

phagocytosis", although even when phagocytosis proceeds in

the absence of added serum it is difficult to rule out the

participation of cytophilic antibody (vide infra) (Nelson

1969) or of complement factors that may be produced by the

macrophages (Stecher & Thorbecke 1967 b). In the presence

of serum, some of these particles may bind immunoglobulin

(Kochwa et al^ 1967) or complement (Peck & Thomas 1949).
Thus it is difficult to evaluate the relevance of non-

immunological phagocytosis in vivo.

When serum fractions were examined, it was found that

IgG antibodies can lead to attachment and uptake of RBC's

to macrophages and monocytes (Berken & Benecerraf 1966;

Berken & Benecerraf 1968; Henson 1969; Huber & Fudenberg

1968; Huber et al 1968; Lo Buglio, Colvan & Jandl 1967;

Rabinovitch 1967 a). The Fc fragment of the IgG molecule

was found to be directly or indirectly involved in the

interaction of RBC's with phagocytes, since the pepsin

fragment F (ab)^ *s lower than that of intact IgG (Berken &
Benecerraf 1966; Rabinovitch 1967 a; Huber & Fudenberg 1968).



Only one report is brought to mind of IgM alone

epaonising RBC's. Lay and Nussengweiz (1969) showed that

red cells treated with relatively high doses of IgM attach

themselves to macrophages but not to monocytes in a CP1

mouse strain system. For ingestion of RBC's treated with

IgM, it is usual for the first h components of complement

(CO to be required. Huber et al_ (1968) suggested the C '3

or some modified form of it acts to bind the particles to

the phagocytes.

Different receptor sites are thought to be involved

with IgG and IgM+complement opsonins. Macrophages exposed

to trypsin bind RBC's treated with IgG (Lo Buglio, Colvan &

Jandl 1967; Hensen 1969) but not -with IgM and complement

(Lay & Nessenzweig 1968; Hensen 1969).
CYTOPHILIC ANTIBODIES

The macrophages themselves are able to bind certain

antibodies - the "cytophilic" antibodies. Cytophilic or

macrophage-associated immunoglobulins were first reported

by Girard and Murray in 1954» in extracting thoracic duct

cavity macrophages.
1 31

I-HSA (human serum albumin) was fixed by normal

rabbit spleen cells after they (the cells) had been mixed

with rabbit antisera to H8A hnd the antiserum then removed

by thorough washing (Boyden & Sorkin 1960; Boyden, Sorkin
ft

& Sparck 1960). The authors concluded that there was an

antibody present in these antisera which had a strong avidity

not only for specific antigen but also for spleen cells.

They described this antibody as "cytophilic". In 1963,



Boyden defined cytophilic antibody as a "globulin component

of immune serum which becomes attached, in vitro, to

certain cells in such a way that these cells are subsequently

capable of specifically adsorbing antigen", (Boyden, 1963»

196k)•

The most important cytophilic antibodies from a

clinical point of view and hence the best investigated are

the homocytotropic antibodies (Becker & Austin 1966),

cytophilic for mast cells and basophil polymorphonuclear

leukocytes. These are usually detected by the release of

pharmacologically active agents, such as histamine or

serotonin, as a result of antigen-antibody interaction on

or in very close proximity to the cell-surface (Stanworth

1970).

The second major group of cytophilic antibodies are

those which show a predilection for macrophage surface

receptors and whose biological functions are only now

beginning to be understood. These will now be studied in

more detail.

Perhaps the most valuable contribution to the study of

macrophage-cytophilic antibodies came when Boyden introduced

a rosette-forming reaction on macrophage monolayers

(Boyden 1963; 1961*) • This involved the use of monolayers

of cultured macrophages, incubated with and then washed of

excess antisera to a given red cell type, nucleated cells

or bacteria. The treated macrophages could then be

incubated with the appropriate antigen, the excess antigen

washed away and the result examined microscopically. In a
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positive reaction, a rosette would have formed, with the

macrophage in the centre and the antigen surrounding it.

Jones e£ al, (1965) described another technique for the

detection of cytophilic antibody. This is a suspension-

centrifugation technique. It involves mixing a suspension

of passively sensitised cells with the appropriate antigen

and then gently centrifuging the mixture. A positive

reaction is judged when examination of the resuspended cell

pellet reveals tight clusters of antigen particles around

the test cells. This technique is of importance when the

cells under examination, unlike macrophages, do not form

monolayers.

Conjugation of soluble antigens to carriers, such as

erythrocytes (Jones et al, 1965) can also be made use of

in the macrophage monolayer technique or the suspension-

centrifugation technique. Macrophage-cytophilic antibodies

to bacterial antigens may be detected either by the use of

erythrocytes conjugated with bacterial lipopolysaccharide

or by the use of whole bacteria (Berken & Beneeerraf 1966;

Del Guerico ejt al 1969; Parish 1965).
The term "cytophilic" has also been used for antibodies

which fixed to macrophages after combination with antigen

(Benecerraf 1968; Berken & Benecerraf 1966). Berken and

Benecerraf (1968) defined cytophilia as "that property of

opsonising antibody which provides the receptors that

permit the binding of antibody to the macrophage cell

membrane in preparation for phagocytosis". This was a

passive, indirect technique.
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However, both Parish (1965) and later Tizard (1969)

showed that these antibodies were not cytophilic prior to

combination with antigen and were therefore not identical

to those antibodies detected by Boyden's macrophage-

monolayer technique, but were opsonising antibodies. Parish

(1965) was able to separate the opsonising activity from

the cytophilic activity of mouae anti-bovine plasma albumin

and anti-bovine gamma globulin serum by agar-gel

electrophoresis,

Tizard (1969) demonstrated that mouse anti-sheep-

erythrocyte cytophilic antibodies could be IgM whereas the

antibodies detected by the passive indirect technique are

invariably IgG. (Berken & Benecerraf 1968; Lo Buglio,

Cotran & Jandl 1967; Tizard 1969). A further point made by

Tizard was that cytophilic antibodies bound only to macro¬

phages whereas opsonised erythrocytes in the passive

indirect technique adhered to neutrophil polymorphonuclear

leukocytes and to mast cells as well as macrophages,

Macrophage-cytophilic antibodies do exist free in serum,

and it must be assumed that they either have a relatively

low affinity for macrophage receptors, or, alternatively,

that all macrophage receptors are occupied. It is perhaps

for this reason that, although serum-macrophage-cytophilic

antibodies are readily obtainable and much information is

available on the physicochemical properties, the nature of

their biological function(s) is obscure.

In the guinea pig the production of c.vtophilic antibody

requires the use of (complete) Treund's adjuvant in the
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immunising schedule (Boyden 1961+; Jonas £t al 1965; Nelson

& Mildenhall 1967). In contrast cytophilic antibodies may

be obtained without the use of adjuvants in mice. This is

especially true of anti-sheep erythrocyte cytophilic anti¬

bodies (Berken & Benecerraf 1966; Lokaj 1968; Tizard 1969).

Tizard (1969) found that these antibodies could be

produced by one or two intraperitoneal or intravenous

injections of sheep erythrocytes in saline, whereas Dietrich

(1966) found a lack of reactivity of mice to sheep

erythrocytes incorporated in Freund*s complete adjuvant.

Cytophilic antibody to alloantigens of sarcoma cells

was reported by Hoy and Nelson (1969). These were obtained

using either tumour cells (1A/J) or A/J skin grafts in

C57B1/6J mice by a macrophage monolayer technique and

rosette formation involving tumour cells around macrophages.

The Fc fragment of the antibody heavy chain is

probably involved in cell fixation, since pepsin treatment

of guinea pig (Berken & Benecerraf 1966) and mouse (Tizard

1969) cytophilic antibodies destroyed this capacity.

There are receptors on human phagocytes for IgG^ and

IgG^ but none for other subgroups or classes. The ability
of IgM to act as an opsonin depends on its ability to

activate complement. The following table (table b)

summarises the data (Weir, personal communication).
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Immunoglobulin Phagocytosis Complement fixation

IgQ1 + +

IgG2 - +

igc3 + +
ieau

Table b. The relationship between immunoglobulin subclass,

phagocytosis and complement fixation.

The macrophage membrane receptor for 73 cytophilic

antibodies in mice was found to be impervious to treatment

with trypsin and pepsin by Kossard and Nelson (1963 b).

Both Nelson and Boyden (1967) and Tizard (1969) have

observed that the receptor for mouse 193 cytophilic anti¬

body is trypsin-sensitive.

Boyden (196I|.) was the first to confirm that antibodies

specifically cytophilic for macrophages existed. (Howard &

Benecerraf 1966; Jonas je£ jil 1965; Tizard 1969). In the

mouse it was also observed (Tizard 1969) that alveolar,

splenic and peritoneal macrophages, Kupffer cells, microglia

and blood monocytes took up cytophilic antibodies to an

apparently identical extent. Both mouse IgG- and IgM

macrophage-cytophilic antibodies were found to bind to cells

much more strongly at 4°C than at 37°C (Tizard 1970;

Tizard 1971).
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Cytophilic antibodies against other antigens can

interfere in the system and compete against the specific

antibodies under test for available cell receptors. For

this reason, the addition of normal serum to diluent is

normally inhibitory for cytophilic antibody rosette

formation and, similarly, rosette formation as measured by

this test reflects the result of this competition for

available receptors (Berken & Benecerraf 1966; Inchley,

Grey & Uhr, 1970; Jonas et aJL 1965; Kossard & kelson 1968a).
The Role of Cytophllic antibody in vivo

Speculation persists as to the role of cytophilic

antibody in vivo. Mitchell and Abbott (1965) found that,

although the macrophages of the lymph node medulla phago-

cytosed antigen in the usual way, the reticular cells in

the germinal centres did not, instead they localised it

on their extensive dendritic processes which are in close

proximity to lymphocytes. (Details of macrophage-lymphocyte

interaction will be discussed later). This antigen

localisation was found by Humphrey and Frank (1967) to

occur only when antibody started to appear. It did not

occur in tolerant animals and was very marked in primed

animals. These findings suggested that an antibody,

cytophilic for dendritic reticular cells, was responsible

for antigen localisation in lymph node primary follicles.

The relationship of these cells to "classical" macrophages

is, unfortunately, not known.

The possible involvement of cytophilic antibody in

delayed hypersensitivity reactions, a type of specific-
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cell-raediated immunity, is contra-indicated by the bulk of

available evidence (Blazkovec, Hulliger & Sorkin 1968;

Gowland 1968; Holtzer 1967; Holtzer and /inkier 1967).

Holtzer (1968) produced delayed hypersensitivity to sheep

erythrocytes in guinea pigs in the absence of detectable

serum cytophilic antibody and demonstrated that the skin

reactions were not enhanced by local injection of macro¬

phages or macrophages sensitised with cytophilic antibody

in vitro. Nor was the reaction enhanced by infiltration of

the site of antigen injection by serum containing cytophilic

antibodies.

However, there is, in contrast, an increasing amount

of evidence that indicates that cytophilic factors, separate

from serum cytophilic antibody, do exist and that they may

passively sensitise macrophages which consequently may

participate in the reactions of cellular immunity, delayed

skin reactions, allograft rejection and perhaps even

acquired cellular immunity to intra-cellular microorganisms.

Hulliger, Blazkovec and Sorkin (1968) were able to cause a

lesion resembling that of delayed hypersensitivity 4n

normal guinea pigs when they injected peritoneal cells, from

normal guinea pigs, passively sensitised with serum from

guinea pigs immunised with sheep erythrocytes in Preund's

complete adjuvant. When these cells were injected, together

with antigen, intradermally into normal recipients, a

skin lesion developed at the injection site which reached

maximum severity 2k hours after injection. This lesion

might be mediated by a factor in serum having an affinity

for cells in the peritoneal exudate.
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When an organism capable of intracellular

multiplication such as Mycobacterium tuberculosis or

Listeria monocytogenes (Mackaness & Blanden 1967) infects

an animal there is an increase in the phagocytic and

bactericidal abilities of the macrophages of the animal

concerned. The stimulated macrophages exhibit enhanced

phagocytosis and destruction of any antigen presented to

them and are thus unlikely to be under the influence of

macrophage-cytophilic antibody.

However, some cell-bound immunoglobulins may act as

opsonins (Rowley, Turner & Jenkins 1961+). Immunity to

S.typhimuriurn in mice may be transferred to normal animals

by peritoneal macrophages from immune donors. Resistance

can also be transferred by normal cells passively sensitised

with serum from immune mice. It was also possible to elute

the protective globulin from "immune" macrophages. In

this instance (Rowley, Turner & Jenkins 1it seemed

that the cytophilic material acted as a classical opsonin

rather than a mediator of cellular immunity.

So what, then, is the biological significance of cell-

bound macrophage-cytophilic antibodies? These antibodies

render the cell trhich they sensitise capable of binding to

a specific antigen. This binding of the antigen to the

macrophage may be the only function of the antibody and any

subsequent cellular activity may be unrelated to the presence

of the specific antibody. This appears to be the situation

in the cytotoxic reactions where cytophilic antibody can

cause foreign cells to adhere to macrophages (Hoy & Nelson
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1969). The subsequent cytotoxic effect is apparently

mediated directly from the cell and not through the cell-

bound antibody.

The binding of antigen to cell-bound homocytotropic

antibody leading to the release of pharmacologically active

substances (stanworth 1970) has already been mentioned.

However, there have been no such changes observed in

macrophages as the result of the binding of cytophilic

antibody.

Two examples, at least, of the results of combination

of antigen with cell-bound antibody, have been observed.

The first is the inhibition of macrophage-migration by

cytophilic antibody in the presence of antigen (Amos

1967). The second is that of enhanced immunity, probably

due to enhanced phagocytosis, reported by Rowley, Turner

and Jenkin (1961+).

Summarising, therefore, macrophage-cytophilic anti¬

bodies can be divided into two types. Those detectable in

the serum probably represent that segment of the total

cytophilic antibody population with a low avidity for cell

receptors. Their biological function remains, as yet,

unclear.

The cell-bound immunoglobulins, however, appear to be

associated with cell-mediated immune reactions-cell-mediated

cytotoxicity and delayed hypersensitivity. There is then,

perhaps a true functional heterogeneity among cytophilic

antibodies.
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PI'TOCYTOnlS

Another mechanism whereby molecules from the environment

may be transported into the cells is that of pinocytosis.

This process, basically similar to phagocytosis, differing

only in that soluble molecules are incorporated and by the

fact that the resulting vesicle is smaller in size, was

first described by Lewis in 1931 •

Most of the detailed study on pinocytosis has been

carried out on cultivated mouse peritoneal macrophages

(Cohn 1966).

Inhibitors of oxidative phosphorylation depressed

pinocytosis, suggesting that A.T.P. is involved. Protein

synthesis (of new plasma membrane) and DNA directed RNA

synthesis are also involved. Temperature also affects

pinocytosis.

In general anionic molecules and smaller negatively

charged molecules were found to be more effective in

stimulating pinocytosis (Cohn & Parks 1967 a) in mouse P.E.

cells than neutral or cationic molecules, but the

stimulatory effect was not specific. However, molecular

size did seem to be important since the larger the agent,

the smaller was the amount required.

Just why these anionic molecules are effective as

stimulants of pinocytosis remains unclear. It may have

something to do with an interaction between the anionic

molecules and the positively charged phospholipid moieties

in the plasma membrane.
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An extremely active inducer of pinocytosis was found

in the macroglobulin fraction of bovine serum (not foetal

calf serum) with the properties of an interspecies anti¬

body (Oohn and Parks 1967 c). It agglutinated mouse RBC's

as well as stimulating pinocytosis in mouse P.E. cells;

both cell types share a common antigen. Whether antibody

directed against antigens bound artificially to the

macrophage membrane stimulates pinocytosis and the

morphologic and enzymatic sequence is unknown.

THE LYMPHOCYTE

Introduction

The process of antibody formation has long been

thought to involve the macrophages or phagocytic cells

(Pfeiffer & Marx 1898; Metchnikoff 1905) since these cells

could readily be seen to take up antigen, since antibody

formation was generally enhanced by the administration of

antigen in particulate form and since blockage or over¬

loading of the phagocytic cells with inert particles

diminished ahtibody formation (Gay & Clark 1922+; Cannon,

Baer, Sullivan & Webster 1929).

Evidence of the involvement of cells other than

macrophages came from people like McMaster and Hudack

(1935) who were able to demonstrate the formation of anti¬

body in lymph nodes. Further studies of the morphology

and chemistry of lymph nodes during the immune response by

Ehrich and Harris (19U2) added weight to the idea that
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lymphocytes were responsible for antibody formation. Anti¬

bodies which appeared in lymph nodes could subsequently be

recovered in the efferent lymphatics, and since the

principal cells in these tissues were lymphocytes it was

concluded that the lymphocyte was a factor in antibody

synthesis.

The presence of large numbers of adult plasma cells

in Ityperimmune animals suggested a possible role for

these cells in the production of antibody (Bjornboe &

Gormsen Histologic (Pagreus 1948) and fluorescence

studies have confirmed this suggestion (Harris, Hummeler A

Harris 1966). Hov/ever, in single-cell microdroplet

studies, one third of the antibody-forming cells were

lymphocytes, the rest being plasma cells.

Antibody formation is essentially a dynamic process

and thus the proposed antibody-forming cell must be observed

to actually synthesise the antibody and not merely be seen

to contain it. Reliable evidence for such net synthesis

has been obtained from studies of the incorporation of

labelled amino-acids into antibody protein. The Jerne

plaque (Jerne, Nordin & Henry 1963) technique and rosette

formation (Biozzi et al 1966) studies have both implicated

lymphoid cells in the formation of antibody.

Other important techniques of demonstrating antibody

synthesis involve the introduction of various cells into

immature animals or animals whose capacity to form anti¬

bodies has been suppressed by large doses of X-irradiation.
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Development of the Lymphoid G.ystem

Fhylogenetic studies have contributed much to the

knowledge of the development of the lymphoid system. The

cyelostomes are the lowest order of animals studied which

have "lymphoid" cells. The hagfish has circulating cells

with the appearance that these cells are lymphocytes of

some form or other (Jordan & Speidel 1930). However, the

hagfish seem to be incapable of mounting a conventional
• immune response (Papermaster, Condie & Good (1962) to

various antigens.

On the other hand, the lamprey appears to have true

lymphocytes and is capable of at least a limited immuno¬

logic response (Papermaster, Condie, Pinstad & Good, 1962+;

Finstad and Good 1962+).

In all cases where acquired immunity is observed, a

thymus, splenic white pulp, lymphocytes and circulating

immunoglobulins are present, (Finstad, Papermaster & Good

1962+; Papermaster et al 1962+; liarchalonis & Edelman 1963).

Early studies established the spleen, bone marrow,

lungs and lymph nodes as important sites of antibody

formation. In addition, substantial amounts of antibody

have been shown to be formed in local areas where clusters

of antibody forming cells come into contact with antigen,

as in the granulomata formed by the injection of antigen

in Freund's adjuvants or in depots of intraperitoneal fat-

containing cells that have formed around particles of

antigen. The spleen, bone marrow and lungs have been shown

to be the most important sites following subcutaneous or

intraperitoneal injection.
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In the spleen, antibody tends to be concentrated in

the red pulp and in the lymph nodes, in the germinal

centres, in previously immunised animals given a second

injection of antigen. During the early stages following

an initial injection of antigen, changes generally occur

in the lymphoid tissues of the spleen surrounding the

small central arteries (white pulp) and in the primary

lymph follicles with the formation of large lymphoid cells.

During the next several days the cells appear to mature

into plasma cells and to migrate to the outer regions of

the white pulp and into the red pulp.

"/hen an animal receives an injection of antigen for

the first time, if the dose is sufficient, it may respond

by forming antibody. This primary response with many

antigens is of short duration and when the antibody level

has fallen the animals will show an enhanced secondary or

anamnestic respond to a subsequent injection of antigen

given some time later. Even when the primary injection does

not elicit detectable antibody, the animals will form

substantial amounts of circulating antibody when a second

injection is given. Such animals are said to be primed and

the enhanced capacity to respond to .the second dose of

antigen is often spoken of as immunological memory.

The process of antibody synthesis is extremely rapid,

since the incorporation of labelled amino acids into anti¬

body takes place within 20 minutes, both in vivo and in

the isolated lymph node. In addition, histologic studies

indicate that antibody production especially in the
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secondary response, is accompanied by tremendous cellular

multiplication in certain tissues and organs.

lymphocytes interacting with antigen during the

initiation of an immune response can be divided into two

major classes : thymus dependent (?_ceils) and thymus-

independent (B-cells). Both originate in the bone marrow

(Ford & Miklem 1963). In extreme cases a single marrow-

derived clone of cells has been known to repopulate the

entire lymphoid and haematopoietic tissue of the body

(Loutit 1965). B-lymphocytes and their progeny produce

antibodies (Mitchell and Miller 1968) whereas the T-

lymphocytes transform to lymphoblasts and are mainly

responsible for cell-mediated immune phenomena (C.M.I)

such as in vitro cell cytotoxicity (Cerottini, dordin &

Brunner 1970; Miller et al 1971)> the graft-versus-host

(G.V.H) reaction (vide infra) (Asofsky, Cantor and Tigelaar

1971), and their response, in vitro, to phytohaemagglutinin

(P.H.-.) (Boenhoff, Davies, Leuchars & allis 1 70; Owen,
•f

Hunter & Raff 1971; Anderson & Hayry 1972).

Contrary to early beliefs that antibody acted in a

feedback mechanism to control antibody synthesis (Britton &

I oiler 1968) it is now believed that T-celis act as a

"suppressor" (Playfair 197U). However, T-cells are needed

as "helpers" (vide infra) in most IgG and some IgM responses

and in the increase in antibody affinity (Gershon & Paul

1971). Such aid to antibody synthesis by T-cells is known

as Immune enhancement (Mitchison 1970; Playfair 1971 b;

Miller, Basten, Sprent & Cheers 1971). Another property of
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lymphocytes which is thought to be associated with the

thymus dependent population is the secretion of soluble

factors following interaction with antigen (Dumonde et al_

1969). On contact with the specific antigen, lymphocytes

release a factor or factors (termed migration-inhibitory

factor, ' .I.'?. Bloom 1971) that strikingly influences the

behaviour of normal macrophages in vitro. Among the

phenomena associated with these factors are migration

inhibition (George & Vaughan, 1 962; Bloom 1 971 ),

aggregation (Salvin & Nishio 1969; Lolekha, Dray & Gotoff

1970), blastogenesis (Opoenheim, Volstencroft & Gell 1967)t

chemotaxis (Ward, Remold & David 1970), cytoplasmic

inclusion changes (Salvin & Nishio 1970), skin reddening

(Bennett and Bloom 1968) and lysis (Granger, Sheicks,

■Williams & Kolla 1 969).

^s already said however (vide supra et infra) T~cell

cooperation is involved in antibody production. Further¬

more, the enhancing effect of antibodies on antibody

production (Henry & Jerne 1968; Dennert 1971; Murgita &

Vas 1972; Pincus, Miller & Nussenswelg 1973; Janeway &

Paul 1973) appears to be dependent on T-cell involvement

(Mclride & Schlerman 1973; Dennert 1973).

The cells of the immune system concerned with

producing circulating antibodies reside mainly in the

cortico-medullary junction and medullary cords of lymph

nodes and the red pulp of the spleen. They do not appear

to be under the influence of the thymus but of lymphoid

tissue associated with the intestine, namely Peyer's

patches and the appendix.
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Phylogenetic evidence again plays a part. Chickens,

whose Bursa of Pabricius (a gut-associated lymphoid organ)

had been removed (Glick, 196h) failed to make a-tibody and

had no plasma cells or germinal centres in the lymphoid

ornans. Bursectony did not affect their cell-mediated

(T-cell dependent) immune responses.

The search for the equivalent of the avian Burs-

in mammals has not been concluded, but the evidence suggests

that the lymphoid tissues of the appendix and PeyerfB

patches (and perhaps tonsils) may perform this function.

Returning to the phylogenetic studies of the immune

response, the structure of the protothymus of the lampreys

evolved to a more complicated, involuted thymus as one-

moved up the Animal Kingdom towards the higher fishes.

Primitive lymph nodes may be seen in the toad (Pufo

marl nus) (Kent, Evens & " ttleberrer 1 96h). Pur thermore,

two antigenically distinct classes of immunoglobulins have

been found in the toad, Pane catesbeiana (farchalonis &

Edelman 1966). This was not the- case among fish. Their

classes of immunoglobulin are very similar, if not

identical, to each other with respect tc the antigenicity

of the heavy polypeptide chains (Farchalonis & Edelman

1968), This increase in organ complexity and immuno¬

globulin variety can be followed up the evolutionary scale

to the mammals.



The Thymus

The lymphoid tissues can be broadly classified into

"central" and "peripheral". The thymus is one such central

organ and appears earlier in every carefully studied

species. It is perhaps the most imporjWW&t organ in the

body with regard to lymphocytes. Lymphocytes can first

be recognised in the thymus in the mammals. The organ

itself is essentially made up of epithelial cells and

large numbers of lymphocytes, many of them dividing. It

develops from the endoderm of the 3rd and Uth brachial

clefts. It increases in size until puberty and then slowly

atrophies although it is still readily recognisable in the

adult.

It contains mainly three types of cell : thymocytes

which are similar to blood lymphocytes, phagocytic

reticulum cells and reticular epithelial cells. In the

central medulla, there is a high proportion of reticular

cells; the peripheral cortex contains thymocytes vath some

surrounding reticular cells. It contains no germinal

centres, no plasma cells and under normal physiological

conditions, it does not make antibody.

The thymus is actively engaged in lymphopoiesis. The

primitive cells of the thymus are slowly replaced during

life by cells derived from the bone marrow that migrate

via the blood.

The occurrence of frequent thymic abnormalities in

children with immunological deficiency disorders led to the

su gestion that the thymus was related in some way to the

development of the immune response (Good, Kelly, Rotstein &

Varco 1962).
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The thymus in mammals is essential for the development

and maintenance of the lymphoid system throughout the body

and for the full expression of immune responsiveness

(Miller 1961; Good £t £l 1962; Jankovic, .axsman & Arnason

1962). Its removal from very young animals is followed by

a general depression in the development of lymphocytes and

depression of the immune response (Cooper & Hildeman 1964;

miller, Block, Rowlands & kind 1965; laks an, Arnason &

Jankovic 1962; Yunis, Teague, Stutman & Good 1969).

Clinically, these thymectomised animals appear to surfer

from a "wasting disease", but it has been suggested that

this may be due to other factors, such as infection, rather

than thymectomy itself (Ekstedt & Nishimura 1964).

The reduction, but not absence, of lymphocytes in

thymus-deprived mice suggests that the thymus is a

lymphocyte-inducing organ capable of harbouring and

processing the pluripotential precursors from the ultimate

source of stem cells, the bone marrow (rlayfair 1971).

Our understanding of the immune response has been

advanced considerably by the realisation that there are two

major populations of lymphocytes, one thymus-dependent

(T-cells) and one thymus-independent (B-cells) with

different origins, functions and proptrties (vide supra)

(Antigen-sensitive cells 1969; Greaves, 0„en & Raff 1973).

"1though at present the two types of lymphocytes are

morphologically indistinguishable, in mice they can be

distinguished by surface antigenic markers, such as the

alloantigen Q- on T-celis (ochlesinger & Yron, 1969; Raff
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1969) and the heteroantigen MBLA (mouse-specific B

lymphocyte antigen) on B-cells (Raff, Rase & ^itchison

1971).' Nordling, Anderson and Hayry (1972) separated mouse

splenic and lymph node lymphocytes into two fractions by

free-flow electrophoresis. The more negatively charged,

higher mobility lymphocytes appeared to be the '.'-cells,

being sensitive to anti-O- strum and complement, but

resistant to anti-MBLA serum, whereas the less negatively

charged, slower moving fraction were sensitive to the

anti-lBnA serum. This work bore out the suggestions of

Bert, Forrester & Davies. (1 971 ) .

further study by Kondu, Nakao and Smith (1972) has

shown the mouse thymus cell populstion to be heterogenous.

Two populations could be identified. The first (the

majority) was a high-density population with a high T.L,

ix, O- and Ly antigen content, but low H-2. The second

population (less than 1 Q% of all cells) was high in the

H-2 (histocompatability) antigen content but of low density.

Specific Immunoglobulins on T-and B-cells

There is abundant evidence that T-cells can respond

specifically to immunisation in that they carry immuno¬

logical memory and become immunologically tolerant (Greaves,

Owen and Raff 1973). Thus the conclusion that T-lymphocytes

possess antigen-specific receptors seems as inescapable as

it is in the B-celi, where increasing evidence suggests

that the antigen receptor is IgG, with its combining site

identical to that of the antibody the cell's progeny will
19

later produce (Makela 1970} Cosenza 1972).
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Evidence for the presence of IgG on S-cells was

demonstrated by immunofluorescence (Perris, Forni <4

Amante 1970; Rabellino, Colon, Grey <4 Unanue 1971; Raff,

Sternberg <4 Taylor 1970; Unanue _et al 1971; Greaves 1970).
It v/as also demonstrated by radioatatography (Raff,

Sternberg <4 Taylor 1970; Perkins, Karnovsky <4 tlnanue 1972) and

by immune cytoadherance tests (Coombs et al 1970).

Immunoglobulin molecules are easily detectable only

on bone-marrow or bursal-derived lymphocytes that comprise

the progenitors of antibody-forming cells (B-lymphocytes)

and appear to be the receptors for antigen (Sulitzeanu

1971; "arner, 3yrt & Ada 1970). The number of such molecules

of Ig has been estimated to. range from 50,000-150,000 per

B-lymphocyte (Rabellino, Colon, Grey <4 Unanue 1971).

In contrast to B-cells, the evidence demonstrating

Ig directly on the surface of thymocytes and T-cells is

controversial (J.ason <4 Warner 1970; Raff 1970; Bankhurst,

Warner <4 Sprent 1971; Nossal, Warner, Lewis & Sprent 1972;

Vitetta, 3ianco, Nussenzweig <4 Uhr 1972; Rajewsky 1972).
s fias been said, attempts to demonstrate Ig on the

surface of T-cells have given remarkably variable results

and the chemical nature of the ^-cell receptor is still in

dispute. These attempts have been in no way made easier by

the difficulty in demonstrating T-cells binding antigen to

their surface (Hunter, Munro & IvicConnell 1972) or adhering

to antigen-coated beads (Wigzell 1971) which in turn has

made it difficult to study T-cell receptors.

An alternative to immunoglobulin as a receptor on T-
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cells has been proposed by Denecerraf (1972). The case

for a product of H-linked Ir genes (vide infra) was based

on the fact that there are operational differences between

the specificity of humoral antibodies and the specificity

of cellular immune reactions. If the T-cell receptors

were immunoglobulins says Benecerraf, then there would not

be any differences in the specificities of cellular immune

reactions and of antibodies. The same specificities would

be expressed in both T- and B-cells.

The Bole of the Thymus

The actual role of the thymus is still a moot point.

However, its importance in the control of the development

of lymphocytes in other parts of the body seems certain.

What is debatable is its moie of control.

There is increasing evidence that thymic function relies

upon properties of the thymic stroma which provide for

optimal proliferation and differentiation of haematogenoue

precursor cells into immunocompetent lymphocytes (Osoba

1965; tutman & Good 1969; Stutman, Yunis & Good 1972).

The ultimate fate of thymic lymphocytes is still a matter

of controversy.

tiller (1965) suggested that the thymus was either

the actual source of these cells, which then migrate to

other sites or that the organ secretes some humoral factor

which affects the maturation of the lymphocytes. Most of

the evidence tends to support the idea of a humoral

mechanism (Gsoba & Miller 1963» 196h; Law, Tramm, Levey
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and Barth 1 96i+)• Metcalf and Ishidate (1962) showed

that this probably originated in the thymic epithelial

cells.

The thymic lymphocytes themselves appear to arise

from epithelial cells acting under the influence of

mesenchymal tissues (Auerbach 1960, 1961). The thymus,

although it has an abundance of lymphocytes (thymocytes),
does not, however, appear to participate in the immune

response in vivo (Stoner & Hale 1955; Marshall & White

1961). Despite earlier beliefs to the contrary, this

inactivity does not seem to be due to prevention of contact

of antigen with the thymus by a "thymic barrier" (Weiss

1963) since physiological studies have shown this "barrier"

to be inefficient (Xovalainen & Gitlin 1967).

The Postulated Origin of T-cells

The finding of lymphocytes in the blood bearing the

6- antigen on their surface (Schlesigner & Yron 1969; Raff

1969; Raff & Wortis 1970) does not offer proof for the

thymic origin of these elements. The O antigen could be

lost or gained by lymphocytes in their Journeys throughout

the body. Therefore, it should be postulated (Joel, Hess

& Cottier 1972) that studies on thymic cellular migration

be based on stable cell markers such as radioactively

labelled specific DMA precursors or marker chromosomes.

Kinetic studies on mice have provided support for an

extensive migration of lymphoid cells from the thymus to

peripheral lymphoid organism the neonatal period (Cottier
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1965; Michalke, Hess, Riedwyl, Stoner & Cottier 1969; Joel,

Hess & Cottier 1971). Additional studies on the magnitude

and pattern of migration of thymic lymphocytes are

particularly desirable in neonatal animals since it is at

this time, or before, that thymectomy is most effective at

suppressing immune responsiveness. Newborn mice are

especially suited for experiments of this type since

peripheral lymphoid organs are poorly developed at birth

and contain relatively few lymphoid cells (Miller 1969).

Within 2-3 days of post natal life, however, there is a

marked Increase in the number of lymphocytes in these

tissues. Kinetic studies suggested that during this same

development period a large number of cells leave the thymus

(Michalke et gl 1969). Joel, Hess and Cottier (1972)
developed a technique whereby they labelled the thymus cell

population by direct injection of ^H-thymidine into the

thymus of neonatal mice and then followed the migration of

labelled cells to the spleen, Peyer's patches, lymph

nodes and bone marrow. Their results provide direct

evidence for the thymic origin of the majority, or in

certain cases at least a large fraction, of lymphocytes

which appear within the peripheral lymphoid organs during

the first few days of life. It was also demonstrated that

during this period, i.e. when the bacterial flora is

developing in the intestinal tract, lymphocytes of thymic

origin enter preferentially the gut-associated lymphoreticular

tissues and do not migrate in appreciable numbers to the

bone marrow. Their evidence also suggests that the thymic
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cortex is the main source of these emigrants.

The preferential and extensive migration of thymic

lymphocytes to Peyer's patches in newborn mice (Joel, Hess

& Cottier 1971) leads one to revise the hypothesis that

these structures are primary lymphoid organs independent

from the thymus (vide supra). Indeed the migrational

pattern of thymic lymphocytes to these tissues was the

same as to the mesenteric lymph node, a recognised

"secondary" lymphoid organ. Using methods of allogeneic

markers, Ralf and Owen (1971) came to a similar conclusion.

Therefore, Peyer's patches are at least in part, thymus

dependent.

Thus, thymus-derived lymphocytes in Joel, Hess and

Cottier's (1972) study were found throughout the peripheral

lymphoid organs and were not confindd to so-called "thymus-

dependent" areas (Parrot & de Sousa 1971). Similar

observations have been made by other authors in young adult

guinea pigs (Lina, 1970) and calves (lorio, Chanana,

Cronkite & Joel 1970). It can thus be concluded that, at

least during the early periods of life, the development of

the entire lymph node cortex and the splenic module is

dependent upon migration of cells from the thymus. If the

follicular cortex of lymph nodes contains lymphocytes which

are bone-marrow derived as has been proposed (Qutman &

Weissman 1971) then, according to Joel, Hess & Cottier

(1972), these cells must come into prominence only at a

later time.
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Raff & Owen (1971) studied the dissemination of ©+ve

lymphocytes from the thymus and reported that mesenteric

lymph nodes of 1- and 2-day old CBA and Balb/c mice

contained fewer ©^bearing cells than the relative number

of thymus-derived cells found by Joel, Hess and Cottier

(1972) at the same site during the same period of time.

These authors suggest that at least a fraction of thymus-

derived cells may no longer show detectable ©-antigen as

they reach the peripheral organs and contact antigen.

They suggest that ©^negative lymphocytes should not auto¬

matically be referred to as "bone-marrow derived". Does a

central lymphoid organ other than the thymus contribute to

the peripheral population of immunologically competent or

active lymphocytes during the neonatal period? In young

adult rodents the bone marrow produces and emits lymphocytes

(Brahim & Osmonde 1970). Just how much this occurs in the

intact newborn is as yet unknown.

Further discussion on this controversial point will

not be given here. Suffice to say that much more

evidence is necessary before any degree of finality can be

put upon the ultimate source(s) of T-and B-lymphocytes.

However, lymphocytes will be referred to as T- and B-cells

on the basis of the presence of the ©— or the MBLA- antigens

respectively and on the activities of the lymphocytes.
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CELLULAR INTERACTIONS

At least two different types of cells are needed for

a humoral response to most antigens. The B-lymphocyte

series produces the antibody (Mitchell & Miller 1968;

Nossal, Cunningham, Mitchell & Miller 1968) and is

"triggered" by a co-operating thymus-derived (T-cell)

lymphocyte to do so (Claman, Chaperon & Triplett 1966).

This interaction is essential for optimal antibody

production to many antigens including heterologous

erythrocytes (Miller & Mitchell 1969; Davies 1969;

Claman & Chaperon 1969), serum proteins (Taylor 1969;

Miller 1971) and hapten-protein conjugates (Mitchisorx

1971 a; Cheers, Breitner, Little & Miller 1971). In

contrast, other antigens such as polymeric flagellin (PO.^)

(Peldman & Basten 1971) polyvinylpyrrolidone (Anderson
& Blomgren 1971) and pneumococcal polysaccharide type III

(Davies, Carter, Leuchars, Wallis & Dietrich 1970) which

display a large number of repeating determinants, can

apparently immunise B_cells directly. The requirement for

T-cells in the immune response would thus appear to be

related to the physical structure of the antigen, and not

to the specificity of its antigenic determinants. This was

indeed shown to be the case by Peldman and Basten (1971).

It does not appear that T cells act simply as passive

carriers of antigen. Miller jet al (1971) showed that

triggering of either primed or unprimed B-cells in the

spleen cannot be achieved by delivering into the spleen
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inert or non-reactive T- or B-cells artificially coated

with the antigen. Differentiation of specific T-cells,

appears to be mandatory in a collaborative response.

Direct triggering of B-cells by polyvalent antigens

is thought to be related to their capacity to form

multiple bonds with receptor sites on the B-cells1 surfaces.

Multiple bond formation greatly prolongs the duration of

the antigen-receptor interaction (Wilson & Feldman 1971).

Further light on the nature of co-operation has been

shed by the experiments of Mitchison (1971 b) and others

(Rajewsky, Schirrmacher, Nase & Jerne 1969; Bretscher &

Cohn 1970; Wilson & Feldman 1972) who have shown that

primed B-cells make a secondary antibody response to a

hapten bound to a protein carrier only when T-cells

primed to the carrier ("helper-cells") are also present.

This can be interpreted in terms of a concentrating

mechanism for antigen : the surface antibody, of the T-

lymphocyte (? as a lymphoblast) specifically binds

carrier determinants and this gives rise to a very high

local concentration of hapten groups which are effective in

stimulating the antibody receptors on the primed B-cells.

On the other hand Kreth and Williamson (1971) have

suggested that the T-cell recognises the B-cell already

coated with carrier-hapten as a foreign cell and releases

soluble factors which lower the threshold for stimulation .

In other words, the non-specific signal generated by T-cell

recognition of histocompatability antigens on the B-

lymphocyte makes the membrane more easily triggered by the

bound hapten-carrier.
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Yet another suggestion is that the T-cell releases

an antigen - specific factor which fixes to surrounding

macrophages (Dumonde et al 1969) and is then able to bind

antigen in high concentrations to present to the B-cells.

By using anti-immunoglobulin sera as inhibitors of the

binding of the mediator to macrophages Feldman (1972) found

that the T-cell component contained both K- and ju-ehains
and that it was thus presumably a T-cell-derived immuno¬

globulin. Indeed, Feldman and Basten (1972 a & b) have

shown that physical contact between T- and B-cells is

not essential for their collaborative response.

Following a comprehensive sur#ey of the evidence

relating to the presence of Ig on T-cells, Playfair (1974)

proposed that it was passively absorbed by the cells. He

further suggested that T- B cell co-operation might be by

means of cytophilic anti-carrier antibody. The antigen can

be split into two moieties - the carrier and the hapten.

The B-cell population could also be divided into 2 - say

B1 and B2. The hapten would react directly with B2 and

elicit anti-hapten antibody production. The carrier could

then act directly on the T-cell, which would respond in a

non-Ig production, and be "activated" or it could act on

B1 which would produce an anti-carrier antibody which would

sensitise the T-cell. In either case, the affected T-cell

could then co-operate with the B.cells to form anti-hapten

antibody. This could explain the action of the so-called

T-cell-independent and T-cell-dependent antigens.
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With the recent improvements in tissue culture

techniques the induction of the primary antibody response

in vitro is now possible and observable (Mishell and

Button 1967; Marbrock 1967). The response by spleen cells

is remarkably like that seen in vivo, but mixtures of

marrow and thymus cells are disappointingly inactive.

However, by culturing the thymus and marrow-cells separately

for a few days in the spleens of irradiated mice, cell

suspensions have been obtained which do demonstrate co¬

operation when mixed together and cultured in vitro

(Button 1 971 ).

The tissue culture approach has also dispersed some

of the mystery surrounding the macrophage. Mosier (1967)

found that when spleen cells were allowed to settle on

plastic, the supernatant cells lost their ability to

respond to SRBC in vitro. The adherant ceils, most of

which appeared to be macrophages, also did not respond, but

when the two populations were recombined, the full normal

response was restored.

Subsequently it was shown that if the non-adherant

ceils came from neonatally thymectomised mice, there was

no response, whereas adherant cells from thymectomised

mice behaved normally (Mosier, Pitch, Rowley & Bavies

1970). Addition of thymus cells to the mixture of non-

adherant thymectomised cells and adherant cells gave a good

response; this is the first example of a three-cell

co-operation system - the macrophage, the thymus-derived

T-cell and the non-thymus-derived B-ceil. The apparent
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contradiction of why T- and B-cells are sufficient in vivo

may be resolved if one considers that host macrophages

might still be functional despite irradiation. However,

some antigens (e.g. POL) may not need macrophages at all,

even in vitro (Shortman, Diener, Russell & Armstrong 1970).

Just how the cells interact is a matter of controversy

(vide supra and Mitchison 1971 b; Rajewsky, Schirrmacher,

Nase & Jerne 1969J Bretscher & Cohn 1970; Wilson &

Feldman 1972). Cantor and Asofsky (1970) have claimed that

in typical CMI reactions such as G.V.H and homograft

rejection, there is co-operation between thymus and marrow-

derived cells, although in many cases the latter are, in

fact, macrophages. Evans and Alexander (1970) have

demonstrated co-operation between macrophages and immune

spleen cells in inducing cytotoxicity against tumour ceils

in vitro.

INTERACTION OF LYMPHOCYTES WITH MACROPHAGES

The close association of lymphoid cells and macrophages

seen in morphological studies has frequently suggested a

functional relationship between the two (Thiery 1960;

Robineaux, Pinet & Xourilsky 1962; Sharp & Burwell 1960;

Berman 1966). The interaction of lymphocytes with

macrophages has been shown to be important to primary as

well as secondary responses in both the humoral and

cellular immune systems (Pishman & Adler 1963; Askonas &

Rhodes 1963; Seeger & Oppenheim 1971; Mitchison 1969;

Unanue & Askonas 1968; Argyrus 1967).
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A large part of any injected antigen ends up in

macrophages and years of argument have surrounded the

question of whether any of this antigen is made use of in

initiating the accompanying immune response. Recently the

situation has been somewhat clarified by the demonstration

that both antigen-induced transformation and the antibody

response to some antigens in vitro definitely require the

participation of macrophages (Hersh and Harris 1968;

Shortman, Diener, Armstrong & Russell 1970) to "process"

or "handle" the antigen (Shortman & Palmer 1971 J Feldman

& Palmer 1971).

"Vhllst macrophages obviously possess the power of

discriminating normal "self" antigens from their foreign

and altered counterparts, there is, a© far, no evidence

that this specificity is immunological in the usually

accepted sense of an adaptive change in responsiveness,

such as would be manifested by memory or tolerance. On the

other hand, the participation of macrophages specifically

drawn into cell-mediated (C.M.I) reactions has been clearly

shown (Lybaroff & Wak©man 1968).

In general, less is known about the role of macro¬

phages in cell-mediated cytotoxic responses to cell-surface

alloantigens (vide infra). These immune responses only

involve T-lymphocytes, both in vivo (Cerrotini, Nordin &

Brunner 1970; Sprent 1971) and in vitro (Wagner, Harris &

Feldman 1972). The mitotic response to alloantigens, the

mixed lymphocyte culture (M.L.C) has been found to be

macrophage dependent (Jonas 1971? Hersh & Harris 1968;
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Oppenhelm, Leventhal & Hersh 1968). Since the M.L.C. is

considered the antigen recognition and proliferative phase

of a cell-mediated response (C.M.I.), a critical role for

macrophages in C.M.I, has thus been proposed.

An apparent paradox existed when workers failed to

demonstrate in vitro, a previously shown, in vivo, cytotoxic

effect of lymphocytes for the L5178Y murine lymphoma in

syngeneic DBA/2 mice (Alexander, Connell & Mikuloka 1966;

Wolf 1969). That immune syngeneic spleen cells could

transfer activity in vivo but not in vitro suggested that

to destroy the L5178Y cells in the syngeneic system the

immune lymphoid cells must act in co-operation with

another cell. Mackaness (1969; Mackaness & Hill 1969)* with

his work on Listeria monocytogenes, was able to implicate

the macrophage. This implication of the macrophage was

further extended by Evans and Alexander (1970). They

found that in the DBA/2 mouse - L5178Y cell system,

neither the non-immune macrophages, nor the immune spleen

cells by themselves were cytotoxic for the lymphoma cells.

However, contact with the immune spleen cells bestowed on

peritoneal macrophages the capacity to inhibit growth of

lymphoma cells. These "armed" macrophages were

indistinguishable from peritoneal macrophages from

immunised mice. Furthermore, they found the phenomenon to

be immunologically specific. Further incubation of the

armed macrophages with specific antigen led to the

formation of "activated" macrophages whose cytotoxicity

towards tumour cells was non specific (Evans, Co* &

Alexander 1973).
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Wagner, Peldman, Boyle & Bchrader (197ic2) investigated

the role of macrophages in an in vitro allograft model for

the generation of cytotoxic lymphocytes, based on a one¬

way mouse iVi.ii.C. They showed that macrophages are

essential for the cell-mediated cytotoxic response in vitro

against cell bound and subcellular H-2 alioantigens, but

were only involved in the induction phase of the

cytotoxic response.

Evidence of the involvement of the macrophage in

the events which lead to antibody formation has also been

shown. The lipid, cholesterol oleate, is phagocytosed by

the Kupffer cells of the liver and macrophages of the

spleen. If sufficient is given to saturate these

macrophages, the antibody response to foreign red cells is

suppressed (btuart & Davidson 1964).

If one assumes that antigens must be taken up by

macrophages before acting as immunogens, then it follows

that some antigens must remain intact since it is to the

tertiary structure of the antigens or surface antigens that

specificity is directed. In view of this it was

disappointing that the studies of several workers (Perkins
& Makinodan 1965; Pastier 1948; Walsh & Bmith 1951) suggested

that the uptake of antigen resulted in degradation of

antigen and lowering of the subsequent antibody response.

However, with regard to these earlier experiments, it must

be remembered that sensitive techniques for the measurement

of small amounts of antibody were not available.

Gohn (1962; 1964) reported that when ^ach.coli was
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cultured, In vitro« with rabbit peritoneal exudate (P.E)

cells, the iamunogens were not destroyed although the

bacteria were degraded. Rabbit macrophages which had

ingested and digested Salmonella organisms, did not destroy

their immunogenicity (Molls, Governa, Cltati & Dellepiane

1963).

Fishman's work (1961; Pishman & Adler 1963 (a) & (b)

Fishman, Hammerstrom & Bond 1965) was of supreme importance

in this field. T2 phage were incubated with rat P.E. cells

in vitro and a phenol extract prepared. This extract

caused lymphoid cells exposed to it, to produce small

amounts of anti-T2 antibody. The active principle in

these transfer experiments consisted mainly of RNA.

Furthermore, the nature of the RNA species involved was

examined in relation to the type of immunoglobulin

synthesised. The U-73 fraction of RNA was related to the

initial formation of 19S antibody and the 15-30S fraction

was responsible for the later 7S response (Pishman & Adler

1963 (b)). Further data for the role of RNA in the

exchange of information came from the use of phenol extracts

obtained from immune cells which stimulate the production

of antibody by normal cells (Friedman 1961+; Cohen & Parks

1964). There was, of course, the possibility that antigen

might be carried over as well as RNA in the phenol extracts.

Friedman, Stavitsky and Solomon (1965) indeed did find T2

phage proteins in the phenol extracts. Similarly, Askonas

and Rhodes $1965) found antigen present, as well as RNA, in
1 31

the phenol extracts when they used I-haemocyanin. This

antigen might well be present in the extracts, along with
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the RNA, as a result of the homogenisation of the cells

prior to phenol extraction. More recently Fishman and

Adler (1967) and Adler, Fishman and Dray (1966) have

reported that an RNA molecule free of antigen is active in

addition to the RNA-antigen complex. It was also noticed

that a small amount of antigen persisted for days in

macrogphages, suggesting some binding or protective

mechanism. Subsequently, Unanue and Askonas (1968)

confirmed that although macrophages degraded 90% of their

original content of haemocyanin, their ability to prime

lymphocytes of syngeneic mice for a secondary response

remained unchanged for long periods of time.

Gottlieb and Straus (1969) isolated a ribonucleo-

protein complex of low molecular weight from macrophages

exposed in vitro to T2 bacteriophage. This RNP complex

appears to combine with fragments of antigen to which the

macrophage is exposed.

Mitchison (1969) found that macrophage-bound antigen

(BSA, HSA) was 100-1000 times more immunogenic than the

free form.

From these apparently contradictory experimental results

(reduction of immunogenicity by macrophages : increased

immunogenicity of antigen fragments processed by macrophages)
it can be tentatively suggested that antigen is largely

destroyed by peritoneal macrophages but usually a small

fraction persists within the cell and this fraction is more

immunogenic than the free form.

The probable importance of the handling of antigen by

the macrophage prior to involvement of the antibody-forming
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cells, may be seen from the results of irradiation

experiments. If mice are irradiated and then injected with

antigen (Gallily & Feldman 1967; Nschtigal, Greenberg &

Feldman 1968) they do not produce agglutinating antibody.

However if peritoneal macrophages (free of lymphocytes)

were incubated with the antigen in vitro and then injected

into recipient irradiated mice, the recipient mice began

to make specific antibody. Furthermore, when the number of

macrophages injected was increased, then the immunogenicity

also increased. Macrophages from irradiated donors

incubated with the antigen were incapable of inducing anti¬

body formation in irradiated mice. Mitchison (1969) and

Galliley & Feldman (1967) found that irradiation of

donor mice markedly reduced the immunogenic capacity of

macrophage-bound antigens. They showed that irradiation

only slightly affected the uptake of antigens by macro¬

phages and failure of phagocytosis was not the explanation

for the disproportionate reduction in immunogenic effect.

Abnormal handling of the antigen by irradiated

macrophages appears to be important especially since it has

been shown by Donaldson, Marcus, Gyi & Perkins (1956) and

Nelson & Becker (1959) that macrophages from irradiated

mice fail to digest phagocytosed particles.

Of course, one should not generalise about antigen

handling by macrophages, but these irradiation experiments

support the concept that both protein antigens and certain

bacteria are first handled by macrophages and their

treatment by these cells is necessary for the induction of

a primary response.
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The intervention of the macrophage in the events

leading up to antibody formation (Ford, Govvans & McCullagh

1966; Mosier 1967) and for the primary response to

homograft antigen (Hulley, Dvorak & Waksman 1964) has been

demonstrated in cell culture.

Thus, the balance of evidence indicates that macro¬

phages at least facilitate antibody production by lymphoid

cells and in the case of certain antigens, macrophages may

even be essential for the induction of a primary response.

Less emphasis is placed on informational RNA than formerly

and more on the immunogenicity of RNA-antigen complexes

although it is uncertain whether such complexes are formed

within the living cell.

White (1963) has suggested that not all phagocytic

cells are involved in the preparation of antigen for

antibody synthesis. He found antigen remaining within

"dendritic" macrophages which he suggested (white 1969)

migrated into the splenic white pulp. Selected lymphocytes

adhered to these dendritic cells and thus initiated the

formation of germinal centres. A fine web of phagocytic

reticulum was responsible for antigen localisation in the

primary follicles and germinal centres of rat popliteal

lymph nodes (Miller & Nossal 1964). These "webs" were

thought to be continuous with the dendritic processes of

reticular cells (Miller & Nossal 1964; Mitchell & Abbot

1965; Szakal & Hanna 1968).

The dendritic processes of these cells are thought to

be a type of mechanical barrier through which antigen can
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only pass slowly (Milanesi 1965)» bearers of pre-existing

antibody on which antigen is trapped (Balfour & Humphrey

1966; Humphrey 1969)* a net into which sensitised lympho¬

cytes are swept (White 1969).

In the light of their findings that a very small dose

of flagellin produces tolerance, Ada and Parish (1968)

suggested that these reticular cells might cause specific

immunological paralysis of unprimed but competent lympho¬

cytes which first come into contact with antigen at these

sites. However, as Carr (1970) pointed out "the term

reticular cell is used in different ways by different

authors and means different things when applied to cells in

different organs". The exact relationship of the reticular

or dendritic macrophage to other body macrophages is, as

yet, unclear.

From the work of Schmidtke and Unanue (1971) it

appears that lymphocytes with detectable immunoglobulin

on their membranes attach preferentially to macrophages.

This attachment was competed for by the presence of Ig in

the medium and it is suggested (Schmidtke & Unanue 1971)

that this phenomenon of lymphocyte-maerophage interaction

perhaps helps the presentation of immunogens to lymphocytes

or favours the concentration of the lymphocytes with

surface Ig in the antibody forming organs.
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"SUPPRESSOR" EFFECTS OF MACROPHAGES AND T-CELLS ON THE

RESPONSE OF B-CELLS.

Activated T-cells can, in addition to their well-

recognised ability to co-operate with B-cells, also exert

a "suppressor" effect on antibody formation in vivo
II

(Gershon & Kondo 1970; Moller & SJoberg 1970; Gershon &

Kondo 1971; Gershon, Cohen, Hencin & Liebhaber 1972) and

in vitro (Hirano & Uycki 1971; Britton 1972; Yoshinaga,

Yoshinaga & WaIceman 1972). This effect is exerted both on

thymus-dependent and thymus-independent antibody responses

and appears to be mediated by soluble factors. It appears

that there are two mechanisms of suppression at work; a

direct effect on macrophages and a macrophage-dndependent

"suppressor-T-cell" effect.

MEMORY AND TOLERANCE IN T-AND B-CELLS

Immunological specificity implies a changed response

to the antigen concerned but not to others. This change

may be that of an increase response, indicating memory in

a secondary response (vide supra) or an absence of response,

indicating tolerance.Do T-cells or B-cells or both carry

m«mory and tolerance?

Both Miller and Mitchell (1968) and Hartman (1970)

found evidence to imply that the stimulation of T-cells is

indeed specific, but the effect of stimulated T-cells upon

B-cells may be non-specific.
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In cases where T-celi involvement is minimal or

absent, such as in the response to pneumococcal poly¬

saccharides in mice, convincing evidence tyv memory in the

B-cell population is scanty (Baker & Landy 1967). In

this, presumably "pure" B-cell response, only IgM anti¬

bodies were found (Baker & Stashak 1969) which, taken with

the fact that IgG antibodies are both a prominent feature

of the normal secondary response and highly thymus-

dependent (Taylor & Wortis 1968) suggests that immunological

memory is at least chiefly a property of the T-cell.

Thymus grafts from rats tolerant to BGG transferred

the tolerance to thymectomised, irradiated recipients with¬

out affecting the response to ovalbumin (Isakovic, Smith &

Waksman, 1965). T-cells from mice tolerant to BSA were

unable to co-operate with normal marrow cells in irradiated

recipients. T-cells from mice made tolerant by repeated

injections of SRBC were found to have a reduced mitotic

response to SRBC and also partially to human RBC (Gershon,

Wallis, Davis & Leuchars 1968). So T-cells display

specificity towards antigens but this may not always be as

great as the specificity of the final antibody response,

suggesting that there may be a greater, or a different

source of specificity somewhere else.

Tolerance in the B-cell population has been sought

with conflicting results. In mice made tolerant to BSA

and to SRBC by cyclophosphamide (Miller & Mitchell 1970)
the marrow cells were able to co-operate with normal

thymus cells in making antibody to the "tolerising" antigen.
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However, if much higher doses of SRBC or cyclophosphamide

were used, there was a transient reduced responsiveness to

SRBC than to chicken RBC (Playfair 1969). This unresponsive¬

ness lies mainly in the part of the response thst is

thymus-dependent, while the "direct" response of marrow is

hardly reduced. Playfair and Purves (1971) used this as

evidence for two populations of B-cells - one responding to

SRBC directly (B1) and the other only via a T-cell (B2).

It has been further suggested that tolerance induction, like

antibody induction, involves T-cell ^co-operation (Gershon
& Kondo 1970).

Given that only a few antigens and practically no

other species than mice have been studied, the consensus

of opinion seems to be that both T- and B-cells carry

specificity, and that the induction of both immunity and

tolerance occurs with much greater ease in the T- than the

B-cell. It has been suggested that this relative ease of

tolerance induction may in fact be an essential feature of

the thymus cell, without which the elimination of

potentially auto-immune T-cells (vide infra) might not

take place (Burnet 1967). By contrast, the brisk but

transient appearance of autoantibodies following tissue

datoage in normal animals may be a sign that B-cells need not

always be scrupulously tolerant to "self" antigens.

Taylor and Iverson (1971) point out that the T- B

cell co-operation always seems to require an antigen with

two different determinants. This necessity for two

determinants on the challenging (for secondary response) and
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the priming antigen would confer greater specificity on the

secondary response. If a cross-reacting antigen carrying

one "self" determinant came into contact with a B-cell, it

would only be able to initiate a response if it also carried

a "non-self" determinant for a T-cell to react with. For

purely "self" antigens, there will not normally be any

reactive cells available. In this way the margin of safety

between unresponsiveness to foreign antigens and excessive

autoimmunity is considerably widened.

The dose of tolerogen given determines which cell-

type is rendered tolerant (Playfair 1969; Katsura,

Kawaguchi & Kuramatsu 1972; Mitchison 1971). In low dose

tolerance (i.e. tolerance which is induced by repeated

injections of very small amounts of tolerogen) evidence

exists that T-cells of the peripheral lymphoid system were

the target cells. In contrast, the injection of a "high

dose" of tolerogen rendered both T- and B-cells unresponsive

or hyperesponsive in parallel with one another.

PI'TED IMMUNITY

Tissue injury in delayed-type hypersensitivity is

presumed to occur through antigen stimulation of sensitised

lymphocytes. These activated lymphocytes can be directly

toxic to target cells, elaborate a variety of non-antibody

(pharmacological) mediators which are, in themselves,

cytotoxic, or call forth macrophages which can produce

tissue injury (Bloom 1971). However, as the field of cell-
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mediated immunity is so vast, only selected aspects

relevant to the work presented in this thesis will be dealt

with, namely the graft-versus-host and graft rejection

reactions. As the main cell under study here is the

peritoneal macrophage this area of immunity (cell-mediated)
warrants a smaller share in coverage, since, as has already

been explained, macrophage-immunity is cellular-immunity

rather than cell-mediated immunity.

For a graft-versus-host or graft-rejection reaction

to occur there must be, of necessity, a difference in the

genetically-determined antigenic make-up of the two cell-

populations involved (Snell 1963).

GRAFT REJECTION

The term "graft-rejection-cell", first coined by

Weiner, Spiro and Russell (19614.), defines a small-lympho¬

cyte-like cell. This type of cell can be distinguished from

small lymphocytes, however, by several points. It has a

prominant Golgi apparatus and nucleolus and more cytoplasm

than small lymphocytes with a moderate number of mito¬

chondria and vesicles, a rudimentary endoplasmic reticulum

and many ribosomes. They derive mainly from cells in the

blood (Volkman 1967) and appear to belong to a cell

population distinct from that which embraces the majority

of circulating lymphocytes.

Other cells also migrate into grafts. Many are

typical blood monocytes which differentiate into macrophages
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(Volkman & Gowans 1965; Spector & Lyke 1966). They

develop from continuously dividing precursors of bone

marrow origin.

"hilst experimental data suggest that mononuclear

cells attack and destroy allogeneic "target" cells (vilson

Sc. Billingham 1967), there is no conclusive evidence for

this. Many cells are probably attracted to already injured

tissue and may contribute to the breakdown of grafts.

PHARMACOLOGICAL AGENTS IN CELL-MEDIATED IMMUNITY

Indubitably pharmacological agents play some part in

tissue damage resulting from cell-mediated immunity.

Briefly, thefe are three which will be mentioned here,

lymph node permeability factor, histamine and serotonin.

Little is known about the role of permeability factors,

prepared initially by Villoughby, Boughton and Schild

(1963). Histamine, which causes smooth muscle contraction

and vasodilation, may be released by antigen-antibody

reactions (Austen & Humphrey 1962; Keller 1962; Mota 1 96i+)
as is also serotonin (Humphrey & Jaques 1955). For

further details on pharmacological agents in cell-mediated

immunity, the reader is referred to the many books and

papers on the subject.
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OTHLR PRODUCTS OF LYjJPHQCYT^ ACTIVATION

Whilst macrophage inhibitory factor (M.I.F) will

be described shortly, factors elicited by stimulation of

sensitised lymphocytes reactive with other lymphoid cells

will be introduced here.

LYMPHOTOXIN

This non-immunoglobulin, ill-defined material is

produced by lymphocytes stimulated by substances such as

antilymphocytic sera, pokeweed mitogen and P.P.D.

(Granger 1970; Pincus 1970) and even, in some cases, in

response to challenge with virus (Oldstone & Dixon 1970).

The effects of lymphotoxin (L.T.) vary markedly depending

on its concentration and the target cells used (Williams
& Granger 1969) but range from causing rounding and

vacuolisation to lysis of the affected cells. From the

work of Lebowitz and Lawrence (1969) and Green et al

(1970), it might be supposed that the main effect of L.T.

is that of inhibition of target-cell growth, and might

thus be somewhat similar in function to another substance

"inhibitor of DNA synthesis" (I.D.S.) (R.T. Smith et al

1970).

AUTOGENIC FACTORS

Ego (enhanced gene operator) was the name coined for

a mitogenic factor produced by sensitised mouse lymphocytes

(smith jet al 1970) in response to antigens and mitogens.
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Such a substance can stimulate other normal lymphocytes

to transform.

Other blastogenic substances have been shown to be

produced by lymphocytes. Examples in humans are

"lymphocyte-transforming factor" (Valentine & Lawrence

1969), "conditioned medium reconstituting factor"

(C.M.R.P) (Bach et &1 1970), "potentiating factor" (P.P)

(Janis & Bach 1970) and "blastogenic factor" in guinea

pigs (Spitler & Fudenberg 1970).

As with most of these lymphocyte-derived substances,

their function (3) both in vivo and in vitro is/are

obscure. Obviously much more work in this field i3

required to enhance understanding.

Perhaps one substance (or to be perfectly correct

"group of substances") whose function in vivo can be

fairly safely proposed is Interferon.

INTERFERON

First reported in 1957 (Isaacs & Lindenmann 1957)

interferon is an extremely active biological molecule

(Fantes 1970) with the capacity of diminishing virus

replication in tissues, induced by a variety of viruses

and non-viral agents (Merigan 1971) and released by

delayed hypersensitive lymphocytes on contact with

antigen.
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THE STIMULATION OF HOST CELLS BY GRAFT ANTIGENS

Whilst there is no conclusive evidence to point to

the way in which host cells are stimulated by graft antigens,

several possibilities emerge. Firstly, soluble or insoluble

antigenic material entering the lymphatics in the graft

bed could stimulate potentially reactive cells in regional

lymph nodes. Or, antigens could be carried to these lymph

nodes by lymph-borne cells. Interaction between lymphocytes

and the antigens within the graft might occur, with the

antigen-stimulated cells then returning to the lymphoid

tissue via the lymph or blood (Medawar 1958). Wherever

this interaction occurs, the small lymphocyte is probably

the cell type involved since these cells circulate through
It

many tissues (Sjovall 1936) and "home" in large numbers to

lymphoid tissue (Gowans & Knight 1961+).

In a limited number of experiments, Waksman (Hulley,

Dvorak & Waksman 1961+) produced evidence to suggest that

phagocytic cells (peritoneal exudate or alveolar macrophages)

are involved in the sensitisation process. However, widely

differing results were obtained and a necessity for purifiid

lymphocyte and macrophage suspensions was obvious. More

recent work by Wagner et. a_l (1972), already mentioned, has

also pointed to macrophage involvement.
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GRAi'T-VZRdUS-HQST REACTIONS

G.V.H. reactions provide a powerful tool for the

study of tissue transplantation reactions. In the G.V.H.

reaction donor (graft) small lymphocytes are stimulated by

host tissue iso-antigens and the fate of the cells in host

tissues can be studied.

Evidence has been given (llkins 1966; Ramsier &

Billingham 1966) to suggest that the G.V.H. reaction is

provoked by antigens in circulating host leukocytes. The

most obvious effect of G.V.H. reactions on immunologically

suppressed or immature animals is a type of wasting or

"runt" disease. To understand how this comes about, in vitro

studies on the activity of lymphocytes on target cells

have been undertaken.

THE EFFECT OF SENSITISED LYMPHOCYTES ON TARGET CELLS IM

VITRO

Lymphocytes from specifically sensitised donors can

attack and destroy target cells in vitro (Wilson &

Billingham 1967). This appears to be a property of intact

cells (Wilson 1965 a).

The cytolytic reaction mediated by sensitised lympho¬

cytes is a 2-phase process. The first stage is contact

between the lymphocyte and target cell. This is followed

by an increase in the biosynthetic activity of the lympho¬

cyte (Rosenau & Moon 1962; Wilson 1965 b). The reaction is

specific.
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The mechanism whereby cells acquire the capacity to

recognise and interact with tissue iso-antigens is unknown.

However, two factors have been considered. The first,

cytophilic antibody has already been dealt with (vide
suora) in conjunction with macrophages. A lymphocyte-

associated type of cytophilic antibody also exists

(Boyden & Sorkin 1960} Blazkovec, Sorkin & Turk 1965).

There is no evidence to confirm that such cytophilic anti¬

body plays a role in delayed-type hypersensitivity

(Blazkovec, Sorkin & Turk 1965} Holtzer & Winkler 1967).
A possible effector of cell-mediated immune reactions

is cytophilic antibody specific for macrophages (vide

supra). A two-phase process, similar to that described by

Rosenau and Moon (1961 ) and Wilson (1965 a) appears to

operate when peritoneal macrophages from sensitised donors

(mice) were able to bind to and destroy fibroblasts in

tissue culture (Granger & Weiser 1966) by means of an

antibody which could be eluted from the cytotoxic macrophages.

MACROPHAGE INHIBITION FACTOR

A somewhat ill-defined substance known as macrophage

migration inhibition factor (M.I.P.) may play a part in

delayed-type hypersensitivity. It is a substance released

by sensitised lymphocytes which, in the presence of

specific antigen, will prevent the migration of macrophages

from a capillary tube. The way in which such a substance

might effect a change in cellular integrity in delayed
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hypersensitivity is purely conjectural at present.

Its effects were made use of in the first in vitro

model for studying delayed-hypersensitivity by Rich and

Lewis (1932). Since then, it has been extensively studied.

Its restriction to cases of delayed hypersensitivity

(Bloom A Bennett 1966; Marcus 1970) and absence in

animals whose immune reaction is solely humoral in nature

(Bloom & Bennett 1966) or who show tolerance to the

antigen concerned (Borel & David 1970) has been noted.

In contrast to immediate-type hypersensitivity

or antibody reactions which appear to be mainly hapten-

specific, M.I.P. is largely conjugate- or carrier -

specific (David, Lawrence & Thomas 1962+). It appears to

be partially species - specific in so far as greater

amounts are required when the species barrier is crossed

than are necessary in the intra-species situation

(Rocklin, Meyers & David 1970).

A host of different antigens are capable of inducing

M.I.P. production. Examples are P.P.D. (Bloom & Bennett

1966), hapten-protein conjugates (David 1966),

carbohydrates (Chaparas et ad. 1970), some viruses

(Feinstone, Beachy & Rytel 1969; Pilchard, Gold A Gray

1970), transplantation antigens (Al-Askari, David,

Lawrence & Thomas 1965) and tumour antigens (Halliday A

Webb 1969; Bloom et al 1969).

G-200 sephadex column separation of lymphocyte

supernatants gave M.I.P. a molecular weight (25,000)

smaller than known immunoglobulins (Amos A Lachmann 1970).
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From its charge properties, it does not appear to be an

immunoglobulin, but most likely a glycoprotein (Bloom

1970).

Like interferon (vide supra), M.I.F. also appears to

exhibit enormous biological activity in extremely small

quantities (Remold, Katz, Haber & David 1970).

That M.I.F. does react with macrophages seems certain

(Dumonde 1967). Its effect on their activity and

metabolism in vivo is speculative, but it does cause them

to round-up and depresses their motility in vitro (Salvin,

Nlshio & Gribik 1970). One report indicates that a

supernatant of tuberculin-stimulated mouse lymphocytes,

perhaps containing M.I.F., had the capacity to confer

resistance to virulent tubercle bacilli to normal

macrophages (Patterson & Youmans 1970).

Bennett and Bloom (1968) have demonstrated that

intracutaneous infection of the factor elicits a delayed

inflammatory reaction in guinea pig skin. Applying this

observation to a graft situation, it is not inconceivable

that M.I.F. might be produced at the site of the graft.

During the ensuing inflammatory response, lymphocytes and

macrophages might be attracted to and then trapped in the

area.

IMMUNOLOGICAL TOLERANCE AND AUTOIMMUNITY

Having outlined the various cells and cell factors

which are involved in the many normal immune responses



which are elicited in the normal animal, attention must

now be focused on the "abnormal".

"Immunological tolerance" and "autoimmunity", two

apparently conflicting concepts, are grouped together

here because, as it will be shown, they are, indeed,

closely linked.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Since the concept of autoimmune disease was first

advanced by Dameshek, it has become obvious that for the

integrity of the whole animal, the immune system must not

form autoantibodies or produce cell-mediated reactions

against self-antigens to such an extent as to do serious

damage. Yet this same immune mechanism must be able to

destroy invading potentially pathogenic organisms and

cancerous growths. To combine these requirements

necessitates a delicate balance between aggressive immunity

and tolerance to self.

How is the immune system able to combat infection

(i#e„ be aggressive) and yet not normally react against

its own tissues (i.e. be tolerant to self)? Evidence

obtained from studies on artificial tolerance induction

may be of value in the guest for an answer to this

problem.

Immunological tolerance may be defined as that state,

induced by the action of antigen;, whereby the reactivity

of a population of lymphocytes with respect to that

antigen has been reduced or abolished (Nossal 1973).
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The maintenance of tolerance to foreign antigens and

to self requires the persistence of the antigen concerned

in the body (Smith & Bridges 1958). That antigen need

not persist in the bloodstream for the maintenance of

tolerance was shown by Dresser and Mitchison (1960).

Therefore it would appear that the antigen, or some

essential part of it, is retained within the cells of the

antibody-forming tissues. However, tolerance to flagellin

persists when there are too few molecules left to provide

even a single molecule per antibody-forming cell (Mitchell
& Nossal 1966; Shellem & Nossal 1968). This suggests

that tolerance can outlast, at least for a limited period,

the intracellular persistence of antigen.
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CELLS I 'sVOLVED I.\T TOLERANCE I:TDUCTION

If the hypothesis of antibody formation involving the

macrophage and lymphocyte populations is considered

(Pishman 1961; Nossal & Ada 196U; 9ossal 1965) then either

cell type (macrophage and lymphocyte) must be mooted as

a possible site of antigen induced tolerance.

As has been said earlier, non thymus-dependent

antigens (such as the polysaccharides) tolerise 3-cells

fairly readily and can stimulate antibody synthesis but

not clonal proliferation (Benecerraf 1969) whilst proteins

and probably transplantation antigens tolerise 7-cells.

B-cell tolerance to type III pneumococcal poly¬

saccharide is preceded by a small amount of antibody

synthesis, and can be reversed by removal of the antigen,

suggesting that perhaps an antigen-antibody matrix may

act as a "shut-off" signal, whereas polyfructose, another

polysaccharide, causes irreversible tolerance without

prior antibody formation (Howard 1972). It is not clear

whether T-cell tolerance is due to blocking or elimination.

In any system, however, tolerance would be expected to

have a narrow specificity since it would be achieved by

affecting only those cells that are most specific for the

antigen (Benecerref 1969). Therefore, in cases of shared

antigens, the specificity is reduced for a single antigen

determinant, and such cross-reacting cells should not be

rendered tolerant.

The termination of artificial protein tolerance is
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of the utmost relevance to the study of autoimmunity. The

administration of a cross-reacting protein (i.e. one with

one or more shared antigenic determinants) may cause the

production of antibodies to the shared (i.e. previously

tolerated) antigens. The weaker the cross-reaction, that

is the more the unshared determinants, the better the

termination (Weigle 1967). Since from this it can be seen

that the antibody-forming apparatus is still intact, B-

cells can neither be missing nor blocked. The new,

unshared determinants must have to by-pass a deficit

somewhere else. The relative ease of tolerance induction

in the T-cell population makes it likely that it is the

T-cells, which, tolerant to the shared, but not the

unshared, determinants, give the tolerant state its

specificity (Playfair 1973).

Tolerance can be induced artificially in the adult

mammal. It is divided into two categories. The first is

"high dose" tolerance where the amount of antigen

administered is large enough to ensure its rapid access

to the immunologically competent cells before any

specific signal can be elaborated and transmitted by the

macrophages (vide infra). In "low dose" tolerance

(N'ltchison ^96k) one is presumably concerned with levels

of antigen too low to initiate a specific signal. Repeated

injections of such small doses will build up a volume of

antigen sufficiently large to reach all the competent

cells and render them tolerant.

In the case of cell-mediated immunity, tolerance can
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also be achieved. The cells responsible for delayed

hypersensitivity can be rendered tolerant by

administration of the antigen in Preund*s complete

adjuvant (Asherson 1966; Loewi, Holborow & Temple 1966).

Perhaps as the knowledge of how tolerance induction

is affected grows, we shall begin to understand tolerance

to self antigens more fully. In this thesis, the break¬

down of tolerance to self, or the phenomenon of auto¬

immunity, is under scrutiny.

AUTOIMMUNITY

McKay and Burnet (1963) defined autoimmune disease

as "any condition in which clinical symptoms or

functional changes result from immunological reactions

of immunologically competent cells or antibodies,

produced by the individual, with normal components of the

body. "As can be seen from the various diseases which

have been classified in the past as "autoimmune", the

interpretations of the phrase "normal components of the

body" have been exceedingly diverse.

The comparative rarity of autoantibodies, and even

more, the rarity of autoimmune disease may be taken as

good evidence of the efficiency in the mammalian body of

the mechanism of self-recognition and tolerance.

The presence of "autoantibodies" does not necessarily

signify the existence of autoimmune disease in the

animal concerned (Peterson & Makinodan 1972). Weir (1967)
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detected IgM autoantibodies to mitochondria in the rat.

Since IgM-antibodies do not normally activate the

pharmacological mediators of hypersensitivity (Glynn &

Holborow 1 971 )» these antibodies might play a beneficial

role as opsonins in the enhancement of phagocytosis of

effete cellular particles (vide supra) and so maintain

the body in a healthy state ("/eissman 196U) and even

protect it from destruction by its own enzymes present in

lysosomes. Indeed, ""'eissman (196U) claims that the auto¬

antibodies present in such high concentration in Systemic

Lupus Erythematosus (S.L.E. - vide infra) may be due to

an increased demand for these antibodies because of

excessive fragility of lysosomes causing liberation of

excessive amounts of antigen to be removed. This would

mean that, in the case of S.L.E., a normal protective

function of "autoantibodies" goes to the extreme and a

vicious circle is set up. 'hether this is the sort of

activity which occurs in other autoimmune diseases and,

indeed, if it is the case is S.L.E. is a matter of

speculation. The possibility of a protective role for

autoantibodies is discussed by Sharp and Irvin (1970).

A change from IgM to IgG production is commonly

observed in autoimmunity. Normally, IgM (vide supra)

would be present in a self-limiting quantity in non-

autoimmune states (Weir 1967). But a low-level IgM

producing animal can be made to produce IgG, by an

abnormal induction. The interaction of a receptor with

a self component would normally be paralytic (vide infra).
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But the interaction of associative antibody (McCullagh

1970; Bretscher 1973) (vide infra) with a cell-surface

component would generate a second signal, which in

conjunction with the first signal would induce IgG

production.

THEORIES ON THE MA INTBNANCE OF TOLERANCE TO SELF AND ITS

EVASION (i.e. AUTOIMMUNITY)

For many years the concept of the maintenance of

tolerance to self advanced by Burnet (Burnet & Fenner

1959) was accepted as being the one which answered most

of the questions raised on the subject. Following a

period of differentiation of immunocompetent cells, his

belief was, and still is (1973)» that such cells with

the capacity to react with self antigen (i.e. be auto-

aggressive) would normally be destroyed or eliminated by

contact with these antigens during embryonic life (Burnet

& Fenner 1959). However, as Dresser and Mitchison (1968)

point out, there is no experimental evidence to suggest

that such elimination of potential autoreactive cells

does occur. Indeed, evidence is now accumulating to

suggest that these cells are not destroyed or eliminated

(Cohen, Globerson & Feldman 1971; Bretscher 1973; Cohn

1969). Burnet himself (1973) admits that experimental

evidence of specific death by antigen may never be

obtainable and the existing evidence is purely functional.

A8 there appears to be at least three different cell
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types involved in the immune response (the macrophage,

and the T- and B- lymphocytes), there are several

possibilities as to the stage(^) of antigen handling

prior to the induction of the immune response where

tolerance to self might give way to autoaggressiveness.

As has just been mentioned, Burnet's (Burnet & enner

1959) suggestion was that any self-reactant stem-cell in

the lymphoid system might be "silenced" or "eliminated"

by the presence of self-antigens and thus not behave in

an aggressive manner towards these antigens.

Benecerraf (1969), on the other hand, proposed that

the self antigen might prevent differentiation of the

cell, causing it to remain dormant throughout its lifetime,

with the possibility of its reverting to a non-tolerant

state. In direct contrast to this, Burnet and Aenner

(1959) suggested thot, by some process of somatic mutation,

cells with a capacity for autoaggression might arise and

proliferate into clones of self-reactant cells.

In view, of the fact that in some cases of artificial

tolerance (vide supra) small traces of antibody are

observed prior to tolerance induction, Benecerraf's (1969)

other suggestion, namely that self-antigen may cause the

differentiation of the cell to an antibody-producing

cell without proliferation, or with minimal proliferation,

is of interest.

In line with other workers, Gohn, Globerson and

Zeldman (1971) suggest that potentially self-reactant

lymphocytes are not eliminated by contact with self-
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antigerx but are present in the adult in an "unresponsive

or tolerant" condition. Their ability to induce auto-

sensitisation of rat lymphocytts against syngeneic

fibroblasts would tend to support this. The reaction

occurs too rapidly, it would seem, to allow that the

emergence of a new clone of auto-reactive cells has

occurred as Burnet's beliefs would claim. They argue for

a regulatory model, based on antigen excess causing

tolerance, similar to that observed under experimental

conditions observed by Medawar (1963).

Using lymphocytes from normal rats, Wekerle, Cohen

and Peldman (1973) showed that cells with receptors for

self antigens were present in the animal, but that in

vitro, the attachment and cytolytic activity against self

target cells of these cells could be prevented by fresh,

autologous serum. The "active" component in the serum

did not appear to be antibody, but probably soluble

antigen, possibly by specific blocking of the receptors

for self-antigens.

Paralysis of immunocompetent cells by excessive

amounts of antigen has also been suggested by Bretscher

and Cohn (1970) to explain tolerance to both foreign and

self-antigens. In general, cells with specificity for

"self" would be paralysed, but as the animal grows, cells

with specificity for foreign antigens could increase in

number and accumulate. The relatively low (in comparison

with self-antigens) concentration of foreign antigens

would not then paralyse these immunocompetent cells.
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Perhaps this helps to explain the relative lack of

immune response to antigens in very young animals and

their ease of tolerance induction - so few of the

potentially immunocompetent cells have arisen that they

are in danger of being paralysed by the invading antigen.

It is conceivable that both T- and B- lymphocytes

might lack receptors for all "self" determinants, either

by the elimination of any cell that advertises self-

reactivity (Burnet & Penner 1969) or through the

presence of factors that block or silence potentially

self-reactive cells ("/ekerle, Cohen & Peldman 1973)» or

simply because of absence of the appropriate genes. Or

the tolerance might affect only the T-cells, leaving self-

reactive 3-cells willing but powerless for want of a

co-operative T-cell. Or again, the macrophage, as will

be suggested by the work presented in this thesis, might

play a decisive role, by its activity, or by refusing to

act as a "go-between" where self-antigens are concerned.

Bretscher (1973) believes that for antibody production

to be initiated, the B-cell will only "switch-on" to

antibody synthesis if it receives a "signal" on one of

its receptors from antigen with "associative" antibody.

This latter antibody, derived from a T-cell, may be

present on the T-cell itself, free or bound as a

cytophilic antibody. It does not necessarily imply

intimate contact between T- and B-cells specific for the

antigen. On this basis, antibody synthesis would be

prevented (i.e. a state of tolerance would exist) if
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associative antibody complexed with antigen was either

destroyed, absent, or in some way defective. Its absence

could be explained by assuming paralysis of the T-cell

source of associative antibody, perhaps by antigen excess.

?or tolerance to self, Bretscher (1973) expanded

these ideas of T- and 3-cell interactions. If a cell

capable of an anti-self antibody (anti-S) does exist or

arises, it would require the simultaneous arrival of a

second cell (T- or B-cell, depending on which type was

present first) which is an event of low probability. If

either the T- or the B-cell component in this tolerant

state is missing, then no anti-8 could arise. However,

in order to maintain this tolerant state, the host must

have neither T- nor B-ceils of this specificity.

In tracing back to the origin of the T-cell, Bretscher

(1973) implicates the thymus cells in the state of self-

tolerance. He points out that thymus cells are both

paralysable (Chiller, Habicht & Y.eigle 1970) and inducible

(filler & Mitchell 1969) whereas there is no good evidence

in support of T-celis possessing these properties. In

such circumstances, unless the thymus cell is induced by

interaction of antigen and T-cell specific for that

antigen, then the thymus cell will be paralysed on contact

with antigen and so tolerance will exist.

An interesting concept in the maintenance of tolerance

to self and its abrogation has been presented by Jerne

(1970). In order for the immune system to respond, it

must already be functional before foreign antigens arrive.
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's self antigens are the only antigens available for

contact in utcro. then self-antigens must be responsible

for making the immune system functional.

Jerne proposes that because there is a large number

of antigens to which a given individual can react immuno¬

logically, the lymphocyte population has been generated

by somatic mutations in a small number of antibody genes

present in the stem cells. . He also proposes that the

germ-line genes coding for the variable end of antibodies

(v-genes) code very precisely for antibodies that fit to

a certain set of histoc#mpatability antigens. This means

that these postulated genes determine the antibodies that

fit to the surface antigens of the animal's own cells.

This is in direct contrast to Burnet's (Burnet A Penner

195°) belief that anti-self antibodies arise following

somatic mutation.

This attractive theory expands to envisage the thymus,

bursa and bone-marrow as "organ breeders of mutants". In

these organs all cells of a "forbidden clone" will die

out or be killed as the antibodies they produce fit

closely the histoeompatability antigens present in the

tissues. But during the proliferative stage of the cell-

clone, prior to the eventual elimination of the clone,

mutations will occur and cells with different antibody-

combining Bites will appear. These will fit less well to

the histocompatability antigens and so give these cells a

better chance of surviving. They will proliferate into

clones of mutant cells, some of which may be able to
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leave the thymus. Further mutation will lead to cells

whose antibody will have lost entirely their fit to the

histocompatability antigens. These will leave the thymus

and become antigen-sensitive cells waiting to be

stimulated by some foreign antigen by clonal selection.

On the basis of the arguements propounded in this theory

autoimmunity would occur if, for example, cells capable

of producing antibody to self-antigens produced antibody

of low affinity (there is evidence to suggest that low

affinity antibody is produced in autoimmune disease -

vide infra). or self-antigen was altered in some way.

Both events would lead to a less efficient binding

between self-antigen and receptor on the immunocompetent

cell, thus affording an escape route for these cells from

the thymus.

It seems that we: may have to wait many years before

a clear understanding of how tolerance to self operates

and many articles, theses and books will help to lead

the way. In the meantime we must try to speculate on how

tolerance to self is avoided or broken down in order to

understand more fully the many "autoimmune" diseases that

"man is heir to".

AUTOIMMUNE DISEASES

In the early studies en autoimmunity, animal models

had to be found which displayed various autoimmune

phenomena. Attempts were made to artificially "break"

tolerance to self (Weigle 1967).
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Basically, there are two ways by which autoimmune

disease can be simulated in genetically normal experimental

animals. In the first, the animals can be immunised or

sensitised by injection of cells or tissue extracts of

other individuals of the same or not-too-distantly

related species. If immunisation is done with the

antigen emulsified in Preund's complete adjuvant and

repeated injections given, autoantibodies can be fairly

regularly produced and, not infrequently, lymphocytic

infiltration of the target organ occurs.

The second approach is rather closely related to

the forbidden clone concept. This involves the injection

of a relatively large number of active lymphocytes from

one animal, A, to another, B, which cannot mount an immune

response against the donor cells. When the A cells are

injected into B, some of them will "recognise" antigenic

determinants not present in A and be subject to the same

probabilities of stimulation and reaction as a clone of

autoimmunocytes prodxiced by B. As a result, a characteristic

disease pifture can develop, commonly referred to as the

graft-versus-host (G.V.H.) reaction and sometimes as runt

disease or homologous disease. But whilst similar

features to those observed in cases of autoimmunity are

elicited, this technique cannot truthfully be said to

represent the picture in autoimmune disease.

There are three aspects of non-reactivity which

distinguish tolerance from other states of diminished

immunological responsiveness. Firstly, it is antigen
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specific, in contrast to drug-induced, disease associated

or other generalised states of immunodepression. It is

a property of the lymphocyte population; this contrasts

with, for example, antibody-mediated feedback inhibition

of immunity. Thirdly, it is caused by exposure of

lymphocytes to antigen, and is thus different from reduced

ability to respond to an antigen due to a peculiarity

of immune regulatory or immunoglobulin structural genes.

It can be said that tolerance is the exact opposite to

immunological memory.

So, in diseases which are truly auto-immune,

tolerance to self must be broken and display phenomena in

antithesis to the concepts just outlined. The auto¬

antibodies must be antigen specific, the lymphocytes must

be involved and, of course, the specific a tigens, being

part of the animal body, are constantly present. The

earlier approach to autoimmune disease was to look upon

it simply as a failure of natural tolerance to self

antigens to develop.

The list of diseases said to be of an autoimmune

nature is long (Pirofsky 1969). Of necessity, only a

few of these diseases will be commented upon here.

Antigens which are normally not in contact, within

the body, with the immune system would not be expected to

be tolerated by that system since, for persistent

tolerance, the constant presence of the tolerising antigen

is reouired. However, if such antigens, previously not

encountered by the immune system are liberated by trauma
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(either accidental or following surgery) autoimmune

manifestations may occur. Examples are autoantibodies

to the heart following major cardiac surgery or myocardial

infarction (Ehrenfeld, Gery & Davies 1961), orchitis

following injection of testicular extracts in Preund*s

complete adjuvant (Brown, Glynn & Holborow 1967) and

sympathetic opthalmia after damage to the eye (Burnet

1973).

The intracellular antigens, of course, in the living

cells of the body are not normally in contact with the

rcells of the immune system. However, on their liberation,

they could elicit an immune response.

The state of the intracellular antigen (soluble or

particulate) appears to affect whether there is

tolerance or not ("Veir 1967J 3orek 1972). The soluble

antigens appear to induce tolerance readily whereas the

particulate are much less effective. Consequently, the

autoimmune response to intracellular antigens is mainly

confined to antigens associated with organelles.

The tertiary structure, largely stabilised by

hydrogen bonds, of antigens is, on the whole, responsible

for their antigenicity. Alteration of this tertiary

structure of previously tolerated antigens can lead to

alteration of the antigenicity and so lead to tolerance

avoidance. Antibodies to denatured y-globulins and to the

isolated chains of globulin molecules are good examples

(v.illiams & Kunkel 1962).

The alteration of host antigen by biological agents
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to give rise to autoimmune manifestations will be dealt

with again later. In the case of a virus, for example

the influenza virus, the cell surface affected (usually
an erythrocyte) may be attacked. Ite surface configuration

could be altered, perhaps by brealjs&own of the

polysaccharide leading to the presentation of antigens

which are structurally different and so not tolerated.

Or previously hidden (and hence not tolerated) antigens

could be exposed by viral attack (Glynn & Holborow 1971 )•

In the case of an altered or foreign component on

a T-cell surface, perhaps due to a virus, Cohn (1972)

points out that the "probability of breaking through and

cascading towards generalised autoimmunity via abnormal

induction, as compared to normal induction, is greater

at the low levels of infection".

Bretscher (1973) has developed the concept of

abnormal induction to explain the phenomenon of

generalised autoimmunity. Quoting the work of McCullagh

and others (McCullagh 1970; Katz, Paul, Goidl &

Benecerraf 1971; Kreuth & Williamson 1971) on abnormal

induction, he postulated that when a new foreign surface

determinant appears on a thymus cell, then under certain

conditions, abnormal induction occurring via recognition

of this surface determinant by associative antibody

induces T-eells with anti-thymus-cell specificity. Once

this occurs, the system is no longer under control and

associative antibody to B-cells and eventually B_cells

anti-self such as anti- R.B.C., antinuclear etc., are
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induced. The immune system is thus sabotaged by

abnormal induction, so that the major somatic selective

pressure is by self-antigens as in the case of the Hew

Zealand Black mice.

So for generalised autoimmunity, Bretscher (t973)

stipulates that

(1) antibodies to thymus antigens will be induced

before antibodies to other self components.

(2) As the disease progressed and T-cells specific

for antigens on the surface of 3-cells increase in number,

it will be increasingly difficult to paralyse the animal

to foreign antigens. The anti-3 T-cells will tend to

convert a paralytic signal into an abnormally inductive

ones.

Drugs such as dedormid (Ackroyd 19d9) and halothane

(Doniach et al 1966; Rodriguez & Shaffner 1969; Rodriguez,

Paronetter, Schaffner & Popper 1969) have been found to

give rise to autoantibodies (anti-mitochondrial) in the

recipients. These antibodies may merely represent a

concomitant immunological reaction following liver damage,

as -was produced in rats following carbon tetrachloride

treatment (Pinkard & .eir 1966). On the other hand,

halothane and chlorpromazine are known to combine with

mitochondria or to produce mitochondrial damage (dchaude
et al 1967; Teller, Denber & Kopac 196?) and may, under

certain conditions, form drug-mitochondrial complexes

and so elicit an immunological reaction.
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AUTOIMMUNE HAEMOLYTIC ANAEMIA

Readily accessible antigens which are fairly

commonly attacked in autoimmune disease are the red cell

surface (acquired (autoimmune) hacmolytic anaemia),

nuclear and cytoplasmic constituents common to many cell

types (Systemic Lupus Erythematosus - S.L.E.) and

Y- globulin (Rheumatoid Arthritis - R.A.). These antigens

are available in adequate concentration in lymphoid

tissues.

There are also organs in the body which are attacked

by autoimmune disease. Examples are the thyroid

(Hashimoto's disease) and the thymus (Myasthenia Gravis).

Finally, there is the group of diseases in which the

immune response to antigens from the environment

inadvertantly, as it were, give rise to damaging results.

Examples are rheumatic fever, rheumaticcarditis and the

haemolytic anaemias.

Leaving aside, for the present, the reasons why the

self-tolerant condition breaks down, a few comments will

be made on the autoimmune diseases just mentioned.

In autoimmune haemolytic anaemia (A.H.A.) the

destruction of the patient's own R.B.G.'s is not due to

any abnormality of the erythrocytes. This destruction

takes place mostly in the spleen, but it is due

primarily to the presence of antibody attached to the

surface of the circulating red cells. The antibody is of

the 7 3 (igG) type and is characteristically incomplete,
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that is it does not cause direct agglutination of normal

red cells, but when mixed with an anti-globulin serum,

the coated red cells will be agglutinated. Mostly, the

IgG is "non-specific" in so far as it will react with all

types of human red cells, without regard to blilod group,

and it is monoclonal in origin (Leddy & Bakemeier 1965),
This heterogeneity of specificity is the main feature of

A.H.A. It can be defined as a persisting anaemia with

no toxic or other cause apparent.

Secondary A.H.A. is most commonly seen as a sequal

to a chronic, proliferative disease of the lymphoid

system, chronic lymphocytic leukaemia, reticulosarcoma

or lymphoma. The only common secondary type is

associated with 8.L.E.

Haemolytic anaemia will be discussed later in

association with evidence suggesting an infectious

aetiology. The haemolytic anaemia of HZB/Bl mice, of some

importance in the present work, will be described later

in this introduction.

SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS (S.h.E)

3.L.E. is a rare, acutely fatal disease of young

women (shearn <4 Pirofsky 1952; Harvey et al 1954; Jessar,

Lamont-Havers & Ragan 1953; Dubois 1953) characterised by

fever, a bright facial rash and a variety of visceral

symptoms with death resulting from renal failure.

In contrast to A.H.A., a large number of different

autoantibodies can be found in a single patient's serum.
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It is the prototype of severe autoimmune disease,

involving a variety of tissues. Autoimmune haemolytic

antibodies (Zoutendyk & Gear 1950), anti-platelet and

anti-coagulation factors (Dameshek 1958)» anti-leukocyte

agglutinins (Seligman 1958) and arti-cytoplasmic

complement-fixing antibodies (Mackay & Gajdusek 1958;

Asherson 1959; Diecher, Holman & Kuhkel 1960) are all to

be found in this disease. The symptoms and signs of the

disease depend on the tissues predominantly attacked. The

kidney is almost always involved, with antigen-antibody

complexes much in evidence.

A characteristic cell, the lupus erythematosus (L.E.)

cell, of neutrophilic granulocyte appearance, is present

as a diagnostic guide in the bone marrow of S.L.L. patients

(Harpresves, Richmond & Morton 191+8; Heserick & Sunderberg

191+8). The L.E. cell phenomenon is dependent usually on

IgG (Haserick, Lewis & Bortz 1950; Haserick & Lewis 1950;

Pallet, Lospalluto & Ziff 1958), and also on IgL or IgA

(Barnett, Condemi, Leddy & Vaughan 1961+; Goodman, Pahey &

Malmgren 1960) and on IgD (Ritchie 1968), suggesting the

possible involvement of an immunological mechanism.

Further analysis found this L.E. factor to be an auto¬

antibody directed against the cell nucleus (Mescher 1957;

Holborow, Weir & Johnson 1957; Friou 1958; Holman &.

Kunkel 1957; Alexander & Duthie 1958). It reacts with a

DNA histone complex in the somatic cell nuclei of normal

human leukocytes and the leukocytes from many species

(Holman & Biecher 1959; Goodman & Dietch 1957; Holman &
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Kunkel 1957; ^riou 1958; Holborow & "Veir 1959; Anderson,

Buchanan & Gondie 1967).

The L.E. cell phenomenon is essentially an in vitro

one with the extrusion of the cell nuclei to become

L.E. bodies dependent on antibody (Friou 1972) and their

subsequent phagocytosis in the presence of complement

(Golden & McBuffie 1967). The in vivo counterpart of the

L. ;. body is the haematoxyphyl body, which presumably

occurs when the patient's nucleated cells are either

damaged or die since the intact membranes are impervious

to the globulin (Friou 1972).

Antihuclear factor (A.N.F.) is one of a group of

similar gamma globulin factors reacting with nuclear

components (Seligman 1958; Hijmans & Schuit 1959; Holman

1960). It is present in most cases of S.L.5. and to some

extent in Rheumatoid Arthritis (R.A.), liver and thyroid

disease (Weir, Holborow & Johnson 1961; Weir & Holborow

1962). It is found mainly in the 7 S globulin fraction

but may occasionally be found in the 193 fraction (Weir &

Holborov/ 1962) and reacts with a combination of DNA and

histone.

Since antiauclear antibodies have been found in each

of the three major classes of immunoglobulins and in both

L-chain types, if an abnormality exists in the control of

antibody production in thfPW^cases, it would appear to be

at a general rather than at a clonal level (Vaughan 1972).
Of special theoretical interest are the antibodies

to DNA found in S.L.E. since DNA was thought not to be

antigenic (Plescia & Braun 1967; Friou 1972).
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It is not clear why DMA should become antigenic.

However, a labile inhibitor of deoxyribonuclease 1 is

present in the serum of 50% of patient's with antihuclear

antibodies. This inhibitor is derived from platelets

during the clotting of whole blood and it has been

postulated that the inhibitor retards the breakdown of DM

nucleoprotein and hence renders such material more anti¬

genic (Frost & Lachmann 1968).

DMA-antibody complexes have been found on the

glomerular basement membrane in patients with lupus

nephritis (Freedman, Peters & Kark 1960) with resulting

glomerular damage.

Although the mechanism of renal injury in S.L.E.

appears to be due to immune complex formation, nevertheless

these patients exhibit delayed hypersensitivity reactions

to intradermal DMA (^riedman, Bardawil, Merrill & Chim

1960; Azoury & Hess 1967). However, peripheral lymphocytes

of S.L.E. patients do not exhibit blast cell transformation

when exposed to DMA in culture.

Steinberg e_t al (1970) reported antibodies which

reacted better with double-stranded RMA than with the more

common single-stranded form in about one third of S.L.E.

sera. This may mean that they are antibodies to foreign

RMA of viral origin (vide infra) which may be double-

stranded or could be directed against the secondary

structure of human RMA.

Anti-Ribosomal antibodies have also been detected in

cases of S.L.E., especially during exacerbations of the
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disease (Schur & Sandsori 1968). Although the pathological

significance of this antibody is obscure, it is of

interest that rabbits injected with rat or rabbit liver

ribosomes developed a disease very similar to human 8.L.E.

In addition the animals developed antibodies to ribosomes

which cross-reacted with RNA and the same lesions could

also be produced by injection of soluble RNA in Freund's

adjuvant and by injection of anti-ribosomal serum from

affected rabbits (Dodd et al 1962).

S.L.E. is usually characterised by a smaller than

normal thymus (Hare & Mackay 1969) with cortical atrophy

and disorganisation of the medulla with cystic Hassall,8

corpuscles, and germinal centres (Goldstein 1967; MacSween,

Anderson & Milne 1967). These observations have been

interpreted to mean either that there is deficient thymic

function (MacSween, Anderson & Milne 1967) or that the

changes are the result of an autoaggressive event with the

thymus as the target organ (Goldstein 1967). Thymectomy

has failed to produce striking clinical changes in

limited numbers of trials. However, thymectomy in A./J

strain mice induces antitiuclear antibodies at an earlier

stage than that at which they would normally appear

(Teague et al 1970) and the introduction of thymic cells

from very young syngeneic mice, delays their appearance

(Teague & Friou 1965).

Inclusions, resembling myxovirus particles, have been

observed mainly in the vascular endothelium of muscle, skin

and renal glomeruli (Fresco 1967 & 1968; Gyorkey, Min,
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Sincovics & Gyorkey 1969; Norton 1969; Sinkovics, Gyorkey

& Thoma 1969; Grausz et al 1970).

The patient's own serum apparently fails to react

with these endothelial inclusions. Their significance is

obscure. They may be aetiological agents or secondary

invaders, if indeed, they are actually viruses. As time

has advanced it has become evident that the inclusions

described can be found in a wide variety of diseases

(Norton 1969) and that tissues containing the inclusions

fail to yield viral growth when used to inoculate a variety

of tissue cultures in standard isolation techniques

(Peorino, Hierholzer & Norton 1970).

The cause of S.L.E. is not known. Whilst it is

tempting to entertain an infectious aetiology, evidence

exists which suggests a genetic factor is involved.

Familial studies (Holman 1963; Leonhardt 196U), Gm (Strejcek,

Herzog & Bielicky 1967) and HLA histocompatability studies

(Grumet et al 1972) suggest a genetic predisposition to

rheumatic diseases among relatives of lupus victims. How¬

ever, work published by Holborow and Johnson (l96h) failed

to show any significant difference in the incidence of

antinuclear factors in the sera of relatives of lupus

patients from that in the control population. Many

attempts at isolating mycoplasma and viruses from

patients with autoimmune haemolytic anaemia and collagen

diseases (Bartholomew & Humes 1969; Moolten & Clark 1952)

remain unconfirmed.
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The myxovirus-like structures observed by Synkovics,

Gyorky & Thoma (1969) in the parenchymal cells may endow

the host cells with neoantigenic characteristics evoking

an "autoimmune" reaction. Serological investigations

revealed that patients with S.L.E. have significantly

elevated titres of antibodies to para influenza - 1 and

measles viruses (Phillips & Christian 1970). The feelings

that this finding might indicate a chronic infection in

S.L.E. with myxovirus, were somewhat depressed when anti¬

bodies at high titres to other viruses kere also found

(Hollinger, Sharp, Lidsky & Rawls 1971) and especially

high titres against Epstein-Barr (E.B) virus (Rothfield &

Niederman 1971)• However, the virus-like particles found

in the endothelial cells of S.L.E. do not match, in size,

the known dimensions of the myxoviruses (Pincus, Blacklow,

Grimley & Bellanti 1970) or the E.B. virus (Toplin &

Schidlovsky 1966).

However, many workers (Pirofsky & Shearn 1953; Leon-

hardt 196kl Pollack, Mandema & Kark 1961) have reported

that antinuclear factors may be found in the sera of

relatives of patients with S.L.E., even though active

disease is not manifest. Ziff (1961) postulated that the

autoimmune phenomena might appear "as the consequence of

the genetically transmitted failure of a mechanism

normally present for the acquisition of immune tolerance

to normal body constituents during embryonic life". In

this light, preference may be given to the suggestion that

the higher levels of antibody found in patients with S.L.E.
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may reflect the known disposition of S.L.E. patients to

produce excessive antibody responses to a variety of

immunogens-cf the New Zealand Black Mice - (Holman 1959;

Zingale et. al 1963) and that no specific or singular

chronic infection is the cause of S.L.E. Indeed, x^incus'

work (Pincus, Blacklow, Grimley & Bellanti 1970) suggested

that any of several viruses might be involved in lupus.

It has recently been suggested (.Lambert & Dixon 1970)

that increased susceptibility to vira^ infection resulting

from deficiency of cell-mediated immunity of thymus origin

(? a genetic factor) allows added exposure to viral

antigens and consequent antigenic stimulation.

Thus, the dilemma of trying to decide whether auto¬

immune diseases are caused by extrinsic factors or by some

genetic mechanism arises.

Hrij.Ui/ iTOID ARTHRITIS

A degree of serological overlap between B.L.L. and

Rheumatoid Arthritis (R.A.) has been observed (Doniach,

Roitt & Holborow 1961). R.A. may well be the commonest of

the autoimmune diseases. The only fully established

serological change associated with R.A. is the presence of

rheumatoid factor (R.F.), an M-type immunoglobulin (Rose,

Ragan, Pearce <& bipman 1946) strongly reactive with

partially denatured immunoglobulins of human, and to a

lesser extent, other mammalian origin (Heller, Jacobson,

Xolodny & Xammerer 1954; Butler & Vaughan 1965; «lellors,

Eowoslowaki, Korngold <£ oegson 1961).
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R.A. sera were found to agglutinate cells sensitised

with certain anti-Rh antibodies (Grubb A Laurel 1956;

Waller & Vaughan 1956). Grubb and Laurel (1956) noticed

that this agglutination was inhibited, on a qualitative

basis, by globulins of some normal sera, but not by

others. This inhibition reaction was shown to be a

genetically determined property of serum and became xnown

as the Gm (gamma) characteristic and the gene responsible
£

for it became known as the Gm gene. The next Gm factor,

Gm , was identified by Harboe in 1959. The number of

identified genetic marxers has expanded considerably since

then (Kunkel, Joslin, Penn & Natvig 1970; Gaarder &

Natvig 1970). All but two of the markers are on the Fc

portion of the H-chains and since no one of these "antigens"

is contained in all subclasses of IgG molecules, but

since all rheumatoid sera seem to contain antibodies to

more than one of these "antigens", all subclasses of IgG,

generally, can be expected to be involved in complexing

with rheumatoid factors (R.F.) (Vaughan 1972). R.F. is

released by leukocytes found in the synovial fluid of

patients, called R.A. cells (Hollander, Rawson, Restifo &

Lussier 1964; Astorga & Bollet 1964; Hollander, McCarty,

Astorga A Castro-Murillo 1965; Zvaifler 1973). Both

intracellular (McCormack 1963; Tursi, Trizio A Bonomi 1970)

and extracellular (Fish, Michael, Gewurz & Good 1966;

Tursi, Trizio & Bonomo 1970) localisation of R.F. has been

observed.

Both IgG and igM are often found in rheumatoid synovia
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(Kaplan & Vaughan 1959; Kaplan 1963, Pish, Michael,
!*

Gewurz <5b Good 1966; Rodman, Williams, Bilka & Muller-

Eberhard 1967; Kinsella, Baum & Ziff 1970; Rawson,

Abelson & Hollander 1965) with the former usually present

in larger amounts than the latter and not infrequently

associated with 03 and C4 complement fractions (^vaifler

& Bchur 1968). Both complexes and aggregated IgG, through

their complement-fixing property, might thus engender

the chemotactic stimulous for attracting polymorphonuclear

leukocytes into the joint and once engulfed by such cells,

either could cause lysosomal enzyme release, synovial

irritation, cartilage damage or possibly aggregation of

more IgG, thus establishing the vicious circle necessary

for chronicity ( eissmann 1972). Indeed, there is

evidence of a larger than normal number and size of

lysosomes in the lining cells of the synovial membranes

of sufferers from R.A. (Hamerman, btephens &. Barland 1961).

The pathogenicity of the immune complexes and

complement may be further enhanced by the presence of

immunoconglutinin, an antibody to C3 and C4 complement

factors (Lachman 1967) which is fixed to immune complexes

(i.e. not free complement components) in synovial eluates

(Mellbye & Munthe 1971). The sum total of this, taken

with the observation of increased blood flow through the

R.■. joint (Dick et al 1970) leading to an increased but

imbalanced metabolic activity with subsequent fall in pH

and redox balance (Falchuk, Goetzl & Kulka 1970) - vide

supra - led Zvaifler (1973) to suggest that the subsequent
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release of hydrolytic enzymes from lysosomes into the

cytoplasm of synovial lining cells or into the surrounding

micro-environment might well produce "irrepairable tissue

injury".

Feulgen-positive, protein-containing particles have

been noted (Kalinin, Pekin, Zvaifler & Bauer 196ij.) in

many of the leukocytes in synovial fluid. Zvaifler (1965)

suggested that these represent complexes of antinuclear

antibodies with DNA and thus provide a source of altered

^-globulin which is constantly renewed to induce antibody

formation as leukocyte death makes available more nuclear

antigen. DNA and soluble nucleoprotein are regularly

found in inflammatory articular exudates (Robitaille &

Tan 1972).

Accumulations of round cells, or mononuclear cells,

similar to those seen in delayed-hypersensitivity such as

the tuberculin reaction, are often found in the rheumatoid

synovium (Zvaifler 1973). Glynn and Holborow (1960),

noting this, suggested that "if an immune mechanism

underlies the development of rheumatoid disease, it is a

mechanism more akin to that responsible for the delayed

than for the immediate type of hypersensitivity". Further

evidence in support of a delayed-type hypersensitivity

mechanism in R.A. comes from the observations that (a)

there is an increased frequency of joint disease, similar

to R.A., in children with agamma-globulinaemia (Janeway,

Gitlin, Craig & Brice 1956; Good, Rotstein & Mazzitello

1957) and (b) the disease cannot, apparently, be
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factor-containing serum (Harris & Vaughan 1961). However,

Ziff (1971 ) has cast doubts on a delayed type hyper¬

sensitivity involvement in R.A., since few of the lymphoid

cells in the synovia of R.A. sufferers show blast

transformation and there are insufficient mononuclear cells

and macrophages in these areas.

The role of R.P. is not yet clear, ^ies & melmon

(1968) have suggested that R.P. - IgG complexes may

activate xinins and thus produce inflammation.

Zvaifler (1973) speculates on a role for IgM

rheumatoid factors in the promotion of phagocytosis of

immune complexes and subsequent lysosomal enzyme release.

R.P., he says, could enhance the uptake of immune

complexes by phagocytes by one or more of three ways,

namely (1) by increasing the insolubility of the complex,

(2) by increasing the size of an existing complex and/or

(3) by converting soluble, non-complement-fixing complexes

to complement-fixing ones. Evidence exists for all three

(Tesar & Schmid 1970; Horwitz, Garrett & Davies 1971; Ward

& Zvaifler 1973).

As with most auto-immune diseases, the cause of R.A.

remains an enigma. Zvaifler (1973) was unable to detect

the presence of antibodies to a large number of viral

antigens. However, arthritis in one form or another, has

been produced in experimental animals by injection of

various organisms such as mycobacteria in "adjuvant induced

disease" in rats (Pearson, Vaksman & Sharp 1961),
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rats and other animals (Adler 1959; Deringer 1959) and

rubella virus in rabbits (Grayzel, Janis & Haberman 1971).

A polyarteritis type of disease is seen in the infectious

vasculitis of Aleutian mink disease (Henson, Gorham,

Leader & Wagner 1962; Barnett, Williams, Kenyon &

Henson 1969) which has a viral aetiology.

One of the known mechanisms for blocking the

infectivity of a tissue for one virus is to induce a prior

infection of it by another virus. Of interest then was

the finding of Smith and Hamerman (1968), Smith, Janis,

Haberman & Hamerman (1970) and Grayzell and Beck (1970) of

increased resistance to viral infection of R.A. synovial

cell cultures. These findings were not confirmed by

results obtained by others (Person, Rawls & Sharp 1971 ;

Rungi & Allison 1972; Spruance, Smith, Krall & Ward 1972).

Ford and Oh (1965) had previously reported considerable

variability in susceptibility of synovial cells to viral

infection and this was confirmed by Spruance et al (1972)

thus proferring some explanation of the opposing results.

Patterson, Howard and Deinhardt (1973)> continuing

along the lines of a possible viral aetiology for R.A.,

were unable to isolate viruses from cultures of R.A.

synovial membranes but found high levels of hyaluronic

acid in many of the R.A, cell lines. Among these cell

lines were many which were resistant to viral infection.

The resistance was therefore said to be due to an excess

of hyaluronic acid which prevented viral adsorption.
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However, these authors did find evidence to sug est viral

involvement. Rubella virus antigens were found on the

cell membranes, by cytotoxicity tests, even in the

absence of other viral genome expressions.

Involvement of the thymus in R.A. was studied by

MacSween, Anderson and Milne (1967) and was found in some

instances to resemble the picture observed in the 8.L.E.

thymus (vide supra). In a limited study, thymectomy gave

no beneficial effects.

MYASTHENIA GRAVIS

If the thymus is a key point in immunological

homeostasis, it is of obvious interest to pay special

attention to its involvement in auto-immune disease. The

thymus might be important in the early stages of 3.L.E.

but it is in Myasthenia gravis that the thymus is

manifestly and regularly involved.

It is a functional disease of the neuromuscular

junction, with a rapid onset of muscular weakness and

fatigue, often limited to some muscle groups, and with

drooping of the eyelids as the commonest manifestation.

Suprisingly, however, biopsy of an affected muscle usually

shows very little except for occasional collections of

lymphocytes. But, in nearly all cases, the thymus shows

striking changes, either moderate enlargement with

conspicuous germinal centres in the medulla, or a low-

grade non-malignant lympho-epithelial tumour which may be

associated with germinal centres in the uninvolved portions

of the thymus.
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the disease in the group with only germinal centre

formation in the thymus, whereas with patients with

tumour, it usually shows no benefit.

HASHIMOTO'S DISEASE

Hashimoto's disease is the classical example of

organ-specific autoimmune disease, with anti-thyroglobulin

antibodies and infiltration by lymphoid cells

(lymphocytes as well as plasma cells) into the thyroid

(Roitt & Doniach 1953; Senhauser 1964; Balfour et al

1961; Holborow et al 1959).

However, despite the demonstrable cytotoxicity

(Pulvertaft, Doniach, Roitt & Hudson 1959; Forbes et al

1962; Pulvertaft, Doniach & Roitt 1961; Kite et, al 1965)
of the autoantibodies, the pathologic changes in the

thyroid cannot solely be attributed to the action of these

antibodies (McMaster, Lerner & Exum 1961; Miescher et al

1961 ; Flax, Jankovic & Sell 1963; Terplan ert al 1960;

Roitt & Doniach 1967; McMaster & Lerner 1967)# Of all

the organs in the body, the thyroid is the most prone to

autoimmune disease.

The cytotoxic factor in human sera from thyroiditis

patients is a jT-globulin and seems to be identical with

the autoantibody reactive with thyroid microsomes

(Irvine 1960; 1962). The specific thyroid antigen involved

appears to be an insoluble lipoprotein bound to small,

smooth-surfaced vesicles present in the microsomal
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fractions prepared from thyroid epithelial cells (Roitt,

Ling, Doniach <£ Coachman 196U)« However, access of the

antibody in. vivo may require the activity of specifically

sensitised cells.

How antibodies to thyroglobulin arise is not clear.

The fact that injection of native thyroglobulin without

adjuvants has never led to experimental thyroiditis

indicates that there is a natural tolerance to thyro¬

globulin ("eigle 1965 (a) & (b)). Alteration of thyro¬

globulin to arsanil-sulfanil did produce anti-thyroglobulin

antibodies (".eigle 1965 b). Thus trauma, radiation, or

infection could, conceivably, bring about such a change

which would then be immunogenic. Progressive autoimmune

diseases such as Hashimoto's thyroiditis may require these

altered antigens to persist throughout the life of the

individual (Sharp & Irvine 1970). A viral transformation

might result in permanent thyroglobulin structural changes

or there could be genetic factors that would oppose the

return to a normal, tolerant state. The genetic theory

can be considered in the light of reports of a high

incidence of thyroid antibodies and thyroid disease in

families of patients with Hashimoto's disease (Hall 1962).

PC olrLC CAUSES OP ^UT0D/;.!UH, DISEASES

CP.Go:, RSACTIJG- AifflQESS

Perhaps the most important precipitating factor in

the autoimmune field is the foreign antigen with

determinant groups resembling those of the host antigen.
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Asherson and Dumonde (i 962) were able to induce auto¬

antibodies in rabbits when they immunised them with rat

liver. The apparent breakdown in tolerance to self is

thought to be due to the foreigness of the antigen

bringing about the production of antibodies which may

then react with host antigen, probably because of the

presence of common haptenic groups. The foreigness of the

carrier protein is antigenically all important. The auto¬

antibodies produced by Takhla and Glynn (1967) in rabbits,

cross reacted with a widely distributed cardiac antigen

found in human, guinea pig and rabbit heart, further auto¬

antibodies hi ve been produced in rabbits by immunisation

with .scherichia coli ( sherson & Holborow 1966).

INFECTIOUS AGENTS AND AUTOIMMUNE DISEASE

The ability of infectious agents to cause erythrocyte

damage and lysis was recognised as early as 1898 (Hayem

1893). The association between fever and anaemia was

further noted by Macintosh and Cleland (1902) and between

malarial, streptococcal, staphylococcal, tubercular,

clostridial (Vidal, Abrami & Brule 1907) and syphilitic

organisms (Tileston 1922) and haemolytic anaemia. Lederer-

Brill anaemia has been a well recognised infectious

anaemia for many years (Lederer 1925; 1930; Brill 1926;

Giordano & Blum 1937).

The problem of separating immunologic from infectious

aetiologies in autoimmune disease is still with us, having

first been tackled by Davis in 1943. However, in very
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many cases bacteria and viruses such as pneumonia

(Dameshek 1 943), influenza (Dausset & Colombani 1959),
rf

hepatitis (Hennemann, Moller & Gillert 1952)t herpes

infection (Todd & O'Donohoe 1958)» eoxsackie infections

(Vivell 1954)* measles (Dacie 1962), varicella (Borbolla

± Barquetchediak 1953) ana infectious mononucleosis

(Green & Golaenberg 1360; Y.asserman, Stats, Schwartz &

Fudenberg 1955; Smith, Abell & Cast 1963; Fekete a

Kerpelman 1965; Rosenfield, schmidt, Calvo & LcGinniss

1965; Troxei, Innella a Cohen 1966) have been noted in

association with anaemia of an immunologic (i.e. anti¬

bodies to erythrocytes were present) type.

The outcome of these studies indicates that

infectious agents can bring about haemolytic anaemia in

one of two ways. Firstly, the agents themselves, or

their products (haemolysins etc) can act directly on the

erythrocytes, causing damage and subsequent lysis.

Secondly, they may initiate a series of events leading to

the production by the host, of humoral antibodies

specific for self antigens on the erythrocytes. These

antibodies are usually of the warm, incomplete IgG type.

There seems little doubt that some autoimmune haemolytic

anaemias may be associated with infectious agents

(Horowitz, Javid & Spaet 1960; Githens & Hathaway 1962;

Giesy, Firofsky & Hodges 1966; .asikowa & .ilkomersxa-

Kajetanowicz 1961; Baretta 1964).

From Firofsky's (1969) description of cases, there

appears to be a relationship between the presence of auto¬

immune haemolytic anaemia and reduced immune capacity, for
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example in coping with infection or in rejecting

neoplastic processes. However, as a high proportion of

such cases receive cortico-steroid therapy, the effects

of these drugs cannot be ignored. Autoimmune

haemolytic anaemia may be a manifestation of a defective

immunological apparatus (Pirofsky 1968). In that case,

infectious disease may have an important, though not

aetiologic relationship to autoimmune haemolytic anaemia.

Autoimmune haemolytic anaemia, reticuloendothelial

neoplasia and infectious disease could result from the

same abnormality of the immune apparatus.

Implication of extrinsic agents, such as viruses,

rather than genetic factors, has been made by several

workers with respect to antibodies to smooth muscle

(S.M.A.). S.M.A. have been reported in cases of acute

viral hepatitis (Farrow et al 1970), infectious mono¬

nucleosis (Holborow 1972 a &. b; Holborow, Hemsted &

Mead 1973)* Holborow (1972 a & b) suggested that viral

infection of cells could lead to modification of the

antigenic patterns in the contractile proteins, thus

allowing them to evade the natural tolerance-to-self

mechanisms and become antigenic.

In 19h9 Burnet and fenner used the original

observations of Traub (1935? 1936} 1939) on lymphocytic

choriomeningitis (L.C.M.) virus infection of mice, to

propose the first concept of immunological tolerance which

led to the 'wider view of acquired immunological tolerance

developed by Medawar and his co-workers (Billingham, Brent

& Medawar 1956).
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L.C.M. virus infection of the adult mouse leads to
*

a rapidly fatal, acute illness, whereas infection of the

newborn, or congenital infection, induces a state of

immunological tolerance to the virus with lifelong

persistent infection. The severe illness and extensive

cexlular necrosis seen in the acute form of the disease

is somewhat similar to a homograft rejection of the

infected cells (Hotchin 196s).

Hotchin (1972 a) suggests that premature senescence

(vide infra) may be induced by the persistent infection

of the host by a virus. ,/hilst this virus does not

appear to cause harm to the tolerant host, there may be a

slow immunological rejection of host tissue over a

considerable time. So, if the virus infects most of the

host cells, including many of them harmlessly, in the

tolerant condition, a similar distribution in the non-

tolerant immunologically capable adult, could, feasibly,

lead to widespread tissue rejection similar to the

homograft response and acute runt disease (ilotchin 1972 b).

vilf A.<D AGEING

There is, in general, a marlted increase in the ability

to synthesise antibody during neonatal and juvenile life

(Sterzl & Silverstein 1967). Neonates are generally

immature in their capacity, to synthesise a variety of

immunoglobulins, primarily, they synthesise 19 S globulins

(Smith 1959; Sterzl & Silverstein 1967). Studies have

revealed that this is due to a deficiency in the immuno¬

competent cell population and to lacit of environmental
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stimuli (Albright & Makinodan 1966; Dixon & Weigle 1959;

Makinodan & Peterson 1966 a & b).

An indication that the immune system may undergo

senescence as early as adolescence came from early studies

on the age-related changes in serum natura^ antibody titres

in man (Thomsen & hettel 1929). These studies on

senescence in immunity have continued (Diener 1966;

xfishimoto, Tsuyuguchi & Yamamura 1969; Metcalf, moulds &

Pike 1967; Stjernoward 1966). In mice, mainly it was

observed that immunologic activity, as judged by antibody

synthesis, increases rapidly over the first few months and

then begins to decline gradually, makinodan and

reterson (1966 b) showed that the capacity to synthesise

7 6 antibody is more severely affected than the capacity

to synthesise 19b. However, in aged mice, an increase

was found in the proportion of spleen ceils capable of

making autoimmune haemolytic antibody (nildemann &

,.alf ord 1 966).

In general, autoantibodies tend to appear relatively

late in life when the level of activity of the immune

system is decreased (..akinodan, Perkins & Chen 1971;

Peterson & Makinodan 1972). league ana others (friou &

league 196U; league, Friou & Myers 1968; league & Friou

1969; league et al 1970) recently have presented evidence

to show, that in mice, an inverse relationship exists

between the activity of the immune system and the

appearance of autoantibodies.

"nti-DNl (deoxyribonucleoprotein) antibodies were

found in the sera of A/'J mice, as well as antibody which
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reacted with the nuclei of both mouse and human peripheral

blood leukocytes (c.f. Systemic lupus erythematosus)

(Priou & Teague 1964). The spontaneous autoimmune anti¬

body emerged in the A/J mice at between 5.5-8 months of

age and the incidence increased further with age (Teague,

Priou & Myers 1968). Furthermore, injection of DNP or

DMA in adjuvant into young A/J mice failed to induce auto¬

antibody formation (suggesting a natural tolerance

difficult to break) whereas it did so when older A/J mice

were used. The adjuvant itself (Preund's complete) and

B.S.A. 'were able to induce the formation of these auto¬

antibodies in the older mice.

The spontaneous appearance of certain antinuclear

antibodies has been reported to occur in MZB/B1 and F1

hybrids (vide infra), C57B1/6J (Priou & Teague 1964),

C57B1 and C3H (Norrins & Holmes 1964), C57 Br (Holborow,

Barnes & Tuffrey 1965) and A/HeJ (Shulman et al 1964).

Teague and Priou (1969) were able to adoptively

transfer autoimmunity to DNP within the A/J strain of

mice by transfer of spleen cells but found that it was

only successful when older recipients were used. Thymus

cells from young donors, however, were found to suppress

anti-DNP production to some extent when they were injected

into mice with anti-DNP already in their sera.

Thus, ageing-associated development of autoimmunity

to nuclear as well as erythrocyte antigens appears to be

a propensity of certain strains of mice, but not of

others (Priou & Teague 1964; Teague, Priou & Myers 1968;
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Holmes & Burnet 1962+; Bielschowsky, Helyer & Howie 1959;

Helyer & Howie 1961; Horrins & Holmes 1964; Barnes &

T^ffrey 1967).

THE THYMUS IN AUTOIMMUNITY

Burnet (1958; Burnet & Holmes 1964) has suggested

that the thymus may have an important relationship in the

autoimmune process (vide supra). Many experiments have

shown that neonatal thymectomy often induces autoimmunity

(de Vries, van Putten, Balner & van Bekkum 1964; Kellum

et al 1965; Sutherland et al 1965; Teague 1967; Yunis

et al 1967; Yunis, Teague, Stutman & Good 1969).

One of the main morphologic findings following neonatal

thymectomy of certain experimental animals is the

depletion of small lymphocytes in the lymphatic tissues

associated with lymphopenia (Good et al 1962; Miller 1962;

Yunis, Hilgard, Martinez & Good 1965). The aetiology of

the wasting syndrome which occurs in neonetally

thymectomised mice remains conjectural, but either

infection (East, Parrot, Chesterman & Pomerance 1963;

Good, Peterson & Gabrielsen 1964)> increased susceptibility

to injury from the animal's own microbial flora (Salvin,

Peterson & Good 1965) or the autoimmunity theory have

emerged as leading hypotheses (de Vries, van Putten,

Balmer & van Bekkum 1964). However, what does appear to

emerge from studies is that the extent of the results of

neonatal thymectomy vary quite a lot. Perhaps this is due

to the level of lymphoid maturity of the animals concerned,
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at birth. Certain animals have a tendency to develop

autoimmunity after neonatal thymectomy (East & Parrot

1965), whereas others develop it spontaneously during

ageing (Teague & Priou 1968). But it does not appear to

be necessary for wasting disease to either precede or

accompany autoimmunity, although a relationship between

thymus function, immunological deficiency and autoimmunity

seems apparent.

Autoimmunity appearing in thymectomised animals could

be the result of either of two mechanisms (Yunis, Teague,

Stutman & Good 1969). The first may be that as a function

of genetic characteristics, an animal has the capacity to

respond to exogenous infections by producing antibodies

which may find similar antigenic sites within the host.

The second is that the thymus could be responsible for

maintaining a general homeostatic mechanism during early

(Burnet 196k) as well as adult (Teague & Friou 1969) life,

"ithout this influence aberrant clones might arise by

somatic mutation and effect the autoimmune phenomena as

suggested by Burnet (1959). The possibility of ageing

caused by persistent viral infection (vide supra) contrasts

with the work of the Pearls (193k) who suggested that the

cause of ageing was solely a genetic matter. Many other

causes of old-age have also been mooted. Medvedev (1966)

proposed that it is due to biochemical damage involving

wear and tear of DNA molecules whilst Bjorksten (1958)

implicated progressive cross-linkage of long molecules.

Cumulative effects of lysosome release (de Duve et al
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1955) and D7A polymerase activation (Comfort 1966) are

further suggestions.

An autoimmune cause of ageing has been considered by

several authors whose works have been reviewed by Ham

(1967) and Sigel & Good (1972). As Hotchin (1972 a) points

out, most of these theories involve "spontaneous" events

such as genetic damage or the production of "forbidden

clones" of immune cells, whereas, he claims, persistent

viruses and slow viral disease "provide a body of

evidence that viruses are extremely powerful candidates

for the induction of damage previously believed to be

genetic or autoimmune."
alford (1964; 1967) has emphasised the role of auto¬

immune phenomena in the ageing process and proposed that

ageing is a consequence of increasing immunogenetic

diversification of the dividing cell population of the

body (1962).

It is of interest, then, that the mice studied in

this thesis, the 9Z3/B1, have a persistent infection with

murine leukaemia type C virus and have many of the auto¬

immune syndromes encountered in the human population.

In summary then, four possible mechanisms have been

proposed to attempt to explain autoimmunity. These are:

(1) Alteration of previously tolerated self antigens

by external stimuli-drugs, viruses etc. - may bring

about antibody formation.
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(2) Foreign complexes with antigens in common with

self components (i.e. shared antigens) may be

sufficiently different from self to elicit antibody

formation. This antibody may then cross-react with

the shared antigens on the self components.

(3) Mutation of immunocytes to permit the existence

of self-reactive clones may occur.

and (U) Liberation of previously "unexposed" antigens

into the immune system, when tolerance did not occur

due to lack of contact between potential immunocyte

and self-antigen, could lead to antibody production.

A PROTECTIVE ROLn FOR AUTOANTIBODIES?

In various studies on experimental autoimmune disease

in guinea pigs, the injection of hyperimmune serum

containing antithyroglobulin antibodies prevented the

onset of thyroiditis when thyroglobulin was subsequently

administered in Preund's complete adjuvant (Sharp, Vvortis

& La Roque 1968; Sharp, Vvortis & Dunmore 1967). A

degree of protection by autoantibodies in experimental

allergic encephalomyelitis in rats was observed by

Paterson and Harwin (1963) and Brown, Glynn & Rolborow

(1967).

Briefly then, Sharp and Irvin (1970) suggest that

the difference between the action of protective antibody

and disease-producing antibody, maybe in the localisation

in different areas, different affinities or relative

amounts. The antibody may suppress the immune response
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(Uhr & Moller 1968) when acting in a "protective" role.

In 3.L.E., the autoantibodies to DNA appear to be more

foe than friend. Soluble complexes of D.'IA and anti-DNA

participate in the induction of the renal lesion of

patients with S.L.E. (Tain et al 1966; Schur & Sandson

1968; Sharp & Irvin 1968 b; Koffler, Schur & Kunkel

1967; Koffler <4 Kunlcel 1963; Dixon 1968).

So, autoimmune diseases in humans are being

recognised more frequently and some of them are widely

enough spread to be not only of medical and scientific

interest, but also of major economic importance. Perhaps

with the aid of studies in small mammals such as mice,

advances in the understanding of these diseases may be

made. Many questions on the fundamental aspects of auto¬

immunity have been raised; few have been satisfactorily

answered.

Glynn and Holborow (1971) have raised many of these

questions. For example, does autoantibody production

represent a breakdown of a previously developed immuno¬

logical tolerance towards self-antigens, or is it possible

for an individual with a normally functioning immune

system to produce autoantibodies? Is the association

between autoantibodies and disease a direct causal one or

are serum autoantibodies merely an accompaniment of other

autoimmune reactions, cell-mediated perhaps, which are

the real pathogenic agents? Can autoantibodies arise as

an accompaniment of disease processes, primarily non-

immunologic in nature, which liberate from the tissues
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components with a newly acquired or enhanced antigenicity?

Or in infections may they arise because of antigenic

groupings shared between microorganisms and tissue antigens?

If so, do autoantibodies produced in these ways contribute

by their reaction with tissues to the perpetuation of

existing disease?

It was with questions like these in mind that this

study on the activity of the lymphocytes and macrophages

of the NZB/B1 mouse was undertaken. It was by no means

supposed that this would uncover the fundamental cause of

autoimmunity, but it is hoped that the results obtained

will act as pieces in the complicated jig-saw puzzle of

available evidence, to produce, one day, a complete

picture of the fundamental aspects of autoimmunity.
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THE ?'Tir.V ZEALAND BLACK (NZB/B1) MOUSE

INTRODUCTION

The search for an experimental model to substantiate

the idea that autoimmunisation could lead to haemolytic

anaemia began. Although a severe anaemia of an auto¬

immune type had been produced by passive transfer of

heteroimmune serum to guinea pigs (Dameshek <4 Schwartz

*1938), the definitive demonstration that haemolytic

anaemia due to antibodies produced by tissues proliferating

within the animal's own body was lacking. Several

attempts were made to induce autohaemolysis utilising

various techniques, usually by attempting to modify the

antigenic make up of the red cell, both with and without

the use of Preund's adjuvant (Lui & Evans 1952; Motulsky

& Crosby 195U) but without noticeable success.

The next step was to inject immunocompetent cells,

spleen cells (Simonsen & Jensen 1959), leucocytes (Cock

& Simonsen 1958), lymph node cells (' oodruff & Sparrow

1957) or bone-marrow cells (Van Bekkum, Vos & yzen 1959)

into newborn, supra-lethally x-irradiated animals (Trentin

1958 a) or an hybrid (Trentin 1958 b) one of whose

parents is of the donor strain. The resultant "runt

disease" is due to an immunologic reaction of the donor

cells against the recipient's cells (Trentin 1956;

Billingham 1959) in which an array of syndromes '[[haemolytic
anaemia, leukopoenia, thrombocytopoenia, splenomegally,

weight loss and alopecia (Oliner, Schwartz & Dameshek

1 961 )J are seen which are met in autoimmune disease.
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The search for an animal model of naturally

occurring autoimmune disease came to an end when

Bielschowsky, Helyer and Howie (1959) found spontaneous

haemolytic anaemia of an autoimmune nature in the NZB/31
mouse strain.

These mice were first bred by Dr Marianne Bielschowsky

in 1 9H8 at the University of Otago Medical School in

Dunedin, New Zealand, from a pair of agouti mice, Litter

mates of the third generation were selected for black

coat colour and bred to fulfil a need for genetically and

nutritionally uniform mice for cancer research carried

out by Dr Franz Bielschowsky (Bielschowsky & Goodall 1970).

From the eleventh generation these NZB/B1 mice showed signs

of haemolytic anaemia, splenomegally and jaundice.

AUTOIMMUNE HAEMOLYTIG ANAEMIA IN THE N2B/B1 MOUJK STRAIN

The clinical features were those of progressive

anaemia developing either insidiously or suddenly and

the earliest abnormality detected was the presence of an

incomplete, warm (37°C) type antibody to the erythrocytes

(Helyer & Howie 1963 a; Bielschowsky, Helyer & Howie

1959; Holmes & Burnet 1963; Mellors 1965; Hast, de Sousa

& Parrot 1965; Barnes & Tuffrey 1966 a & b; de Vries &

Hijmans 1966; Helyer & Howie 1963 b; Long, Holmes &

Burnet 1963) similar to the warm-antibody found in auto¬

immune haemolytic anaemia described in man (Dacie 1962).

This haemolytic anaemia was observed in both conventionallly

housed and germ-free NZB/B1 mice (East, Prosser, Holborow

& Jaquet 1967).
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The effect of this antibody could be seen in the

increase in reticulocyte counts and the fall in the

haematocrit values. Splenomegally was obvious, with

haemosiderosis of spleen, liver and kidneys and

extramedullary haematopoeisis in the spleen and liver

(Bielschowsky, Helyer & Howie 1959; Long, Holmes &

Burnet 1963).

Holmes, Gorrie & Burnet (1961), among others,

(Mellors 1966 b; Holmes & Burnet 1963; Howie & Helyer

1968), studied the development of the Coombs positive

haemolytic anaemia and found that the positive state

(C*ve) developed usually around U-6 months of age, but

could appear at 3 months. The incidence reached almost

100% at 9 months of age. Males usually become positive a

few weeks before the females (Holmes & Burnet 1963 a).

This discrepancy between male and female was continued in

the haematocrit values. Low values (20% or lower) were

more common amongst males (33%) than females (22%).

Reticulocyte counts could reach 100% in some cases

(Helyer & Howie 1963 b).

Morphologically, the NZB/B1 erythrocyte appears

normal where haematocrit values are normal or near normal;

as the severity of the anaemia increases anisocytosis,

polychromasia and microspherocytosis are seen (Bielschowsky,

Helyer & Howie 1959; Helyer & Howie 1963 b).

Lindsey, Donaldson and Woodruff (1966) found the half-

life of radioisotope-labelled erythrocytes is greatly

shortened (2.1 days) in older mice that are C+ve, whereas
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C+ve isogenic erythrocytes show normal survival (half-

life 13.5 days) in healthy, C-ve NZB/B1 mice.

The erythrocyte bound antibody could be eluted and

was reactive with ficin-treated (Helyer & Howie 1963 b) or

papain-treated (Long, Holmes & Burnet 1963; Mellors 1965)
mouse red cells. Both free and eluted antibodies showed

the same serological characteristics (Helyer & Howie

1963 b), namely, specificity for mouse red cells (without

strain specificity), weak cross-reaction with papain-

treated rat cells and no reaction with rabbit, guinea pig,

sheep or human cells (Long, Holmes & Burnet 1963).

A weak complete antibody was demonstrable in the

serum of 50% of animals and occasionally this was shown

to cause spontaneous autoagglutination of freshly-drawn

heparinised blood (Helyer & Howie 1963 b). Like the

incomplete antibody, the complete antibody is of a warm

type.

The major coating of C,+ve NZB/B1 R.B.G's was shown

to be 7 3 ^-globulin ( forrins & Holmes 196h). Other

evidence suggests that some NZB/B1 serum antibodies were

19 3 Tf-globulins (fc.ellors 1965). The usual finding in

human autoimmune disease is that warm autoantibodies are

i \y globulins and cold autoantibodies are globulins

(Dacie 1962; Fudenberg & Kunkel 1957)*

In addition to the mouse-specific erythrocyte

autoantibodies, iZB/Bl mice also develop species-non¬

specific antibodies which react with stromal antigens of

human and mouse red-cells (Holborow, Barnes & Tuffrey

1965).
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A higher than usual level of natural antibody to

sheep erythrocytes (S.R.B.C) was detected in the NZB/B1

strain both by the haemolysin plaque technique (Diener

1966; Playfair 1968) and by haemagglutination studies

(Baum 1969) at an early age.

Warner and Wistar (1968) have demonstrated that the

autoantibody response to erythrocytes is polyclonal in

respect to heavy chain class.

Linder and Edgington (1972) reported the presence of

two independent but co-existant spontaneous anti-

erythrocyte antibodies in the serum of NZB/B1 mice. Both

of the antigens, against which these are directed, appear

to be species-specific. One of the autoantibodies detected

is specific for the "H" antigen, an exposed erythrocyte-

surface determinant. The second is directed to a site,

unexposed on the normal murine erythrocyte surface, but

exposed by proteolysis with bromelin and is known as the

"HB" antigen. These free antibodies were found both in

the serum of some C+ve and some G-ve NZB/B1 mice, but

were not present in the serum of all the C+ve NZB/B1 mice.

Soluble analogoues of the "KB" and "X" autoantigens

(SEA-HB & SEA-x) have been detected in the plasma,

probably carried by the plasma lipoproteins due to

lipophilic or other properties (Linder & Edgington 1973 a

& b). Both "X" and "HB", or antigenically similar

analogues, occur in soluble form in the plasma of a wide

variety of strains of mice and are not H-2 antigenic

determinants per se (Linder, Pasternack & Edgington 1974).
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Anti-HB autoantibody and "H3" autoantigen have been

observed in a number of other strains and these antigens

and antibody complexes not only appear to play a

significant role in the genesis of an autologous immune

complex process which is pathogenetically significant in

the intercapillary glomerulosclerosis of ageing of mice

(Linder, Pasternack & Edgington 197^) but also appear to

contribute to the immunologically mediated glomerular

disease of NZB/B1 mice (Linder & Edgington 1972 b). The

autoantibody responses to these two erythrocyte auto-

antigens appear to be heterogeneous with respect to

affinity and antigenic determinant specificity, which

would suggest that there is recruitment of a heterogeneous

population of autoimnunocompetent 3-lymphocytes in iZB/Bl

mice (Linder & Edgington 1973 c).

In an attempt to ascertain whether the autoimmune

haemolytic anaemia of NZB/B1 mice was associated either

primarily or second rily with a defect in haematopoiesis,

Warner and Eoore (1971) discovered an elevated endogenous

colony-forming activity in the spleen and bone-marrow of

JZB/B1 (and tfZC) mice. They thought this might indicate

that an excessive drive to haematopoietic differentiation

is present in these mice, which in some manner, predisposes

them to the production of anti-red cell autoantibodies.

However, their genetic analysis could find no significant

evidence to suggest an association between the Coombs

positive anaemia and the heightened endogenous spleen

colony formation.
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Accelerated onset of the positive D.C.T. in young

adult NZB/B1 mice has been brought about by the injection

of Freund's complete adjuvant, either on its own or

together with Balb/c R.B.C.*s (Morton & Siegel 1970). The

combination of adjuvant and HZB/B1 R.B.C.'s however, caused
♦

an accelerated onset only in some Nw3/Bl mice, but a

delay in others. Prevention of the onset of a positive

D.C.T. could be obtained by increasing the number of

mycobacteria tenfold. Comprehensive descriptions of the

histology and pathology of the NZB/B1 mouse appear in many

articles (fielyer & Howie 1965; kellors 1965; de Vries &

Hijmans 1967; Mellors 1966 a & b 1969, 1 71 a & b; Hast,

de Sousa, Prosser & Jaquet 1967). Only a few details will

be given here.

THH THY-. Hb 19 RL^ATION TO NZB/B1 DISBA3E

The role of the thymus is suggested by experiments

which demonstrate that neonatally thymectomised animals

often develop evidence of autoimmunity (de Vries, Van

Putten, Balner & Van Bekkam 1964; Kellum .et al 1965;

Sutherland e_t ad 1965; Thivolet, Monier, Ruel & Richard

1967; Yunis jet al 1967; Yunis, Teague, Stutman & Good

1969). Further evidence implicating lack of thymic

control in autoimmunity has come from studies on the auto¬

immune A strain mouse.

Reversal of certain autoimmune phenomena, for example

L.E. ceil factor, has been accomplished by injection of

thymus ceils from younger mice into older syngeneic mice

(Tesgue & Friou 1964» 1969).
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The surgical removal of the thymus from newborn

animals (neonatal thymectomy) has been found to have

several effects on the immune system of the animals

concerned. It interferes primarily with development or

expression of cell-mediated immunities such as sxin

allograft and tumour immunity (Good et, al 1962; filler,

Osoba & Dukor 1965) and also with the capacity to

initiate graft-vs-host (G.V.H) reactions and to develop

delayed allergy (Dalmasso, Martinez & Good 1962). The

production of antibodies to certain antigens is interfered

with in mice and rats following neonatal thymectomy, even

though production of antibodies to many antigens is

intact.

The thymic changes in NZB/B1 mice, first described

by Burnet and Holmes (1962 a & b; 1961+) develop when the

animals are between 3-9 months of age. In over 95/ of

HZ3/B1 mice of 8 months and over, proliferative features

occur with the general character of germinal centres

(lymphoid follicles) and plasma cell infiltration in the

medullary areas (Burnet 1963» 1965; Holmes & Burnet

1963 a; Burnet & Holmes 1961+; Abbot & Burnet 1961+).

These thymic apoearances represent the initiation,

development and secondary change of germinal centres in an

area where such changes normally never occur. This is

accompanied by the appearance of plasma cells in the

adjacent cortical areas.

In contrast to the development of the C+ve anaemia,

recognisable thymic lesions tend to become obvious much

earlier in females than in males (Burnet 1963).
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Whilst the thymus glands of NZB/B1 mice show both an

enlargement in early life and a slow decrease in size with

ageing (Siegler 1965; Mellors 1965), the NZB/B1 thymus,

even from an early age, shows a lack of the large epithelial

cells normally distributed singly or in small clusters in

the medulla of the "normal" mouse thymus (de Vries &

Hijmans 1967). Mast cells are more numerous in the

thymus of NZB/B1 mice than in non-autoimmune strains

(Burnet 1965 b & c) and a characteristic erythrophagic

macrophage is present in large numbers in thymuses from

anaemic NZB/B1 mice.

A small proportion of mice in the 3-11 month of age

group had thymic lymphomas which were transplantable

(last, de Sousa & Parrot 1965).

Adult thymectomy does not modify NZB/B1 disease

(Howie & Helyer 1966); neonatal thymectomy does .not

suppress it either but, conversely it accelerates the

onset of autoantibodies (Howie & Helyer 1966). Heonatally

thymectomised GBA or Balb/c mice spontaneously develop

haemolytic and antinuclear autoantibodies (Thivolet,

Monier, Ruel & Richard 1967; Howie & Helyer 1966) and the

onset of these autoantibodies is better seen after grafting

of an NZB/B1 thymus which prolongs survival without

preventing the autoimmune disease as normal thymus grafts

do (Howie & Helyer 1966).

The presence of a normal thymus in the prevention of

the autoimmune disease in 9ZB/B1 mice is not, apparently,

the only requirement. Helyer and Howie (1963 c) were
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unable to prevent autoimmune disease in neonatally

thymectomised NZB/B1 mice which were exchange-grafted with

thymus glands from newborn "normal" mice. But the

presence of the NZB/B1 thymus appears to play some part

in the aetiology of the autoimmune disease. Exchange-

grafting of the thymus glands from the NZ3/B1 mice to

non-autoimmune CBA/T6 mice, brought about the onset of

autoimmune disease in the recipient mice (Helyer &

Howie 1963 c).

The part played by the thymus in these autoimmune

mice is still conjectural. substance, thymic activity"

hormone (T.A) may be implicated (Bach & Dardenne 1972 a).

This substance is related to a factor secreted by the

thymus and which is absent in nude (athymic) mice, which

is absent after thymectomy ana which reappears after

thymus grafting (Bach & Dardenne 1972 a, b). serum T.A.

levels were normal (as compared with 6 control mouse

strains) in NZ3/B1 mice at birth (Bach, Dardenne a

Salomon 1973). By 2 months of age, the amount of T.A. in

these mice had fallen so drastically as to be almost non-

existant. Thus it disappears some 5-10 months ahead of

that observed in other mouse strains. The aetiology of

the thymic lesion causing premature disappearance of this

serum hormonal activity is not known. There is a

possibility that thymocytotoxic autoantibodies (shirai &

lieHors 1971) niay be involved by destroying the factor-

secreting cells.
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THYMIC ANTIGENS AND ANTIBODIES IN THE NZB/B1 MOUSE

Mouse thymocytes possess six well-characterised

genetically determined surface antigens which are detected

by specific alloantisera (©", H-2, LyA, LyB, LyC and TL).
The characteristics of these surface antigens have been

extensively reviewed (Boyce & Old 1969; Schlesinger 1972).

The antigen, which occurs in two allelic forms (€KAXR

or ©4-C3H) is present on thymocytes and thymus-derived

lymphocytes and brain cells of all strains of mice (Boyce
& Old 1969).

hilst no gross abnormalities were seen in the

development of either surface thymus antigen markers or

in the responsiveness to mitogens which activate "T" cells

was found during the first six weexs of life in the NZB/B1

mouse, there was a decrease in the frequency of ©Ave cells

among thymocytes of 1 year old NZB/B1 mice in comparison

with age-matched Balb/c mice (dtobo, Talal & Paul 1972).

This may reflect the appearance of ©s-ve cells not derived

from the thymus, such as plasma cells, within the

thymuses of old NZB/B1 animals with active autoimmune

disease (mast de Bousa & Parrot 1965).

An antigen, detected by Bhirai and Mellors (1971)

on the thymus of newborn NZB/31 mice, but also in the

thymus, lymph nodes, spleen and brain of adult mice, was

reactive with a naturally occurring thymocytotoxic auto¬

antibody (N.T.A.) in NZB/B1 mice and certain other

strains. Although it was widespread in the adult the

autoantibody was only cytotoxic for thymocytes. hilst

the autoantibody was present in the sera of some (129
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strain, C57B1/6J, AKR/J) other strains mice, it was

present in 100^ of the NZB/B1 mice at 3 months of age.

It was the earliest autoantibody defected, in these mice,

hen opsonised thymocytes were mixed with phagocytic cells,

the thymocytotoxic autoantibody was found to be extremely

active in vitro. This finding is of interest since

lymphocytotoxic antibodies have been detected in high

titre in the serum of patients with S.L.L. and R.J . and

in low titre in patients with the viral diseases infectious

mononucleosis, rubella and rubeola (Terasaki, Mottironi &

Barnett 1970) and in the serum of patients with hodgkinfs

disease (Grifoni, Del Giacco, Marconi & kantovani 1970).

In contrast to other natural autoantibodies (anti-

nuclear anti-erythrocyte and G antibodies) of the ugG

class, this thymocytotoxic antibody in NZB/B1 serum is

an IgM immunoglobulin (ohirai & Mellors 1972). It was

concluded that N.T.A. reacted with a single antigen

common to mouse thymocytes which was different from the

antigen (Shirai & Mellors 1971, 1 >72). Parker, Chused

and Steinberg (197U) decided that N.T.A. reacts with

"some determinant common to the 6' antigen complex''. These

authors were unable to induce cap formation with N.T.A.

alone, suggesting that in the NZB/B1 mouse where N.T.A, is

present in 100; of the mice aged 3 months and over, the

N.T.A. antigen complex would remain exposed on the

surface of the T-cells. This i3 consistent with the

Shirai and Mellors (1972) finding of a population of

lymphocytes with increased susceptibility to C-mediated

lysis. Both observations support the hypothesis that the
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progressive loss of T-cells and T-celi functions in

iZB/Bl mice (Shirai, Yoshiki ft Mellors 1972; Stutman

1972; Cantor, Asofaky ft Talal 1970) is due to the

elimination of tf.T.A. coated T-cellg (Shirai, Yoshiki ft

Vellors 1973).

THE S?L-'EV 19 RELATION TO HkB/31 DISEASE

Apart from thymic and renal lesions, the only common

pathological conditions observed were in the spleen

(Burnet 1963). In cases of spleoomegally, the white pulp

was somewhat overgrown, taking up to 70-80 of the

sections examined. This lymphoid hyperplasia in 9ZB/B1

mice aged 3-11 months was characterised by massive

proliferations of plasms and/or reticulum cells and was

responsible for the splenomepally observed in older mice

of this strain (East, de ousa ft Parrot 1965). This could

proceed further to cause loss of splenic structure and

become a reticulum cell tumour or leukaemia (Burnet 1963).

'nhe incidence of hyperplasia or tumours was greater in

ol er mice, being ^3 in males dying at hOO days or older

and U9.5 in females of the same age group (Burnet 1963).

Lymphatic nodules, some with germinal centres and mitotic

figures could be seen.

About 7Of of HZB/B1 mice in the late stages of

haemolytic disease had splenomegally (Helyer ft Howie

1963 b). The weight of such spleens could vary between

2-U times the normal size (fellors 1966 c). 4n expansion

in the red pulp, due to extramedullsry haematopoietic
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tissue, comprises erythropoietic and granulopoietic foci

together with numerous megakaryocytes (Helyer & Howie

1963 b; Holmes & Burnet 1963 a; East, de Sousa & Parrot

1965; Siegler 1965; Mellors 1966 c).

Siegler (1965) and Mellors (1966 c) reported many

haemosjderin-containing macrophages and erythrophagic cells

in the red pulp, many of which appear to concentrate near

its junction with the white pulp. Reticulum cells and

plasma cells of the immature, mature and R.A.3 positive

Russell body types were all in abundance (Helyer c* Howie

1963 b; Holmes & Burnet 1 963 a; -ast, de oousa Parrot

1965) in the red pulp and distributed along the margins of

the white pulp.

Some of the plasma cells and germinal centres form

immunoglobulins, identifiaole by immunofluorescence,

extractable from frozen sections and thereafter demonstrable,

at least in part, as autoantibodies to red cells

(Mellors 1965).

Thl KIDN--Y IS RELATION TO NZB/61 DISEASE

The 1SB/B1 mice provide a model system of membranous

glomerulonephritis (Mellors 1965). Following the

insidious onset, the disease progresses to the chronic

stages and appears to be almost certainly induced by

immunological and autoimmune mechanisms, separate from

but not wholly unrelated to, the autoimmune haemolytic

disease (Helyer & Howie 1963 a; Mellors 1965; 1966 b, d;

Mellors, Aoki & Huebner 1969; Holmes & Burnet 1963 aj

Howie & Helyer 1965, Tonietti, Gldstone & Dixon 1970),
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Kidney failure is the most common cause of death in

the NZB/B1 strain. However, the incidence is far from

uniform and the age at which death occurs from lesions of

the kidney varies greatly (Holmes & Burnet 1963 a; Mellors

1965, 1966 d; Giltinam, Holmes & Burnet 1965)*

In a limited number of animals, Burnet (Holmes &

Burnet 1963 a) found a higher incidence of severe

combined glomerular and tubular/nephritis amongst

females of the \TZB/B1 strain than among males of the strain.

Renal changes closely resembling tnose seen in human

lupus erythematosus were seen in female NZB/B1 mice

(Helyer & Howie 1 961 , 1963 a & b; Holmes & Burnet 1963 a;

I.ellors 1966 d).

The glomerular lesions showed thickening of the

basement membrane of the capillary loops to a greater

extent even than that commonly observed in human G.L.E.

and chronic membranous glomerulonephritis and related

renal diseases as described in man (Allen 1962). This

hyaline thickening of the capillary walls and adjacent

intercapillary regions of the glomerular tufts was the

earliest and lasting histological change seen in the

NZB/B1 strain (Mellors 1965). It corresponds in location

to polysaccharide - rich capillary basement membrane and

mesangial materials. The deposited materials eventually

produced narrowing of the capillary lumens by concentric

or eccentric encroachment on them. Diversity of

distribution throughout the kidney was the pule.
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Not only did the hyaline material in severe cases

strain strongly with periodic-acid-schiff-haematoxylin

(P.A.S) stain, but fluorescein-labelled antimouse-

gammaglobulin revealed the presence of antibody in the

lesions (Holmes & Burnet 1963; Mellors 1 96h> -1965).

suggesting that they (the lesions - not seen in mice

less than k months of age - Mellors 1966 b) were

primarily the result of damage to the basement membrane

by soluble antigen-antibody complexes.

The spontaneous development of antinuclear and anti-

nucleic acid antibodies particularly in the BZB/RZW hybrid

and to a lesser degree in the NZB/B1 and tfZW strains,

parallels the appearance and incidence of glomerulo¬

nephritis (Lambert & Dixon 1966). This, plus the

presence of large amounts of IgG absorbable with nucleo-

protein in the eluates from nephritic IZB/NZW kidneys and

the immunofluorescent staining of DNA in their glomeruli,

strongly implicated antinuclear 'antibody-nuclear antigen

complexes as the major factor in the causation of the

nephritis (Lambert & Dixon 1968). It appears that in the

spontaneous nephritis of the NZB/NZY. mice and perhaps

also the NZB/B1 mice, almost one half of the IgG eluted

from the involved kidneys is reactive with nucleoprotein

and a much smaller amount with Gross antigens (vide infra)

(Dixon, Oldstone & Tonietti 1971).

Immunoglobulin-containing eluates extracted from

frozen sections of glomerulonephritic NZB/B1 kidneys were

capable of recombination with glomerular tufts of
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autologous or isologous glomerulonephritic kidneys

(Jtellors 1965). These immunoglobulins did not show

affinity for mouse erythrocytes nor for autologous or

isologous cell nuclei in the immunofluorescence test.

However, a circulating antibody for glomerular tufts was

isolated and hence some of the antigen-antibody complex

may have been deposited via the plasma as well as being

formed there.

Accumulations of lymphoid cells were observed around

the larger blood vessels (Holmes & Burnet 1963 a). This

was extended to include plasma cells which became more

and more widespread as the severity of the glomerular

lesions increased. Eventually, the areas around the

lymphatics associated with the larger arteries, became

heavily congested with lymphocytis and plasma cells.

These observations suggest that the formation and

the glomerular deposition of circulating immune complexes

of more than one variety are factors in the pathogenesis

of glomerular disease in IZB/B1 mice and their hybrids.

However, the difference in incidence of nephritis and

anaemia in the HZB/B1 and NZB/NZW strains plus the

differential effect of various intrinsic factors on the

incidence of these two diseases (Tonietti, Oldstone &

Dixon 1970) suggest that they have quite distinct

pathogeneses.

Antigens of extra-renal origin and, in some instances

after elution, the corresponding antibodies, have been

identified in the diseased glomeruli : DNA and anti-DNA
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antibodies, presumably nuclear antigen-antibody complexest

in (NZBxNZ") F1 mice (Lambert & Dixon 1968; McGiven &
Ghose 1968); MuLV leukaemia-like virus specified antigen

(Mellors 1969 b; Mellors, Aoki & Huebner 1969) and

antinuclear and anti-erythrocyte antibodies in .JZ5/B1

mice (Mellors 1966 b, 1968).

The intraperitoneal injection of heat-denatured DNA

(Lambert & Dixon 1968) resulted in the rapid increase in

the severity of renal lesions, and immunisation of young

NZB/NZmice with heat-denatured DNA complexed to

methylated B3A resulted in the early appearance of anti¬

bodies to DN/ in the serum and renal disease.

As mentioned earlier, the kidney disease has an

insidious onset and a progressive, protracted course.

It is occasionally accelerated and characterised by

minimal to significant proteinuria, cylindruria and

hypalbuminemia (Holmes & Burnet 1963 a; Giltinam, Holmes

& Burnet 1965; Mellors 1966 d). Figures for the incidence,

level and distribution of proteinuria, haematuria and

other urinary findings can be seen in Mellor's paper

(1966 b). In cases of membranous glomerulonephritis, the

microscopic findings are much as described in the

corresponding human disease (Ehrich. 1957; Jones 1957;

Allen 1962).

THE LfMPH NODES IN RLl." TION TO NZB/B1 DISEASE

The changes here are somewhat comparable with those

occurring in the spleen. The cortex contains lymphatic
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nodules, some with germinal centres and others with

reaction centres : numerous reticulum cells, many plasma

cells of the types seen in the spleen and occasionally

mast cells are found together with haemosiderin-containing

macrophages, erythrophagocytes and haematopoietic eells

(Holmes & Burnet 1963 a; Helyer & Howie 1963 b; Bast, de

Bousa & Parrot 1965; Mellors 1965, 1966 c).

The lymphoid hyperplasia found by East, de Bousa and

Parrot (1965) in the white pulp of the spleen of 3-11

month old NZB/B1 mice was mirrored in the cortex of their

lymph nodes. As the mice aged beyond 11 months, the

lymphadenopathy seen was due to massive proliferations of

plasma and/or reticulum cells in the medulla of the lymph

nodes (East, de Bousa & Parrot 1965).

THE LIVER IN RELATION TO JZB/E1 DISEASE

This organ is enlarged in those animals in which

splenomegally is present (Helyer & Howie 1963 b). Peal

hepatic necrosis is seen in animals with prolonged anaemia

and jaundice. The Kupffer cells commonly contain large

amounts of haemosiderin.

THE 30 .'IS MA PRO IH RELATION TO NZB/B1 DISEASE

This is usually markedly hyperplastic. It is

composed of erythropoietic and granulopoietic cells

including megakaryocytes which often enlarge the medullary

canal of the shaft of long bones (Helyer & Howie 1963 b).
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L.E. CELLS IN THE NZB/B1 MOUSE

Positive L.S. cell tests were reported in a small

percentage (4%) by Helyer and Howie (1963 a) and 5-6% of

adult NZB/B1 mice by Mellors (1966 d) and in a very high

percentage (nearly 100% - Helyer & Howie 1963 a) in

NZB/.JZY/ hybrids (Howie & Helyer 1965; Burnet & Holmes

1965 b; Channing ,et al 1965; Dubois et a_l 1966). 25-35%
of the animals of reciprocal crosses between the mouse

strains NZB/B1 and NZY/B1 develops positive L..^. cell

tests (Helyer & Howie 1961, 1963 a).

The renal changes are a component of a systemic

vascular connective tissue disease which, in the hybrids,

resembles and serves as a model of 3.L.E, but in the

parent NZB/B1 strain and probably in the hybrids as well,

is not wholly associated with positive L.E. cell tests

(Mellors 1966 d).

ANTINUCLEAR ANTIBODIES III tfZB/Bl DI3EA3E

Available data on the occurrence of a. tinuclear anti¬

bodies (A.N.A) in NZB/B1 mice are somewhat conflicting.

It has been reported in 5% of the mice as early as 5

weeks of age and in not more than 45% of older mice

(Norrins & Holmes 1964 a). Mellors reported it in 6-7%

of the NZB/B1 mice (1965, 1966 d). Burnet and Holmes

(1965 b), in contrast, found it in 81% of NZB/NZY. hybrids.

Hahn and Shulman (1969) only found 3% of NZW mice to have

it and even then, not until they were 6 months of age.

However, Zelegnick, Holm and Barnett (1966) found it very
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early, at 2 weeks of age, in 10O^ of the NZB/B1 mice.

Siegel, Brown and Morton (1972 a & b) also found A.N.A.

early in the life of NZB/31 mice - at 2 weeks of age in

12.. of them, and approaching 100% at 4-5 weeks of age.

It appears that the methods for detection of A.'I.A.

and the interpretation of the results they give, are

notoriously variable.

RHEUMATOID FACT0R3 IN NZB/B1 DISEASE

Antiglobulin (Rheumatoid) factors were found only

in a small number of NZB/B1 mice (Mellors 1965), but

hypergammaglobulinaemia was present in the majority

(Mellors 1965, 1966 c & d).

LYMPHOID CELL PROLIFERATION IN NZB/B1 DISEASE

Bielschowsky and Bielschowsky (1962) first described

the occurrence of spontaneous neoplasms in the lymphatic

tissues (thymomas, lymphatic leukaemia & reticulum cell

sarcoma) of older NZB/B1 mice. The incidence of these

neoplasms could be raised by the carcinogen 2-aminofluorene

and some of the resultant neoplasms were transplantable.

A higher incidence of lymphoid hyperplasia was seen in

female NZB/B1 dying at 400 days or older than in males

(Holmes & Burnet 1963 &)•

The proliferation of lymphoid cells in spleen, lymph

nodes and thymus, occurred more or less in step with

hypergammaglobulinaemia and red cell autoantibodies

(Holmes & Burnet 1963 a; Helyer & Howie 1963 b; Abbot &
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Burnet 1962+; Mellors 1965* 1966 c; Siegler 1965; East,

de Sousa & Parrot 1965) at about 6-7 months of age.

There are also pathological accumulations of

lymphocytes and plasma cells in other organs such as

kidneys, liver and lungs (Holmes & Burnet 1963 a;

Helyer & Howie 1963 b; last, de Sousa & Parrot 1965) in

some instances.

By the 10th month, rarely earlier, when NZB/B1 mice

already have the haemolytic and renal disorders,

malignant lymphomas are manifest in some of them (Mellors

1966 c, 1969; Holmes & Burnet 1963 a; East, Prosser,

Holborow & Jaquet 1967; Bielschowsky & Bielschowsky

1961). Thereafter, the incidence of lymphoma increases

with the age of the mice.

The histopathological types are about equally

distributed between lymphosarcoma, stem-cell (reticulum

cell) sarcoma and multi structured (plasma cell rich)

lymphoma associated with diffuse (polyclonal) hypergamma-

globulinaemia of high magnitude and mainly 7 class

(Mellors 1966 c, 1968 b).

Mellors claimed that the pleomorphic malignant

lymphoma bears a resemblance to plasma cell leukaemia of

other mice (Rask-Bielsen & Gormsen 1951) in respect to the

prominance of malignant plasma cells the cancer-cell

origin and distribution in lymphatic tissues (spleen,

lymph nodes, thymus), their mode of dissemination (probably

haematogenous) and pattern of infiltration of other organs

(such as liver and kidney) and their tendency to spare

bone marrow.
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Rarely do the lymphomas become disseminated as

lymphoid leukaemia, except when the lymphomas are

tra splanted (which they can be, almost indefinitely -

Mellors 1966 c; East, Prosser, Holborow & Jaquet 1967;

3ielschowsky =v Bielschov/sky 1 962). r leukae I®-pattern

may emerge in the first or in a later transplant

generation.

ellor's reticulum cell sarcoma, when transplanted,

grows rapidly in the subcutaneous inoculation site and

in the lymphatic organs, causing death within a few weeks,

■whereas his pleomorphic malignant lymphoma, although

eventually fatal after transplantation, grows more slowly

(Mellors 1966 c).

The association of autoimmune haemolytic disease and

nsli nant lymphoma in \*Z3/31 mice resembles the association

of autoimmune haemolytic anaemia and malignant lymphocytic

disease (chronic lymphatic leukaemia and lymphosarcoma)

in man (Rosenthal ejt al 1955)«
In the majority of cases, the autoimmune diseases

(h emolytic anaemia and chronic nephritis) preceded

the appearance of the lymphomas (Mellors 1966 c).

" TTI30DY Rhot-p TV'S A .'ID TOL.. RANCK I1DUCTIUI 1-1 u,3/Bl flCE

In studies on the tfZB/Bl mouse, Playfair (1968) and

vans, illiamson and Irvine (1968) have described an

unusually early development of immune reactivity to

. .3.C, 5-7 day old animals showing near-adult levels of

antibody format-ion. Such hyperactivity was also found in
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6-13 week old NZB/B1 mice (Morton & Siegel i 969; Morton,

Olson & Siegel 1967; Siegel & Morton 1967)* Elevated

responses to other antigens have been reported in young

NZ3/B1 mice - egg albumin and bovine gamma globulin

(Staples & Talal 1969), bovine serum albumin ( eir,

iv.cBrid# & Haysmith 1 968) and synthetic nucleic acids

(Steinberg, Baron & Talal 1969), DNA (Lambert & Dixon

1970) and RNA (Steinberg, Baron & Talal 1969) have also

elicited hyperresponsive activity in mice of the New

Zealand , . genotype.

Contrary to these in vivo results, McCombs, Horn,

Talal and Llishell (1973) obtained low (in comp rison with

Balb/c, D3A/2, C57B1/6, BD?) in vitro anti-SR3C antibody

responses from NZB/B1 and NZB/NZW spleen cells.

Peritoneal exudate cells were able to raise this antibody

level to that of the other strains of mice.

In general in vivo antibody responses are excessive

and New Zealand mice are relatively resistant to the

induction of immunologic tolerance by standard techniques

(Staples & Talal 1969; Staples, Steinberg & Talal 1970;

Playfair 1971; eir, McBride & Naysmith 1968). However,

Russell and Denman (1969), using neonatal (NZ3/NZ )

mice (as opposed to 1-6 month old NZB/B1 mice used by

eir, McBride and Naysmith (1968) were able to induce

tolerance to rabbit IgG (N.R.G) which lasted for a half-

life of T1 - U-15 days. Tolerance was induced in adult

mice to rabbit IgG against mouse lymphocytes (J .L.G), which

was normally immunogenic, by injection of cyclophosphamide
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2 days later. Ahilst Jacob, Gordon and Talal (1971)

v,rere able to induce tolerance to SRBC in B/V. mice with the

aid of cyclophosphamide, they were unable to transfer

this tolerance with thymus cells to irradiated recipients,

suggesting that the mechanism of drug-induced immunologic

tolerance to SRBC is bone-marrow dependent in B/W mice.

Playfair (1971) also found that J2B/B1 mice are

resistant to high-zone tolerance induction.

The normal antibody response of mice to SRBC requires

both "T" and "B" lymphocytes (Roitt et al 1969). The

degree to which the thymus cells are able to cooperate is

dependent on the dose of SRBC used (Playfair & Purves

1971). Relevant to the case of the NZB/B1 antibody

responses, it was found that a thymus-cell population

with a suppressor effect, regulated the antibody response

to type III pneumococcal polysaccharide, an antigen not

requiring thymus-derived "helper" cells for the induction

of an antibody response (Reed, Stashak, Amsbaugh &

Prescott 1974). Baker, Barth, Ctashak and Amsbaugh (1970)

first suggested such regulatory suppressor cells when they

found that antilymphocytic serum (A.A.S) actually enhanced

the antibody response to non-thymus dependent type III

pneumococcal polysaccharide. This enhancement could be

largely abrogated by the injection of syngeneic thymus

cells (Barthold et al 1973)* Furthermore, the athymic,

"nude", mice showed no A.L.S-induced enhancement (Baker

et al 1974). These observations led Barthold, Aysela and

teinberg (197U) to study the JZ3/B1 mouse as a natural
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model for loss of suppressor T-cells, since they are

known to lose their T-cell dependent activities throughout

life. Indeed, Barthold, Kysela and Steinberg (197U)

found an age-associated increase in antibody response to

type III pneumococcal polysaccharide analogous to that

seen in A.L.S.-treated mice. The antibody response seen

in the older mice was significantly reduced by the injection

of thymus cells from young dZB/Bl mice, with presumably

a larger or more active T-cell suppressor population.

In studies on human serum transferrin (H.S.T), Petty

and Steward (1972) found that, in general the proportion

of NZ mice responding to the antigen increased with age.

However, whilst in the other strains studied (Petty,

Steward & Soothill Jnr. 1972) the relative affinity of

antibody produced was shown to be generally independent

of age of immunisation in HZB/B1 mice it was found to

increase with age. Nevertheless, the affinity of the

antibody produced by the HZB/B1 mice was the lowest of

all the strains examined.

KZB/B1 MI6E la Rn-JITION TO AGIWQ Ann Iiv&U.-l. DLFIQI...1CY

STATmS (INCLUDING CILLULAR IMhUl- RESPONSES)

The early ontogeny of the lymphoid tissues and

immunity, and its dependence on the thynms has been

carefully studied (Miller & Osoba 1967). Observations

on the immunocompetence of mice as a function of aging,

suggest that a natural decline in cellular and humoral

immune responses occurs with age (Kishimoto, Isuyuguchi
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& Yamamura 1969; Albright & Makinodan 1967) with a peak

of immunocompetence at 3-h months (Aisenberg & Davis

1968).

Immune deficiency states in human patients (Bruton

agMBnarlobulinaemia, Di George thymic aplasia,

lymphopenic agammaglobulinaemia, iskott- ldrich syndrome,

ataxia telangiectasia - Gatti & Good 1970; Good et, al

1968) are often found in aging patients accompanied by

autoimmune conditions, such as Coombs +ve haemolytic anaemia,

R. . and diffuse Vasculitis (Good & Gabrielson 1 96i+;

Herremans & Crabbe 1968).

The possibility of genetic susceptibility to auto¬

immunity is suggested by the high incidence of autoimmune

phenomena in the families of patients v.ith im.uno"

deficiency (judenberg, German & Kunkel 1962; olf, Gokcen

6 Good 1963) and families with G♦ m.h. (Brunges, Gike <i

Julian 1951 ) •

The appearance of autoantibodies against cellular

antigens during aging is a propensity of certain strains

of mice but not of others. Some strains are autoimmune

susceptible (NZB/B1, NZW/B1, (NZBxNZW) F , Af, A/J and
C57B1/Kk) and some are autoimmune resistant (CBA/H and

C3H). The former develop autoantibodies whereas the

latter do not develop autoantibodies spontaneously during

aging (Barnes & Tuffrey 1967; Bielschowsky, Helyer &

Howie 1959; Friou & Teague 196k; Helyer & Howie 1963 b;

Holmes & Burnet 196h; Norrins & Holmes 1961+; Teague, Priou

& Myers 1968; Teague et al 1970; Yunis et, al 1971 ).
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Immunoiogic aging is reflected by deficient immunologic

functions, especially of the cell-mediated type (Teague

et al 1970; Teller et al 196i+; Teller & filbert 1967;

Yunis et al 1972).

Aged animals of strains A, NZB/B1 and (NZBx. )

shov/ed sequential lengthening of the mean rejection time

for skin allografts even when a major (H-2) hioto-

compatabiiity antigen was involved (Teague et_ al 1970).

By contrast, responses of old CBA/H mice to allografts

were not different from those observed in younger animals.

hilst iJolomon and Beneviste (1969) reported no

significant depression in either the primary or the

second ry response to SRBC in aged IZB/B1 mice, they found

depression of both in the old of YZB/iiZY, hybrids. Other

authors, however (Morton & Ciegel 1968 & 1969; Diener

1966) obtained depressed primary antibody responses to

dRBC in old, overtly autoimmune NZB/B1 mice. Plaque

formation in a primary response to SRBC was found to be

depressed in old NZB/B1 mice when compared with young

NZB/B1 mice, in contrast to the situation in Balb/c mice

where the older animals (similar to the findings in

(C3Hx101) F1 and (C57BlxC3H) F1 hybrids - Albright &
Ma-d. nodan 1966) produced more plaques per milligram of

spleen than the young ones (diegel, Brooks & Morton 1970).

On the one hand Stutman, Yunis and Good (1968) and

others (Cantor, Asofsky & Talal 1970) observed an

impairment in the aging NZ3/B1 mice for the capacity to

initiate a graft ~ host reaction, whilst, on the other,
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Playfair & Krsiakova (1969) and East and her colleagues

(East, de Sousa & Parrot 1965) were ahie to induce

splenomegally in histocompatible recipients of cells of

NZB/B1 spleen and thymus.

There is much evidence to suggest that the lymphoid

cells which respond to phytohaemagglutinin (Pii ) in

vitro, are thymus-dependent (3ach & Reuwissen 1970;

Meuwissen, Van Alten & Good 1969; Rodey & Good 1969;

Bradley & Oppenheim 1967; Fudenberg 1968; Robbins 1964).
The response to allogeneic lymphoid cells, in addition to

defining a T-cell subpopulation, also requires an

interaction of T-cells with macrophages.

In the FZB/B1 and (NZBxA) P. mice (Teague et al 1970)

the PHA response is depressed. Leventhal and Talal

(1970) compared the in vitro response of adult NZB/B1

and C3H mouse spleen cells and found that NZ3/31 mice

were hyporesponsive (both to PHA and allogeneic cells)
relative to the C3H mice. Reduced ability to regress

virus-induced sarcomas is also observed in NZB/B1 mice

(Gazdar, Beitzel & Talal 1971).

Rodey, Good and Yunis (1971) found that the mitogenic

responses of autoimmune susceptible strains of mice

(NZB/B1, (NZBxA) F1 and A) to PHA and allogeneic cells
declined with aging when compared with a non-autoimmune

susceptible strain (CBA).

In the N'ZB/Bl, Diener (1966) found the capacity to

make an, antibody response, as measured by Jerne's plaque

technique, diminished with age and as the autoimmune
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condition progressed. Similarly, Salomarx and Beneviste

(1969) found that the response of NZB/NZW mice to

several antigens was depressed as the animals aged and

their autoimmunity progressed. They likened the results

in aged B/W mice to those of neonatally thymectomised mice.

Salomon and Beneviste (1969) also noted that the

in vivo phagocytic index (Biozzi, Benacerraf, Stiffel &

Halpern "195^-) was significantly higher in aged B/W than

in young B/W mice. Morton and Siegel (1970 b) also

found an increase in the phagocytic index of old LTZB/B1

mice but found that it paralleled an increase in spleen

size rather than simply age. This increase in phagocytic

activity could be brought about in young HZB/B1 mice by

injection of phenylhydrazine which caused both splenomegally

and anaemia. On the other hand, delay in carbon clearance

from the system could be brought about by splenectomy.

In sum, the N2B/B1 mice appear to manifest an

imbalance between antibody activity on the one hand and

cellular immune activity on the other (Talal 1970; Talal

et al 1 971 ).

c: LI. T39USFER (TR/-HBPL NT.-.TION) STUDIES IL TH- LZB/B- MICE

Leading on from the effects of aging on the immune

system of NZB/B1 mice and introducing the studies on

cellular transplantation in these mice, is the work of

Za tz, Mellors and Lance (1971)-

In an attempt to clarify the relationship between

aging, autoimmune development and immunocompetence, .atz,
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Mellors and Lance (1971 ) investigated the changes in the

lymphoid subpopulations of 1 week to 12 month old CBA and

NZB/B1 mice. They studied the migration patterns of
^

Cr-labellea lymphoid cells in aging, normal (CBA) and

autoimmune (NZB/Bl) mice after transfer into syngeneic >

hosts. The thymus-dependent lymphocytes migrate to the

l,vmph nodes and are believed to represent the recirculating

pool of lymphocytes (Lance & Cooper 1970) whereas the

spleen-seeking population is a mixture of re-circulating

and non-recirculating cells.

During the first month of life there was an increase

in both cell numbers and the proportion of recirculating

(lymph-node localising) cells occurring in the lymph

nodes and spleens in both NZB/B1 and CBA strains. The

increase paralleled the rise observed in the thymus and

thymus-dependent areas, since it is not seen in neonatally

thymectomised CBA mice. In the CBA, mouse the proportion

of recirculating to non-recirculating cells remained

fairly stable during the first year of life and there was

an absolute rise in the recirculating lymphocytes seen

in the spleen and lymph nodes. This may be due, in part,

to committed, i.e. memory cells.

In contrast, following an initial period of thymic-

dependent development in the NZB/B1 mice, changes in cell

numbers and migration patterns appear which coincide with

the known time of development of autoimmunity. 3 months,

there is a sharp increase in the numbers of non-recirculating

spleen cells associated with a relative and absolute
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decrease in the content of recirculating cells. These

changes roughly parallel the onset of Coomb*s test

positivity in NZB/B1 mice and the appearance of Gross-

virus type specific soluble antigen (vide infra) in the

circulation (Mellors, Aoki & Huebner 1969). A similar

decrease in recirculating lymphocyte numbers is seen later

(8 months of age) in the NZB/B1 lymph nodes.

These findings of reduced recirculating cell content

in NZB/B1 lymph nodes and spleens, are corroborated by the

histologic studies of Denman & Denman (1970) in which

depletion of long-lived small lymphocytes in thymic-

dependent regions of M lymphoid tissue was demonstrated

by radioautographic analysis.

Further studies ,/ith cell transfer or transplantation

procedures were carried out, on the whole, in attempts to

either induce the autoimmune manifestations earlier in

young, C-ve NZB/B1 syngeneic recipients or to produce them

in non-autoimmune strains of recipient mice. However, it

cannot be emphasised strongly enough, that in many

instances where spleen cells were used as the inoculum,

no attempts were made to detail the types of cells involved

nor their absolute numbers.

Some degree of success in the early induction of

Coombs positive haemolytic anaemia in young NZB/B1

recipients was achieved (Holmes, Gorrie & Burnet 1961;

Holmes 1965; Holborow & Denman 1967* 1968; Mellors 1966 d).
Evidence for the involvement of lymphoid cells in the

inoculum derived from aged C+ve NZB/B1 donors, was
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presented by the results obtained using anti-lymphocyte

globulin. The use of anti-lymphocyte globulin in the

donor cell suspension brought about suppression of the

transfer of the Coombs reaction (Holborow & Denman 1968).

Mellors (1966 d) also noted the induction of

membranous glomerulonephritis in the recipients of such

cell-transfers when donor cells were from NZB/31 mice

already suffering from the complaint. .ast, de >ousa and

Parrot (196?) -vere on the whole, unable to induce early

onset of Coombs positivity in their young J. 3/ 1 recipients

of material from old, C+ve NZB/B1 donors.

The behaviour of TZB/31 lymphoid cells in relation

to G.V.H. reactions has already been mentioned.

VIRUSES Id THn NZB/B1 MOUSE

In view of the prominence of hypergammaglobulin-

aemia in NZB/B1 mice, the tendency to develop lymphoid

neoplasias and certain pathological similarities to

.Aleutian disease of mink (Leader 196h) one must consider

the possibility that a viral or other infectious agent

is a direct stimulus of plasma cell proliferation.

/ filtrable agent, whose virus-like shape closely

resembles the typical enveloped "C" type RCA (Bernhard

1960) murine oncogenic virus particles and budding virus¬

like particles, are present in NZB/B1 mouse tissues and

cells, including benign and malignant lymphoid cells and

epithelial cells of renal tubules and glomeruli 0ellors

& Huang 1966). They were also observed in the thymus and
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spleen (Mellors & Huang 1967; Yumoto & Bmochowski 1967 £

& b; i^ast, rrosser, Holborow & Jaquet 1969; Prosser 1968;

Hollmann & Verley 1967).

This finding provided an important clue, since so

many of the spontaneous lymphomas and leukaemias occurring

in mice are caused by murine leukaemia virus as first

shown by Gross (1965)- Yhe prevalence of virus-induced

leukaemias in mice (and chickens) has provided a major

impetus for the extensive search now under way for a viral

agent in human lymphoma and leukaemia (Bryan, Daiton &

Rauscher 1966).

The virus particle itself "had a centrally located

electron-opaque nucleoid measuring approximately 55 my. in

diameter and a double limiting membrane with round or

oval shape and overall diameter of about 100 my1 (i-Iellors
& Huang 1966).

These viruses, which are not unique to mice of the

JZB/B1 strain, but occur in the tissues of mice from

other, especially high leukaemia strains (Bernh; rd 1960)

were present in the tissues of NZB/B1 mice throughout

life, from the embryo stage to the aged adult and even

in those reared in a germ-free environment (Mellors &

Huang 1966, 1967; Mellors 1968; Hast, Prosser, Holborow &

Jaquet 1967).

The murine leukaemia viral antigen MuLV group

specific antigen, an internal virion antigen (Geering,
Old & Boyse 1966; Hartley, Rowe, Capps & Huebner 1965 &

1969) was demonstrated in the milk and in extracts of
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IZB/Bl spleen and kidney (Nowinski et al 1968) and in

the renal glomerular lesions (ivlellors 1969 b).
The presence in NZB/B1 mice of Gross antigen (G+)

has been confirmed by cytotoxic tests (Howinski et al_

1968). Its incidence increases as the age of the

animals increases, to 100towards 9 months of age. It

then decreases to 0% at about 18 months (Mellors Aoki dfc

Huebner 1969). nti-G-antibody did not appear until about

10 months of age. The incidence then increased with age

(Mellors, Aoki & Huebner 1969) and followed the immune

elimination of Gross soluble antigen (G.L.A) from the

circulation in later life (Mellors, Aoki & Huebner 1969).

In contrast, MuLV, found in Malignant lymphomas and

sarcomas as well as in the spleen and kidney of NZ3/B1

mice (dellors, Aoki & Huebner 1969)* is found in extracts

of kidney, spleen and to a lesser extent, thymus gland,

virtually throughout life from the late embryo stage to

the aged adult.

Antigens associated with murine leukaemia virus

include the MuLV group-specific antigen common to the

various strains of leukaemia and sarcoma viruses (Geering,

Old & Boyse 1966; Hartley, Rowe, Capps & Huebner 1965,

1969; Huebner 1967) and type specific antigen specified by

the two major subgroups of murine leukaemia virus, namely

wild-type Gross (o) leukaemia virus (Gross 1951, 1^65) and

the laboratory strains of leukaemia virus discovered by

friend (1957), Moloney (1960) and Rauscher (1962). G

(Gross) antigen (Old, Bojse & Stockert 1965; Slettenmark-
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Yahren & Klein 1962; Aoki et ax. 1970) is the type-

specific (tumour specific) cell-surface antigen

associated with wild-type Gross leukaemia virus; FMR

cellular antigen (Klein & Klein 1961+; Old, Boyse &

Lilley 1963; Old, Boyse & Stockert 1964; Old & Boyse

1964; ahren 1963) is similarly associated with the

Friend, ivialoney and Rauscher strains of murine leukaemia

virus. Either G soluble (G.S.a), possibly a subunit of

G-cell-surface antigen ( oki , Boyse & Old 1968 a, b, c)
<1

or FMR soluble antigen (stuck, Old & Boyse 1964) is

detectable in the plasma of correspondingly infected mice.

NZB/B1 mice differ from other Gross (G) positive

inbred strains, such as the AKR in that the G soluble

anti en reaches a peak incidence in JZB/B1 mice tt about

9 months of age and then falls off. This antigen is found

in the plasma of other G+ve strains throughout their

lifespan (Old, Boyse & Stockert 1965; Aoki, Boyse & Old

1968 a, b, c). Furthermore, natural antibody to the G

antigen occurs in 9ZB/B1 mice whereas, apparently due to

immunological tolerance, G antibody has not been founa in

the other G+ve strains (Aoki, Boyse & Old 1966 & 1968 b).

Some NZB/B1 mice (Aoki et al 1970) also produce natural

antibody to Gross leukaemia viral envelope antigen.

The positive conversion of the D.C.T. in untreated

KE.r./Bl mice corresponds closely in time to the production

of G soluble antigen which is first detected at about 3

months of age (Mellors, Aoki & Huebner 1969). The delay

in onset of Coomb's conversionin Gross-virus vaccinated
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NZB/B1 mice (Mellors 1968 a; Mellors, Aoki & Huebner

1969) is correlated with the non-production of G soluble

antigen and the earlier production of G antibody.

The severity of the glomerulonephritis of NZB/B1

mice increases with the production of G-antibody ana the

immune elimination of G.S.A. (Mellors, Aoki & Huebner

1969). GSA and G-antibody are present in the renal

glomeruli of NZB/B1 mice in a bound form, presumably as a

GSA-G-antibody immune complex which can be dissociated by

acid-buffer elution in amounts increasing with age and

severity of the glomerulonephritis (Mellors et al 1970"

There is an early production of G.G.A ana G-antibody

in (NZBxNZ'") hybrid mice, corres: onding to the early

onset of lupus-like glomerulonephritis in these mice

(Mellors et al 1971 ). As with the NZB/B1 mice, the

severity of the lupus-like glomerulonephritis increases

as G natural antibody is formed and as G.S.A immune

elimination from the circulation progresses. ^ntigen-

aatibody complexes, such as those seen in the glomeruli

of NZB/B1 (Mellors et al 1971) are also located in the

glomerular lesions of (NZBxNZ") mice.

Cultivation of the virus found in the NZB/fil strain

has proved difficult. Co-cultivation of the tissues of

NZB/B1 mice with a hamster tumour cell line (HT-1)

transformed by the ilaloney strain of murine sarcoma virus

(M-M.3.V) (which shows no evidence of virus production by

bio-assay or by electron-microscopy (Huebner et al 1966)),
h- s resulted in the rescue of a pseudo type sarcoma virus,
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presumably in an tfZB/Bl leukaemia virus coat (Levy &

I incus 1970). Ho„ever» unlike other murine leukaemia

viruses, the NZB/B1 mC" type particles have an unusually

restricted host range, producing foci of cell alteration

in rat cells only. Cultivation of this virus in tissue

culture is desperately needed if a role for the virus in

the aetiology of the autoimmune disease is to be

elucidated. However, the use of other more readily

available virus cultures has led to the formation of

hypotheses on the viral part in the scenario.

Rauscher leukaemia virus (R.L.V) infection of

NZB/B1 mice for example, depressed primary and secondary

antibody responses after 8.R.B.C immunisation and delayed

the onset of Coomb' , positivity (ciegel & Morton 1970).

Chronic infection of NZ3/31 mice with polyoma and ...C.M-

viruses accelerated the formation of A. J.A. (Tonietti,

Oldstone <4 Dixon 1970). This, together with the

observation that Maloney leukaemia virus led to enhanced

anti-RNA antibody production (Talal, Steinberg & Jacobs

1 971 )» has suggested that viruses may act as antigenic

stimuli, or that viral infections may result in non¬

specific release of h03t nucle r antigens.

CELL-DREE FILTRATES I. EXr^RIREXTS PITH NZB/B1 DICi. 'SB

hilst unable to induce haemolytic anaemia at an

earlier stage in young JZB/Bi recipients of cell-free

filtrates of a lymphoma found in old NZB/B1 and kept by

serial transplantation for eleven passes, Meliors and
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Huang (1966) were able to induce lesions in the

recipients. These lesions were observed in 8-12 week

old mice and were similar to those found at the earliest,

in untreated NZB/B1 mice of k months of age.

iater studies by Me 11 or8 and Huang (1 )67) ■ ■ l-ellors

(1968 a) indicated that haemolytic disease could be

transferred to wiss mice, together with renal disease and

lymphomas, by the intra peritoneal inoculation of 1ZB/B1

spleen and lymphoma cell-free filtrate into newborn and

infant mice. Incomplete antibodies to papain-treated

Swiss mouse erythrocytes of either homologous or auto¬

logous source, were found in 1 7'1 of inoculated mice, but

only to a very low titre (approximately 1;2).

Reticulocytosis (in 23/1) and a low grade anaemia (in

8/0 occurred in some recipients. However, these effects

took several months to become apparent.

Some degree of renal disease was also induced and

in all recipients, intense lymphoid cell and plasma cell

hyperplasia of spleen and lymph nodes was found. The

renal changes consisted of a homogeneous thickening and

alteration of the glomerular capillary basement membrane,

involving some, but not all, of the glomeruli. These

changes were similar to those seen in the earlier phases

of "spontaneous" (Mellors 1966 a & b) and experimentally

accelerated (Mellors 1966 d) renal disease of N2B/B1 mice.

The intraperitoneal injection of formaldehyde-inactivated

cell-free filtrate of aged aB/31 mouse spleen significantly

delayed the onset of Coomb's antibody in 3 and 5 week old
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recipients from 5.3 months to 8.7 months for 50/fa

response (iviellors 1 968 a; mellors, Aoki cc Huebner 1 969)*

G-antibody production was, in contrast, induced earlier

(7.3 months instead of 13.3 months for 50y~ response) in

the inoculated mice. Curiously, in the untreated A. i/Bl

mouse strain, the graph showing mortality closely

followed the graph of the occurrence of G-antibody

(Mellors, "ioki & Huebner 1969).

In general, studies with cell-free filtr tes of

extracts of HZB/^1 tissues have been unsuccessful in

transferring the disease to other strains of mice or in

inducing it earlier in young syngeneic mice. The only

positive results have been reported from ivlellor's

laboratory (vide supra). Perhaps one of the most

extensive investigations on the activity of cel^.-free

i.ni/Bl tissue filtrates a s that carried out by ausseil,

Hicks, Boston and Abbott (1970)• In this, Z7h recipients

(baby HI, CBj , Balb/c and C57B1) were not significantly

affected by cell-free extracts of spleen or plasma from

HZB/B1 mice.

18 TH. CAUGn OP NZ3/B1 DISEASE IMMUNOLOGIC?

An immunological interpretation is supported by

the evidence of histology just cited. Holmes and Burnet

(1 96U b) found that neonatal thymectomy and early

splenectomy (at h-10 weeks of age) delayed (but did not

prevent) the onset of antiglobulin (Coombs) test

conversion and diminished all the manifestations of
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haemelytic anaemia (Holmes & Burnet 1963 b). Early

splenectomy, however, increased the incidence of severe

renal disease (Holmes & Burnet 1963 b).

The transplantation of splenic lymphoid cells from

C+ve NZB/B1 donors induced Coombs test conversion in

normal young (6--5 week old) NZ3/B1 mice (Holmes, Gorrie &

Burnet 1961; Holmes 1965). The recipients, which became

C+ve, showed splenic enlargement attributable to the

proliferation of lymphoreticul&r cells. Holmes (1965)

was unable to induce the C+ve test in young recipients of

thymus, bone marrow and buffy coat cells or frozen and

thawed tissue from the same donors.

These fi .dings suggest that the major concentration

of cells producing antibody is in the spleen as was shown

by the extraction of antibody from spleen cells (Mellors

1965 a).

Chronic membranous nephritis of NZB/B1 mice is almost

certainly produced by immunological mechanisms (Holmes &

Burnet 1963 a; Mellors 1961+, 1965 a & b). Both the

structural and functional changes in the glomerulonephritis

can be induced in young NZB/B1 mice by the transplanting

of spleen cells from old NZB/B1 mice suffering from the

corresponding renal disease (Mellors 1966 a) well in

advance of its usual spontaneous occurrence and without

apparent relation to haemolytic disease (Mellors 1966 a).

It seems reasonable, therefore, to assume that the

haemolytic and nephritic disease can be attributed to

immunological mechanisms of an autoimmune nature. But why
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such mechanisms should come into operation remains a

pe&Bt of conjecture.

DRUG THr.RAPY

Relating to the autoimmune nature of the disc; e,

drugs have been used in the study of 1Z3/31 disease, in

some cases to prevent disease or decrease its severity,

in others to induce it or enhance it.

Immunosuppressive drugs have of course, been widely

used. Cortisone acetate was found to depress the

haemolytic anaemia (Giltinam, Holmes & Burnet 1965). The

onset of de: th in female HZ3/HZ1 mice was significantly

delayed, together with the production of antinuclear

antibody, by continued treatment with methisazone

(Gabriel 1972).

On the other hand azothioprine (Imuran) did not effect

a delay in the onset of Coombs positive conversion in

■ -B/Bl mice (Casey 1968). However, the majority of

UZB/B1 mice treated thus, developed thymic lymphosarcoma

at 6-8 months of age, that is, at a time when spontaneous

lymphoma is rarely seen in untreated NZB/B1 mice

(Mellors 1968 a).

Antinuclear antibody formation and associated

glomerulonephritis was effectively delayed by cytotoxan

and polyinosinic polycytidylic acid in older NZB/B1 mice

(Casey 1968; Russell & Hicks 1968; Lemmel, Hard, & iff

1971; Jteinberg 1 Talal 1970). Continued bi-weekly
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injections (as oposed to a single large dose; of

cy . toxau (cyclophosphamide) «ex-e required by ...crton,

Brown and siege.. (1 fjc.) to depress the ex r-.„ manifestations

of antinuclear antibody in very young bafey lUB/bl nice.

In the light of the evidence implicating a viral

aetiology for the disease of the .ZB/B1 mouse (vide

supra), the production of interferon by the potent

interferon inducer, polyinosinic polycyti&yiic (i.e.)
mi ht be expected to have a therapeutic effect o.. these

mice, ho ..ever, this is not so (steinberg, a ron c Talal

1 'b)). The drug, in fact, causes an accelerated disease,

even i.i the presence of a high isve- of interferon. This

is explained by the immuuologic effects of I. d. which

can act both as an antigen and as an adjuvant. The

accelerated disease provoked by I.e. seems analogous to

the exacerbation that occurs ..-hen New ^eaiand ...ice are

experimentally infected ..ith ihf or D.-.n containing

viruses (Oldstone a Dixon 1969).

G. ...•-TIC .llci-..

Hi nee the NT3/B1 strain of mice is an inbred strain

of mice, the regul rity with which the autoimmune

manifestations otcur might suggest that genetic factors

play a significant part in the diseases. This led to cross¬

breeding experiments.

hen HT.3/B1 mice were crossed with .«TI/j1 the

resultant F. mice died with acute renal failure (helper

a Howie 1961, 1963 a dc b). hen nhh/Bl mice were used in
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the crosses, the hybrids had florid renal lesions similar

to those seen in human systemic lupus erythematosus.

Autoimmune haemolytic anaemia occurred i:i some of the

hybrid progeny.

Although establishing dominant expression of auto¬

immune disease, the results of these and other genetic

experiments, notably by Bielschowsky and Bielschowsky

(196b.) and by Burnet and Holmes (1965 a) were not easily

explained in terms of simple or pure genetics. The

work of Burnet and Holmes (1965 a) suggested that an

appropriate genotype and a process of somatic mutation

were necessary for the expression of autoimmune disease

in NZB/B1 mice.

In crosses of OF and a.3/31 mice, B rues, Tuffrey

and Berry (1968) were unable to provide a purely genetic

theory to relate the extent of the renal disease

observed in the hybrids to the autoantibody state or to

the degree of thymic proliferation. Any genetic

mechanism that could account for the autoimmune features

of the NZB/B1 mice would necessarily be complex (Holmes
& Burnet 196b- a; Helyer & Howie 1963 b; Bielschowsky &

Bielschowsky 196b-; Howie & Helyer 1965> Holmes & Burnet

1366; Barnes, Tuffrey & Berry 1968; Francis, Barnes &

Kramer 1971). Further . tddies by Barnes (B rnes, Tuffrey,

Kingman & Risdon 1972) on exchange ovum transplantations

of CP and NZB/B1 strains failed to show that either the

uterine environment or the milk had any lasting effect on

the development of autoimmune phenomena. This would
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suggest that the stimulous to develop the disease must be

present prior to the stage of implantation.

The Bielschowskys* (1961+) work on the F. and

hybrids of NZ3/B1 and NZC crosses led them to believe that

a single dominant gene was responsible for the

e .pres ion of the autoimmune features observed. However,

3-5 genes were thought to be involved in the expression

of the positive D.C.T. (Holmes & Burnet 1965) in HZB/B1
and crosses with AaR and C3H strains. The predominance

of haemolytic anaemia among the hybrids of NZB/B1 with

NZC and certain other NZ strains, whilst the others,

notably NZW, suffered from renal disease as the main

feature of autoimmunity, suggested to Howie and Helyer

(1965) that the autoimmune disorder was inherited and they

stressed the importance of the contribution from the

other strain.

Following on from this, Braverman (1968) studied

closely the occurrence of positive D.C.T, A.N.F and renal
«

disease. He concluded that the HZ3/31 carries a dominant

gene determining a positive D.C.T. whilst NZW carries a

"modifying" gene which, in the presence of the NZ2/B1

gene allows a positive AW? to develop. In the mice he

observed a range of severity in the renal disease and

concluded that multiple genes were involved, independent

of those for the positive A.N.F and D.C.T.

A major weakness in the study of autoimmune disease

of the. NZB/B1 mice is, as Ghaffar and Playfair (1971)

point out, that none of the markers of autoimmune disease
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studied in these mice occurs in an "all or none" fashion.

Their work on D.C.T and renal disease in NZBxNZY. crosses

suggests that these markers may well be determined

exclusively by genes, but in view of the variations in

time of onset, their expression may be considerably

influenced by environmental factors.

"In the study of NZ3/B1 mice" Mellors (1966 b) said

that immunologists have "what may prove to be a most

rewarding effort to elucidate the cause and the pathogenic

mechanisms of a group of human disorders - haemolytic,

renal, connective tissue and neoplastic - that are

believed to be autoimmune and immunoproliferative diseases".

The cause of rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus

erythematosus and other connective tissue diseases is

still unknown. In both rheumatoid arthritis and ^.H,

there appear to be autoantibodies suggesting an intense

reaction on the part of the body's immune system to

endogenous antigens (Mellors, Nowoslawski & Xorngold

1961). However, a second possibility exists, as has

already been mentioned, namely the presence of a peculiar

infectious agent such as Mycoplasma or the Bedsonia

(Bartholomew 1965; Decker 1966; Bngelman et al_ 1966) in

certain of the connective tissue diseases. There may be

some relationship : a connective tissue disease might be

initiated by an infectious agent and perpetuated by

autoimmunity (Hollander, McCarty, Astorga & Castro-

i-urillo 1965; Mellors 1965).
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Knowing that time limitation would restrict a

necessarily long experimental protocol to study roles of

viral and other infections on the type of diseases found

in the NZB/B1, it seemed sensible to choose an area,

small enough to provide a volume of data which could then

be statistically analysed. As little work has been

done on the phagocytic and digestive activities of the

IZB/31 mouse phagocytes, this seemed an area in which,

hopefully, some useful work could be done. The peritoneal

cavity, of couwfce, in an. ideal source of macrophages and

presents no problems in obtaining such a supply.

In view of the known hyperactivity of these mice in

some areas and their hypo-reactivity in others, the

macrophage activity in contrast to the well-studied

lymphocyte activity, seems to have been sadly neglected.

It was with these points in mind that the work presented

in this thesis was undertaken. That it had to draw to a

close was a sad necessity for the presentation of the

thesis. As results began to emerge, mere and more

possibilities to extend the studies became obvious. There

is a wealth of exciting material still to be studied and

elucidated in these extremely interesting and valuable

NZB/31 mice.



MATERIALS AND METHODS
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ANIMALS:

Mice of the Balb/c strain were originally obtained

from Dr. June East (Clinical Research Station, Stanmore)

and bred on the traffic-light system in the Animal House of

the Bacteriology Department, University of Edinburgh

Medical School.

The NZB/BL mice originated from Carshalton and from

Dr. E.J. Holborow (Taplow). Both groups were bred on the

traffic-light system.

CBA mice were from stock held in the Bacteriology

Department and were also bred on the traffic-light system.

The C57BL mice were from stock held in the Bacteriology

Department. Young from this strain were only bred, as

required, from a nucleus of breeders.

All mice were housed in a conventional manner and fed

Spillers Small Animal Diet (autoclaved) and water

ad libitum.

New Zealand White (NZW) rabbits were obtained from The

Centre for Laboratory Animals, The Bush, Milton Bridge,

Penicuik, and maintained in the Animal House of the

Bacteriology Department where they were fed Oxoid Diet 18,

greens and given water ad libitum.

ANIMAL TECHNIQUES.

All instruments and glassware were sterile.

Sollection of Peritoneal Exudate (P.E.) cells from mice:

Mice were killed by ether anaesthesia, the abdomen

swabbed with alcohol, the skin cut and reflected back and
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the peritoneum exposed. 2ml Eagles MEM with heparin (vide

infra) was injected into the peritoneal cavity using a 25

guage needle and taking care not to puncture the abdominal

contents. The abdomen was gently massaged by bending the

animal's hind legs towards the head end several times; this

alleviated the necessity to touch the abdomen, with the

concommittant risk of infection.

A syringe with a 23 or 21 guage needle was inserted

behind the spleen (a relatively "uncluttered" area with

little fat tissue to block the needle) and the peritoneal

exudate aspirated. The needle was removed from the syringe

before the exudate was expelled into a sterile Universal

or Bijou. The P.E. cells were kept on ice until they were

used (as soon as possible after their removal from the

body).

EAGLES Minimal Essential Medium (Eagles MEM) - preparation

of:-

For 100ml

Eagles Tissue Culture Medium (TCM) x 10 strength 10ml

(Boroughs Welcome Ltd.)

Penicillin (Glaxo. 200,000 units/ml) 0.2ml

Streptomycin (Glaxo. 200,000 yug/ml) 0.2ml

NaHCO, h»0% (w/v) - sufficient to make the

pH7.2 distilled water to 100ml

This medium could either be made up entirely from

sterilised components (Penicillin and Streptomycin were, of
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course, obtained in sterile ampoules) or could be

sterilised (by Seitz filtration) immediately after it was

made up. It was not kept in stock, but made up fresh for

use each time. The concentrated Eagles TCM was held at

1+°C, as was also the penicillin and streptomycin.

The above medium was used, together with heparin B.P.

(Boots Pure Drug Co. Ltd., Nottingham) for the collection

of mouse P.E. cells. It was prepared as follows:-

Eagles MEM with heparin:

To 97.5 ml Eagles MEM was added 2.5 ml heparin B.P.

(i|.0,000 units/ml). This medium was prepared fresh for use

each time.

The Bleeding of the mice.

This was done using fine (2mm. outer diameter) sterile

pipettes drawn to a very fine, clean cut end. Such

pipettes were carefully inserted into the retro-orbital

plexus of lightly anaesthetised or non-anaesthetised mice

and the blood allowed to enter by capillary action. The

blood was then blown quickly into a sterile bijou or

universal and allowed to clot if serum was required.

For collection of unclotted erythrocytes (RBCs) the

procedure was as above but 0.1ml of heparin solution

(50,000 units/ml) was in each of the sterile Wasserman

tubes used for collection of the RBCs. The contents of

each tube were gently but thoroughly mixed.

The unclotted cells were washed five times in large
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volumes of sterile, heparinised (100 units/ml) saline and

then once in the medium required for the experiment.

Finally, they were suspended at the desired concentration

in the appropriate medium.

The concentration (% volume/volume) of RBCs in the

cell suspension was measured by a packed cell volume

(P.C.V) determination using a Wintrobe haematocrit. The

haematrocrits were centrifuged at 3»000 r.p.m. for 30

minutes in a bench centrifuge (introduction to Medical

Laboratory Technology. Silverton & Luckcock 1962,

Published by Butterworths).

Ether anaesthetised rabbits (NZW) were bled by cardiac

puncture, either for anti-mouse-immunoglobulin, or anti-

mouse erythrocyte antibodies, following immunisation with

the appropriate antigens (vid.e infra) or for normal rabbit

serum (NRS).

When serum from either mice or rabbits was required,

the animals were bled as described (vide supra) and the

blood allowed to clot (i.e. no heparin was present) in the

bijou/universal. The serum was separated from the cellular

components of the blood following centrifugation at 2,000

r.p.m. in an M.S.E. Major centrifuge for 10 minutes at
. o
k G. The serum was Seitz filtered and stored in small

o
quantities (2-5 ml) in a deep freeze at -70 C. Usually

mouse sera were pooled within each age group in each strain.

Preparation of rabbit anti-mouse-immunoglobulin antibodies

Rabbits (NZW) were inoculated subcutaneously with
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mouse immunoglobulins (prepared by 0200 column separation.

Pahey and Terry 1967)» in Freund's incomplete adjuvant.

C57BL mice were the main source of serum. The IgM and IgG

fractions were combined for injection into the rabbits.

The rabbits were injected twice, with an interval of 7 days

between the injections. They were bled 2 weeks later and

the serum containing the anti-mouse-immunoglobulin

antibodies prepared as described (vide supra). Prior to

its use, the rabbit antiserum was absorbed of all its anti-

erythrocyte activity, by repeated incubation of the serum

with washed erythrocytes (mouse) at it°C. The serum was

sterilised by Seitz filtration and stored in small

aliquots (2-5ml) in the deep freeze at -70°C. It was used

in the Direct Goombes Test (D.C.T).

Preparation of rabbit anti-mouse-erythrocyte antibodies.

These were obtained from NZW rabbits which had been

inoculated twice, with a 7 day interval between the
g

injections, with 1x10 washed «ouse-erythrocytes. The

rabbits were bled 1 week later and the serum obtained as

described before, following centrifugation. It was not

absorbed with erythrocytes. It was Seitz-sterilised and

stored in small aliquots (2-5ml) in the deep freeze at

-70°C.

The Direct Coombes Test (D.C.T) for the detection of

immunoglobulin on erythrocytes.

Mouse whole serum was obtained as described on p 200 .
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This was electrophoresed by the method of Grabar & Williams

(1953)# and the side troughs cut in the gel. These troughs

were filled with the prepared rabbit anti-mouse-

immunoglobulin serum and with a commercial anti-mouse-

globulin serum (Nordic Pharmaceuticals and Diagnostics).

The bands which developed with these 2 antisera were

compared. Both gave almost identical results.

Identification of IgM and IgG lines was made by comparing

these slides with slides prepared using commercial anti-

mouse-IgG and anti-mouse-IgM antisera in the troughs. Both

the prepared and the commercial rabbit anti-mouse-globulin

sera showed up these IgM and IgG lines. As the commercial

anti-mouse-globulin serum appeared to be no purer than the

prepared one, the latter was used routinely.

A 2.5% suspension of erythrocytes coated with rabbit

anti-mouse-erythrocyte serum (the erythrocytes were

incubated for £ hour at 37°C in a solution of inactivated

(heated at 56°C for £ hour to destroy complement) anti-

mouse-erythrocyte serum, one tenth of the strength required

to cause haemolysis of the erythrocytes in the presence of

complement), was prepared. One drop each of a series of

doubling dilutions of rabbit anti-mouse-immunoglobulin

serum was placed on clean, grease-free slides. Onto these

drops, drops of an equal volume of the 2.5% suspension of

globulin-coated-erythrocytes were placed. The slides were

gently rocked and the erythrocytes examined microscopically

as well as macroscopically, for agglutination. The test

was carried out at room temperature.
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A control was included in which washed, uncoated

erythrocytes from young Balb/c mice were used, as a

negative control.

The titre of the rabbit anti-mouse-immunoglobulin

serum was taken as the highest dilution at which

macroscopic agglutination of the immunoglobulin-coated

erythrocytes occurred. The concentration of rabbit anti-

mouse- immunoglobulin serum used for the D.C.T. was 1.25

times the titre.

The D.G.T. was carried out on washed (five times with

heparinised saline - 100 units per ml) erythrocytes at a

concentration of 2.5/£» Agglutination of these cells by the

rabbit-anti-mouse-imaunoglobulin serum was taken as a

positive result.

Controls were always incorporated. These were:-

(a) Ones in which saline was substituted for the rabbit

anti-mouse-immunoglobulin serum (to ensure that any

observed agglutination was not due to auto-agglutination).

This was done with the erythrocytes of each mouse being

examined.

(b) One in which washed known Coombs negative (C-ve)

erythrocytes, taken from young Balb/c mice, were used (to

check that no anti-erythrocyte activity remained in the

serum)•

(c) One in which washed known Coomb's positive (C+ve)

erythrocytes taken from old, sick NZB/BL mice with palpable

splenomegally, were used. These were used as a positive

control to ensure that the strength of the rabbit anti-



mouse-immunoglobulin serum had. not diminished. The NZB/BL

erythrocytes were confirmed as C+ve by use of the

commercial anti-mouse-iminunoglobulin serum.

The Preparation and the use of Mackaness Culture Chambers.

Culture Chambers s

These were made of clear perspex 3nua thick, 730mm long

and 300mm wide. Two holes (diameter 18mm) were bored into

them, with 2 channels leading into the holes from one of

the long edges as shown in the diagram (diagram 1).

Channel A or B was used when the chamber was being filled,

and the other channel for emptying the chamber. The

channels were just wide enough to permit a 20 guage syringe

needle to enter the chamber hole from the exterior.

Assembly of the Culture Chambers:

Glass coverslips - either Chance 22mm square or round

glass coverslips were used. These were carefully cleaned

of all dust and grease, using methylated spirits as

cleaner. The edges of the large holes on the perspex

elides were carefully smeared with vacuum grease (Edwards

High Vacuum, Crawley, Sussex, England) in sufficient

amount to give a good seal when the coverslips were placed

over the holes, but insufficient to cause extrusion of the

grease over the coverslip and into the chamber. This was

done on both sides of the large holes on the perspex

slides and a clean coverslip carefully placed in position

on one side of the slide, the bottom side. The coverslips
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for the other side of the holes were placed on the upper

side of the slide (not over the holes) and the whole

assemblage sterilised by U.V. irradiation. The loose

coverslips were then carefully inverted and placed over the

holes (the sterile side now being inside the chamber) and

gently pressed into position to form the cultivation

chambers. Entry and exit to and from the chambers was now

possible only through channels A & B. Plugging the outer

ends of the channels was found not to be necessary as with

careful handling and sterile instruments contamination

could be avoided. All operations using the chambers were

carried out in a sterile cabinet and the incubation in

5JbC02 in air was either in sterile anaerobic Jars or in a
sterile box in a ^%G0^ in air incubator.
Use of the Culture Chambers.

The chambers were used for the cultivation of

macrophages (i.e. P.E. cells which adhered to the glass

coverslips when incubated at 37°C). The cell suspension

was introduced into the chamber by means of a sterile

syringe and 20 guage needle through one of the channels.

The chamber was filled completely, the air being expelled

through the other channel (0.85-0.90ml volume per chamber).

The procedure was carried out gently but firmly - if it

was done too rapidly or in short bursts, bubbles appeared

which were difficult to get rid of. Also there was the

risk that rough handling might damage the cells.

The chambers were incubated at 37°G for 1 hour to

allow the macrophages to adhere to the glass coverslips.
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At the end of this period the macrophage cell-sheets were

washed, in situ, with Eagles MEM, Again, one channel was

reserved for filling the chamber and the other for emptying

it. Sterile syringes and needles were used throughout.

The chambers were filled with the appropriate medium for

each experiment. Further details are given in the sections

detailing the specific experiments.

Methods for the Estimation of Peritaneal Exudate (P.E.)

cells activity.

(a) The uptake of erythrocytes (RBC'S) b.y P.E. cells.

Eagles MEM, for washing the cell sheets, was prepared

as described earlier (page199); this was supplemented with

heparin (page 199) for collection of mouse P.E. cells. The

medium used for the cultivation of the P.E. cells in this

experiment used dialysed lactalbumin as a supplement

(Habeshaw 1971). It was prepared as follows. Lactalbumtn

was lactalbumin hydrolysate from Difco Laboratories,

Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A.

Preparation of dialysed lactalbumin (Habeshaw 1971 ).

A saturated solution of lactalbumin in distilled water

o
was prepared and allowed to stand overnight at k G. All

apparatus and distilled water was sterile. The next morning

the supernatant fluid was carefully decanted into a sterile

beaker and then placed into dialysis sacs and dialysed

against sterile distilled water for 2k hours at U°C. The

dialysate was then freeze-dried (to a ^ of ^ 0.001) and

kept in the deep-freeze. It keeps well in this state.
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The lactalbumin solution used in the culture medium

was prepared thus:

For 100ml :

1.0 g oyster glycogen (B.D.H.)

4.7 g lactalbumin dialysate - freeze dried

0.5 g sucrose (Analar)

0.02g L-glutamine (B.D.H.)
This was made up to 100ml with distilled water and

the solution sterilised by Seitz filtration. It could be

kept at 4°C for 2-3 days and up to 1 week in the deep

freeze•

The Eagles culture medium for use in this experiment

was made to contain dialysed lactalbumin solution -

i.e. 90ml Eagles MEM + 10ml dialysed lactalbumin solution.

P.E. cells were collected from mice as described on

page 1 98, using Eagles MEM with heparin as the collecting

fluid. The cell concentration was adjusted to 1x10 cells

per ml and sterile Mackaness Chambers (see page 205) filled

with this suspension. The number of chambers set up per

experiment was usually as follows:
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TYPE OP RBC TO

BE USED

TEMPERATURE OP

INCUBATION

NO. OP CHAMBERS

isologous k°G 2

isologous 37°G k

isologous coated with 37°C k

anti-RBC antibody*

C+ve NZB/BL 37°C k

C-ve NZB/BL 37°C k

Balb/C 37°C k

C57BL 37°C h

TABLE 1. The components of the experiment to study the

uptake of RBC's by mouse P.E. cells. The experiment was

repeated at least 5 times for each strain and age group of

donors of P.E. cells.

*Anti-mouse erythrocyte antibody was produced in NZW
0

mice by two inoculations of 10 washed mouse erythrocytes

of the appropriate strain (see page 202). The minimum

haemolytic titre of the serum (heat inactivated at 56°C
for 30 minutes) was determined and one-tenth of that

concentration used to coat the RBC's for use in this

experiment as controls. Confirmation that the RBC's had,

in fact, been coated (by incubation of a 2.5% suspension

of RBC's in the antibody - containing serum at 37°C for 30

minutes, the serum having been heated, previously at 56°C
for £ hour to inactivate the complement) was carried out
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by the Direct Coombes Test (see page 202)*

The minimum haemolytic titre of the serum was taken

as that dilution of serum which, in the presence of 1,25

MHQ>* (minimal haemolytic doses) complement, would bring

about haemolysis of a 5% suspension of erythrocytes (equal

volumes of complement, erythrocytes and serum solution

being used) when incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes.

""''The M.H.D. of complement (Richardson's Preserved

Complement, Borough's Welcome) had been determined

previously in a chess board titration using a 2%

sensitised sheep erythrocyte system.

When the culture chambers were filled with P.E. cell

suspension they were incubated at 37°G for 1 hour to

permit adhesion of the macrophages to the glass coverslips.

At the end of this period the cell sheets were washed

in situ, three times with Eagles MEM, once with (a) Eagles

MEM with 10^ dialysed lactalbumin (page 201) or (b) Eagles

MEM with 10?b of the specified serum, and then the chambers

were filled with either (a) or (b). Thus treated, the

chambers were re-incubated at 37°C, in 5c/oC02 in air for

2k hours.

Approximately 2-3 hours before the end of the 2k hour

incubation period, mice were bled to obtain unclotted

erythrocytes as described on page 200 . These RBC's were

thoroughly washed 5 times in large volumes of sterile,

heparinised (100 units/ml) physiological saline, once in

Eagles MEM with lactalbumin or serum and finally adjusted
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to 0.5% concentration (*/v) in the appropriate (i.e. ^gles

MEM with lactalbumin or serum) medium.

Erythrocytes which had been coated with antibody

(vide supra) were treated in exactly the same way and

confirmed as antibody-coated by the Direct Goombes Test.

At 2k hours, the culture medium was removed from the

culture chambers and replaced by the 0.5% RBC suspension.

The chambers were re-incubated at 37°G (except for the i|°C
controls which were incubated at i+°G for 2 hours) in 5%

C0g in air for 2 hours. The 4°C controls were then
incubated at 37°G in air for 30 minutes to allow the

macrophages to re-adhere to the glass coverslips.

At the end of the incubation period, the cell sheets

were washed 3 times in situ, with Eagles MEM and the cells

fixed in 2.5% gluteraldehyde, (Taab Laboratories,

52 Kidmore End Road, Emmer Green, Reading) in cacodylate

buffer (Electron Microscopy. A Handbook for Biologists.

(Mercer & Birbeck, 1966). Blackwell Scientific

Publications, Oxford, 2nd Edition, 1966). The glass cover-

slips bearing the cell sheets were carefully removed from

the chambers. The cells were stained by Leishman stain and

the percentage of macrophages containing 1 or more

erythrocytes determined. At least 300 cells per cell

sheet were examined.

The chambers containing isologous erythrocytes and

isologous erythrocytes coated with antibody were controls,

as were also those incubated at i4°C.
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i 9 R
(b) The uptake of 1 -labelled Bovine Serum Albumin

(BSA) by P.L. cells.

Radio-iodination of Bovine Serum Albumin.

Proteins can be trace-labelled by substituting radio-

iodine in their tyrosine residue. Iodine is oxidised by a

suitable oxidising agent in the presence of protein.

Cationic iodine (l+) is formed, which, in alkaline solution,

substitutes mainly in the meta position of tyrosine

groups. Iodination of the other groups e.g. tryptophan,

can occur, but in the case of BSA it is thought to take

place exclusively in the tyrosine group (Hunter 1967). In

the method of Hunter & Greenwood (1962) the oxidising agent

is hypochlorous acid, formed by the slow dissociation of

chloramine-T in aqueous solution. By this method small

quantities of protein can be labelled with high efficiency

without recognisably altering the protein (Hunter 1967).

The chloramine-T method of Hunter & Greenwood (1962)

was used. 5mg BSA (Armour Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd.,

Eastbourne, England. Batch No. NM2072) in 0.25 ml phosphate

buffered saline (P.B.S. 0.15M pH8.2) and 3 mci 125I
(obtained from Clinical Endocrinology Research Unit, Forest

Road, University of Edinburgh and from Amersham

Radiochemical Centre) in 0.25 ml P.B.S. were mixed with

0.25 ml chloramine-T (sodium-p-toluene-sulphonchloramide s

500 ^g/ml) and allowed to react for 1 minute. The

chloramine-T was kindly provided by Dr. W.H, McSride of the

Bacteriology Department.
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The mixture was then transferred to a dialysis sac

via a 5 ml plastic syringe barrel, used as a form of funnel,

and 3x1 ml amounts of P.B.C. added via the syringe barrel.
1 ?5

The I-BSA was dialysed against P.B.S. for 2-3 days with

frequent changes of the buffer.

At the end of this period the volume of the dialysate

was made up to 5 ml with P.B.C. The k -emissious were

counted in a Nuclear Enterprises Mark I gammamatic. The

optical density (O.D.) was read at 280 m/e and the

concentration of BSA calculated by comparison with a

standard graph of the O.D's of samples of known N - content

(vide infra). The I-BOA solution was only used if the
1 25

I label was > 9T/o precipitated by 20^ trichloracetic

acid (T.G.A.).
125

The I-B3A was diluted to a concentration of
j" ^

approximately 100?f N/ml and 10-10 counts per second per

ml and specific activity Q.05-O.5 pci//Lg N, in the

appropriate medium.

A.ieldhal Method for the determination of the Nitrogen

Content of BBA and the preparation of a standard graph.

This is a method for the quantitiltive estimation of

nitrogen in organic compounds, based on the conversion of

the organic nitrogen into ammonium sulphate and subsequent

distillation of ammonia after the solution has been made

alkaline. The ammonia which distills over can be titrated.

1 spatula point of catalyst was mixed with 0.5 ml of

the sample solution and 0.8 ml concentrated (Analar)
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and the mixture digested for 1 hour in a Kjeldhal

apparatus. Controls were set up in which 0.5 ml distilled

water was used instead of the sample.

Standards were set up using a sample of known nitrogen

content (obtained from Dr. W.H. McBride).

The digested mixture was placed in the flask of the

Kjeldhal distillation apparatus and twice rinsed with

distilled water, the rinsings being added to the mixture.

10 ml N. NaOH was added until the mixture turned brown.

The mixture was distilled and the distillate collected into

4 ml 2c/o Boric acid (w/v). This was titrated against N/100

R2S0^ using methyl red indicator until the end point was
reached.

The amount of Nitrogen was calculated thus:-

1 litre N HgSO^ = 11+ g Nitrogen
1 ml N/100 H2S0^ = 140^ Nitrogen

/ 140 x each titration figure gives the Nitrogen

in the sample.

A series of different concentrations of BOA solution

were prepared, the N-content determined by the Ejeldhal

method and their Q.D. read at 2d0 m/^. The N-content was

plotted against the O.D. and the graph so obtained used to

show the N-content of subsequent samples of given O.D.

The medium used for the investigation of the P.N. cell
125

uptake of I-BSA was Eagles MEM supplemented with

dialysed lactalbumin. This lactalbamin was prepared in a

slightly different manner from that used by Habeshaw (1971).
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The procedure for its preparation is as follows.

Preparation of dial.vsed lactalbumin.

A saturated solution of lactalbumin (Difco lactalbumin

hydrolysate) in distilled water was prepared and allowed

to stand at 4°C overnight. Again, all the apparatus and

distilled water was sterile. The supernate was carefully

decanted into a sterile beaker and into this an evacuated

LKB filter (see diagram 2) was placed. The whole
o

assemblage was kept at 4 C until lactalbumin had been

drawn into the filter. This dialysate was sterilised by

Seitz filtration and stored in 20 ml aliquots in the deep

freeze.

The lactalbumin was incorporated into the medium as

follows.

(i) for use in the P.E. cell uptake of '"^I-BSA

Eagles MEM with 20% dialysed lactalbumin, oyster

glycogen (lg/100 ml medium) and L-glutamine (20mg/lQ0 ml

medium). This was sterilised by Seitz filtration and

could be stored at 4°C for up to 24 hours.

(ii) for use in the P.E. cell loss and degradation of

Eagles MEM with 20% dialysed lactalbumin, oyster

glycogen and L-glutamine as above, together with
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L-tyrosine (0.01M - 0.l8l2g/l00 ml medium). This was

sterilised by Seitz filtration and could be stored at 4°C
for up to 2k hours.

125
Method for the estimation of the uptake of I-BSA

the P.E. cells.

c

1x10 P.E. cells from the appropriate mice were put

into sterile Mackaness culture chambers, the macrophages

allowed to adhere to the glass coverslips and the cell

sheets washed, in situ, as described on page205. Lagles

MEM with 20% lactalbumin (vide supra) was used as the

culture medium. Sufficient chambers per experiment were

set up to allow removal of 4 chambers every 2 hours up to
1258 hours incubation in the I-BSA-containing medium, k

more at 16 hours and a final k at 2k hours. Each

experiment (i.e. for each strain and age group of mice

studied) was carried out at least 5 times, giving a

minimum of 20 chambers per time interval. Qontrols were

set up in which (a) there were no cells - to determine the

amount of isotope which adhered to the glass coverslips

and (b) the cell sheets were incubated at k°G for the

required period and then at 37°G for 30 minutes to allow

the cells to re-adhere to the coverslips. This permitted

the amount of isotope passively taken up by the cell outer

membranes to be determined. Subsequent treatment was the

same as for the other chambers.

The procedure was as follows. The Mackaness chambers,
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each containing 1x10 of the appropriate P.E. cells were

incubated at 37°G in 5% CO^ in air for 1 hour to allow the
macrophages to adhere to the coverslips. The cells were

washed, in situ, three times with Eagles MEM and then once

with Eagles MEM with 20% lactalbumin. The final washing

was removed and each chamber (including the controls)

filled with Eagles MEM with 20% lactalbumin containing

at the concentration of 100/N/ml and 10^-10^
counts per second per ml and specific activity 0.05-0.5

Mci/ugN.

The chambers were then incubated at 37°C in 5% CO2
in air (except for the ij.°C controls which were incubated

at k°G for the required length of time and then at 37°C
for 30 minutes to permit the cells to re-adhere to the

glass) for the required time.

At 2 - hourly intervals up to 8 hours and then at 16

and 2k hours, chambers were removed from the incubator and

the culture fluid removed. The cell sheets were washed 5

times with Eagles MEM and the final washing retained : the

tf-emissions in this final washing were counted. If these
2

were high (in the order of 10 per second) it was assumed

that isotope was still being washed off the surface of the

P.E. cells, and further washings were carried out until a

low level of radioactivity was obtained (i.e. not

significantly above background) in the final washing. The

coverslips bearing the cell sheets were fractured and all

the pieces placed in Wasserman tubes. The /-emissions

from these cell sheets were counted in the Nuclear
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Enterprised Mark I gammamatic. The amount of radio¬

activity taken up by the 2 control groups (vide supra)
was subtracted from that taken up by the experimental

cells, to give the amount of radioactivity taken up

actively by the cells.

(c) Method for the estimation of the loss and degradation

of ^^I-BSA b.v the P.E. cells.

Cell cultures were set up, incubated at 37°C in 5%

C02 in air for 1 hour and washed with Eagles MEM as Just
described. The design of the experiment regarding number

of chambers (except that no 16 hour samples were used s

those at 2,U,6,8 and 2k hours were studied) and controls

were the same. After the cell sheets were washed with

Eagles MEM with 20% lactalbumin, the chambers were filled

with Eagles MEM with 20% lactalbuain containing 12^I-BSA
o ,

as before. The cultures were incubated at 37 0 for 16

hours in 5% C02 in air.
At the end of this period, the radioactive medium was

removed, the cell sheets washed thoroughly (at least 5

times) with Eagles MEM with 20% lactalbumin, until there

was very little radioactivity left in the washings (i.e.

the f count was not significantly higher than background).

The chambers were re-filled with Eagles MEM with 20%

lactalbumin and L-tyrosine (see page 215). Tyrosine was

incorporated into the medium so as to minimise re-

125
adsorption of I-moieties of tyrosine (liberated) from

125
the cells during their period in I-BSA-free medium.
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One set of chambers was retained and the glass cover-

slips bearing the cell sheets fractured and the /-emissions

counted as previously described. This gave a record of
125

the amount of ^I-BSA actually taken up by the cells.

The remaining chambers were then re-incubated at 37°C in

5% C02 in air for periods up to 2k hours. Chambers were
removed every 2 hours up to and including 8 hours and then

at 21+ hours.

At that point (removal from the incubator) the

culture fluid was removed from the chambers placed in

asserman tubes and retained for /-emission counting.

Thus the amount of radioactivity released by the cells to
125

the I-BSA-free medium could be estimated. This medium

was treated with 0.5 ml 20% T.C.A. (w/v) per tube. The

contents of the tubes were thoroughly mixed and kept at
Q

k C for 1 hour. They were then centrifuged at 2,500 r.p.m.

at l+°C for 20 minutes in an M.S.E. Major centrifuge and

the supernates carefully transferred to clean Wasserman
125

tubes. This gave the amount of I-BSA degraded, since,

in its undegraded form, at least 97% (98»2 + S.D. 0.9) of

the radioactivity was precipitatable by 20% T.C.A. The

degraded BSA, mostly monomers of tyrosine (Ehrenreich &

Cohn, 1967) was not precipitated by 20% T.C.A. Thus the
125

amount of degraded BSA released by the cells to the I-

BSA-free medium could be determined. This was expressed as

125
a percentage of the total amount of ^I-BSA released

(i.e. in the supernate and the precipitate after treatment

of the culture fluid with 20% TCA) by the cultured cells.
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The glass coverslips bearing the cell sheets were

fractured, the fragments placed in Wasserman tubes and the

radioactivity counted in the Nuclear Enterprises Mark I

gammamatic. The amount of radioactivity lost from the cell
125

sheet during incubation in the I-BSA-free medium over

the period observed could be calculated by subtracting the

amount of radioactivity still present in the cell sheet at

that time from the amount of radioactivity present in the

cell sheets which were washed and whose radioactivity was

125
counted immediately after pulse-labelling with I-BSA

for 16 hours. This figure was expressed as a percentage to

enable comparisons between results from different strains

of mice to be made.

125
Corrections for the amount of I-BSA lost by the

control set incubated at 4°C for 2k hours (there was no

125
significant difference in the amounts of I-BSA lost at

Q -J C
k C over varying periods from 2-21+ hours in I-BSA-free

medium) were made and also for the "no-cell" controls.

These 2 experiments (A. uptake of ^^I-BSA and B. loss

and degradation of I-BSA) were carried out using P.E.

cells from the following mice. Both male and female mice

of each strain were used.
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mouse age (months) d.c.t. previous * total no. op

strain treatment mice used

nzb/bl 2-4 -ve None 80

nzb/bl 13-16 +ve it ko

Balb/C 2-k -ve it 160

Balb/C 13-16 -ve ti 110

cba 2-k -ve «• 40

cba 10-12 -ve ii 40

C57BL 2-k -ve ii 40

C57BL 8-12 -ve it 40

Table 2 : giving details of the age, Direct Coombes Test

(D.C.T.) and strains of mice used in

(a) the uptake of 1^I-BSA
1 <L 5

and (b) the loss and degradation of I-BSA by the

P. A. cells of the strains concerned. * Total number of

mice used - this is the number of mice which were required

to yield at least sufficient P.E. cells to fill 20

Ohambers per time interval for (a) and (b) plus controls.

Both (a) and (b) were broken down into 5 sub-experiments,

each with 4 chambers per time interval. The results of

these sub-experiments were combined, the averages taken and

the standard errors of the means calculated.

125
The uptake and loss and degradation of i-bsa was

only measured at 24 hours with both the gba and C57BL mice.
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1 2*5
The uptake of I-BSA by P.E. cells in the presence of a

protein synthesis inhibitor - parafluorophenylalanine.

P.E. cells from old, C+ve NZB/BL and old Balb/C mice

were cultured in Eagles MEM with 20% lactalbumin and
125

I-BSA as described earlier. However,

parafluorophenylalanine (Koch Light Laboratories Ltd) at

250 /*g/ml was incorporated into the medium. Any active

uptake of the antigen involving protein synthesis would

be prevented and so only the passive adsorption would be

observed.

Parafluorophenylalanine, an analogue of phenylalanine,

is incorporated into proteins in its place (tinnier & Cohen,

1959).

Methods for the study of the effect of the transfer of

lymphoid cells to recipients on day - 7. on the following

on day 0.

(a) the weight of the recipients' spleens

(b) the recipients' peritoneal exudate cell count
i 2 *5(c) the uptake, loss and degradation of I-BSA

by the recipients' P.E. cells in vitro.

As there have been several reports of (a) the success¬

ful transmission of HZB/BL disease to Balb/c mice and (b)
the induction of the disease at an early stage in the NZB/

BL strain itself by inoculation of live spleen and lymph
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node cells (Holmes, Gorrie & Burnet, 1961j Holmes & Burnet

1966; East, de Sousa, Prosser & Jag,uet, 1967; East &

Branca, 1969) it was decided to determine what effects

such cell transfers might have on the 3 aspects mentioned
125

above. The uptake, loss and degradation of the I-BSA

by the recipients* P.E. cells in vitro was studied as

previously described. Throughout the experiment the cells

were transferred within one sex (i.e. female to female and

male to male) in order to avoid any complicating factors.

Injections were made, intra peritoneally, on day - 7

and the P.E. cells harvested as before (see page 198) on

day 0. The spleens were removed from the recipient animals

on the day of sacrifice and were weighted immediately.

Where live cells (for preparation see page 221+) were

injected, 1 x10^ live (based on the trypan blue exclusion

technique) nucleated cells were used per recipient mouse.

In the one case where dead cells were used (dead spleen

cells from 13-16 month old C+ve NZB/BL mice) the cells were

killed by rapid freezing and thavdng to a viability of ^1%.

They were washed in Eagles MEM once to remove debris.
7

1x10 of these intact, killed nucleated cells were injected

on day - 7. Spleen and lymph node cells were prepared for

injection as follows.
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Preparation of live l.vmph node cells for injection purposes.

Mice were killed by cervical dislocation and their

inguinal lymph nodes removed asceptically and placed into

sterile bijoux containing Eagles MEM with heparin (100

units/ml). The lymph nodes were then gently ground up in

sterile glass homogenisers and the heavier clumps of

material allowed to settle out (the containers were kept on

ice during such times) or removed by gentl# centrifugation

(500 r.p.m. at h°C for 5 minutes in an MSE Major

Centrifuge). The viability of these nucleated lymphoid

cells was determined by the trypan blue exclusion technique,

and dilutions of the cell suspension made up to the

required concentration.

Preparation of live splenic lymphocytes for injection

purposes.

Mice were sacrificed by cervical dislocation and their

spleens removed asceptically into sterile bijoux containing

Eagles MEM with heparin (100 units/ml). The flat ends of

the spleens were cut off with sterile scissors and a 1 ml

syringe, with a 26 guage needle, containing 1 ml Eagles

MEM with heparin was inserted into the median line of the

other end (see diagram 3)» The medium was gently injected

into the spleen, causing the organ to swell and the cells

to exude from the cut end. Pressure was applied from the

uncut end towards the open ©nd with a sterile, blunt



instrument. The resultant cell suspension was used in the

experiments either untreated (i.e. in the cell transfer

experiments) or treated with "Boyles" solution (see

page 23k) to remove erythrocytes. The viability of the

lymphoid cell population was determined using the trypan

blue exclusion technique.

Treatment of spleen cells prior to their in.iection into

one group of recipients to ensure that none of the effects

following untreated cell suspension transfer were due to

the presence of macrophages in the 3pleen cell suspension.

To eliminate the carry-over of such macrophages to

the recipients, spleen cell suspensions from G+ve ilZB/BL

mice obtained as described on page 22k were filtered

through the barrel of a sterile 10 ml plastic syringe

packed with sterile cotton wool. The concentration of the

emergent cell suspension was adjusted to 1x10^ live

nucleated cells per ml and 1 ml injected intra peritoneally

into each of the recipients (young - 2-k month old - Balb/c

mice) on day - 7. The recipients' P.E. cell activity in
125

the presence of I-BSA was examined as on pages 267 & 270.

The results are to be found on page 286.

7 days after the intra peritoneal injection of the

specified cells (see Table U for details), the recipient

mice were killed by ether anaesthesia and their P.E. cells

collected as described on page 198. These P.E. cells were

kept on ice and their concentration determined, as soon as
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possible, using an Improved Naubeur Counting Chamber.

They were used in the in vitro study of the uptake, loss
125

and degradation of I-BSA (see page 267). Following

removal of the P.B. cells, the recipients' spleens were

removed, cleaned of any adherant fat and weighed immediately.

The two main groups of recipients in this section were

(a) 2-4 month old C-ve JZB/BL mice

and (b) 2-4 month old C-ve Balb/c mice.

Control groups for both (a) and (b) were set up

(1 ) to see the effect, If any, of the medium in which

the cells for transfer were to be suspended, on the

recipients' P.E. cell count, spleen weight and the activity

of their P.E. cells in the presence of 1 ^I-BSA
and

(2) to see the effect, if any, of their own, isologous,

age - matched cells on the above.

The results of these control groups were combined to

give "combined control groups" for both (a) and (b), with

which comparisons could be made in the cell transfer

experiments. Table 3 summarises the procedure carried out

in the formation of the "combined control groups".
126

The uptake, loss and degradation of ^I-BSA was

measured as previously described. 3 chambers per time

interval (minimum) were set up, together with controls, for

each sub experiment. 5 sub experiments per experiment were

performed. Thus for (a) the P.E. cell uptake of ^ ^I-BSA
and (b) the P.E. cell loss and degradation of ^ ^I-BSA

126
following pulse labelling with -'I-BSA, 15 chambers
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(minimum) per time interval per experiment were used. The

results for each sub experiment were combined, the

averages calculated and the standard errors of the means

determined.

Table 4 gives details of the type of cells donated,

the donors of the cells and the recipients of the cells.

The P.ii. cells of newly weaned Balb/c recipients of

spleen cells from C57BL mice were examined to study the

effect of a (§raft-versus-host (G.V.H.) reaction on their

activity.



RECIPIENT
AGEOF

D.C.T.OF
TREATMENTOF
NO.OFRECIPIENT
MINIMUMNO.OF
NO.OFMICE

MOUSE

RECIPIENT
RECIPIENT
RECIPIENT

MICEUSEDPER
CHAMB'-RSPER
USEDASDOtNORS

STRAIN

MICE (MONTHS)
MICE

MICE

EXPERIMENT

TIMEINTERVAL PEREXPERIMENT
OFCELLS

None

18

30

-

NZB/BL

2-k

C-ve

1mlEagles MEMintra-

18

15

-

peritoneally onday-7 1x107live,

pooledspleen

pooled

cellsfrom6

isologous

C-veNZB/BL

spleencells

mice.

from6age-

18

15

matched donorson day7



Balb/c

2-4

c-ve

ione

36

30

-

1mleagles MZki.ntra- peritoneally

36

15

-

onday-7 1x10^live,

pooledspleen

poolediso-

36

15

cellsfrom6-

logousspleen

C-veBalb/8

cellafrom

mice

6age-matched miceonday-7

TABLE3:ThecompositionofthecombinedcontrolgroupsofMZB/B1andBalb/Cmiceusedin thesectiondealingwithcelltransferspriortostudyingthelymphoidactivityofthe recipients7dayslater.Thesegroupswereusedforcomparisonwithgroupsofmicegiven intraperitonealinjectionsofvariouslymphoidcellsspecifiedintheabovetable. *No.ofrecipientmicegivenisthenumberusedperexperiment,theexperimentsbeing 125

(a)theuptakeaad(b)thelossanddegradationofI-BbAbytherecipients1P.F.cells Aa.vUr?*



DONORS

NO.OP

AGEOF

D.C.T.OP
TYPEOF

RECIPIENTS&
NO.OPRECIPIENTS
D.C.T.OF
MINIMUMNO.

OP

DONORS
DONORS

DONORS

CELLS

THEIRAGES
PEREXPERIMENT
RECIPIENT
OFCHAMBERS

CELLS

(MONTHS)

DONATED

PiRTIME INTERVALPER EXPERIMENT

JZB/BL

6

13-16

C+ve

Live spleen

NZB/BL 2-4months

12

C-ve

30

cells

Balb/C 2-kmonths

18

C-ve

30w
0

1

Killed

Balb/C

36

C-ve

30

spleen

2-kmonths
cells Live

Balb/C

18

C-ve

30

lymph

2-4months
node cells

I



lzb/bl

6

2-k

C-ve

Live spleen cells

Balb/C 2-bmonths

18

C-ve

30

Balb/C

6

13-16

G-ve

Live spleen

nzb/bl 2-Umonths

18

C-ve

30

cells

Balb/C 2-hmonths

18

C-ve

30

c57bl

6

5

C-ve

Live spleen cells

Balb/C: newlyweaned
18

C-ve

30

TABLEh«Theschemeofintraperitonealinjectionsoflymphoidcellsintoyoungrecipients priortodeterminingtheactivityoftherecipients*P.E.cellsinthepresence of125I-BSA.
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Method for the In vitro study of P.E. cell migration in

the presence of lymphocytes.

A modification of Boyden's double chamber (1962) was

used. A piece of polythene tubing, 10 cm long and 1 cm

internal diameter was used. To one end a Sartorious

membrane filter (Catalogue No. 11302 : diameter 13 mi !

pore size 3.0/0 was affixed with UHU glue. Into this

"container" was placed the P.E. cell suspension - see

diagram U. This piece of apparatus was then suspended 2 mm

above the base of a polypropylene bottle containing the

lymphocyte suspension. It was suspended by means of a

syringe needle, the ends of which were placed on the cross-

wires of a polythene test-tube rack. All the polythene and

polypropylene parts, together with the membrane, were

sterilised by U.Y. irradiation prior to their use, and when

in use, the apparatus was kept in a large, sterile polythene

box.

Spleens were removed asceptically from the mice and a

cell suspension prepared as described on page 22k. The

spleen cells were washed with Boyles solution (vide infra)

to remove erythrocytes. The resultant lymphoid cells were

6
washed once with Gey's solution and adjusted to 1x10

viable (by the trypan blue exclusion technique) nucleated

cells per ml.

P.E. cells were collected in the usual manner (page 198)
washed once with Gey's solution (vide infra) and also

resuspended in Gey's solution at a concentration of 1x10^
cells/ml.
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1ml of the appropriate lymphocyte suspension was

placed in the polypropylene bottles. The tests were

carried out in quadruplet and repeated 5-6 times.

1ml of the P.E. cell suspension was carefully pipetted

into the polythene tubes and these were gently lowered

into the polypropylene bottles and suspended there,

separated from the lymphocytes by the Sartorious membrane,

2 mm above the bottom of the bottles. This procedure was

carried out using a sterile cabinet and sterile equipment.

The tests were incubated in a sterile plastic box at
o

37 C in air for 3 hours. A control series was set up in

which Gey's solution only was placed in the polypropylene

bottles (i.e. to replace the lymphocytes).

At the end of the 3 hour incubation period, the

polythene tubes were removed from the polypropylene bottles

and the membranes processed as follows, by simply dipping

the membrane of the tubes into:-

Methanol 5 seconds

Rinse in distilled water

Stain in Mayer's haematoxylin 5 minutes

Rinse in distilled water

1$ acid alcohol 1 minute

Rinse in distilled water

"Blue" in Scott's tap water substitute 2-5 minutes

Rinse in distilled water

70$ ethanol 2 minutes

95$ ethanol 2 minutes

absolute ethanol 3 minutes
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The membranes could then be removed with forceps.

They were placed on microscope slides, the side which had

been in contact with the lymphocyte suspension being

uppermost, allowed to dry flat and mounted in D.P.X.

mountant on microscope slides. Those P.E. cells which had

migrated through the membrane could then be counted on the

membrane. The cells were counted at a magnification of

x250 on a Watson Microsystem 70 microscope and at least 10

fields per membrane examined. The results (page322) are

expressed as the number of cells per field.

Boyles* solution for the removal of erythrocytes from

lymphocyte suspensions.

0.83%(w/v) aqueous NH^Cl (Analar) 9 volumes
Tris buffer pH7.65 1 volume

(20.594g Tris base/litre adjusted to pH7.65 with HCl).

This was sterilised by Seitz filtration and kept under

sterile conditions at 4°C.

Treatment of the spleen cell suspension.

Spleen cell suspensions were obtained as previously

described. The cells were washed 3 times with Boyle's

solution (Boyle 1968) to remove the erythrocytes, the

lymphoid cells being spun at 2,000 r.p.m. on an MSE. Major

centrifuge at 4°C for 5 minutes between washings. This

was followed by a washing with Oey's solution. The

lymphoid cells were then resuspended in Q-ey's solution at
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a concentration of 1x10 viable cells per ml. The

viability of the cells was determined by the Trypan Blue

exclusion technique.

Gey's solution used in the study of the chemotactic action

of mouse lymphocytes in the presence of P.L. cells.

For 1 litre:

Solution A: (all chemicals Analar Standard)

NaCl 8.0g

KC1 0.315s

CaCl2 0.257g
MgCl2.6H20 0.21Og
NaH2P0^.2H20 0.150g
KH2P0^ 0.025g
NaHCO^ 0.250g
This was made up to 900 ml with distilled water and

autoclaved at 151b pressure per sq. inch for 15 minutes.

Solution B.

100 ml glucose solution of 20 mg/ml

Sterilisation was by Seitz filtration

Gey's solution was made up by adding solution A to B.

To 80 ml of this mixture, 20 ml sterile dialysed

lactalbumin (page 215) was added. Finally, to this 100 ml

was added 0.2 ml penicillin (200,000 units/ml) and 0.2ml

streptomycin (200,000 /xg/ml).
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Method for an In vitro test for the cytotoxicity of

lymphocytes for P.E. cells.

A simple apparatus designed to separate the two

populations of cells (P.E. macrophages and splenic

lymphocytes) was made from the clear plastic boxes used to

hold glass coverslips (Chance coverslips) and a piece of

plastic disposable syringe (see diagram 5). This gave a

tight-fitting container which could neatly hold a glass

coverslip at the bottom.

The plastic box was inverted and made into a "chamber".

A hole large enough to admit a 19 guage needle, but

no larger, was made in the lid with a red-hot 19 guage

needle.

A small piece of disposable 5 ml plastic syringe was

stuck to the underside of the "lid" with araldite and

allowed to adhere firmly. This had to have a capacity of

1.5 ml minimum (usually 2 ml) after the Millipore filter

had been affixed. It also had to clear the bottom of the

assembled chamber by about 3mm. The Millipore membrane

(pore size 0.8 /O was attached to the lower end of this

piece of syringe, also by araldite, or by UHU glue (both

equally effective under these circumstances). The whole

assemblage was sterilised by U.V. irradiation.

Sterile glass coverslips (sterilised in alcohol and

flamed) and sterile plastic disposable petri dishes were

also required.

P.E. cells were obtained in the usual way (page 1 98)
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using Eagles MEM with heparin as collecting fluid. The
6

concentration of cells was adjusted to 1x10 per ml. The

cells were labelled with ^ Cr (25 /uji/ml) in Eagles MEM

with 20% lactalbumin (page 21 5) for 1 hour at 37°C. The

sterile glass flask containing this cell suspension was

shaken gently throughout this period to prevent the

macrophages from adhering to the glass.

At the end of this period, sterile glass coverslips

were placed on the base of sterile plastic petri dishes

(these are flatter than glass ones and so more suitable).
This was done in a sterile cabinet to prevent contamination.

Onto each of the glass coverslips was carefully placed 1 ml
51

of the Cr-labelled P.E. cell suspension. The lids of

the petri dishes were replaced and the dishes placed in an

incubator at 37°C for 1 hour to allow the P.E. macrophages

to adhere to the glass coverslips.

During this 1 hour*s incubation splenic lymphocytes

were prepared as described on page 22U. These were

treated with Boyle's solution (page23h) to remove all the

erythrocytes, washed once in Eagles MEM with 20%

lactalbumin (page 215) and suspended in this medium to a

concentration of 1x10^ viable nucleated cells per ml.

These were stored on ice until required.

At the end of the 1 hour incubation period, the glass

coverslips now bearing the adhering P.E. cells labelled
51with Cr, were thoroughly washed with Eagles MEM and placed

on the base (cell sheet uppermost) of the plastic cover-

slip-box apparatus. 2 ml Eagles MEM with lactalbumin were
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carefully added. The lid of the apparatus was put in

position and 1 ml of the prepared lymphocyte suspension

gently injected through a 19 guage needle and syringe

through the hole in the lid of the apparatus into the

membrane-bearing plastic syringe compartment. The hole in

the lid was carefully sealed with a drop of paraffin wax

and the whole apparatus incubated at 37°C in 5% CO^ in air
for hours. Controls were set up in identical fashion,

but with 1 ml Eagles MEM with lactalbumin being substituted

for the lymphocyte suspensions. This enabled one to
51

establish how much Cr was being released by the P.E.

macrophages, over this period, on their own. At the end of

the 1+ hour incubation peridd, the coverslips were washed

with .ngles MEM, fractured and the fractured pieces placed

in Wasserman (W.R) tubes and the ^-emissions counted in

the Nuclear Enterprises Gammamatic.
51

The percentage of the Cr label, initially taken up

by the P.E. cells, lost by those cells was calculated.

The percentage loss due to the toxicity of the lymphocytes

for the P.E. macrophages was obtained by subtracting the

percentage lost by the P.E. macrophages incubated with the

lymphocytes.
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Method for the stimulation of splenic lymphocytes by

rhytohaemagglutinin (PHA).

A slightly modified method of Leventhal and Talal

(1970) was used. The medium used was Ragles M_iM

supplemented with 20)'o sterile foetal calf serum (obtained

from the Royal Dick Veterinary College, Edinburgh) and

4mM giutamine. For 100 mi of this medium the following

was required.

Eagles (Boroughs Welcome) TCM x 10 strength 10.0 ml

Penicillin (200,000 units/ml) - Glaxo 0.2 ml

Streptomycin (200,000 ug/ml) " 0.2 ml

Sterile foetal calf serum (Seitz filtered) 20.0 ml

L-glutamine (BDH) (mol.wt.1U6.a) Q.0584g

4.4% (w/v) NaHCO^ - to adjust pH to 7.2
Sterile distilled water to 100 ml

Spleen cells were obtained as described on page 224.

These were distributed among sterile W.R. tubes at a

concentration of 1 .5 x 10^ nucleated cells/ml. The

experiment was broken down into several sections.



(a) The viability of the lymphocytes.

This was determined by the trypan blue exclusion

technique. 1.5 x 10^ viable lymphocytes in 1 ml volumes

of the Eagles MEM with foetal calf serum and glutamine

(henceforth referred to as "foetal calf serum medium")

were added to sterile W.R. tubes which were then plugged

with sterile cotton wool. The tubes were incubated at

37°C in 5% CO^ in air for periods of time up to 120 hours.
Tubes were removed every 2k hours and the viability of the

lymphocytes in them measured.

(b) Estimation of the optimum concentration of PHA for

lymphocyte viability and stimulation.

Of necessity this experiment had to be combined with

(c). The PHA was Welcome Phytohaemagglutinin MR10 to

which was added 5 ml foetal calf serum per vial, to

dissolve the PHA. Dilutions were made up from this in

foetal calf serum medium.

(c) Estimation of the optimum amount of radioactive

Isotope (^H-Thymidine) required.

A chequerboard titration was set up combining (b) +

(c). That is, cells were set up with differing

concentrations of PHA and ^H-thymidine, in order to obtain

the optimum amount of the former in the presence of the

optimum amount of the latter. The PHA dilutions used were

1 in 50; 1 in 100; 1 in 150. A control series was set up

in which no PHA was incorporated, the volume being made up
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by foetal calf serum medium.

H-thymidine (specific activity 62 mci/mmole : mol.

wt.244) obtained from Amersham Radiochemicals Centre) was

used at 10,20,30 and 50 >tci/ml in foetal calf serum medium.

0.1 ml of the PHA solutions and 0.1 ml of the

3
H-thymidine solutions were used per tube.

The PHA was added to the cells at time 0 and the
x

H-thymidine 72 hours later. 24 hours later the cells

were harvested and processed as follows.

The cells were centrifuged at 2,500 r.p.m. at 4°C in

an M.S.E. Major Centrifuge for 10 minutes. The medium was

discarded and the cells were:-

(1 ) Washed once with 10% TCA (w/v) (1 ml per tube), to

precipitate the proteins. The tubes were kept on ice for

20 minutes to allow the TGA to act. The precipitates were

centrifuged at 2,500 r.p.m. at 4°Cm the M.S.E. Major

Centrifuge for 20 minutes, and the supernate discarded.

(2) The above step was repeated once.

(3) The precipitates were washed twice with 3% perchloric

acid, the procedure being as in step (1).

(4) Two washings with methylated spirits, with

centrifugation as before, followed.

(5) Two final washings, this time with ether, dried out

the precipitates.

(6) The precipitates were dissolved in 0.1 ml hyamine

(Nuclear Enterprises "Hyamine Hydroxide" 1.0 Molar

solution in Methanol) in a water bath for 1 minute

(absolute maximum time) and the resultant solutions
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suspended in 3 ml NE213 liquid scintillation fluid

(Nuclear Enterprises Ltd., Sighthill, Edinburgh).

Disintegrations were counted in the Nuclear Enterprises

Mark 1 Gammamatic ^-counter attachment.
This procedure permitted the determination of the

optimum concentrations of PHA and isotope required for the

experiment. Once this had been done, the experiment was

carried out as follows.

Splenic lymphocytes were prepared as described on

page 225 an<* adjusted to a concentration of 1.5x10^
viable cells per ml. Volumes of 1 ml of this cell

suspension were distributed among sterile 17.R. tubes and

these tubes stoppered with sterile cotton wool. To each

of half of these tubes was added 0.1 ml PHA solution (1 in

100 dilution - see page 335) and to the remainder 0.1 ml

foetal calf serum medium (Controls). The contents of the

tubes were thoroughly mixed and then incubated at 37°C in

5% CO^ in air for either U8 or 72 hours. Half the number
of tubes (control and PHA treated) were incubated for i+8

hours and the remainder for 72 hours, ensuring that each

group contained equal numbers of controls and PHA-

containing tubes. At the end of the appropriate incubation

period, 0.1 ml "*H-thymidine (20 /u3i/ml - see page 335) was

added to each tube and the tubes reincubated at 37°C in

3% CO^ in air. At the end of this second incubation
period, the cells were processed to permit determination

3
of H-thymidine uptake as just described.
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Method for the separation of splenic lymphocyte

suspensions into 5 fractions on the basis of their

adhesive properties b.y means of a glass bead column.

A glass column of i2+ mm internal diameter, length

36 cm. and then drawn to a neck of internal diameter

approximately 0.5 cm was used. To the neck was attached

a piece of rubber tubing which could be closed with a

spring clip. The column was filled with glass beads (3 mm

diameter) to 1+5-50 ml capacity and the whole thing

sterilised by autoclaving at 151bs pressure per square

inch.

Further requirements for the experiment were:

5 x 100 ml sterile measuring cylinders

5 x sterile centrifuge bottles (100 ml capacity)

3 x sterile 1 oz bottles

Sterile glass homogenisers.

Hanks medium was used in this experiment. The basic

medium was prepared as follows.

Hanks solution

Stock solution A.

(1) Ha CI 160.0g

KC1 S.Og

MgSO^ . 7H20 2.0g
MgCL2 . 6H20 2.0g
H20 800.0ml

(2) CaCl2 2.8g
H20 100.0ml
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These 2 solutions (1 ) and (2), were mixed slowly and

the volume adjusted to 1000 ml with water. 2.0 ml

chloroform was added to this solution and the Stock

solution stored in a polythene bottle at i|°C.
Stock solution B.

itegHPO^ . 12H20 3.04g
KHgPO^ 1 •2g
glucose 20.Og

water 800.0ml

To this solution, 100ml phenol red solution was added

and distilled water to make the volume up to 1000 ml. 2 ml

chloroform was added and the solution stored in the same

way as solution A.

Sodium bicarbonate solution.

NaHCO, 1 .kg
j

water 100 ml

This was sterilised in a container with a tightly

fitting screw cap at 91b pressure per aq_. inch for 10

minutes.

Hanks solution was made up by adding 1 volume Stock

solution A and 1 ml Stock solution B to 1 8 volumes

distilled water. This was steamed for hours for

sterilisation. To 20 ml of this mixture, 0.5 ml of the

sterile 1,k% NaHCO^ solution was added immediately before
use.

Variants of this medium were also prepared.

ESC was Hanks solution with 5% Normal rabbit serum5*

(MRS). E was Hanks solution without Ca++ and tog4+.
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ESV was Hanks solution without Ca++ and Mg++, with

5% NRS and 0.01 M Ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA).
*WRS was decomplemented by heating it at 56°C for 30

minutes before use.

3^ x column volume (1+0-4-5 ml) of ESC was required and

3 x column volume of ESV.

The column was prepared by pouring 20 ml ESC into it

and incubating it at 37°C for 30 minutes or so. 30 ml ESV

was measured and kept aside. The spleens were removed

from the mice in the usual manner (page 224) • They were

gently homogenised and their volume made up to 10 ml with

ESC. The cells were allowed to settle for 1 minute. The

suspension was then drawn into a 10 ml sterile syringe

through a 20 guage needle and expelled into a clean,

sterile 1 oz bottle. This procedure was repeated using a

23 guage needle. 10 ml ESC was added to this suspension

and this was incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. A white

cell count was done on this suspension using an Improved

Naubeur Counting Chamber. A differential white count,

stained by Leishman's stain was also carried out.

The clip at the base of the glass bead column was

kept closed and the cell suspension poured into the column.

The column was incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. At the

end of this period, the fluid was allowed to run out of

the column at a rate of 8 ml per minute, more solution

(ESC followed by ESV) being added so that the glass beads

of the column were always kept covered by the fluid.

Samples of 68 ml each were collected in the measuring
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cylinders. When the last of the ESV had been added (apart

from the 30 ml ESV kept aside previously) the column was

allowed to run dry. Then the 30 ml ESV was added and

allowed to run through the column. Five samples, in all,

of 66 ml each, were collected in the measuring cylinders.

The contents of these cylinders were transferred to the

centrifuge bottles and centrijPuged at 11+50 r.p.m. for 10

minutes in an M.S.E. Major Centrifuge at 1+°C. The

supernates were decanted off and the cells resuspended in

10 ml of E (the volume could be less if the number of

cells in some of the fractions was low). Yi/hite cell

counts were performed on each fraction and the total

number of lymphoid cells per fraction calculated.

Differential white counts were also examined.

An attempt was made to determine what percentage of

the cells in each fraction were "stimulated" by incubating

these same cells with erythrocytes and noting the number

of Rosette forming cells present.

Equal volumes of column cell-fractions and

suspensions of washed erythrocytes were mixed together and

incubated at i+°G overnight. The erythrocytes (previously

washed 6 times in sterile physiological saline with

heparin (100 units per ml) were used at a concentration

ten times greater than the concentration of lymphoid cells

in the fraction concerned (i.e. 10 erythrocytes per

lymphoid cell). The next morning the cells were gently

resuspended and the percentage of rosette-forming cells

counted under the microscope using an Improved Naeubeur

Counting Chamber.



RESULTS
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The Uptake of Erythrocytes (RBC's) by Peritoneal Exudate

(P.E.) cells.

Preliminary Experiments:

It was necessary to know the degree of activity shown

by the P.E. cells of "normal" mice (e.g. C57B1, CBA) - that

is, a strain not prone to autoimmune manifestations, against

isologous RBC's. Incorporation of such controls in

experiments gave an indication as to whether the cultures

were contaminated or not. Staphylococcal infections

increase the uptake of isologous RBC's whilst bacillary

infections lower the activity against isologous, antibody-

coated RBC's (Habeshaw, 1971).

RBC's were coated with inactivated (heated at 56°C
for 30 minutes) anti-mouse RBC serum as described on

page 202 . They were used at a concentration of 0.5%

(v/v) in Eagles MEM with 10% lactalbumin (page 207).

Fresh, washed RBC's, not coated with antibody, were also

used, suspended at a concentration of 0.5% in Eagles MEM

with 10% lactalbumin. Results are given in the following

table.



P.E.CELLSOURCE
RBCSOURCE

ANTIBODY-

*INDEXOF

-STANDARDERROR

COATED

ACTIVITY

OFTHEMEAN

C-veC57B1mice
C-veC57B1

NO

0.60

0.02

aged3months

miceaged

YES

96.05

0.1U

3months

C-veCBAmice

C-veCBA

NO

0.59

0.02

aged3months

miceaged

YES

95.99

0.18

3months

Table5.The"IndexofActivity"ofP.E.cellsinthepresenceofisologousRBC's whichwere(a)notcoatedand(b)coatedwitharabbitanti-mouse(specific)
-RBCserum. *IndexofActivity:ThisisthepercentageofP.E.cellsadheranttothe

glasscoverslipsoftheMackanessChamberswhichcontained1ormoreRBC's. Atleast300P.E.cellswereexaminedpercoverslip.



TheUptakeofErythrocytes(RBC'a)byPeritonealExudate(P.K.)Cells* CombinationofP.E.cells,RBC'sandculturemediumsupplementsweresetupasin thefollowingtable. P.E.CELLSOURCE C-veBalb/cmice aged2-3months Control-
C-veBalb/cmice aged13-16months Control-

RBC'sUSED

MEDIUMSUPPLEMENTEDWITH

Balb/c;C+veNZB/B1;C-veNZB/BljC57B1 Balb/ccoatedwithanti-mouseRBC Balb/c;C+veNZB/B1;C-veHZB/B1;C57B1 Balb/ccoatedwithanti-mouseRBC
10$lactalbumin 10$C+veNZB/B1serum 10%C-veNZB/B1 10%Balb/cserum 10%lactalbumin 10%lactalbumin 10%C+veNZB/B1serum 10%C-veNZB/B1w 10%Balb/cserum 10%lactalbumin

1

to -pr
I

I



C-veNZB/B1mice aged2-4months

Balb/c;C+veNZB/B1;C-veNZB/B1;C57B1
Control-

C+veNZB/B1mice aged13-16months
C-veNZB/B1coatedwithanti-mouseRBC Balb/c;C+veNZB/B1;C-veNZB/B1;C57B1

Control-

C+veNZB/B1coatedwithanti-mouseRBC
10$lactalbumin 10$C+veNZB/B1serum 10$C-veNZB/B1" 10$Balb/cserum 10$lactalbumin 10$lactalbumin 10$C+veNZB/B1serum 10$*M.E.C+veNZB/B1serum 10$C-veNZB/B1serum 10$Balb/cserum 10$lactalbumin

Table6.ProtocolofexperimentdesignedtoinvestigatetheuptakeofRBC'sbyP.E. cellsinthepresenceofthespecifiedmedium(EaglesMEM)supplements. *M.E.Mercaptoethanol-treatedserum-seepage254.



P.E.CELL SOURCE

MEDIUMSUPPLEMENT
Balb/c

C+veNZ3/B1
C-veNZ3/B1
C57B1

IJ0LQG0U3& ANTIBODY*

Balb/c miceaged 2-4months
10;tlactalbumin 10;/:C+veHZB/B1serum 10?5C-veNZB/B1eerum 10%serumfromBalb/c miceaged2-4months
0.72-0.07 78.90^2.52 0.84-0.19 0.80^0.20

65.20^2.40 2.08^0.56 63.60^2.25 60.10^2.83
3.31-0.68 88.60^2.31 2.98-0.51 3.40^0.66
5.95-0.67 79.84-2.82 4.96-0.62 6.OO-O.65
95.86-2.85

Balb/c miceaged 13-16 months

10/1actalbumin 10/C+veNZ3/B1serum 10C-veNZB/B1serum 10%serumfromBalb/c miceaged13-16months
0.87-0.17 80.60^3.21 0.74-0.14 0.77-0.19
73.80^2.05 4.06-0.69 75.20^2.53 70.60-2.81
4.48-0.36 84.96-2.03 5.55-0.19 4.30^0.53
9.34-0.93 79.83-2.64 8.33^1.01 9.45^1.02
96.71-1.87

C-ve NZB/B1 miceaged 2-4 months

10:lactalbumin 10/C+veNZB/B1serum 10/C-veNZB/B1serum 10/pooledBalb/c serum

1 .05-0.28 78.76-3.06 1.03-0.31 0.96-0.16
73.93-2.45 1.98-0.31 74.50^2.75 73.62-2.31
0.76^0.12 75.21-2.81 0.85-0.08 0.68-0.10
7.93-1.42 78.38-2.21 8.05-1.15 8.15^0.50
97.20-3.84



C+ve .NZB/B1 miceaged 13-16 months

10%lactalbumin 10%C+veNZB/B1serum 10%C-veNZB/B1serum 10%pooledBalb/c aspum 10%M.E.treated C+veNZE/B1serum
4.61-0.39 78.85-3.80 5.21-0.67 4.50^0.41 76.25-3.08
88.64-3.08 3.77-0.69 87.25-3.24 86.84-4.24 2.54-0.26
5.22-0.76 89.64-2.30 )i 4.84-0.09 4.23^0.30 75.08-3.11
12.67-0.64 i1!'lf 81.58-2.48

t»! 12.72-0.55 »t 11.38-0.74 75.82-3.03
99.87-3.56

*Isologous+ab:isologousRBC'scoatedwithanti-mouseRBCantibody.Theseserve asacontroltogetherwiththeuntreatedisologousRBC's.
Table7:ThepercentageofP.E.cellscontaining1ormoreRBC's(indexActivityof P.E.cells)aftercultivationwithan0.5%suspensionoferythrocytes.Incubationwas inEaglesMEM,supplementedasdetailed,for2hoursat37°Cin5%C02inair,inEagles MEMwith10%lactalbuminfor24hourspriortothis.Standarderrorsofthemeansare included.Unlessotherwisestated,isologoussera&RBC'susedtogether,werefrom age-matchedmice.
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Peritoneal Exudate (P.E.) cell uptake of isologous BBC's.

Table 7 shows that when P.E. cells were incubated, in

Eagles MEM with lactalbumin, with washed, fresh isologous

RBC's from age-matched mice, the proportion of P.E. cells

containing 1 or more RBC at the end of the 2 hour

incubation period was always less than 1%, except in one

case. The exception was when C+ve NZB/B1 mouse P.E. cells

were used. When incubated with G+ve NZB/B1 RBC's

(isologous), there was an average of 88.61+% of these cells

(P.E. cells) which contained 1 or. more RBG. This was

highly significantly more (p <0.001) than in the other

P.E. cell - isologous RBC systems.

When the isologous erythrocytes were coated with

rabbit anti-mouse erythrocyte serum, the average percentage

of "active" P.E. cells (i.e. those containing 1 or more

erythrocytes) rose to between 95.86 - 99.87 (see table 7).

There were no significant differences between these figures

irrespective of the P.E. cell source.

The uptake of RBC's b.v Balb/c P.E. cells cultured in

Eagles MEM with lactalbumin.

Both the old (13-16 month old) and young (2-3 month

old) Balb/c mice yielded P.E. cells which conformed with

the above results. Their uptake of C+ve NZB/B1 RBC's was

significantly higher (p <0.001) both in the case of P.S.

cells from young and old Balb/c mice than their uptake of

C-ve NZB/B1 RBC's. Their uptake of C+ve NZB/B1 RBC's was

far greater than their uptake of RBC's from a non-
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histocompatible strain, the C57B1 mice (see Table 7). On

the whole, the P.E. cells from the older Balb/c mice were

significantly (p <10.001 ) more active in ingesting RBC's than

were those of the younger Balb/c mice.

The Effect of Sera on the Uptake of RBC's by Balb/c

P.E. cells.

No significant effect (p £ 0.05) was observed when

serum from C-ve NZB/B1 or Balb/c mice was incorporated into

the medium instead of lactalbumin (see table 7). However,

when C+ve NZB/B1 serum was used, a highly significant

(p< 0.001) increase was observed in the uptake of RBC's

from Balb/c, C-ve NZB/B1 and C57B1 mice by the P.E. cells

of both young and old Balb/c mice (see table 7). This was

reversed when C+ve NZB/B1 erythrocytes were used in

conjunction with C+ve NZB/B1 serum in the medium. In this

instance there was a highly significant (p ^-0.001) fall in

the percentage of P.E. cells with ingested erythrocytes.

The Uptake of RBC's b.v P.E. cells from NZB/B1 mice

g&ltured in Eagles MEM with lactalbumin.

With C+ve NZB/B1 mice, the uptake index of activity

of RBC's from age-matched isologous mice (i.e. C+ve NZB/B1

RBC's) was greater than \% (vide supra). With Balb/c,

C57B1, CBA and C-ve NZB/B1 mice this index (see also

preliminary experimental results, page 2h7)> had

consistently been less than 1%. The increased activity

noted with the C+ve NZB/B1 strain was highly significant
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(p <10.001 ). The uptake of histocompatible Balb/c RBC's

(H-2 ) by both C+ve and C-ve NZB/Bl P.E. cells was not

significantly (p^0.05) different from their respective

uptake of C-ve NZB/B1 RBC's. The uptake of C57B1 RBC's
was highest (p <10.001) with P.E. cells from C+ve NZB/Bl

mice; higher than with P.E. cells from C-ve NZB/B1 or

young or old Balb/c mice. This again reflected the higher

level of "uptake of antigen" activity in the older members

of this (NZB/Bl) strain of mice.

The Effect of sera on the uptake of RBC's by P.E. cells

from NZB/Bl mice.

Once again the serum from Balb/c or C-ve NZB/Bl

mice had no significant effect (p<^0.05) on the uptake of

these P.E. cells (table 7). Both the C+ve NZB/Bl and the

2-mercaptoethanol-treated C+ve NZB/Bl serum (vide infra)

brought about an increase (p< 0.001) in the percentage of

P.E. cell8 from C-ve and C+ve NZB/Bl mice containing

erythrocytes except when C+ve NZB/Bl erythrocytes were

used. When C+ve NZB/Bl erythrocytes were suspended in

Eagles MEM containing C+ve NZB/Bl serum, there was a

highly significant drop in the percentage of P.E. cells

(irrespective of their source) containing 1 or more RBC

(see table 7). This could have been brought about by

immunoglobulins directed against RBC antigens, present in

the serum. The fact that these hypothetical immuno¬

globulins were active against all 3 strains of mouse RBC's,

suggest that they are not specific for the major
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histocompatibility antigens (C57B1 - H—2^ : NZB/B1 and

Balb/c - H-2d). That there are antibodies present in the

sera of C+ve NZB/B1 mice directed against RBG antigens is

well documented (Bielschowsky, Helyer & Howie, 1959}

Helyer & Howie, 1963; Howie & Helyer, 1968; Linder &

Edgington, 1972 & 1973)«

An attempt was made to see whether this responsible

antibody/antibodies was/were IgG or IgM. Mercaptoethanol-

treatment of C+ve NZB/B1 serum was performed as described

on page 25 7. Such treatment disrupts the disulphide bonds

in macroglobulins (Uhr & Finkelstein, 1963) and any

antibody activity remaining after such treatment can

reasonably be considered to be due to the 7S or IgG immuno¬

globulins.

The results obtained after mercaptoethanol-treatment

of the C+ve NZB/B1 serum suggest that the serum factor

responsible for increasing the uptake of Balb/c, C57B1 and

C-ve NZB/B1 (see table 8) erythrocytes and for lowering the

uptake of C+ve NZB/B1 erythrocytes, might be IgG.

Mercaptoethanol (M.E.) treatment of serum.

0.2M mercaptoethanol (Koch Light Laboratories, Coin

brook, Bucks, England) was prepared in phosphate buffered

saline (PBS) pH7.0. Tubes were set up as shown in table 8.
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0.2M. M.E. PBS pH7.0 Serum

Control

TEST-SERUM 0.6 ml

1 .0 ml

O.U ml

0.2 ml

0.2 ml

Table 8. The requirements for the Mercaptoethanol-

treatment of serum to destroy disulphide bonds.

The tubes were stoppered, the contents mixed

thoroughly and left at room temperature, in a fume

cupboard, overnight. The contents of the tubes were then

dialysed against PBS pH7»0 for 3 days, with frequent

changes of buffer, at room temperature. The dialysates

were then measured and consequently the serum dilution

noted. Sufficient serum was treated in this way to permit

preparation of 10% serum medium (i.e. equivalent of 10 ml

untreated serum per 100 ml medium).
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1 25
The Uptake, Loss and Degradation of I-BSA b.v mouse

P.E. cells.

A. Preliminary studies*

Since comparisons were to be made between the

activities of P.E. cells from the different strains of

mice (Balb/c, NZB/B1, CBA and C57B1) in the presence of
125

I-BSA, in vitro, it was necessary to determine the

percentage of P.E. cells in these strains which, when

cultured in Mackaness chambers, did actually adhere to the

glass. There was no point in filling each chamber with
c

1x10 P.E. cells from these strains only to discover that

each strain had a different percentage of cells adhering to

the coverslips. The important factor was the comparison

between the amount of labelled antigen taken up by equal

numbers of phagocytic (glass-adherant) cells from each

strain of mice.

In order to determine the percentage of adhering cells

in the P.E. cell suspensions from these mice, Mackaness

chambers were set up in the usual way (page 205) and filled
6

with 1x10 P.E. cells in Eagles MEM with 20% lactalbumin

(page 215) from the h strains of mice. The chambers were

incubated for 1 hour at 37°G in 5% CO^ in air. The cell
sheets were washed as described previously, but all the

washings were retained.

Each chamber's washings were carefully centrifuged at

1 ,000 r.p.m. at !i°C in an M.S.E. Major centrifuge, and the

pellet resuspended in a constant volume (1ml) of Eagles MEM.
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The cell count in each of these suspensions was determined

using an Improved Naubeur Counting Chamber. These cell

counts were expressed as a percentage of the original

1x10^ cells put into the Mackaness chambers. The

percentage of cells remaining in the Mackaness chambers

(glasa-adherant) could easily be calculated from this.

The results are given in Table 9.
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MOUSE STRAIN AGE OF

MICE

(MONTHS)

% P.E. CELLS WHICH HAD

ADHERED TO THE GLASS

COVERSLIPS

- STANDARD ERROR OF MEANS

MINIMUM

NO. OF

CHAMBERS

EXAMINED

NZB/B1 C+ve 13-16 72.01+
+

2.63 20

NZB/B1 C-ve 2-1+ 70.00
+

1.01+ 20

Balb/c 13-16 69.23
+

2.71+ 20

Balb/c 2-1+ 68.35
+

2.33 20

CBA 10-12 68.51+
+

3.05 20

CBA 2-1+ 67.95
+

2.72 20

C57B1 8-12 67.96
+

2.20 20

C57B1 2-1+ 67.02
+

2.38 20

Table 9. The percentage macrophages (glass-adherant cells)

present in the peritoneal exudate harvested from untreated

mice.

Whilst there was a tendency for older mice to have a

higher percentage of adhering macrophages in the peritoneal

exudate than younger mice of the same strain, there were no

significant differences (p>0.05). Furthermore, although

the NZB/B1 strain had a higher average percentage of

adhering macrophages, this was not significantly higher

than that of the other strains (p>0.05 in all cases).

From these results it could safely be assumed that the
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comparisons between the uptake, loss and degradation of
125

I-BSA by the P.E. cells of the strains of mice used

would reflect genuine differences between activities of

constant numbers of cells.

Owing to reports by Cohn (1966) that normal rabbit

serum (NRS), a common constituent of cell culture media,

might be, and probably is, cytotoxic for macrophages, it was

decided to investigate the possibility of substituting

lactalbumin for the NRS. The effect of heating NRS at

56 C for 30 minutes was also investigated.

Eagles MEM was prepared as before (page 199).

Variations of this medium were prepared by the addition of

one of the following:

1. 20$ NRS

2. 20$ heated (56°G for 30 minutes) NRS

3. 50$ NRS

il. 50$ heated (56°C for 30 minutes) NRS

5. 10$ lactalbumin - for preparation see page

6. 20$ lactalbumin

7. 50$ lactalbumin

Mice of the GBA strain, of both sexes, and aged

between 8-12 months were used. The P.E. cells were

collected as before (page 198) using Eagles MEM with heparin

(100 units/ml) as collecting fluid. <£heir concentration was

adjusted to 1x10^ cells per ml. Mackaness chambers were
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filled with these cell suspensions, the cells incubated at

37°C for 1 hour in 5% CO^ in air : the cell sheets were
then washed in the accustomed manner.

Controls were set up as follows:

(a) No cell control: chambers were treated as if they

contained cells, but, in fact they did not. They were

washed and incubated in the same way as the other chambers.

These gave an indication of the amount of radioactivity

absorbed by the glass itself.

(b) Cell control at U°C: these chambers contained cells,

which after the initial 1 hour incubation at 37°C to

permit adherance of the macrophages to the glass, were

125
washed and then incubated in the I-BSA medium for 2k

hours at i4°C. Before the final washing and counting

procedures, these chambers were again incubated for 1 hour
o

at 37 C to allow the P.E. cells to readhere to the glass.

This series of chambers gave an indication of the amount
125

of I-BSA passively taken up by the P.E. cells.

All the chambers, including the controls, were

incubated in Eagles MEM with the required supplement (NRS
125

or lactalbumin - see page 259) and I-BSA at a concentration
5 6

of 100/N/ml and 10 -10 counts per sec. per ml and a

specific activity of 0.05 - 0.5 /^ci//^g N. The incubation

period was 2k hours. The cell sheets were washed as on

page 205 and the emissions of the cell sheet counted on

the Nuclear Enterprises Gammamatic. The amount of radio¬

activity absorbed by the glass coverslips themselves (no-

cell control) was deducted from the other results, to give
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the amount of radioactivity taken up by the cells them¬

selves. The results (Table 10) are expressed as a ratio.

This ratio is the ratio of the amount of isotope taken up

by cells incubated at 37°C to that taken up by cells

incubated at i|°C.
Prom these results, the following conclusions were drawn.

(1 ) the MRS is somewhat toxic, especially when used at a

concentration of 50%.

(2) that this toxicity could be reduced by heating the
o

serum at 56 G for 30 minutes, where the serum is used

at a 20$! concentration.

(3) whilst 20% HNRS gave a higher ratio of uptake at 37°G
to that at i+°C, than 20% lactalbumin, the counts for

the lactalbumin were higher and thus fell within a

range more efficiently counted by the /-counter

used. These counts were thus probably more accurate.

(1+) that 50% lactalbumin was too viscous, perhaps, at U°C
and so the control was useless. Also, it might be

slightly toxic as the results at 37°C were somewhat

similar to those using NRS.

Finally, it would seem that the medium giving optimum

results is that containing 20% lactalbumin. This medium

has the advantage that lactalbumin is available in bulk and

so far more experiments can be carried out using the same

batch. Furthermore, "normal" rabbit serum is a somewhat

ill-defined substance, the constituents of which may vary

considerably from bleeding to bleeding and from rabbit to

rabbit.



EAGLES MEM CELL SHEET - TEMPERATURE RATIO OF

SUPPLEMENTED WITH COUNTS PER k OP UPTAKE AT

SECONDS - S.E. INCUBATION - 37°C TO i+°C
oC

10$ lactalbumin 203 - 10.72 1+°

10% " 3U9 - 11.63 37° 1 .82

20% 262 - 6.9U 1+°

20% " 571 - 10.07 37° 2.18

50% M 167 - 6.27 1+°
50% " 11+2 - 7.16 37° 1 .0

20% NRS 81 - 1+.03 1+°

20% NRS 106 - 1+.70 37° 1.31

20% HNRS 63 - 1+.1+7 1+°
20% HNRS 176 i 5.36 37° 2.72

50% NRS 150 - 7.16 1+°
50% NRS 137 - 6.27 37° 1 .0

50% HNRS 56 - 3.58 1+°
50% HNRS 96 - 6.91+ 37° 1 .71

Table 10: The effect of supplementary compounds in the
125

culture medium on the uptake of 'I-BSA over 21+ hours at

ij°C and 37°C in 5% C02 in air (results are the averages -
standard error of the mean of at least 20 chambers and the

pooled P.E. cells of 16 mice per medium supplement).
NRS - Normal Rabbit Serum obtained from healthy,

untreated, conventionally housed New Zealand White (NZW)

rabbits.

HNRS - NRS heated at 56°C for 30 minutes to inactivate

complement.
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The results obtained using 20% lactalbumin gave

higher counts, as mentioned earlier, and these fell within

a more accurate counting range.

Microscopic examination by phase contrast microscopy

or following fixation with gluteraldehyde and staining

with Leishman stain, of the macrophage sheets cultured in

20% lactalbumin revealed a healthy-looking cell sheet,

whereas with the MRS and the HMRS there was a higher

proportion of rounded, unhealthy looking cells. Therefore

it was concluded that, 20% lactalbumin - Eagles MEM was

the medium of choice.

At this point however, it was decided to ensure that
125

the uptake of I-BSA by the P.E. cells was indeed an

active process (Cohn & Benson, 1965 : Cohn, 1966) and not

due to some alteration in the permeability properties of

the membranes brought about by the incorporation of the

lactalbumin in the medium. Therefore, an experiment

incorporating parafluorophenylalanine (Koch Light

Laboratories ^fctd.) at 250 ug/ml into the Eagles MEM with

20% lactalbumin was carried out. The effect of the

125
parafluorophenylalanine on the uptake of I-BSA was

studied, the procedure for this study being the same as

that described on page216 apart from the addition of the

parafluorophenylalanine.

The results are given in Table 11.
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MEDIUM RATIO OF UPTAKE OP 125I-BSA AT

37°C TO THAT AT k°C OVER 2k

HOURS -S.E.

20% lactalbumin in

Eagles MEM

2.21 - 0.12

20% lactalbumin in

Eagles MEM + parafluoro-

phenylalanine (250/«g/ml)

0.98 - 0.07

Table 11 : The effect of 250/tA.g/ml parafluorophenylalanine
in the Eagles MEM supplemented with 20% lactalbumin, on

the ratio of the uptake of 12"*I-BSA.at 37°G to that at Z+°C
over 2k hours in 5% CO2 in air, by P.E. cells from CBA
mice aged 3-6 months. Results are the average of 12

chambers per medium. Standard errors of the means (S.E.)
are given.

Prom these results it could safely be assumed that
12 3

the uptake of I-BSA observed in Eagles MEM supplemented

with 20% lactalbumin was an active process (Cohn & Benson

1965 : gohn, 1966).
1 25

Further studies on the uptake of I-BSA were

carried out over a time - course experiment in the

presence of parafluorophenylalanine (250 /Ag/ml). The P.E.
cells involved were from
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(a) old (13-16 months) C+ve N2B/B1 mice

and (b) old (13—16 months) C-ve Balb/c mice.

The results of these studies are included in Table 13

and figures 1 & 2.

Peritoneal Exudate (P.E.) cell uptake, loss and

degradation of ^2^I-BSA in vitro.

The decision to use 20^ lactalbumin in the culture

medium in the study of the uptake, loss and degradation
125

of I-BSA by mouse P.E. cells having been taken, the

experiments were designed as follows.

Sufficient mice were sacrificed (by ether

anaesthesia) to give P.E. cells to fill U chambers

(minimum) with 1x10^ cells each, per time interval plus

controls. Thus for 1 experiment, to give a time - course

uptake over 2h hours the following were required

(Table 12).
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PERIOD OP INCUBATION IN

125I-BSA MEDIUM (HOURS)

TEMPERATURE

OP

INCUBATION

(°c)

NO. OP

CHAMBERS

REQUIRED

(MINIMUM)

" NO-CELL" CONTROL - 21+ hours 37° 1+

CELL CONTROL - 21+ hours 1+° 1+

EXPERIMENTAL - 2 hours 37° 1+

1+ hours 37° 1+

6 hours 37° 1+

8 hours 37° k

16 hours 37° 1+

21+ hours 37° 1+

Table 12: Protocol for the experiment studying the
125

uptake, loss and degradation of I-BSA by mouse P.E.

cells.

The experiment was repeated at least 5 times, thus

giving a minimum of 20 chambers per time interval.
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MOUSE STRAIN aoe(months) d.g.t. incubation average cell

time at 3heet - S.e.

37°C O.P.M. x 103
(hours)

nzb/b1 2-b C-ve 2 5.5 - 0.13

k 8.1 - 0.U6

6 15.3-1.02

8 10.k - 0.75

16 10.9 - 0.53

2k 10.5 - 0.^3

Balb/c 2-k O-ve 2 U.O - 0.26

k U.3 - 0.31

6 5.8 - 0.35

8 5.7 - 0.05

16 11.6 - 0.37

2k 11.0 - 0.3k

nzb/B1 13-16 C+ve 2 12.5 - 0.35

k 26.8 - 0.67

6 26.3 - 0.76

8 15.6 - 0.26

16 26.8 - 0.U6

2k 31.5 - 0.38

Balb/c 13-16 c-ve 2 5.9 - 0.35

k 7.5 - 0.38

6 7.8 - O.kk

8 15.8 - 0.32

16 16.7 - 0.2+7

2k 19.2+ - 0.52
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mouse STRAIN AGE(months) d.c.t. incubati02* average CELL

time at shi^et - S.e.

37°c G.p.M. x 103
(HOURS)

gba 2-u C-ve 21+ 3.2 - 0.22

cba 10-1 2 G-ve 21+ 8.5 - 0.23

c57b1 2-1+ G-ve 21+ 10.1+ - 0.27

c57b1 8-12 C-ve 21+ 15.9 - 0.30

* nzb/bi 13-16 C+ve 2 3.8 - 0.28

1+ 1+.7 - 0.38

6 5.9 - 0.1+6

8 1+.9 - 0.33

21+ 3.8 - 0.22

*Balb/c 1 3-16 C-ve 2 1.8 - 0.07

1+ 2.1 - 0.19

6 1.8 - 0.12

8 2.9 - 0.21

21+ 3.5 - 0.15

Table 13: The uptake of 123I-BSA by P.E. cells at 37°C
in 5% C02 in air over 21+ hours. Results have been

125
corrected for passive uptake of I-BSA by P. cells at

1+0°C and by glass coverslips at 37°C and are expressed as

counts per minute (C.P.M.).

*Parafluorophenylalanine (250 ug/ml) incorporated
12 5

into the I-BSA nagles MEM supplemented with lactalbumin

for these experiments.

Standard errors of the means (S.E.) are included.
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The P.E. cell uptake of 1<:"^I-B3A.

(a) The uptake of 12^I-BSA b.v P.E. cells in the presence

of parafluorophenylalanine.

As can be seen from Figs. 1 & 2 and Table 13, less

isotope (labelled BSA) was taken up by the P.E. cells when

they were cultured in the presence of parafluoropheny-

lalanine than in its absence (p <^0.001), thus, once again

supporting the view that the BSA was taken up by an active

process.

(b) The uptake of ^^I-BSA by P.E. cells.

(i) Comparison between the activity of P.E. cells from

NZB/B1 mice aged 2-U months and from NZB/B1 mice

aged 13-16 months.

Throughout the whole 2k hours of incubation in Eagles

MEM with lactalbumin and ^2^I-BSA, there was a highly

significant difference (p 0.001) between the activity of

the P.E. cells of these 2 groups of mice (see Fig. 1 and

Table 13). An interesting, though at present inexplicable,

feature, was the peak of activity observed with P.E.

cells from both groups of mice between k and 6 hours

incubation. This result was a consistent finding in each

experiment using these two groups of mice. Overall, the

P.E. cells of the older mice showed a much higher activity

in the uptake of 12^I-B8A.
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(ii) Comparison between the activity of P.E. cells from

Balb/c mice aged 2-k months and from Balb/c mice

aged 15-16 months.

Here again the P.E. cells from the older mice showed

a higher degree of activity than those of the younger mice,

with highly significant differences from 8 hours incubation

onwards (p<; 0.001). This can be seen clearly on Pig. 2

and Table 13.

(iii) Comparison between the activity of P.E. cells from

CBA aged 2-U months and from CBA mice aged 10-12

months and between the activity of P.E. cells from

C57B1 mice aged 2-U months and from C57B1 mice

aged 8-12 months.

The same pattern emerged : the P.E. cells from the

older mice showed a higher activity than did those from

the younger mice (see Table 13). The differences between

the activity of both age groups within each strain were

significant (p£ 0.01) at 2U hours incubation in the
1 25

presence of I-BSA.

(iv) Comparison between the activity of P.E. cells from

NZB/B1 mice aged 2-U months and from Balb/c mice

aged 2-U months.

125
Up until 8 hours incubation with I-BSA, there were

significant differences (pzO.01 at 2 hours; p^ 0.001 at

U, 6 and 8 hours) in the uptake of isotope by the P.E.

cells of these mice, the P.E. cells from the NZB/B1 mice
12 5

taking up more I-BSA than those from the Balb/c mice.
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At 16 and 2i+ hours the differences were no longer

significant (p-cO.05). See Pig. 3»

(v) Comparison between the activity of P.E. cells from

NZB/B1 mice aged 15-16 months and from Balb/c

mice aged 13-16 months.

Except at 8 hours incubation, where the difference

between the activity of the P.E. cells of these two

groups was not significant (p^0.05)» there were highly

significant (p <0.001 ) differences in the uptake of
125

I-BSA by these cells throughout the 2k hour incubation

period. The higher activity was observed in the P.E.

cells of the NZB/B1 group (see Pig. 3 and Table 13).

The NZB/B1 mice in this age group were all Coombs positive

(C+ve) in the Direct Coombs Test (D.C.T).

(vi) Comparison between the activity of P.E. cells from

NZB/B1. Balb/c. CBA and C57B1 mice aged 2-U months

125
after 2U hours incubation with I-BSA.

The P.E. cells from the CBA mice gave the lowest

results, significantly lower (p<0.0l) than the P.E. cells

from the C57B1 mice which had the second lowest activity.

However, the C57B1 results were not significantly different

from those of the NZB/B1 and Balb/c strains in this

group at this point of time (see Table 13).

(vii) Comparison between the activity of P.E. cells from

NZB/B1, Balb/c. CBA and C57B1 mice of the older age

125
groups after 2U hours incubation with I-BSA.

Once again, the P.fc. cells from CBA mice took up

1 25
least I-BSA over the 2k hour incubation period; this
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result was followed by that of the C57B1 mouse P.E.

cells, which this time yielded a result significantly

lower (p^0.01) than the next group - the Balb/c mice.

The maximum activity was observed in the NZB/B1 group

whose P.E. cells took up approximately 1.6 times as much

labelled BSA as did the Balb/c P.E. cells (Table 13).

The CBA and the C57B1 groups continued to show the

difference in activity between the different age groups

within the strains, cells from the older mice giving a

higher activity than those from younger mice.

B. Loss and Degradation of ^^I-BSA by P.E. cells.

Sufficient mice were sacrificed, by ether anaesthesia,

to give a suspension of 1x10^ P.E. cells per ml to fill 1+

Mackaness chambers per time interval, plus controls. The

experiment was repeated at least 5 times, giving a

minimum of 20 chambers per time interval for each group

of mice. The Mackaness chambers were filled, incubated

and the cell sheets washed as described on page 205. The

cells were pulse-label led with 12^I-BSA at lOO/N/ml,
5 6

10-10 counts per second per ml and specific activity

0.05-0.5 /i-Ci/z^gN in Eagles MEM with 20% lactalbumin for

16 hours, at 37°C in 5% C02 in air. At the end of this
period, control chambers were removed (h per experiment)

and their cell sheets washed thoroughly with Eagles MEM.

The y emissions in these cell sheets were counted as

before. These controls gave a record of the amount of
125

I-BSA taken up by the cells during the 16 hours pulse-
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labelling period. The rest of the cell sheets were washed

and re-incubated with Eagles MEM with 20% lactalbumin and

0.01M tyrosine as described on page 218. The chambers were

incubated for periods of up to 2b hours, b being removed,

per experiment, every 2 hours. Treatment of the chambers

is detailed on page 218.

Controls, incubated at b°G (after 16 hours pulse-

labelling at 37°C in 12^I-BSA) were included. These were

incubated at b°C for 2b hours, only being re-incubated at

37°C for 1 hour to allow the cells to re-adhere to the
125

glass coverslips. This gave the amount of I-BSA

passively released by the cells. Thus, each experiment

(repeated at least five times) was set up as follows

(Table ^b)^
125

At the end of the period of time in I-BSA-free

medium, the supernate was removed from the cell sheets and

placed in W.R. tubes. 0.5 nil 20% TCA (w/v) was added to

each tube; the contents of each tube were mixed thoroughly

and kept at i+°C for 1 hour. The tubes were then

centrifuged at 2,500 r.p.m. at b°C for 20 minutes in an

M.S.E. Major centrifuge and the supernate carefully removed
125

to clean W.R. tubes. This gave the amount of I-BSA

degraded, since, in its undegraded form, at least 97%

(98.2 - S.E. 0.9%) of the radioactivity was precipitatable

by 20% TCA. The degraded BSA, mostly monomers of tyrosine

(Ehrenreich & Cohn, 1967), was not precipitatable by 20%

TCA. As the amounts of radioactivity released into the

medium were on the low side, radioactive disintegrations



incubationtimein 125i-bsa-freemediumfollowing 16hourspulse-labellingwith 125i-bsa(hours)

temperatureof incubationin125i-bsa-free medium(°c)

numberofchambers requiredforexperiment (minimum)
-"

"NOcell"control-
2bhours

37°

b

cellcontrol

2bhours

k°

*

experimental
i

0hours

-

b

i

2hours

37°

b

Uhours

37°

b

6hours

37°

b

8hours

37°

b

2bhours

37°

b

Table^biProtocolfortheexperimentdesignedtostudythelossanddegradation 125
ofI-B3Afollowing16hourspulse-labellingwiththeisotope.
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had to be counted for at least ij. seconds, more usually 20

seconds, to get a reasonably accurate reading. However,

as the efficiency of the Nuclear Enterprises Gammamatic is

not high at these low concentrations, it was decided to

express the amount of BSA which had been degraded as a

percentage of the amount of radioactivity lost to the
125

I-BSA-free medium during the incubation period, rather

than in counts per unit of time.

The glass coverslips bearing the cell sheets were

fractured, the fragments placed in W.R. tubes and the

radioactivity counted in the Nuclear Enterprises Gammamatic.

The amount of radioactivity lost from the cell sheet during
125

incubation in the I-BSA-free medium over the period

observed could be calculated by subtracting the amount of

radioactivity still present in the cell sheet at that time

of radioactivity present in the "control" cell sheets

incubated at 37°C in 3% C0p in air for 16 hours in 12^i-
125BSA medium. Corrections for the amount of I-BSA lost

o ,

by the control set incubated at U C for 2k hours (there
125

was virtually no difference in the amount of I-BSA lost

at k°C over varying periods of time from 2-2i+ hours in
125

I-BSA-free medium) were made and also for the "no-cell"

control. Again, at least 20 chambers per time interval

per age and strain of mice, were examined altoge^er.
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SOURCE OP P.E. CELLS INCUBATION TIME AT AVERAGE CELL

37°C (HOURS) IN SHEET C.P.M. x

125I-B3A-FREE 103 - S.E.

MEDIUM

NZB/B1 mice aged 0 10.1 - 0.18

2-1+ months 2 o> • ON 1+ O •

C-ve k 6.5 - 0.09

6 6.1 - 0.11

8 7.8 - 0.09

21+ 7.2 - 0.07

Balb/e mice aged 0 11.3- 0.22

2-1+ months 2 5.0 - 0.16

C-ve U .
1+ 0 . ■T

6 3.1+ - 0.11+

8 3.1 - 0.09

2U 3.0 - 0.07

NZB/B1 mice aged 0 25.9 - 0.18

13-16 months 2 21.2 - 0.05

C+ve k 18.7 - 0.09

6 18.2 - 0.20

8 21.0 - 0.11

2k 17.5 - 0.07

Balb/c mice aged 0 17.9 - 0.07

13-16 months 2 10.7 - 0.09

C-ve 4 9.1 - 0.1i+

6 7.2 - 0.07

8 6.3 - 0.07

2U 5.6 - 0.18
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source of p.e. cells incubation time at average cell

37°c (hours) in sheet c.p.m. x

1 25i-bsa-free 103 - s.e.

medium

cba mice aged 0 b.9 - 0.16

2-4 months 2b 1.4 - 0.09

cba mice aged 0 6.8 - 0.07

10-12 months 2b 2.1 - 0.07

c57b1 mice aged 0 7.6 - 0.22

2—24- months 2b 2.1 - 0.09
/

c57b1 mice aged 0 8.9 - 0.09

8-12 months 2b 2.5 - 0.07

125
Table 1 5: The amount of I-BSA retained by the P.E.

1 25
cell sheets for periods of up to 24 hours in I-BsA-

free medium. Correction has been made for the loss of
12 5 o o

I-BSA by macrophages at b C and by glass at 37 C.
1 25

The I-BSA-free medium was supplemented with tyrosine

to avoid BSA being re-adsorbed as a source of tyrosine

for purely metabolic purposes.
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SOURCE OP P.P. CELLS INCUBATION TIME #1 2 5 I-BSA LOST TO

(HOURS) IN THE 125I-BSA-PREE
125

I-BSA—FREE MEDIUM - S.E.

MEDIUM AT 37°C
NZB/B1 mice aged 2 34.7 - 0.15

2-4 months k 35.9 - 0.35

C-ve 6 30.6 - 0.32

8 23.2 - 0.41

2k 28.6 - 0.26

Balb/c mice aged 2 55.a - 1.42

2-k months k 67.3 - 1.27

C-ve 6 69.9 - 1.13

8 72.6 - 0.73

2k 73.5 - 0.47

HZB./B1 mice aged 2 13.1 - 0.99

13-16 months k 27.7 - 0.86

C+ve 6 29.7 - 0.97

8 18.8 - 0.87

2k 32.7 - 0.75

Balb/c mice aged 2 40.2 - 0.51

13-16 months k 49.2 - 0.77

C-ve 6 56.9 - 0.20

8 64.8 - 0.14

2k 68.7 - 0.94

CBA mice aged 2k 71.4 - 1.16

2-k months

CBA mice aged 2k 69.1 - 0.92

10-12 months
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source op p.e. cells incubation time % 125i-bsa lost to

(hours) in THE 125I-BSA-FREE
125i-b3a-free MEDIUM i 3.e.

MEDIUM AT 37°g

c57b1 mice aged 2k 72.k - 0.85

2—U months

c57b1 mice aged 2k 71.9 - 0.33

8-12 months

1 25
Table 16: The percentage of I-BSA lost by the

1 25
p.e. cells to the " I-BSA-free medium during 2k hours

125
incubation in I-BSA-free medium, following 16 hours

pulse-labelling with ^2jI-B3A. The 12^I-BSA-free
medium wa3 supplemented with tyrosine to avoid 3SA

being reabsorbed as a source of tyrosine for purely

metabolic purposes. Corrections have been made for loss

by P.e. cells cultured at 4°C and by glass at 37°C.
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4 OC

(i) The amount of I-B3A retained by the cell sheets

1 2 5 o
over 2U hours in I-BSA-free medium at 87 G In 5c/£

C02 in air, following pulse-labelling with 12^I-BSA
for 16 hours.

125
Whilst Table 15 gives details of the amount of I-

BSA retained by the P.E. cell shefcts throughout the 2k
125

hour period in I-BSA-free medium, it was thought to be

more relevant to dwell on the results described in the

1 2 *5
next section (The percentage of ""^I-BSA lost by the P.E.

cells). As the P.E. cells from mice of different strains
125

and ages took up different amounts of I-BSA in the first
125

place, quotation of the figures for I-BSA retained by
125

the P.E. cells in I-BSA-free medium would add little of

value.

125(ii) The percentage of I-BSA initially incorporated into

the P.E. cells during pulse-labelling which was lost

by the cells to the medium when the cells were

12 5
cultured in I-BSA-free medium (Table 16 and

Fi£jd.

Pig h and Table 16 show that both young and old Balb/c,

CBA and C57B1 mouse P.E. cells lost significantly more

(p cO.001 ) of the labelled BSA than did the corresponding

NZB/B1 groups. Cells from the CBA and C57B1 mice after
125

2k hours incubation in I-BSA-free medium did not lose

a significantly different amount if isotope within the 2
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age groups of these two strains (Table 16). But as can

be seen from Pig U» the younger groups of the NZB/B1 and

Balb/c strains lost isotope more rapidly in the earlier

stages than did the older ones. By 16 hours (in the case

of the NZB/B1 mice) and by 2k hours (Balb/c mice), this

difference was no longer significant (p.>0.05).

(iii) The percentage of 12^I-BSA lo3t by the P.E. cells
12 5

to the I-BSA-free medium over 2U hours, following

125
pulse-labelling with I-BSA for 16 hours, which has

been degraded by the P.E. cells (i.e. which is no

longer precipitatable by 20fc (w/v) TCA).

There were highly significant differences (p ^0.001)
between the activities of the P.E. cells from jrounger mice

and those from older animals within each strain. In each

case the P.E. cell3 from the younger mice were more active
125

in degrading the I-BSA (see Pig 5 and Table 17) than

those from older mice. The GBA and C57B1 strain P.E.

cells behaved in the same way, giving results which varied

only in the differences between the younger and older

groups. Thus the P.E. cells of the younger mice of these

strains (Balb/c, GBA and C57B1) all degraded the ^"'i-BSA
to roughly the same extent and this was to a greater extent

than did the P.S. cells of the older mice of these 3

strains.

Initially the P.E. cells from the NZB/B1 mice aged

2-k months degraded more material than those of age-
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SOURCE OF P.E. CELLS INCUBATION TIME % 125I-BSA LOST TC

(HOURS) AT 37°C THE 125I-BSA-FREE
IN 125I-BSA- MEDIUM IN A

FREZ MEDIUM DEGRADED FORM -

S.E.

NZB/B1 mice aged 0 11.4 - 0.09

2-4 months 2 59.7 - 0.61

C-ve 4 51.2 - 0.64

6 51.4 - 0.88

8 51.7 - 0.53

2k 57.3 - 0.40

Balb/c mice aged 0 15.0 - 0.17

2-k months 2 41.5 - 0.59

C-ve k 53.7 - 0.56

6 50.6 - 0.89

8 66.2 - 1.35

2k 65.0 - 1.17

NZB/B1 mice aged 0 13.2 - 0.49

13-16 months 2 24.7 - 0.98

C+ve k 29.2 - 0.77

6 22.2 - 0.59

8 27.0 - 1.05

2k 26.8 - 0.55

Balb/c mice aged 0 16.5 - 0.36

13-16 months 2 33.7 - 0.31

C-ve k 35.8 - O.56

6 35.1 - 0.61

8 40.8 - 0.82

2k 50.3 - 0.35
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SOURCE OP P.E. CELLS INCUBATION TIME To 1 2 5I-BSA LOST TO

(HOURS) AT 37°C THE 1^I-B3A-FREE
IN 125I-BSA- MEDIUM IN A

PREE MEDIUM DEGRADED FORM -

S.E.

CBA mice aged 2-4 0 14.3 - 0.07

months C-ve 24 68.1 - 0.41

CBA mice aged 0 1i+-8 - 0.61

10-12 months 2k 53.2 - 1.34

C-ve

C57B1 mice aged 0 15.3 - 0.34

2-h months C-ve 2k 69.5 - 0.51

C57B1 mice aged 0 13.2 - 0.36

8-12 months C-ve 2k 54.1 - 0.39

125
Table 17: The percentage I-BSA lost by the P.E.

1 25
cells to the I-BSA-free medium which has been

degraded by the cells i.e. that percentage of the
1 25

I-BSA released by the cells which was not

precipitatable by 20,. (w/v) TCA. Correction has
o

been made for loss by macrophages at 4 C and by

glass at 37°C.
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ffiatched Balb/c mice. However, the difference was no

longer significant (p>.0.05) at k and 6 hours incubation
125

in I-BSA-free medium. At 8 hours and beyond, the

activities were reversed, the age-matched Balb/c (and

CBA and C57B1 at 2k hours) P.E. cells being significantly

more active than those of the young NZB/B1 groups. The

P.E. cells from C-ve NZB/B1, however, released more
4 n c

degraded I-BSA than did those from old (13-16 month

old) Balb/c (pz 0.001) mice throughout the 2k hour period.

The older (13-16 month old) C+ve NZB/B1 mice gave

125
P.E. cells which degraded the I-BSA very poorly over

the 2k hour incubation period (Fig 5). The results

obtained using P.E. cells from C+ve NZB/B1 mice were lower

than those obtained using P.E. cells from any of the other

groups of mice. This difference was highly significant

(p Z 0.001) throughout the 2k hour incubation period.

The effect of the injection of lymphoid cells from Balb/c.

i^ZB/Bl and C57B1 mice on the activity of the recipient's

(Balb/c and NZB/B1 mice) P.E. cells in the presence of

125
I-BSA and on the recipient's spleen weight and P.E.

cell numbers

There has been speculation that new antigens may

arise on the surface of NZB/B1 lymphocytes as the mice age

and develop autoimmune disease (East, deSousa, Prosser &

Jaquet 1967; Mellors 1966 a; Mellors 1971 a). Therefore,

it was thought interesting to compare the effects of the
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injection of live spleen cells from overtly autoimmune

NZB/B1 mice (C+ve NZB/B1 mice aged 13-16 months) into

young (2-U months old) Balb/c (same H-2^ locus) on the

recipients P.E. cell uptake, loss and degradation of

12^I-BSA with those of a Graft Versus Host (G.V.H.)

reaction. For the G.V.H. reaction 1x10^ live spleen cells

from C57B1 mice were injected into newly-weaned (and

consequently immunologically immature) Bajb/c mice (non-

histocompatible strains : Balb/c H-2^; C57B1 - H-2^) on

day - 7. The recipient's P.E. cells were then used to
125

determine their uptake, loss and degradation of ^I-BSA.

Consideration of the possibility that successful early

induction of the disease in young NZB/B1 mice and transfer

of the disease to young Balb/c mice (Holmes, Gorrie &

Burnet 1961; Holmes & Burnet 1966; East, deSousa, Prosser

& Jaquet 1967; East & Branca 1969) by C+ve NZB/B1 lymphoid

cells, but not by C-ve NZB/B1 lymphoid cells, might be

due to a type of GVH reaction could then be made.

In all cases of cell transfers, the weight of the

recipient's spleen and the number of P. ,. cells/ml

harvested were noted and compared with those of the

combined control group of mice of the same age and strain.

Results are given on pages 302-321.
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The effect of the intraperitoneal injection on day - 7 of

lymphoid cells from Balh/c. NZB/B1 and C57B1 mice on the

125
in vitro uptake, loss and degradation of I-BSA on day

P fry. the P.r,. (macrophages) cells of the recipients and

on the size of the recipients' spleens and the average

number of ?.E. cells harvested

2 strains of recipient mice were used: these were

(a) young, 2-1+ month old C-ve NZB/B1 mice

and (b) young, 2-1+ month old C-ve 3alb/c mice.

A. Combined control groups were set up for both strains.

These combined control groups were comprised of:-

(i) untreated mice as in (a) and (b)

(ii) recipient's of 1ml Eagles MEM (the medium in

which the donor's lymphoid cells were to be suspended for

injection purposes) on day - 7.

(iii)recipient's of 1x10^ live spleen cells from

age - and sex-matched isologous mice (a method of ensuring

that the strains were maintaining their inbred histo¬

compatibility) .

Therefore group 1 a was the combined control group of

2-1+ month old Balb/c mice and group 1 b was the combined

control group of 2-1+ month old C-ve NZB/B1 mice.



Table 18 : The average spleen weight of the mice in each

group comprising the combined control groups.

*% increase given is the % increase observed in the

spleen weight of the recipient's of Eagles MEM or live

isologous spleen cells, over that spleen weight

observed in the isologous untreated mice.
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The effect of Eagles MEM and live spleen cells from age

and Bex-matched isologous mice, on the weight of the

spleens of the recipient mice.

As can be seen from Table 18 no significant

differences were observed in the weights of the spleens

of the recipient mice when compared with those of

untreated mice.

MICE TREATMENT ON

DAY - 7

AVERAGE SPLEEN *% INCREASE

WEIGHT (MG) ON & SIGNIFICANCE

DAY 0. - S.E.

Balb/c 2-k

months old

C-ve

i

NONE

1ml Eagles MEM
7

1x10 live spleen

cells from age &

sexmatched

isologous nice

126.29 - 2.55 - -

125.28 - 3.59 - (p>0.05)

131 .63 - 2.52 U.1U (p>0.05)

NZB/B1 2-k

months old

C-ve

NONE

1ml Eagles MEM

1x10^ live spleen

cells from age &

sexmatched

isologous mice

152.65 - 3.04 -

161.25 - 5.90 6.28 (p?0.05)

165.46 - k»35 8.38 (p>0.05)

Balb/c combined control group

1 a

NZB/B1 combined control granp

1b

127.73 - 1.67

159.79 - 2.56
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The Effect of Eagles iEEi.i and live spleen ceils from age -

, .id sex-matched, isologous mice on the number of peritoneal

exudate (p.E.) cells per ml harvested 7 da.V3 later from

the recipient mice.

Table 19 shows that there were no significant

differences in the number of P.... ceils per ml harvested

from the recipient mice when compared with that harvested

from untreated mice. 2ml Eagles PET with heparin (100

•i.iits/ral) were used to inject into the animal's peritoneal

cavity for collection of these P. . cells.

The results for the average number of P.P. cells per

ml of both the Balb/c and EZB/Bl mice were combined to

form the "combined control groups" (see Table 19).

The ..ffect of Eagles MEM and live isologous spleen cells

1 TP■ ' ge - and sex-matched mice on the activity of the

recipient's P.E. ceils in the presence of I-BSA.

do significant effects of these injections on the
125

uptake, loss and degradation of I-BSA by the

reci ient's P.E. cells in vitro were observed. Results

are given in Table 20.
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Table 19: The average number of P.E. cells harvested

from the peritoneal cavity of the specified mice

following injection into and aspiration from the

cavity of 2ml Eagles MEM with heparin (100 units/ml)

on day 0.

* the % increase ia that increase observed in

the P.E. cell count of the recipients of Eagles MEM

or live isologous spleen cells on day - 7, on day 0,

over that observed in the isologous, untreated mice.



MICE

TREATMENTON DAY-7

AVERAGEP.E.CELLCOUNTS (CELLS/ML)-S.E.
*%INCREASE& SIGNIFICANCE

Balb/c2-4 monthsold:C-ve
NONE 1mlEaglesMEM 1x10^livespleencells fromage-andsex-matched isologousemice

2.00x106 -0.06 2.3kx106 -0.20 2.45x106 -0.22
17(p>0.05) 22.5(p>0.05)

NZB/B12-4 monthsold:G-ve
NONE 1mlEaglesMEM 1x10^livespleencells fromage-andsex-matched isologousmice

4.50x10610.20 4.58x106 -0.25 4.65x106 -0.32
1.09(p>0.05) 3.28(p>0.05)

Balb/ccombinedcontrolgroup-1a NZB/B1combinedcontrolgroup-1b
2.26x106 -0.10 4.58x106 -0.15
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Table 20: (a) The amount of JI-B3A taken up by Balb/c

(2-1+ month old) and C-ve NZB/B1 (2-4 month old) mouse P.E.

cells (C.P.M.xlO^) over 24 hours, (b) the percentage
125

I-BSA lost by these P.E. cells over 2k hours incubation
1 25

in I-B3A-free medium following pulse labelling of the
1 5

cells with I-BSA for 16 hours and (c) the percentage
125

of that I-BSA released by the cells which had been

degraded by those cells. - and the effect of the

intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of

(i) 1ml Eagle MEM

and (li) 1x10^ live spleen cells from age - and sex-

matched isologous mice, on (a), (b) and (c).

These groups comprise the "combined control

groups". Averages and standard errors of the means are

given. Corrections have been made for uptake or loss

by cells at k°C and by glass at 37°C.



mice

treatment

incubationp.e.celluptakep.e.cell%loss timeop12-*i-bsaop12^i-bsa ,3

C.P.M.x10"
-S.E.

followingpulse labellingwith 125i-bsa—s.E.
%125i-bsa releasedbythe p.e.cellsina degradedform followingpulse labellingwith

C-veBalb/cNONE miceaged 2-4months c-veBalb/ci.p.injection miceagedof1mlEagles 2~4monthsMEMonday7
2 4

6
8

16 24

2 4

'6

8

16 24

4.02 4.33 5.86 3.75 11.60 11.01 4.12 5.17 6.03 6.22

-0.31 10.35
-0.05 -0.37

-0.26 -0.25 i 0.13
-0.60

-1.04

55.83-1.17 67.31-1.04 69.92-0.91 76.65-0.60 73.50i0.38 58.8?±1.60 63.92-0.99 64.72-1.29 71.81±2.58
41.53-0.48 53.72-0.46 50.68-0.73 66.21i1.10 37.73-2.30 54.65-1.66 54.91-2.72 71.31-2.04

12.7°' 12.67-0.9770.34-1.1270.03-2.53
C-veBalb/ci.p.injection miceagedof1x10^live, 2-4monthsisologous spleencells onday-7

2 4 6 8

16 24

4.60 4.71 5.01 5.70 12.40 12.14

-0.22 -0.32 -0.52 -0.55 -0.57

59.21-2.58 64.38-2.25 65.04-1.78 70.07-1.51
40.1511.51 52.67-1.87 54.81-2.41 66.09-1.77

-0.4772.30-2.5367.21-1.27
Combinedcontrolgroup ofC-veBalb/cmiceaged 2-4months group1a

24.18-0.15 44.62-0.18 65.66 85.83
1612.08 2411.72

-0.22 -0.27 ±0.42 -0.38

57.42i1.14 65.56-0.96 67.39-0.85 73*27-1.04
40.22-0.94 53.68-0.85 52.73-1.26 67.45-1.04

72.41-0.6866.81-0.99

C-veNZB/B1NONE miceaged 2-4months C-veNZB/B1i.p.injection miceagedof1mlEagles 2-4monthsmemonday7
2

4 6

TO
24

2
4 6 8

16
24

5.52-0.13 8.10-0.46 15.35-1.02 10.90-0.53 10.52-0.43
34.70-0.11 35.93-0.29 38.65-0.68
59.70-0.29 51.23-0.53 51.40-0.71

28.62-0.2257.58-0.33
4.40 9.31 13.58 11.77 9.97 11.40

-0.25 -0.55 -0.53 -0.35 -0.32 -0.52

35.96-0.80 34.56-1.10 41.78-1.06 20.17-0.72
57.48i1.97 46.78-0.89 45.41-1.72 52.67-1.87

30.92-1.0956.20-2.17

C-veNZB/B1i.p.injection miceagedof1x10^live, 2-4monthsisologousspleen cellsonday-7
2 4

6
8

16 24

4.28 8.01 14.14 11.31 11.55 11.04

-0.31 -0.52 -0.51 -0.77 -0.68 -0.49

31.72-0.93 35.40-1.34 37.66-2.53 22.14-1.10
58.20-1.24 46.94-1.02 47.15-2.75 48.93-1.78

28.20-0.9954.76-2.44

Combinedcontrolgroup ofC-venzb/b1aged2-4 months
GROUP1b

2
4 6 8

16 24

4.92 8.38 14.58 10.97 10.83 10.86

-0.14 i 0.31 -0.43 * 0.43 -0.51 -0.29

34.27-0.38 35.44-0.54 39.16-0.91 22.21-0.41
58.77-0.81 49.03-0.51 Z+8.84-1.13 51.26±0.89

I

ro
-o VJl I

29.08i0.4756.49-1.09
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DONORS OF CELLS TYPE OF CELL DONATED RECIPIENTS OF CELLS

C+ve NZB/B1 live spleen cells C-ve Balb/c mice

mice aged aged 2-1+ months

1 3-1 6 months C-ve NZB/B1 mice

aged 2-1+ months

dead spleen cells C-ve Balb/c mice

aged 2-1+ months

live lymph node cells C-ve Balb/c mice

aged 2-1+ months

C-ve NZB/B1 live spleen cells C-ve Balb/c mice

mice aged aged 2-1+ months

2-1+ months

C-ve Balb/c live spleen cells C-ve Balb/c mice

mice aged aged 2-1+ months

13-16 months C-ve NZB/B1 mice

aged 2-1+ months

C-ve C57B1 live spleen cells Newly-weaned

mice aged Balb/c mice

5 months

Table 21: Protocol of the injection schedule for the

transfer of lymphoid cells from NZB/B1, Balb/c and C57B1

mice to the specified recipients' prior to studying the

effect of these cells on

(a) the recipients' spleen weight

(b) the recipients' P.E. cell count

and (c) the recipients' P.E. cell activity (in vitro) in
1 25

the presence of I-BSA.
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B. Experimental groups.

Groups of mice were injected with live or dead

lymphoid cells detailed in Table 21. Briefly, these

were 2-k month old C-ve NZB/B1 and C-ve Balb/c mice.

They received 1x10^ lymphoid cells intraperitoneally 7

days prior to their sacrifice by ether anaesthesia.

Cells used for injection were live spleen cells, live

lymph node cells and dead spleen cells (Balb/c recipients

of dead spleen cells only) from C+ve NZB/B1 donors. Live

spleen cells from old (13-16 months) Balb/c mice were

also used. A G.V.H. reaction was caused by the injection

of 1x10^ live spleen cells from C57B1 mice intraperitoneally

into newly-weaned, immunologically immature, Balb/c mice.

In all cases, cells from female animals were injected

only into female recipients and male into male recipients.

Viability of the injected cells was determined prior to

their injection by the trypan blue exclusion method and

the concentration of live cells adjusted to 1x10^/ml.
1ml suspensions were used for injection.

7 days after the injection, the recipients were

killed and their peritoneal exudate (P.E.) cells

harvested and counted as described on page 198. The

cells were kept on ice until they were used (as quickly

as possible) in the in vitro uptake, loss and
125

degradation of I-BSA experiments (page 216). The

recipients' spleens were removed, cleaned of any fat

tissue and weighed immediately. The results of these

investigations are given in Tables 22 and 23.



TABLE22:TheeffectoftheIntraperitonealinjectionof1x10^ofthespecifiedcells intoyoungNZB/B1andBalb/cmiceonday-7.onthespleenweightofthe recipientsonday0.Resultsarecomparedwiththoseofthecombinedcontrol groups(groups1aand1b).
DONORS,AGEOP DONORSAND D.C.T.OPDONORS
TYPEOPCELL DONATED

RECIPIENTS:AGEOF RECIPIENTSANDD.C.T. OPRECIPIENTS

AVERAGESPL^N WEIGHTOP RECIPIENTS(mg)
-STANDARD DEVIATION

%INCREASE
INSPLEEN WEIGHT

NZB/B1;13-16 months;C+ve

Livespleen cells

NZE/B1;2-4months;C-ve
220.10i27-79
34.9

Balb/c;2-4months;C-ve
193.62-30.36
53.9

Deadspleen cells

NZB/B1;2-4months;C-ve
N.D.

Balb/c;2-4months;C-ve
124.76-3.54

3.2

Livelymph nodecells

NZ3/B1;2-4months;C-ve
N.D.

Balb/c;2-4months;C-ve
198.43-32.71
57.7

NZB/B1;2-4 months;C-ve

Livespleen cells

Balb/c;2-4months;C-ve
161.61-19.94
28.5

i rv> >

I



Balb/c;1>16 months;C-ve

Livespleen cells

NZB/B1;2-4months;C-ve
182.71-12.24
11.9

Balb/c;2-4months;C-ve
134.14-15.16
6.7

C57B1;5months; C-ve

Livespleen cells

Balb/c;newly-weaned; C-ve

207.37-20.38
*

*Asstatisticalfiguresfortheweightofthespleensofnewly-weaned.Balb/cmice werenotavailable,the%increasecouldnotbecalculated-seetext. N.D.=notdone.



TABLE__2J:TheeffectoftheIntraperitonealInjectionof1x10^ofthespecifiedcells IntoyoungN,3/B1aridBalb/cmiceonday-7.onthehumberorcells(total) permlintherecipients'peritonealcavitiesfollowin;.-aspirationof2ial :.aglesiLJ.finjectedonday0postmortem,I.e.theinvivoperitonealexudate cellmigrationnesoonsetothein.iectedcello.Resultsarecomparedwith thoseofthecombinedcontrolgroups(groups1aand1b).
DONORS;AGEOP
TYPEOSCELL

RECIPIENTS;AGEOF
.VER.,0EPERITONEAL

INGREASi

DONORS;D.G.T.OF
DONATED

RECIPI-NTSANDD.C.T.
EXUDATECELLCOUNT
INNO.OF

DONORS

OFRECIPIENTS

PERml-STANDARD
P.E.CELLS

DEVIATION

NZB/B113-16

Livespleen
NZB/B1;2-4months;C-ve
7.5x106 -1.31

63.8

months;C+ve

cells

Balb/c;2-4months;C-ve
5.06x106 -1.94
114.5

Deadspleen
NZB/B1;2-4months;C-ve
N.D.

cells

Balb/c;2-4months;C-ve
5.35x1Q6 -1.87
126.8

Livelymph

NZB/B1;2-4months;C-ve
N.D.

nodecells
Balb/c;2-4months;C-ve
8.5x106 -2.2
260.1

c o

!

I



NZB/B1;2-1+

Livespleen
Balb/c;2-1+months;C-ve
1+.5x106t1.42
90.6

months;C-ve

cells

Balb/c;13-16
Livespleen
NZB/B1;2-1+months;C-ve
5.0x106 -1.71+
9.1

months;C-ve

cells

Balb/c;2-1+months;C-ve
i+.Ox106 -0.81
69.5

C57B1;5

Livespleen
Balb/c;newly-weaned;
6.93x107 -2.1+5
*

months;C-ve

cells

C-ve

♦AsstatisticalfiguresforthenumberofP.E.cellsnormallyobtainablefrom newly-weanedBalb/cmicewerenotavailable,the%increasecouldnotbecalculated. N.D.=notdone.
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The effect of the intraperitoneal infection of 1x10^ of

the specified cells on the average weight of the

recipients' spleens and on their P.E. cell count, compared

with the average weight of the spleens and the P.:-.. cell

count of the combined, control groups.

(a) The weight of the spleens of the recipients.

(Table 22)

GROUP 2a (young 2-k month old) Balb/c recipients

of C+ve NZB/B1 spleen cells (live/dead), C+ve NZB/B1

lymph node cells (live), C-ve NZB/B1 live spleen cells

and C-ve Balb/c (13-16 months old) live spleen cells).

The effect of the live cells (spleen and lymph node)

from C+ve NZB/B1 mice on the weight of the Balb/c

recipients' spleens was a highly significant increase

(p<f0.001 ) above that of the spleens of the combined

control group (group 1a). This increase was abolished

if the C+ve NZB/B1 spleen cells were killed (by freezing

and thawing) prior to their injection. A significant

(p<0.01) increase in the weight of the spleens of Balb/c

recipients of live spleen cells from C-ve NZB/B1 mice

was also noted. The live spleen cells from 13-16 month

old Balb/c mice did not alter significantly the weight

of the spleens of the young, syngeneic recipients

(p>0.05). See Tables 22 and 2h.

GROUP 2b (young (2-h month old) C-ve NZB/B1

recipients of C+ve NZB/B1 live spleen cells and live

spleen cells from old (13-16 month old) Balb/c mice).

Once again live spleen cells from C+ve NZB/B1 mice caused



an Increase of a highly significant (p <0.001) nature

in the weight of the recipients' spleens. The live spleen

cells from old (13-16 month old) Balb/c mice caused an

increase of probable significance (p <0.05) in the

spleen weight of this strain of recipients. See Tables

22 and 2k»

GROUP 3 (newly-weaned Balb/c recipients of live

spleen cells from 5 month old C57B1 mice - the G.V.H.

reaction). (Tables 22 and 2h).

This reaction brought about a highly significant

increase in the weight of the spleens of the recipients.

Whilst the accurate and statistical value for the

weight of the spleens of such weanling mice was not

known, the weight of the spleens of these recipients was

highly significantly (p <0.001) greater than that of the

spleens of 2-k month old untreated Balb/c mice. As the

spleens of newly-weaned mice are hardly likely to

weigh more than those from 2-h month old mice, it is

justifiable to call the increase in the weight of the

spleens of these recipients of C57B1 spleen cells highly

significant.

(b) She Peritoneal Exudate (P.E.) cell count of the

recipients.

GROUP 2a (young (2-h month old) Balb/c recipients

of C+ve NZB/B1 spleen cells (live/dead), C+ve NZB/B1

lymph node cells (live), C-ve NZB/B1 live spleen cells and

C-ve Balb/c (13-16 month old) live spleen cells).
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When the P.E. cell counts of the Balb/c recipients

of live and dead cells (splenic and lymph node) from

C+ve NZB/B1 mice and live spleen cells from C-ve NZB/B1

mice were compared with that of the combined control

group (group 1a) of age-matched Balb/c mice, a highly

significant increase was observed (pC0,001 : see Table

24). Live spleen cells from old (13-16 month old)

Balb/c mice also caused a highly significant increase in

the P.E. cell count of the young Balb/c recipients.

See Tables 23 & 24.

GROUP 2b (young (2-4 month old) C-ve NZB/B1

recipient's of C+ve NZB/B1 live spleen cells and live

spleen cells from old (13-16 month old) Balb/c mice).

(Tables 23 & 24).

The injection of live spleen cells from old (13-16

month old) C+ve syngeneic mice brought about a highly

significant increase in the P.E. cell count of the

recipient NZB/B1 mice over that of the combined control

group (group 1b) which was not observed (p >0.05) when

the injection was of live spleen cells from old (13-16
month old) Balb/c mice.

GROUP 3 (newly-weaned Balb/c recipients of live

spleen cells from 5 month old C57B1 mice - the G.V.H.

reaction)•

Again a highly significant increase (p 40.001) in

the P.E. cell content of these recipients above that of

the combined control group (which were 2-4 months old -

group 1a) was observed. This could safely be assumed to



DONORSOFCELLS:
TYPEo;-1CEL~DONATED
RECIPIENTSOFTHECELLJ:
%INCREASE
%INCREASE

AGEOPDONORS:
(1xi07inEACHcase)

AGE&D.C.T.OFTHE
INSPLEEN

INP.E.CELL

D.C.T.OFDONORS

r:cipients

<EIGHT

COUNT

(p.value-)
(p.value*)

Balb/cmice:13-16
Live3pleencells
Balb/cmice:2-Lmonth
6.7

69.5

months:C-ve

C-ve

(p>0.05)

(p<0.001)

NZB/B1mice:13-16
Livespleencells
Balbcmice:2-Lmonths
55.9

11U.5

month3:C*ve

C-ve

(p<0.001)
(p410.001)

Deadspleencells
Balb/cmice:2-Lmonths
3.2

126.8

C-ve

(pX).05)

(p<0.001)

Livelymphnode
Balb/cmice:2-Lmonths
57.7

260.1

cells

C-ve

(pEO.001)
(pO).001)

NZ3/B1mice:2-L
Livespleencells
Balb/cmice:2-Lmonths
28.5

90.6

monthsC-ve

C-ve

(pcD.01)

(pco.001)

3alb/cmice:13-16
Livespleencells
NZB/B1mice:2-1+months
11.9

9.1

months:O-ve

C-ve

(pX).05)

(p>0.05)



NZB/B1mice:13-16
Livespleencells
NZB/B1mice:2-4months
34.9

63.8

months:C+ve

C-ve

(p<0.001)
(p<0.001)

C57B1mice:5
Livespleencells
Balb/cmice:

*wt.207.4mg
*6.93x106

months:C-ve

newly-weaned;C-ve
(pO.001)
(p<0.001)

T»ble_21±:Thesignificanceoftheeffectoftheinjectionofthespecifiedcellson theweightoftherecipients'spleensandtheirperitonealexudate(P.E.)cellcount whencomparedwiththefiguresobtainedfortherespectivecontrolgroups(Tables
bythestudent'st-test(*pvalue). *Thepvaluewascalculatedwithreferenceto2-4montholdBaib/cspleenweight

andP.E.cellcountasnormalnewly-weanedBalb/cspleenweights&P.E.cellcounts werenotaccuratelyknown.
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be highly significantly increased over the P.E. cell

content of untreated newly-weaned Balb/c mice as the

tendency appears to be that the P.E. cell count increases

with the age of the mice. See Tables 23 & 2k»

effect of Intraperitoneal ftnjectjon of the
-j 05

specified cells on the uptake of I-BSA by the P.E.

cells of the recipients in vitro.

GROUP 2a (young (2-h month old) Balb/c recipients

of C+ve NZB/B1 spleen cells (live/dead), C+ve NZB/31

live lymph node cells, C-ve NZB/B1 live spleen cells and

C-ve Balb/c (13-16 month old) live spleen cells).

The injection of live spleen cells and live lymph

node cells from C+ve NZB/B1 mice caused an initial
125

decrease in the uptake of I-BSA by the Balb/c

recipients' P.E. cells (see Pig. 6). This was highly

significant (p<£ 0.001 ) following the injection of the

live spleen cells, at 2 & k hours incubation in the
125

presence of ^I-BSA, but not significant at 6 hours.

Following the injection of live lymph node cells, the

decrease was only of probable significance (p>0.05) at

2 hours: highly significant at k and 6 hours (Table 25

and Pig. 6).
125

At 8 hours incubation in I-BSA medium, the effect

of both live spleen and lymph node cells from C+ve NZB/B1
125

mice on the uptake of I-BSA by the Balb/c recipients'

P.E. cells was a highly significant increase in uptake

activity being observed for the remainder of the 2i+ hour
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Table 25: The effect of the intraperitoneal injection

of 1x10^ of the specified cells into young (2-4 month

old) Balb/c (group 2a) and NZB/B1 (group 2b) mice on

day - 7» on the activity of the recipient's P.E. cells
125

in the presence of I-BSA.

A. Uptake over 24 hours at 37°C in 5% C02 in air.
Results have been corrected for passive uptake of

125I-BSA by cells at 4°C and by glass at 37°C.
Averages and standard errors of the means (S.E.) are

giver.



DONORSOPCELLS
TYPEOPCELLSDONATED

RECIPIENTS

Combinedcontrolgroups (group1a)ofC-ve Balb/cmiceaged2-4 months Combinedcontrolgroup (group1b)ofC-ve NZB/B1miceaged2-4 months
... __

C+veNZB/B1 miceaged 13-16months
livespleen/cells

Z

incubationtime (hours)in 125i-bsamedium at37°cim5% c02inair

*125I-BSATAKENUPBY THEP.e.CELLSOPTHE RECIPIENTS(C.P.M.x 103)-S.E.
2

4
6 8

16 24

2
4

6 8

24

4.18

+

0.15

4.62

+

0.18

5.66

+

mm

0.22

5.83

+

0.27

12.08

+

0.42

11.72

+

0.38

4.92

+

0.14

8.38

+

0.31

14.58

+

0.43

10.97

+

0.43

10.83

+

0.33

10.86

±

0.29

C-veBalb/c miceaged 2-4months

deadspleencells
C-veNZ^/B1 miceaged 2-kmonths

2 k 6 8

16 2k

C-veBalb/c miceaged 2-kmonths

2 k
6 8

16 2k

2
k

6
8

16 24

Livelymphnodecells
C-veNZB/B1 miceaged 2-kmonths

Livespleencells
C-veBalb/c miceaged 13-16months
Livespleencells

C-veC57B1 miceaged 5months

C-veBalb/c niceaged 2-kmonths C-veBalb/c niceaged 2-kmonths C-veBalb/c niceaged 2-kmonths

2 k
6

8

16 2k_
2 k

6 8

16
2k

2 k 6
8

16
2h

C-veNZB/B1 miceaged 2-kmonths

livespleencells
|Newly- iweanedBalb/ mice

2 k
6 8

16 2k

2
k 6

8

16 2k

2.70-0.26 3.25-0.20 5.21-0.32 8.91-0.37 14.83-0.32 19.33-0.56 6.51-0.32 7.83-0.53 18.48-0.81 12.51-0.52 18.16-0.83 23.91-1.22 3.81-0.26 4.45-0.22 6.42-0.31 5.72-0.27 12.15-0.60 12.03-0.45 3.48 2.54 4.02 14.91 17.10 20.13 4.12 3.51 4.17 5.21
13.L1 13.44

-0.25 -0.48 -0.32 -0.78
-1.11 -1.00 -0.27 -0.31 -0.25

-0.32
-0.37 i 0.68

3.72-0.27 4*48-0.42 5.43-0.52 6.30-0.37 12.31-0.19 12.01-0.26 5.12 7,48 15,62 11.31 13.10 14.52

-0.27 -0.35
-0.68 -0,37 -0.61 -0.88

7.41-0.43 9.83
10.08 8.92 15.95 16.14

-0.85 -0.76 * 0.55
-0.64 -0.83

t

o

»
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incubation period. (Table 25 and Fig. 6).

The killing of the 3pleen cells from the C+ve NZB/B1

donors prior to their injection into the Balb/c

recipients abolished the effects noted above. Throughout
125

the 24 hour incubation period the uptake of I-BSA by

the P.E. cells of these animals was never significantly

different from that of the combined control group

(group 1a). This is shown on Table 25.

Live spleen cells from C-ve NZB/B1 mice also caused
125

an early decrease in the uptake of ^I-BSA by the P.E.

cells of the Balb/c recipients. However, this changed to

an increase, not significant at 8 and 16 hours (p>0.05)
but probably significant at 24 hours (p > 0.05 s see

Table 25 and Fig. 6).

Live spleen cells from old (13—16 month old) Balb/c
125

mice did not significantly alter the uptake of I-BSA

by the recipients* P.E. cells (p>0.05).

QROU? 2b (young (2-4 month old) C-ve NZB/B1

recipients of live spleen cells from C+ve NZ3/B1 mice and

live spleen cells from old (13-16 month old) Balb/c mice.

The P.E. cells of these recipients of live spleen
125

cells from C+ve NZB/B1 mice took up more I-BSA than

did the combined control group (group 1b); see Fig. 7.

This increase was highly significant (p< 0.001) at 2 hours

incubation, insignificant (p^0.05) at 4 hours, but

highly significant from 6 hours onwards. The effect of

the injection of live spleen cells from old (13-16 month

old) Balb/c mice was a highly significant increase in the
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1 2
uptake of I-BSA by the recipients' P.E. cells from

16 hours incubation onwards (see Pig 7 and Table 25)«

GROUP 3 (newly-weaned Balb/c recipients of live

spleen cells from 5 month old C57B1 mice - the G.V.H.

reaction).

Fig. 6 shows clearly that the effect of the injection

of C57B1 spleen cells on the uptake of 12"*I-B8A by the

Balb/c recipients* P.E. cells was a highly significant

increase throughout the 21+ hour period of incubation in
125

the I-BSA medium, over that taken up by the P.E. cells

of the combined control group (group 1a). As the

tendency is for P.E. cells to take up more antigen as the

animals grow older (see pages 2h7 & 269 , Table 13 &

Pigs 1 & 2 : also Thomas and Weir 1972 ), it can safely

be assumed that this level of uptake of antigen is also

highly significantly greater than would be observed for

the P.E. cells of untreated, newly-weaned Balb/c mice.

The effect of the intraperitoneal injection of the

125
specified cells on the loss of I-BSA b.v the recipients*

125
P.E. cells during 2U hours Incubation in I-BSA-free

medium following the in vitro pulse labelling of these

cells for 16 hours with ^2^I-BSA (Fig. 8).
125

During the 2k hours in I-BSA-free medium, the
125

percentage of I-BSA originally taken up over the 16

hours pulse labelling period, which was then lost to the
125

I-BSA-free medium was estimated.

As can be seen from Fig. 8, the injection of live
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Table 26: The effect of the intraperitoneal infection

of 1x107 of the specified cells on day - 7 into young

(2-1+ month old) Balb/c and NZB/B1 mice, on the activity

of the recipient'8 P.E. cells in the presence of

125i-bsa.
125

b. Loss of I-BSA by P.E. cells when incubated in

12^I-BSA-free medium for up to 2k hours at 37°C in 5%

COg in air, following pulse labelling with 12^I-BSA
for 16 hours.

Results have been corrected for loss by cells at

i+°C and by glass at 37°G. Averages and standard errors

of the means (S.E.) are given.
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DONORSOPCELLS
TYPEOPCELLDONATEDRECIPIENTS

CombinedcontrolgroupofC-ve Balb/cmiceaged2-4months. Group1a CombinecontrolgroupofC-ve NZB/B1miceaged2-4months. Group1b

INCUBATIONTIME (HOURS)IN
125

I-BSA-FREE
MEDIUM

%125I-BSAINITIALLY TAKENUPBYTHEP.E. CELLSWHICHISTHEN LOSTTOTHE125I-BSA- FREEMEDIUM±S.E.
2 4 6 8

24

2 4 6

57.42~1.114- 65.56-0.96 67.39-0.85 73.27-1.Ok 72.41i0.68

«S1

Jlpj5

llmrmKKtomatbi&I
C+veNZB/B1 miceaged 13-16months
livespleencells deadspleencells livelymphnode mmtr-—~

C-veBalb/c miceaged 2-4months C-veNZB/B1 miceaged 2-4months C-veBalb/c miceaged 2-4months C-veBalb/c miceaged

C-veNZB/B1 miceaged 2-4months

livespleencells
C-veBalb/c miceaged 2-4months C-veC57B1 miceaged 5months

livespleencells
C-veBalb/c miceaged 2-4months

32.27-0.38 35.44-0.54 39.16-0.91
2

4 6 8

24

2 4 6 8

24

2
4

6 8

24

4 6
8

24

livespleencells
C-veBalb/c miceaged 2-4months

2
4 6 8

24

Newly- weanedBalb/ mice

2
4 6 8

24

2
4 6 8

24

58.10-2.31 68.62-2.51 70.21-1.77 75.04-2.05 74.65-2.67 32.40-0.97 34.90-1.35 38.63-1,66 22.16-0.59 30.82-2.23 57.14-2.24 67.68-1,48 70.12-2,42 70,50-0,97 70,16-1.76 53.72-2.29 63.50-2.; 66.45-2.85 68.21-2.12 69.34-1.75 59.92-2.22 68.85-2.51 67.60-2.59 74.34-2.15 72.48-2.28 61.52-2.27 64.30-1.91 70.00-1.69 75.60-2.13 74.98-1.51 53.82-2.30 68.2U-2.03 68.10-2.34 74.63-1.87 73.65-2.22

1 —V.
VjJ I
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lymph node cells from C+ve NZB/BI donors caused a slight
125

reduction in the amount of I-BSA lost by the P.-.. cells

of the Balb/c recipients (group 2a) during 2k hours
125

in the I-BSA-free medium. This was only a probable

significance (p^0.05) at 8 hours incubation.

None of the other cells (live or dead spleen cells

from C+ve NZB/B1 mice, live spleen cells from C-ve NZB/B1

mice; live spleen cells from old (13-16 months) Balb/c
or from 5 month old C57B1 mice) caused any significant

125
change in the amount of I-BSA lost by the recipients'

(either young C-ve NZB/Bi or young Balb/c mice) P.E.

cells - see Table 26.

The effect of the intraperitoneal In.iection of the

125
specified cells on the degradation of I-BSA by the

recipient's P.E. cells during 2k hours incubation in

125
I-BSA-free medium, follo'wing pulse labelling with

?.25I-BSA fop 16 hpups In vUrp.
125

In the 2k hour period in I-BSA-free medium
125

following the 16 hours pulse labelling with I-BSA
125

(in vitro), the percentage of I-BSA released to the
125

I-BSA-free medium, by the P.E. cells, in a degraded

form was estimated. This was the percentage of the total
125

I-BSA released by the cells which was not precipitatable

by 20$ TCA (Ehrenreich & Cohn, 1967).

GROUP 2a (young (2-i+ month old) Balb/c recipients

of C+ve NZB/BI spleen cells (live/dead), C+ve NZB/BI live

node cells, live spleen cells from C-ve NZB/BI mice and
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live spleen cells from old (13-16 month old) Balb/c mice).

As can be seen from Table 27 and Fig. 9» live spleen

cells from C+ve NZB/B1 mice elicited a reduction in the
125

amount of I-B3A degraded by the Balb/c recipients'

P.E. cells. This was significant (p<Q.Ol) at 4 hours
125

incubation in I-BSA-free medium and highly significant

(pcO.OOl) at 8 and 24 hours. C+ve NZB/B1 live lymph

node cells caused a highly significant reduction in the
12 5

degradation of I-BSA by the recipients' P.E. cells at

kt 8 and 2k hours incubation. The Ove NZB/B1 live

spleen cells only gave a highly significant reduction at

8 hours incubation.

The effect of the C+ve NZ3/B1 live spleen cells was

abolished if the cells were killed by freezing and

thawing prior to injection (sec Table 27). The injection

of live spleen cells from old (13-16 month old) syngeneic

mice did not alter significantly the degradatiWi ability

of the recipient Balb/c P.E. cells.

CROUP 2b (young (2-4 month old) C-ve NZ3/B1

recipients of live spleen cells from C+ve NZB/B1 mice).

C-ve NZB/B1 recipients of live spleen cells from

C+ve NZB/B1 mice were available for studying the effect
125

of these injected cells on the degradation of I-B3A

by the recipient's P.E. cells. No significant effect was

observed (see Table 27).

CROUP 3 (newly-weaned Balb/c recipients of live

spleen cells from 5 month old C57B1 mice - the C.V.H.

reaction).
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Live spleen cells from C57B1 mice did not bring

about any significant reduction in the degradation of

^^I-BSA (p> 0.05) by the newly-weaned Balb/c recipients'

P.E. cells when compared with that of the combined

control group (group 1a)f see Table 27. However, it must

be remembered that these recipients were newly-weaned

mice, and the control group was composed of mice aged

2-k months. As the tendency is for P.E. cells from
125

younger mice to degrade the antigen I-BSA to a

greater extent than those from old mice (pages

Table 17 & Fig. 5; see also Thomas 4 Weir 1972), the

fact that the C57B1 live spleen cells caused the newly-

weaned Balb/c recipients* P.E. cells to degrade the
125

I-BSA to approximately the same extent as the P.E.

cells from 2-U month old control group (group 1a) may, in

fact, be significant. A more detailed study of the

activity of the P.E. cells from newly-weaned mice should

be carried out before any conclusions can be drawn from

this result.
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\

fable 27: The effect of the intraperitoneal injection

of 1xio' of the specified cells on day - 7 into young

(2-k month old) 3alb/c and C-ve NZB/B1 mice, on the

activity of the recipient's P.E. cells in the presence

of 125I-B3A.
(c) Degradation of 1^I-BSA by the P.E. cells over 2k

hours at 37 C in 5% CO2 in air, when incubated in
-IOC

I-BSA-free medium following pulse labelling for 16
1 25

hours with I-B3A. Correction has been made for

passive activity at h°C and for "degradation" in the

absence of cells at 37°C. Averages and standard errors

of the means (S.E.) are given.



DONORSofTHE
type0?cellsdonated
recipients
incubationtime
%125i-bsainitially

cells

(hours)in 125
3i-bsa-free medium

takenupbyTHEp.s. cellswhichhasbeen releasedbythemto the125i-bsa-free mediumina degradedFORM-s.e.
I

Combinedcontrolgroupof

2

40.22±0.94

Co
I

c-veBalb/cmiceaged

1+

53.68-0.85

2-4monthsGROUP1a:

6

52.73-1.26
8

69.45-1.04
2k

66.81-0.99

Combinedcontrolgroupof

2

58.77-0.81

c-venzb/B1miceaged

k

49.03-0.51

2-kmonthsGROUP1b:

6

48.84-1.13

:■■■>v:J:>£'<?;";r:
--"Z'v ■:-*V>:.EEw/

•- vV.■.«/*
' 7̂

.

•/- .--»•>-..••V4'' :■•--»•C*I*■■».•••»• •- _.Si*• ■-V--A■' ,• •••?•••"
ill

C+venzb/b1

livespleencells
C-veBalb/c

2

37.81*1.58

miceaged

miceaged

k

48.26-1.84

13-16months

2-4months

6 8

2k

44.95-1.39 57.34-0.99 60.05-1.66

j

c-ven2b/b1

2

50.15-2.24

miceaged

k

46.31-2.43

i

2-kmonths

6 8

2k

47.08±0.79 48.15-1.25 52.14-1.86

deadspleencells
C-veBalb/c miceaged 2-kmonths

2 k 6 8

2k

40.31-2.02 52.05-2.64 50.24-0.94 66.30-1.25 66,38-1.97

livelymph-node
C-veBalb/c

2

35.26-1.60

cells

miceaged 2-kmonths

k 6

47.34-0.79 45-0811.18

.

*»iJ•'

•A-kM"v-.i't
■E;i

.,Tii

«-rSj3v>1A^SO» <Jllll

•V-*|v|

C-veNZB/B1

livespleencells
c-veBalb/c

2

37.21-1.77

miceaged

miceaged

*

49.74-2.18

2-4months

2-4months

6 8

24

48.72-2.40 59.48-1.21 63.84-1.87

C-veBalb/c

livespleencells
1c-veBalb/c

2

37.82-0.99

miceaged

miceaged

k

51.36-1.98

13-16months

2-4months

6 8

2k

51.55-2.10 68.39-2.38 65.01-2.44

C-veC57B1

livespleencells
Newly-

2

38.00-1.44

miceaged

weanedBalb/

4

52.14-1.88

5months

mice

6 8

2U

54.01-2.58 63-33-2.14 67-23-0.97

—1
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Results of an experiment designed, to check whether the

changes in the activity of the cells of recipients

of lymphoid cells from C+ve hZB/Bl mice were due to

lymphocytes and/or macrophages in the injected cell

suspensions.

There was the possibility that the P.E. cell

suspensions from the recipients of intraperitoneal

injections of spleen and lymph node cells might contain a

proportion of donor macrophages or might come under the

influence of such macrophages. These macrophages might,

conceivably, alter significantly the activity of the
12 5

recipient's P.E. cells in the presence of I-BEA.

To eliminate the carry-over of such macrophages to

the recipients, spleen cell suspensions from C+ve N2B/B1

mice were filtered through the barrel of a 10ml sterile

plastic syringe packed with sterile cotton wool. The

concentration of the emergent cells was adjusted to 1x10^
live nucleated cells per ml and 1ml injected intra-

peritoneally into each of a group of young (2-h month old)

Balb/c mice on day - 7. The recipient's P.E. cell activity
125

in the presence of I-BSA was examined as usual.

There were no significant differences at all in the

activity of this macrophage-free cell suspension (p >0.05)
from the activity of untreated C+ve NZB/B1 spleen cell

suspensions (i.e. cell suspensions not passed through the

cotton-wool filter) on the recipients' P.E. cell activity.

The results are given in Table 28.



P.E.CELLSUSED
INCUBATIONTIME

125i-
BSATAKENUP%125
I-

BSALOST
*125
I-

BSALOST

(HOURS)INTHE
BYP.
E.

CE^LS

BYTHE
P.E.

INA

DEGRADED

APPROPRIATE
(C.P.IvI.

x103)

CELLS

+

S.E.

FORM

+

S.E.

MEDIUM

Combinedcontrol

2

1+.18

+

0.15

57.1+2

+

0.80

1+0.22

+

0.91+

groupofBalb/cmice
1+

1+.62

+

0.18

65.56

+

0.96

53.68

+

0.85

aged2-1+months

6

5.66

+

0.22

67.39

+

0.85

52.73

+

1.26

GROUP1a

8

5.83

•+

0.27

73.27

+

1 .01+

69.1+5

+

1 .01+

16

12.08

+

0.1+2

-

-

21+

11.72

+

0.38

72.1+1

+

0.68

66.81

+

0.99

Balb/cmiceaged2-1+
2

2.70

■+

0.26

58.10

+

2.31

37.81

+

1 .58

monthsgiveni.p.

1+

3.25

+

0.20

68.62

+

2.51

1+8.26

+

1 .81+

injectionof1x10^
6

5.21

+

0.32

70.21

+

1.77

1+1+.95

+

1 .39

livespleencells

8

8.91

+

0.37

75.01+
+

2.05

57.31+
+

0.99

fromC+veNZB/B1mice
16

11+.83

+

0.32

-

-

whichhavebeen

21+

19.33

+

0.56

71+.65

+

2.67

60.05

+

1 .66



passedthrougha cotton-woolpacked syringebarrel. -(a) Balb/cmiceaged2-4
2

2.68

+

0.20

58.01

+

1 .03

37.21

+

1.66

monthsgiveni.p.

4

3.19

+

0.19

67.25

+

1.62

47.89

+

1.75

7

injectionof1x10

6

4.99

+

0.35

68.41

+

1 .09

45.02

+

CM

00

.

livespleencells

8

9.02

+

o.ko

74.28

+

•

VJ1

00

56.97

+

mm

1.31

(untreated)from

16

13.89

+

0.5b

-

-

C+veNZB/B1mice

24

19.15

+

0.55

74.25

+

1.75

60.12

+

mm

1.79

-(b) Table28:Thecomparisonbetweentheeffectoftheintraperitonealinjectionof1x107. (a)C+veNZB/B1livespleencellswhichhavebeenpassedthroughacotton-woolpacked syringebarrelinordertoremovemacrophagesonday-7ontheuptake,lossand degradationof12^I-B8AbytheBalb/crecipient'sP.E.cellsonday0.
and(b)Untreated,livespleencellsfromC+veN2B/B1mice.
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The in vitro atudy of P. a. cell migration in the

presence of lymphocytes.

A possible chemotactic function of JtfZB/Bl lymphocytes

for P.E. cells was examined, as a possible explanation of

the increase in numbers of P.E. ceils harvested from

recipients of NZB/B1 lymphoid cells. The results were

compared with those obtained using age-matched Balb/c

mouse lymphocytes.

The details of the experiment are to be found on

page 232. Lymphocytes (spleen cell suspensions treated

with Boyles solution (page23h) for the removal of

erythrocytes) were mixed with P.E. cells (macrophages)

in the following combinations. (Table 29).

Both the Balb/c and NZB/B1 P.E. cells crossed the

membrane to the same extent when Oey's solution was used

instead of a lymphocyte suspension on the other side of

the membrane (Controls - see Table 30).

When C+ve NZB/B1 lymphocytes were used, the

migration of P.E. cells across the membrane increased for

both strains of mice, to a highly significant extent

(pz.0.001). This increase was maintained for the P.E.

cells of Balb/c mice when the lymphocytes used were either

dead spleen cells (killed by cold shock and used at a

viability of Z1$) or live lymph node cells from C+ve

NZB/B1 mice or live spleen cells from C-ve NZB/B1 mice

(see Table 30). C-ve NZB/B1 live spleen cells did not

cause a significant (p> 0.05) increase in the number of
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Table 29: The design of the in vitro test for macrophage

(P.ii. cell) migration across a membrane (pore size 3»0y)
separating them from a (specified) lymphocyte suspension.

*dead spleen cells : spleen cells subjected to freezing

and thawing to a viability of and then washed and

resuspended to a concentration of 1x10^ per ml in Gey's

solution.
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sourwi. 0" lymphocytic lymphocytic ty. h ?. .. c,.L.. GOUKCL

c+ve H2B/B1 mice

aged 13-16 months

live spleen cells

*dead spleen cells

live lymph node

cells

C-ve Balb/c mice

aged 2-4 months

C-ve N^B/Bl mice

aged 2-4 months

C-ve Balb/c mice

aged 2-4 months

C-ve Balb/c mice

aged 2-4 months

c-ve h,3/B1 mice

aged 2-4 months

live spleen cells C-ve Balb/c mice

aged 2-4 months

C-ve N23/B1 mice

aged 2-4 months

c-ve Balb/c mice

aged 13-16 months

live spleen cells C-ve Balb/c mice

aged 2-4 months

C-ve iBB/Bl mice

aged 2-4 months

g-ve Balb, c mice

aged 2-4 months

live spleen cells C-ve Belb/c mice

aged 2-4 months

c-ve C57B1 mice

aged 5 months

live spleen cells Jewly-weaned

Balb/c mice

nonl - 1 ml Oey* s solution used instead

of lymphocytes - Background control

C-ve Baib c mice

aged 2-4 months

C-ve HZB/B1 mice

aged 2-4 months
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SOURCE AND TYPE OP

LYMPHOCYTES

CELL SOURCE AVERAGE NUMBER OP

CELLS PASSING

THROUGH TH_.

MEMBRANE (CELLS/

FIELD) - S.L.

Live spleen cells from

C+ve NZB/B1 mice aged

13-16 months

C-ve Balb/c mice

aged 2-4 months

12.28 - 0.54

C-ve NZB/B1 mice

aged 2-4 months

10.54 - 0.51

dead spleen cells from

C+ve NZB/B1 mice aged

13-16 months

C-ve Balb/c mice

aged 2-4 months

10.31 - 0.37

live lymph node cells

from C+ve NZB/B1 mice

aged 13-16 months

C-ve Balb/c mice

aged 2-4 months

13.41 - 0.75

live spleen cells from

C-ve NZB/B1 mice aged

2-4 months

C-ve Balb/c mice

aged 2-4 months

00 • 0 1+ O • -JW CD

C-ve NZB/B1 mice

aged 2-4 months

4.24 - 0.19

live spleen cells from

C-ve Balb/c mice aged

13-16 months

C-ve Balb/c mice

aged 2-4 months

4.65 - 0.32

C-ve NZB/B1 mice

aged 2-4 months

5.25 - 0.36

live spleen cells from

C-ve Balb/c mice aged

2-4 months

C-ve Balb/c mice

aged 2-4 months

3.68 - 0.39
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SOURCE A.ID TYPE OP P.E. CELL SOURCE AVERAGE NUMBER OF

LYMPHOCYTES CELLS PASSING

THROUGH THE

MEMBRANE (CELLS/

FIELD) - S.L.

live spleen cells from Newly weaned 18.34 - 0.79

C-ve C5731 mice aged Balb/c mice

5 months

None -1ml Gey's C-ve Balb/c mice 3.54 - 0.14

solution instead of aged 2-4 months

lymphocytes C-ve NZB/B1 mice 3.06 - 0.18

- CONTROLS 2-4 months

Table 30: The in vitro P.E. cell migration across a

Sartorius Membrane (pore size 3«9a) separating the P.....
cell suspension of lymphocytes. The number of P.E.

cells appearing on the lymphocyte - side of the

membrane was counted after they were fixed and stained

in situ and the verage per microscope field calculated.

ThiE number, together with the standard errors of the

means are given in the table.
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NZB/B1 P.E. cells crossing the membrane.

Neither the presence of splenic lymphocytes from old

(13-16 months) Balb/c or from young (2-U months) Balb/c
mice caused a significant increase in the number of NZB/B1

or Balb/c P.E. cells traversing the membrane (p>0.05).
A highly significant increase (p^C.OOl) in the number of

Balb/c P.E. cells crossing the membrane was observed when

live splenic lymphocytes from C57B1 mice were used.

(Table 30).

The in vitro test for cytotoxicity of lymphocytes for

P.E. cells.

In this experiment an attempt was made to determine

if lymphocytes from ffZB/Bl (both C+ve and C-ve) and

Balb/c mice (old) could owe any of their effect on the

recipients' in vitro P.E. cell response to the presence

125
of I-BSA, to a toxic action on the recipient's P.E.

cells in vivo. This was of course, studied in vitro.

The cell combinations used are laid out in Table 31•

As described on page 236, the macrophages (P.E. cells)
51

were labelled with Cr and then placed in contact with

lymphocyte suspensions, but separated from those lymphocyte

suspensions by a Millipore membrane.

P.E. cells were obtained in the usual way (page 1 98)
and their concentration adjusted to 1x10^ celle/ml.

51
These were incubated with Cr at a concentration of

25yici/ml in Eagles MEM with 20/ lactalbumin (page 21 5)
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Table 31: The cell populations used in combination to

ascertain if there was any cytoxicity of the lymphocytes

for the P.E. cells (macrophages) in question.

P.E• CELLS

(MACROPHAGES) FROM

SOURCE OF SPLENIC LYMPHOCYTES

C-ve NZB/B1 mice

aged 2-4 months

1. C-ve NZ3/B1 mice aged 2-4 months

2. C+ve NZB/B1 " " 13-16 "

3. C-ve Balb/c " " 2-4 "

4. C-ve Balb/c " " 13-16

5. C-ve C57B1 " " 4-6 "

C+ve NZB/B1 mice aged

13-16 months

1. C-ve NZB/B1 " " 2-4 "

2. C+ve NZB/B1 " " 13-16 "

3. C-ve Balb/c " " 2-4 "

4. C-ve Balb/c " " 13-16 "

5. C-ve C5731 " " 4-6 "

C-ve Balb/c mice aged

2-4 months

1. C-ve NZB/B1 M " 2-4 "

2. C+ve NZB/B1 " "13-16 "

3. C-ve Balb/c " " 2-4 "

4. C-ve Balb/c " " 13-16 "

5. C-ve C57B1 " " 4-6 "

C-ve Balb/c mice aged

13-16 months

1. C-ve NZB/B1 " " 2-4 "

2. C+ve NZB/B1 " " 13-16 "

3. C-ve Balb/c " " 2-4 "

4. C-ve Balb/c " " 13-16 "

5. C-ve C5731 " " 4-6 "
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o
for 1 hour at 37 C on a shaking platform in an incubator.

51
1ml of this P.ni. cell- Cr-labelled suspension was

placed on to each of a series of sterile glass coverslipa
o

and incubated on these for 1 hour at 37 C.

The P.E. cell sheets were then placed on the bottom

of the small chambers (page 236), cell sheet uppermost,

the lid of the box replaced and the splenic lymphocyte

suspension placed in the upper chamber aft described on

page 236.

The results, following incubation of the 2 cell

populations are given in Table 32. The combinations of

cells used in the experiment are detailed in Table 31•
51

Taking the loss of Cr from the P. n. cell sheets

(over and above that loss which occurs in the presence of

medium only) over the k hour period of incubation with

lymphocytes, as a measure of the cytotoxicity of the

lymphocytes for the P.E. cells then several points emerge.

(1) The non-histocompatable 6train, C57B1, lymphocytes

showed almost equal toxicity levels towards the P.is., cells

of both NZB/B1 and Balb/c mice. Table 32 shows however

that these lymphocytes were more active against P.E.

cells from the younger mice of both of these strains than

they were against P.E. cells from the older mice. This

difference was highly significant in the case of SZB/B1

cells (p< 0.001) and significant in the case of the Balb/c

P.E. cells (p<,0.01).

(2) There were highly significant differences (p< 0.001)

in the low level of toxicity against Balb/c P.E. cells by



LYMPHOCYTESOURCE

P.E.GILLSOURCE
C-veNZB/B1C+veNZB/81YoungBalb/cOldBalb/cC57B1

C-veMZB/B1miceaged 2-4months C+veNZB/B1miceaged
13-16months C-veBalb/cmiceaged 2-4months C-veBalb/cmiceaged

i ! -13-16months
I

6.5-̂0.1918.48±0.637.94-0.322.56-0.1816.46-0.53 13.12-0.461.78-0.0615.34-0.5911.76-0.4610.73-0.19 2.92-0.1415.75-0.511.65-0.060.37-0.0116.35-0.60 4.62-0.331.98-0.102.44-0.140.72-0.0310.18-0.49 51o
Table32:ThepercentagelossofCrbyP.E.cellsincubatedat37Cinairfor4hours inthepresenceofthespecifiedlymphocytes.Correctionhasbeenmadeforthelossof 5ioCrfromtheP.E.cellsheetduring4hoursincubationat37Cwithmedium(,.agiesMEM

withlactalbumin)insteadoflymphocytesuspension."Young"Balb/clymphocyteswerefrom Balb/cmiceaged2-4months;"old"Balb/clymphocyteswerefromBalb/cmiceaged13-16 months.
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Balb/c lymphocytes. The lymphocytes from old Balb/c mice

were less toxic towards P.E. cells from both old and

young Balb/c mice than were lymphocytes from young Balb/c

mice. However, in both cases, the Balb/c lymphocytes

were more toxic towards P.E. cells from the older 3alb/c

mice.

(3) The Balb/c splenic lymphocytes were more toxic

towards the P.E. cells of C+ve NZB/B1 mice than towards

those from C-ve NZB/Bl mice (towards which they did show

a significant degree of toxicity - see Table 32).

Furthermore, the lymphocytes from the younger Balb/c mice

elicited a greater reaction against both C+ve and C-ve

NZB/Bl P.E. cells than did those from the older Balb/c

mice.

(it) Lymphocytes from C-ve NZB/B1 were more toxic towards

P.E. cells from the older mice (both 3alb/c and NZB/Bl)

and in both cases this was highly significant (p< 0.001);

see Table 32.

There was significantly greater (p<0.001 ) toxicity

shown towards the P.E. cells of NZB/Bl than towards the

P.E. cells from Balb/c mice. The higher degree of

toxicity shown towards the C+ve NZB/Bl P.E. cells over

that to the C-ve NZB/Bl P.E. cells was highly significant

(pcO.001 ).

(5) The reverse of (b) was observed with splenic

lymphocytes from C+ve NZB/Bl mice. Here, the lymphocytes

were more toxic towards P.E. cells from the younger mice

(both Balb/c and NZB/Bl) than from older mice and this
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was, in both cases, of a highly significant degree

(p<cO.OOl)j see Table 32. The difference in toxicity

towards P.E. cells from C-ve NZB/B1 mice and from the

young Balb/c mice was not significant (p>0.05)» but the

difference between the toxicity towards P.E. cells from

C+ve NZB/B1 and that towards the P.E. cells from old

Balb/c mice was probably significant (p<-0.05). These

results are given in Table 32.
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Phytohaemagglutinin (P.H.A.) stimulation of splenic

lymphocytes.

Preliminary studies were carried out using splenic

lymphocytes from C57B1 mice. These studies were required

to determine

(a) the viability of the cells for the expected duration

of the experiments.

(b) the concentration of P.H.A. which would be least

toxic to the cells, but which was still sufficient to

induce a measureable response in the cells.

(c) the optimum amount of radioactive isotope
3

( H-thymidine) required to give good labelling of the

nucleic acid of the mitosing cells.

(a) The viability of the lymphocytes: This experiment

was carried out as described on page 239. The results are

given in Table 33.

As can be seen from Table 33 the greatest loss in

viability was over the first 2k hour period. Thereafter

the loss in viability was less noticeable and not

significant over the period studied (ppQ.05).

(b) estimation of the optimum concentration or P.H.A.

for lymphocyte viability arid stimulation.

As stated on page 335, this had to be combined with

section (c).
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TIME OP INCUBATION AT 37°C
IN 5$ C02 IN AIR (HOURS)

% VIABILITY OF THE LYMPHOCYTES

- S.E.

0 75.20 - 3.46

24 55.54 - 3.62

48 49.85 - 3.03

72 46.01 - 2.85

96 45.26 - 2.70

120 41.35 - 3.15

Table 55s The viability of lymphocytes (splenic) in

foetal calf serum medium for periods of up to 120 hours,

determined by the trypan blue exclusion technique. The

spleen cells were taken from 3 month old C57B1 mice.

Averages of at least 25 estimations are given - standard

errors of the means (s.E.).
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(c) Estimation of the optimum amount of radioactive

iiotooe (3H-Thymidine) required.

The tubes were set up as described, on page 239.

Briefly, they contained 1.5 x 10^ cells (in 1ml volume

of foetal calf serum) together with 0.1ml of the P.H.A.

dilution. 72 hours later, the isotope (in 0.1 ml volume)

was added. After 24 hours had elapsed, the cells were

processed as described on page 241. several concentrations

of P.H.A. and isotope were used, giving results in a

chequer-board form - see Table 34*

The viability of the lymphocytes in the presence of

P.H.A. of differing concentrations is given in Table 35*

Prom a consideration of the results shown in the

last two tables (Tables 34 and 35)» it appeared that
3

optimum concentrations of P.H.A. and H-Thymidine were 1

in 100 and 20 pci/ml respectively. At those concentrations

the P.H.A. was obviously stimulating the lymphocytes, but

was not too toxic, and increasing the 3H-Thymidine
concentration above 20 p.c/ml did not increase significantly
the amount of isotope incorporated into the cells.

3
The concentration of the P.H.A. and H-Thymidine to

be used in the experiment having been decided upon, the

next step in the procedure was to determine the optimum

length of time in the presence of P.H.A. required to

maximally stimulate the lymphocytes to mitose. A series

of ,R. tubes were filled with 1.5 ml of C57B1 mouse

6
splenic lymphocyte (1x10 lymphoid cells/ml) suspension

as before. At 0 hours, 0.1 ml of 1 in 100 dilution of



0,1mlof

P.H.A.dilutions(0.1mlpertube)
H-Thymdine

1in50

1in100

1in150

NONE-Controls

(Vic/ml) 10

16.35-1.04
18.95-1.21
16.91-0.75
4.95-0.75

20

25.kO-2.44

27.28-0.90
22.25-0.81

6.14-0.41

30

26.00-0.75

28.08-2.75
23.05-1.21

7.41-1.33

50

25.86-1.85

27.05-1.32
22.11-0.84
7.62-0.85

33
Table34:TheamountofH-Thymidinetakenup(c.p.m.xlO)byC57B1lymphocytesinthe presenceofvaryingconcentrationsofP.H.A.Averagesofatleast25estimationsand standarderrorsofthemeans(i>.E.)aregiven.



TIMEOFINCUBATION AT37°GIN5%C02IN
AIR(HOURS)

P.H.A.DILUTIONS
NONE (controls)

1in50

1in100

1in150

24

55.54-3.62
43.71-3.67
50.27-2.67
51.36-2.16

48

49.85-3.03
43.24-4.10
49.33-2.46
50.92-1.42

72

46.01-2.85
39.06-2.28
43.87-1.90
45.68-3.36

96

45.26-2.70
35.21-1.74

42.95-2.38
46.21-2.66

120

41.35-3.15
27.15-3.16

40.31-4.10
43.14-2.97

Table35?Theviabilityofthelymphocytesoveraperiodofupto120hoursinfoetal calfserummedium,inthepresenceofdifferentconcentrationsofP.H.A.Viabilitywas determinedbythetrypanblueexclusiontechniqueandgivenhereasanaverageofat least25estimations-standarderrorsofthemeans(S.E.).
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NUMBER OP HOURS

INCUBATED WITH P.H.A.

P.H.A. INDEX OP ACTIVITY

- S.E.

24 2.59 - 0.51

48 3.86 - 0.67

72 4.43 - 1 .M

96 3.25 - 0.94

120 3.08 - 0.47

Table 36: The P.H.A. Index of Activity (see text) at

varying times of culture of splenic lymphocytes in the

presence of 0.1 ml P.H.A. dilution (1 in 100) - Standard

errors of the means (S.E.). The averages of at least 25

indeces were taken.
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P.H.A. was added. Controls received 0.1 ml medium instead.

The tubes were incubated at 37° in 5% C02 *n a*r *"or
periods of 24, 46, 72, 96 or 120 hours. At that time,

3
0.1 mi of ~"H-Thymidine solution (20 uci/ml) was added to

the appropriate tubes; the tubes were then reincubated for

a further 24 hours and their contents processed for radio¬

active counting as described on page 241).

An index, the P.H.A. Index of Activity was calculated

from the results. This gave the ratio of the amount of
3
H-Thymidine taken up by the splenic lymphocytes in the

presence of P.H.A. (0.1ml 1 in 100 dilution P.H.A. per
x

tube) to the H-Thymidine taken up by the splenic lympho¬

cytes in the absence of P.H.A. (0.1ml foetal calf serum

medium being added instead). This ratio was calculated

for each period of incubation with P.H.A. Results are to

be found in Table 36.

Table 36 shows that the P.H.A. Index of activity was

maximal at 48 and 72 hours incubation in the presence of

P.H.A.

From the aforegoing studies, the varying parameters

for the experiment were fixed at:-

20\ici/ml "^H-Thymidine solution - 0.1 ml to be used/tube
1 in 100 P.H.A. dilution - 0.1 ml " » " "

Time of incubation with P.H.A. - 48 hours

& 72 "
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The splenic lymphocytes subjected to P.H.A. for

study were from NZB/B1, Balb/c and C57B1 mice. These mice

were grouped by age:-

(a) 2-k month old mice - young Balb/c, C57B1 and C-ve

NZB/B1 mice

(b) 13-16 month old mice - old Balb/c and C+ve NZB/B1 mice

(c) 11-13 " " " - old G57B1 mice.

Mice of both sexes were used in each group. At

least 25 tubes per age and strain of mice were used and

their average indeces calculated - Standard error of the

means (S.E.).

As can be seen from Table 37, the lymphocytes from

NZB/B1 mice responded significantly far less to P.H.A.

than did lymphocytes from the Balb/c and C57B1 mice

examined.

However, an interesting feature of the response was

the difference between the activity of the lymphocytes

from young (2-h month old) and old (13-16 month old)

Balb/c and NZB/B1 mice. The lymphocytes from the young

C-ve NZB/B1 mice showed significantly (pCO.01) more

3
activity in the uptake of H-Thymidine in the presence of

P.H.A., than did those of C+ve (old) MZB/B1 mice. A

similar difference in activity was observed within the

Balb/c strain, although here the significance was only

probably significant (p<.0.05). Whilst there was an

apparent difference in response by lymphocytes of young and

old C57B1 mice, this difference was not significant (p>0.05).



SOURCEOFSPLENICLYMPHOCYTES
P.H

.A.INDEX
OFACTIVITY

Zj.8HOURS
INCUBATION

72HOURS
INCUBATION

C-veNZB/B1miceaged2-kmonths
2.6I4.

+

0.15

2.3k

+

0.22

C+veNZB/B1miceaged13-16months
1 .814.

+

0.16

1 .60

+

0.19

C-veBalb/cmiceaged2-Umonths
5.U9

+

0.33

L.89

+

0.28

C-veBalb/cmiceaged13-16months
4.15

+

0.39

k.30

+

0.32

C-veC57B1miceaged2-3months
3.97

+

0.19

U.25

+

0.34

C-veC57B1miceaged11-13months
3.89

+

0.12

3.72

+

0.26

Table37:TheP.H.A.IndexofActivityofspleniclymphocytes(Ratioof^H-Thymidine takenupbyP.H.A.-stimulatedlymphocytestothattakenupbyunstimulated,control lymphocytes)afterI4.8and72hoursincubationinthepresenceofP.H.A.Theaverages ofatleast25estimationsandthestandarderrorsofthemeansaregiven.P.H.A. dilutionusedwas1in100and''h-Thymidinewasusedataconcentrationof2ytciper tube(0.1ml20pci/mlsolution).
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The Separation of splenic lymphocyte suspensions into 5

fractions on the basis of their adhesive properties by

means of a glass bead column.

This experiment (details of the technique are to be

found on page 21+3)» attempts to separate a lymphocyte

mixture into different fractions. These fractions can be

separated from each other by means of their adhesive

properties on a glass bead column in different buffers.
*4* H* "f1

In the presence of Ga and Mg ions, stimulated lympho¬

cytes (i.e. those which have come under the influence of

an antigen) will stick to the glass beads of the column,

whilst the rest pass through the column. The stimulated

lymphocytes can then be eluted from the column by the

addition of a medium without Ca++ and Mg++ ions.

This technique was used here in an attempt to

determine whether it was justified to assume that any

influence of C+ve NZB/B1 splenic lymphocytes on young

Balb/c and C-ve NZB/B1 recipient's P.E. cell activity might

be due to the presence of such stimulated lymphocytes.

If this was the case, then, due to the fact that lympho¬

cytes from old C+ve NZB/B1 mice produced a much greater

effect on the P.E. cell activity of the Balb/c recipients

than did the lymphocytes from C-ve KZB/B1 mice, it could

be predicted that the number of stimulated lymphocytes

present in a lymphocyte suspension would be greater in

C+ve .sJZB/Bl mice than C-ve NZ3/B1 mice. That lihis was,

indeed, the case may be seen from the following results.
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Spleens from the following mice were taken and their

cells passed through the column. Animals of hoth sexes

were used.

(a) C+ve NZB/B1 mice aged 10-18 months

(b) C-ve NZB/B1 mice aged 2-6 months

(c) C-ve Balb/c mice aged 14-18 months

(d) C-ve Balb/c mice aged 4-6 months

(e) C-ve Balb/c mice aged 4-6 months, injected 7 days

prior to sacrifice with 5 mg C.parvum intra-

peritoneally.

The last group, (e), was included to see what effect

an adjuvant would have on the percentage of cells appearing

in each fraction. It would show the effect of a non¬

specific stimulus on the separation and subsequent

rosette-forming ability of the cells in each fraction.

The lymphocytes in each fraction were incubated with

erythrocytes at 4°C as described on page 244 Any

resultant rosettes were counted and noted in Table 39.

The erythrocytes (BBC's) used in the rosette-formation

technique were:

(i) C+ve NZB/B1 erythrocytes

(ii) C-ve NZB/B1 "

(iii) C-ve Balb/c "

(iv) C-ve CBA "

As can be seen from Table 38 and Pig. 10, C+ve NZB/B1

mouse spleens had a significantly higher (p<. 0.001)

percentage of lymphoid cells in the fifth fraction (Pc)
0



MOUSESTRAIN
AGE (MONTHS)
D.C.T.

%TOTALNO.OPGELx-S
P..RCOLUMN
FRACTION-S.
E.

F1

P2

P3

F4

P5

NZB/B1

10-18

C+ve

71.13-1.37
11+.55-0.10
3.38-0.38
1.05-0.12
8.10-0.41

NZB/B1

2-6

Ove

92.86-0.35
3.22-0.26
0.59-0.01
0.18-0.01
1.14-0.08

Balb/c

14-18

C-ve

94.21-1.56
3.96-0.19
0.69-0.06
0.35-0.01
0.79-0.04

Balb/c

4—6

G-ve

89.13-1.13
2.17-0.16

.

O

+ 1

-3"

CM

.

0.31-0.02
0.71-0.03

Balb/c*

4-6

C-ve

79.85-1.29
5.08-0.37
0.91-0.07
1.32-0.13
12.84-0.06

Table38:Thepercentageofthetotalnumberofcellspassingthroughtheglassbead column,elutedintoeachfraction.#Balb/cmiceinjected7dayspriortosacrifice with5®gC.-parvum. Averagesandstandarderrorsofthemeans(S.E.)aregiven.
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than the spleens of C-ve NZB/B1 mice and untreated Balb/c

mice. The effect of the injection of 5mg C.oarvum into

Balb/c mice 7 days before sacrifice and separation of the

spleen cells, was to increase the number of cells in the

final fraction. The percentage of cells in with these

animals was greater than that observed with the C+ve

NZB/B1 mice. The difference was highly significant

(p £0.001 ).

The formation of rosettes by lymphoid cells from the

column fractions with rosettes.

Table 39 shows the relatively high percentage of

cells in the 5th fraction (P_) of the C+ve NZB/B1 splenic
o

suspensions which formed rosettes against all groups

of erythrocytes used, especially against those from C+ve

NZB/B1 mice. The differences were highly significant

(p £0.001) throughout for those C+ve NZB/B1 splenic

lymphocytes. The next most active group was that of the

5th fraction of lymphoid cells from the C-ve NZB/B1 mice

which was significantly more active (p<0.0l) than the

lymphocytes in the 5th fraction of cells from Balb/c mice

given C.parvum 7 days earlier. In all groups of mice, the

cells from Fc were more "active" than the cells from the

other h fractions (see Table 39)•

Both the C-ve NZB/B1 and the C+ve NZB/B1 splenic

lymphocytes formed more rosettes when mixed with C+ve

NZB/B1 than with C-ve NZB/B1 RBC's (p< 0.001). Their
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reactions with Balb/e RBC's were not significantly

different from their reactions with C-ve NZB/B1 RBC's.

Their reactions with CBA RBC's were less than with Balb/c

RBC's but the differences were not significant.

Both age groups of Balb/c mice gave cells in the 5th

fraction which were far less active in the formation of

rosettes (p <0.001) than the cells from either of the

NZB/B1 groups (see Table 39).

A significant (p< 0.001) increase in the percentage

of cells in Fr forming rosettes was encountered within5

the Balb/c strain when the mice were injected with

C.parvum 7 days prior to their sacrifice. These cells

reacted most vigorously with isologouse RBC's, followed

by RBC's from CBA and C+ve HZB/B1 mice (p< 0.001 between

the reaction against Balb/c mice and the C+ve NZB/B1 and

CBA mice). The lymphocytes reacted least with RBC's from

C-ve NZB/B1 mice (p<0.Ql).

The reactions of cells from the two age groups of

Balb/c mice did not differ significantly (p>0.05) from

each other, irrespective of the RBC type used.



MOUSSTRAIN
AGE

FRACTION
%CELLS/FRACTIONV.HICHFORMEDROSETTESWITHTHE

(MONTHS)
NUMBER

FOLLOWIidRBC*
S

C+veNZB/B1
C-veNZB/B1
C-veBalb/c
C-ve

CBA

C+veNZB/B1
10-18

pi

1.00-0.01
0.51-0.01
0.08-0.01
0.41

+

0.02

P2

0.80-0.01

-

-

-

P3

-

-

-

-

P4

-

-

-

-

F5

35.30-1.65
11.31-0.61
13.52-0.95
9.63

+

0.75

C-ve»ZB/B1
2-6

A

1.01-0.02
0.55-0.01
1.00-0.04

-

'

P2

1.40-0.04

-

-

-

P3

-

-

-

-

P.

—

m„

4

P5

14.06-0.78
6.421o.59
5.33-0.43
4.88

+

0.16

C-veBalb/c
14-13

P1

0.25-0.01

-

-

-

P2

-

-

-

-

F,

mm

3

F.

4

F5

0.38-0.03
0.28-0.02
0.25-0.02
0.39

+

0.03

I

•p"
I



C-veBalb/c4-6
Fi P2

-

-

mm

-

F3

A

P5

0.29

+

0.03

0.31

-0.03

0.18

+

0.01

0.35

♦

0.04

C-ve

Balb/c

P1

-

-

-

-

mice

injected

P2

-

-

-

-

with

5mg

F3

-

-

-

-

C.parvumon

P4

-

-

-

-

day-

7.

P5

3.32

+

0.17

2.25

-0.21

7.76

+

0.65

3.37

+

0.20

I

V*

£-
CD

I

Table59:Thepercentageofcellsperfractionwhichformedrosetteswhenincubatedwith x10theirnumberofthespecifiedRBC'sinEaglesMEMovernightat4°C.Theaveragesand standarderrorsofthemeans(S.E.)aregiven.
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GihJLRAI INTRODUCTION

Leaving aside the possibility of a viral aetiology

in the disease of NZB/B1 mice for the present, several

interesting aspects have emerged from the studies on these

mice over the past few years. Tolerance induction and

antibody formation have both been iound to be abnormal

(playfair 1968, 1971; Evans, Williamson & Irvine 1968;

Morton, Olson & Siegel 1967; Morton & Siegel 1969; Siegel

& Morton 1967; Staples & Talal 1969; Staples, Steinberg

& Talal 1970; Steinberg, Baron & Talal 1969; Lambert &

Dixon 1970; Weir, McBride & Naysmith 1968). Cellular

activities also differ from the norm (Teague et. al 1970;

Teller et al 1964; Teller & Eilbert 1967; Yunis et ajL.

1972; Stutman, Yunis & Good 1968; Cantor, Asofsky &

Talal 1970; Leventhal & Talal 1970; Rodey, Good & Yunis

1971 ).

The thymus in NZB/B1 mice appears to be abnormal.

Summarising the earlier description (page 158), the

enlarged thymus glands (siegler 1965; Mellors 1965) show

development and changes in the germinal centres in the

medullary area not normally seen (Burnet & Holmes 1962 (a)
& (b), 1964; Burnet 1963* 1965; Holmes & Burnet 1963 (a);
Abbot & Burnet 1964; Barnes, Tuffrey & Berry 1968; de Vrles

& Hljmans 1967). There also appears to be an age-dependent

deficiency in thymus-dependent cells in the NZB/B1 strain

of mice (Denman & Denman 1970; Stutman 1972; Zatz, Mellors

& Lance 1971 ).
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NZB/B1 mice with overt autoimmune disease show

evidence of depressed humoral and cellular immune

functions (Diener 1966; Morton & Siegel 1969; Salomon &

Benveniste 1969; Stutman, Yunis & Good 1968).
In this thesis, the main tmphasis has been on the

cellular aspects of autoimmunity, so these will form the

main part of the discussion.

LYMPHOID CELL ACTIVITY IN THE NZB/B1 MICE

The ability to initiate a G.V.H. reaction, produce

delayed hypersensitivity and to be transformed by

allogeneic cells or P.H.A. is reduced in neonatally

thymectomised animals (Dalmasso, Martinez & Good 1962;

Dalmasso, Martinez, Sjodkin .et al 1963; Miller 1962;

Stutman, Yunls & Good 1969 (c)) and in patients with

thymic displasia (Meuwissen, Bach, van Alten & Good 1967;

Lischner, Dacou & Di George 1967; Meuwissen, Bach, Hong

& Good 1968) re-inforcing the belief that these cell-

mediated responses are thymus-dependent.

Stutman, Yunis and Good (1968) and Teague, Yunis et

al (1970) have shown that in mice prone to develop auto¬

immunity, a progressive decline in cellular immune

functions in vivo (allograft rejection, G.V.H. reactivity)
also occurs with age.

GRAFT-VERSUS-HOST REACTIONS

Deficiency in producing splenomegally in recipients

of spleen cells from old, C+ve NZB/B1 mice was noted by
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Stutman, Yunis and Good (1968). Young NZB/B1 mice were,

however, capable of expressing this thymus-dependent,

cell-mediated graft-versus-host reaction normally.

Strangely, cells from 5 month old NZB/B1 mice gave higher

spleen indices than did those from 1.5 month old donors.

Whilst the G+ve NZB/B1 cell donors were very old (16-17

months), examination of the experimental protocol showed

that there appeared to be a quantity-dependent response

with spleen cells from G+ve NZB/B1 mice. Although the

absolute numbers of lymphocytes present in the inocula

could be calculated from the given data, no viability

tests were reported, so the number of viable cells present

was not specified. Furthermore, different absolute numbers

of lymphocytes from C-ve and C+ve mice were used.

Comparisons would have been easier to make had these

numbers been the same in each case.

Cantor, Asofsky and Talal (1970) also noted a

depressed ability in cells from C+ve NZB/B1 mice to

initiate a G.V.H. reaction. Whilst this was apparently

affected by donor spleen size (cells from mice suffering

from splenomegally were less active than those from mice

without splenomegally), Cantor, Asofsky and Talal did not

think that the reduced capacity to initiate a G.V.H.

reaction observed with spleen cell suspensions was due

entirely to a dilution effect by haematopoeitic tissue.

Cells from young, C-ve NZB/B1 mice were not only competent

in the G.V.H. reaction, but acted synergistically with

cells from old, C+ve NZB/31 mice to cause splenomegally.
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This, said the authors, would suggest that "there is a

deficiency in the old spleens of a specific population of

cells necessary for production of G.V.H. reactions".

Of intereist here, is the report by Miller, Sprent

et al (1971) that in order to act as "helper" cells in

the immune response, T-cells must differentiate. It is

possible that in the diseased HZB/B1 mouse situation, the

majority of T-cells have already differentiated and are

involved in the autoimmune process. This would leave few

to participate in such reactions as the G.V.H. reaction.

It would also agree with the data suggesting that immune

deficiency increases with age in the NZB/B1 mice (vide

supra).

Strangely, when live lymphoid cells from C+ve NZB/B1

mice are injected into histocompatible recipients such as

the 3alb/c mice (H-2 identical) or into young, C-ve NZB/

B1 mice, splenomegally is one of the consequences

observed in the recipients (Playfair & Krsiakova 1969?

hast, de Sousa, Prosser & Jaquet 1967). Similar results

wete obtained in the work presented here, and will be

discussed later. So here we are faced with the confusion

of a depressed ability of T-lymphocytes (either because

of lack of numbers or deficiency of action) from C-f-ve

NZB/B1 mice to initiate a G.V.H. reaction and the obvious

ability of lymphoid cells from similar mice to cause

splenomegally and autoimmune disease (vide infra) in

histocompatible strains.
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P.H.A. REACTIVITY

"hen P.H.A. was used in non-toxic doses sufficient

to stimulate cells from other, non-autoimmune strains of

mice (CBA, Balb/c, C57B1), the results obtained in the

work presented here with NZE/B1 lymphocytes are in

keeping with those of others (Leventhal & Talal 1970;

Rodey, Yunis & Good 1971)» in that lymphocytes from

NZB/B1 mice were found to be hyporesponsive to P.H.A.

when compared with those of Balb/c and C57B1 mice.

Responsiveness to mitogen is thymus-dependent (Rieke

1966; Greaves, Roitt & Rose 1968; Meuwissen, van Alten &

Good 1969) and is reduced in human cases of thymic

displasia (Meuwissen, Bach, van Alten & Good 1967; Lischner,

Dacou & Di George 1967; South, Starling & Ferribach 1969;

Meuwissen, Bach, Hong & Good 1968). This suggests either

a depletion in T-cell numbers in these mice, or a defect

in the ability of their cells to respond to mitogens such

as P.H.A. Interestingly, the cells from C+ve NZB/B1 mice

were even less responsive than those from C-ve NZB/B1

mice, mirroring the results of Rodey, Yunis and Good (1971)
who found that the capacity to respond to P.H.A. is these

mice fell as they aged and their disease progressed.

The response to P.H.A. appears to be a semiquantitative

measure of the mature, thymic-derived pool of cells

(Meuwissen, van Alten & Good 1969; Rodey & Good 1969) and

appears to be depressed in other strains of autoimmune

susceptible mice (Rodey, Good & Yunis 1971). Neonatal

thymectomy is also known to depress the P.H.A. response
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(Rodey, Good & Yunis 1971). On the other hand, lymphocytes

from bursectomised chickens show a normal (wleuwissen,

Bach, van Alten & Good 1967) to slightly enhanced (Greaves,
Roitt & Rose 1968) response to P.H.A. Rodey, Good and

Yunis (1971) quote the work of Denman and Denman (1970)

showing depletion of long-lived lymphocytes in aged

NZB/B1 mice as "further supporting the loss of thymus

derived lymphocytes with age in this strain".

Burnet's (1953) proposition that autoimmune disease

is basically a consequence of an immune deficiency resident

in the thymus which permits the persistence of clones of

cells which otherwise would be eliminated from the body

as foreign or abnormal, is attractive, to a certain

extent, in the light of findings in the NZB/B1 mouse.

However, in view of the finding of abnormal macrophage

activity in these mice presented here and the discovery

that macrophages or monocytes are required for the in vitro

response of lymphocytes to certain mitogens (Cline &

Gwett 1963; Hersch & Harris 1968; Beeger & Oppenheim 1970;

Levis & Robbins 1970) it may be that the deficiency lies

not entirely in the thymus, but may be of a more widespread

or fundamental nature.
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THh POSSIBLE IMPLICATION OF THE THYMUS IN NZB/B1 CELL

ACTIVITY AND DISEASE

There are pathological similarities between New

Zealand mice and normal mice which have been thymectomised

neonatally (de Vries, van Putten, Balmer & Bekkum 1961+;

3urnet & Holmes 1962, 1964). Neonatally thymectomised

animals often develop an antiglobulin positive haemolytic

anaemia akin to that seen in the NZB/B1 mouse (Yunis et

al 1967). Depletion of recirculating (small lymphocytes)
cells due to antilymphocytic serum treatment or thymectomy

is known to lead to the development of autoimmune disease

(Denman 1969). Reversal of such conditions has been

achieved following thymectomy by transplantation of

histocompatible spleen or thymus cells (Stutman .et ai

1967; Stutman, Yunis & Good 1969; Yunis, Hilgard jet al

1965).

Abnormality in thymus activity in NZB/B1 mice has

also been implied on the basis of results of thymus-

exchange experiments. In normal mice thymectomised and

then grafted with NZB/B1 thymus, autoimmune manifestations

develop (Helyer & Howie 1963). However, the implications

of the technique must be considered before laying too much

emphasis on the results as proof in this disease. Two

factors are involved, (a) the removal of the normal

thymus, together with its normal (postulated) autoimmune

control mechanisms and (b) the replacement with disease-

destined NZB/B1 thymus. Therefore, it is difficult to
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attribute the whole spectrum of autoimmune results to the

abnormal activity of the grafted NZB/B1 thymus.

Neonatal thymectomy of NZB/B1 mice is known to bring

about the appearance of autoimmune disease prematurely

(Helyer & Howie 1963; East & de Sousa 1966) suggesting

that, whilst the thymus might not operate normally, it

does appear to exercise a limited degree of restraint over

the emergence of autoimmune disease such as proposed by

Allison, Denman and Barnes (1971). These authors point to

the possibility of T-cells exerting a "specific feedback

control of autoantibody formation", on the basis that

"transfer of thymus cells from young to old mice reduces

the incidence of autoimmune manifestations" and that A.L.8.

(antilymphocytic serum) potentiates autoantibody formation.

Playfair (1973) suggests that the thymus itself does

the controlling, rather than "exporting mysterious

controlling T-cells". In this case any marrow-derived

cells with specificity for self, would be eliminated

during their passage through the normal thymus.

Examination of Jerne's theory (1970) on the thymus

acting as an "organ breeder of mutants" and a "trapping"

mechanism whereby any "forbidden clones" are caught up

and eliminated or killed leads on to an interesting

thought.

According to Jerne's theory, precursors of antiself

antibody-forming cells, with genes specific for histo¬

compatibility antigens, enter organs such as the thymus or

bursa of Pabricius or the bone marrow. These areas are
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considered to be "mutant breeding areas". Normally, over

a period of time, cells of a "forbidden clone" nature

will be killed or die out in these areas. However,

mutation of cells within these areas, so that they no

longer "fit" self antigens tightly may lead to their

escape from elimination. In the older, C+ve NZB/Bl mice,

it may be that, for some unspecified reason, further

mutation towards more foreign antigens is prevented or

suppressed. Thus, any antigen-sensitive ceils which

escape elimination and are released by these organs will,

of necessity, be specific only towards antigens fairly

closely related to self. This might explain why lymphocytes

from C+ve NZB/B1 mice are depressed in their ability to

initiate a G.V.H. reaction ("foreign" antigens) but will

cause splenomegally in young, syngeneic or histocompatible

(Balb/c) mice, perhaps because of some very slight

difference(s) in histocompatibility antigens. It would

also fit in with the apparent depression in antigen-

sensitive cells seen in older mice of this strain, such as

the P.H.A. reaction (Leventhal & Talal 1970) and the

primary response to SRBC (Diener 1966; Morton & Biegel

1969; Barthold, Kysela & Steinberg 197k)f although de Jesus,

Holborow and Brown (1972) propose that a lack of Pc

receptors may be involved. However, if a low mutation

rate, as just suggested, is involved, how this is brought

about is debatable. A virus may be implicated since thymus

dependent reactions can be suppressed by infection with

measles or rubella virus (bmithwick & Berkovich 1966).
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Immune depression by viruses wijfcJL be dealt with later.

More substantial evidence for a deficiency in the

number of lymphocytes in NZB/B1 mice came from Denman and

Denman (1970), Zatz, Mellors and Lance (1971) and Stutman

(1972). Denman and Denman (1970) showed that there is a

depletion of long-lived lymphocytes in thymic-dependent

regions of NZB/B1 lymphoid tissue. The role of long-

lived small lymphocytes in the rejection of homografts is

well documented (G-owans & McGregor 1965; Davies 1969;

Miller & Mitchell 1969) and so this depletion seen in the

NZB/B1 mice was immediately considered as the cause of

the delayed homograft rejection times seen in the older

mice of this strain (Gaffar, Krsiakova & Playfair 1970).

Stutman (1972) noted a decline in the absolute

numbers of ©3-ve but not thymus-independent lymphocytes in

NZB/B1 mice which progressed with age and pre-empted the

appearance of detectable autoimmunity. However, the

validity of these results, obtained with anti-O-serum,

is called into question in the light of the suggestion

made by Joel, Hess and Cottier (1972) that some O+ve

lymphocytes may lose their ©- antigen as they migrate

throughout the body. Indeed, discrepancies between the

total lymphocyte counts in the spleens and the sum of the

0-+ve and Ig+ve lymphocytes were observed (Stutman 1972)

and some lymphocytes were not accounted for. Waksman,

Raff and East (1972), in contrast, produced evidence to

suggest that the total number of tft-ve cells in NZB/B1

mice is normal - in which case, presumably any thymus-
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dependent reactions which are deficient in these mice

(e.g. P.H.A. response; G.V.H. reaction) are due to some

malfunctioning of the thymus-dependent cell-populc tion.

SZB/B1 LYMPHOCYTES - TOLERANCE AND IMMUNITY

Playfair (1971 a) found that in the NZB/B1 mouse

there is a raised threshold for both immunity and

tolerance in the T-cells. He postulated that there may

be two populations of T-cells, one which behaves "normally"

in comparison with those of other strains and one (the T-

cells which respond to higher doses only) which has

"failed to leave the thymus in the proper way". Lympho¬

cytes have been shown to control the magnitude of the

response to high doses of antigen, whereas the macrophage

controls the relative responsiveness to low and high

concentrations of antigen (Cohen & Paul 197h). This will

be discussed again later.

Playfair (1971 a) took his "2-populations-of-T-cell8M

theory a step further by contemplating two populations of

marrow-derived T-cell precursors, one of which, although

"processed" by the thymus, is unable to respond to low

thresholds for both immunisation and tolerance, as would

normal cells. But, if, as Cohen and Paul (197U) propose,

the macrophage is involved in responses to low doses of

antigen, then, the abnormalities observed in the NZB/B1

macrophages reported here, might be relevant to the

situation. Playfair (1971 a) explained the auto-aggressiTe
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T-cells found in NZB/B1 spleen and thymus (Playfair &

Krsiakova 1969) on the basis of his "high threshold" cells

evading tolerance to auto-antigens. The data from the

macrophage studies presented here, also suggest that

tolerance to self is evaded, but that this could occur by

the intervention of the macrophage (vide Infra). This

may explain why thymectomy in NZB/B1 mice can precipitate

autoimmunity (East, de Sousa & Jaquet 1967). The thymus

cells themselves may not be auto-aggressive but may

control or suppress other non-thymus cells which are.

Whilst pneumococcal polysaccharide type III (SS8III)

does not require the involvement of "helper" T-cells in

the initiation of its antibody response, there is

evidence to suggest that the magnitude of the antibody

response is governed by thymus-derived regulatory cells

(Baker e£ al 1974)# Enhancement of the antibody response

by A.L.S. treatment has been obtained (Baker, Barth,

Stashak & Amsbaugh 1970) and could be abrogated by

infusion of syngeneic thymus cells (Barthold et al 1973).

Now the thymus-dependent antibody response to SRBC

has been found to decrease with age in NZB/B1 mice

(Diener 1966; Morton & Siegel 1969; Barthold, J£ysela &

Steinberg (1974)). In contrast, the "thymus-independent"

antibody response to SSSIII increased with age in these

mice (Barthold, Kysela & Steinberg 1974) suggesting a

diminution of a T-cell suppressor effect.
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POSSIBLE CONTROL OF T-GELL ACTIVITY IN NZB/B1 MICE

Serum "thymic activity" (T.A.) has been shown to

decrease prematurely in ageing NZB/B1 mice (Bach, Dardenne

& Salomon 1973) as it does in patients with S.L.E. (Bach

& Dardenne 1972 c). Perhaps this diminution, together

with the diminution of other suppressor T-cell functions

(vide supra) is due to the action of the natural

thymocytotoxic antibody (N.T.A.) observed by Shirai and

Mellors (1971 ) in these mice. However, there are two

arguments against N.T.A. being the sole effector of this

diminution of T-cell suppression. Firstly, it (N.T.A.)

does not normally occur in high titres at as early an

age as does the increased response to 3SSIII in NZB/B1

mice (3arthold, Kysela & Steinberg 1974). But suggestions

have been made that suppressor T-cells inhibit B-cell

proliferation (Chused, Steinberg & Parker 1973)J thus, in

their absence, proliferation of B-cells or their precursors

could occur with an ensuing increase in antibody production.

Secondly, the presence of N.T.A. is not restricted to auto¬

immune strains of mice (Raff 1971) and furthermore there

is a normal decrease in both cellular and humoral capacity

in aged mice of non-autoimmune strains (Teller et al

1964; Makinodan & Peterson 1964). Therefore, perhaps the

combined effects of N.T.A. and the depression observed

in "normal" mice is, in some way, exacerbated in NZB/B1

mice. On the other hand, these aspects may enhance
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another abnormality in the immune system of these mice.

To quote Playfair (1971) again - "this focuses interest

on the B-cells ... which in the absence of normal T-cells

may spontaneously tend towards autoantibody formation ...

because a B-cell cannot be made tolerant except via a

T-cell (Gershon A Kondo 1970). However, by no means all

thymectomi8ed mice develop autoantibodies which implies

that both a loss of normal T-cells and some abnormality

in the B-cells may be required". Whilst this seems a

plausible explanation of the observed behaviour of NZB/B1

mice, the possibility of yet another abnormality, namely

that found in the macrophages of these mice, evidence for

which is presented here, being involved cannot be ruled

out.

MACROPHAGES' IN NZB/B1 MICE

A cellular abnormality, perhaps in the macrophage, in

NZB/B1 mice has been suggested by Denman and Denman (1970)

in view of the fact that secondary responses to SRBC in

old NZB/B1 mice are still "brisk" (if somewhat reduced in

magnitude) (Morton A Siegel 1969 b), suggesting that

immunological memory cannot be totally accounted for in

these mice by the small lymphocyte population (which
•enman A Denman(l970) showed to be depleted - vide supra).

The results presented in thiB thesis do, indeed, suggest

that there is an abnormality in the macrophages in the

NZB/B1 mice. True to form, there is hyperactivity and
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hypoactivity, the significance of which will shortly be

discussed.

B-CELL ACTIVITY IN NZB/B1 MICE

Not only are several T-cell dependent activities

deficient in the NZB/B1 mouse, but so are some B-cell

activities.

NZB/B1 B-cells were shown to be abnormal in their

relative inability to be made tolerant to B.G.G., even in

the presence of competent thymus cells (Staples, Steinberg

& Talal 1970). Their ability to respond to Keyhole

Limpet haemocyanin (K.L.H), an antigen thought to be

thymus-independent (Taylor 1969) was also found to be

depressed (Cerottini, Lambert & Dixon 1969).

The uptake of immune complexes into germinal centres

is probably mediated by lymphocytes with receptors for

IgG (Brown, Schwab & Holborow 1970; Brown, de Jesus,

Holborow & Harris 1970).

An age-dependent defect was observed in the local¬

isation of labelled antigen in the germinal centres in

the NZB/B1 strain (de Jesus, Holborow & Brown 1972). It

ante-dated the appearance of any signs of autoimmune

disease.

Could the hyperactivity in phagocytosis observed in

the macrophages of this strain be responsible, either

wholly or partially# for this? Since responses which

require the interaction of T-and B-cells, such as the
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response to 3RBC (Miller & Mitchell 1969; Davies 1969;

Claman & Chaperon 1969) and to serum proteins (Taylor 1969;

Miller 1971) are not depressed in C-ve NZB/B1 mice, some

hypothetical explanation is required. If hoth the T- and

3-cell populations, independently, have depressed immuno-

logical activity (low P.H.A. and G.V.H. responses; depressed

localisation of antigen into germinal centres; low

responses to K.L.H), then why is it that they can act

together to give good responses at an early age to

antigens such as 3RBC and serum proteins (rlayfair 1968;

nvans, Williamson & Irvine 1968; Morton & Siegel 1969;

Staples & Talal 1969; Weir, McBride & Naysmith 1968)?

Whether the T-cells Just lack specific receptors for

P.H.A. and G.V.H. reactions, but do possess the necessary

receptors for interaction with B-cells is a point for

conjecture. Perhaps the T-cells are capable of elaborating

a soluble factor which would influence B-cells (peldman &

Basten 1972 b) but are unable to respond to antigens

themselves. The involvement of the macrophage in antibody

synthesis seems necessary (Peldman 1972 b) and this cell

(the macrophage) may present the receptor (elaborated by

the T-cell)-antigen complex to the B-cells which adhere to

them (Schmidt & Unanue 1971).

Thus, it appears that in the NZB/B1 strain there is

(a) a population of T-cells either defective in (quantity

or quality (vide supra) and (b) a defective B-cell

population.
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Evidence exists elsewhere (Morton & Siegel 1970 bj

Biozzi, Benacerraf, Stiffel & Halpern 195U) to suggest that,

at least in some aspects such as carbon-clearance, the

phagocytic cells of these mice and some hybrids are

hypereffective in antigen uptake. The results reported

here confirm these findings and will be discussed shortly.

THE POSSIBLE IMPLICATION OP THE MACROPHAGE IN NZB/B1

DISEASE

The phagocyte is a relatively neglected cell in the

study of autoimmune disease. Far more work appears to

have been done on lymphocytes. As it is apparently

involved in both tolerance and immunity, any abnormality

in the macrophage would be expected to be reflected in the

disease of an animal. The contents of such cells too, if

liberated, might affect the animal. As Zvaiffler (1973)»

in his studies on R.A. pointed out ... "in the final

analysis ... it is the phagocytic process and the

subsequent release of biologically active material from

polymorphonuclear leukocytes or synovial lining cells which

provokes Joint inflamation and tissue injury".

Little attention has been paid to the activity of

macrophages in these mice. The results in this thesis

suggest that an abnormality in these cells becomes

apparent with increasing age in two ways. The first is a

hyperactivity in their phagocytic ability. The second is

an impaired ability to degrade the phagocytosed antigen
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to the same extent as found in three non-autoimmune

strains (Balh/c, CBA and C57B1) of mice.

PHAGOCYTOSIS BY NZB/B1 P.E. MACROPHAGES

The state of 'fectivation" of a phagocytic cell may be

reflected by its rate of uptake of particles (Rabinovitch

1970). Bearing in mind the limitations of the experiment

used here to study the uptake of RBC's by mouse peritoneal

(P.E.) macrophages - namely that the human eye is required

to distinguish cells, after fixation and staining, which

contain the ingested erythrocytes and so imposes a

subjective and fallible scrutiny, in contrast to the

objective radioisotope method also used - the results are

of interest in delineating marked differences in the

activities of macrophages of the auto-immune NZB/B1 and

non-autoimmune Balb/c, CBA and C57B1 strains.

Since phagocytes will normally ingest aged and

injured erythrocytes in preference to fresh and healthy

ones (Stuart & Cummings 1968), freshly collected and

carefully handled erythrocytes were used in these

experiments.

The results of these experiments were, briefly, that

P.E. macrophages from C+ve NZB/B1 mice were significantly

more avid in their uptake of erythrocytes, even histo-

compatible ones, than were those from C-ve NZB/B1 mice or

any of the other strains used. Since foreign red cells are

normally phagocytosed in preference to homologous ones

(Halpern 1957), this activity towards homologous cells may
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mean that the macrophages themselves bear a coating of

cytophilic antibody (Nelson 1969).

As when Schreiber and Prank (1972) found that IgG-

coated erythrocytes were cleared rapidly from the

circulation of guinea pigs, the treatment of erythrocytes

with C+ve NZB/B1 serum prior to their incubation with

the macrophages, elicited an increased uptake of

erythrocytes by all the macrophages, irrespective of

strain, with all the erythrocytes except those from C+ve

NZB/B1 mice. Since C+ve NZB/B1 mice are known to have

anti-erythrocyte antibodies in their sera (Helyer & Howie

1963 b; Long, Holmes & Burnet 1963; Mellors 1965)* it

does not seem unreasonable to suggest that it is their

activity observed here.

Treatment of the serum with 2-mercaptoethanol

eliminated the possibility of IgM involvement and left

IgG as a possible opsonising agent. This reflected the

situation in which complement was required with IgM but

not IgG-coated erythrocytes for clearance in Guinea pigs

(Schreiber & Prank 1972). As the serum used here was

heat-inactivated, complement was unlikely to be present.

This in vitro observation of increased uptake of

erythrocytes by C+ve NZB/B1 P.E. macrophages reflects

the likely uptake of isologous erythrocytes, enhanced by

the presence of auto-antibody, in the in vivo situation.

The effect of IgG antibody in the clearance of

RBC's has been studied by several workers (Jandl &

Kaplan 1960; Jandl, Jones & Castle 1957; Mollison 1959;
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Liollison, Crome, Hughes-Jones & Rochna 1965; Schreiber &

Frank 1972). The importance of such clearance in the

autoimmune haemolytic diseases is obvious. The transient

Coofcbs conversions noted in recipient mice of C+ve NZB/B1

lymphoid ceils, (Holmes, G-orrie & Burnet 1961; Holmes

1965; Mellors 1968 d) might be due to the active synthesis

of anti-erythrocyte antibody by the transferred cells,

which may in turn promote phagocytosis of the resultant

antibody-coated RBC's.

The results of the erythrophagocytosis studies

suggest a heightened degree of "cellular immunity" as

defined by Metchnikoff (1905)» i.e. an immunity which

resides in activated phagocytes, in the old, G+ve NZB/B1

mice. Indeed, since macrophages do not normally ingest

red blood cells in the absence of antibodies (Rabinovitch

1970), unless the G+ve NZB/B1 P.E. macrophages were coated

with cytophilic antibody, then they (the G+ve NZB/B1

macrophages) were showing heightened activity similar to

that seen in P.E. macrophages of animals recovering from

infection (Blanden 1968; North 1969; Lurie 1 962+; Blanden

et al 1966). The possibility that these G+ve NZB/B1 P.E.

macrophages are "activated" macrophages will be discussed

again later.

The inhibition of uptake of G+ve NZB/B1 RBC*s by

C+ve NZ3/B1 serum could be due to the presence of

cytophilic (non-specific) antibodies in the serum (Tizard

1971) acting competitively for available cell receptors.
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In all strains of mice studied (CBA, Balb/c, C57B1

and NZB/Bl) the uptake of antigen (both B.S.A. and RBC*s)
was greater in the P.E. macrophages taken from the older

group within each strain. Whilst the results of studies

on the uptake of RBC's corroborate those obtained with
125

I-BSA they will not be discussed in greater detail

because of the limitations imposed by the technique,

mentioned earlier.

If one examines graphs 1 and 2 showing the uptake of
125

I-BSA by the various P.E. macrophages, it becomes

apparent that the cells from C+ve NZB/31 mice are far

more active phagocytically than those of anyother group or

strain studied in this thesis. Over the first 6 hours of

incubation with labelled-antigen, the cells from the

younger, C-ve NZB/Bl mice are also hyperactive with

respect to both the older and younger groups of Balb/c

mice. When one considers this in the light of the findings

of the "degradation of antigen" studies, several points

pertinent to the results of other workers emerge.

RETENTION Aill) DEGRADATION OP ANTIGEN BY NZB/Bl P.E.

MACROPHAGES

Firstly, the P.E. macrophages of both C+ve NZB/B1 and

C-ve NZ3/B1 mice, but more especially the former, gave up

their ingested antigen far less readily than either of

the Balb/c groups. Moreover, whilst the overall

degradative ability of the cells from the C-ve NZB/Bl mice

was somewhat impaired when contrasted with those from age-
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matched Balb/c mice, that of the cells from aged, C+ve

NZB/B1 mice was markedly depressed.

Cathepsin D plays a part in the intracellular

digestion of certain proteins (Dingle, Poole, Lazarus &

Barret 1973)> and it has been found that inhibition of its

activity may lead to the arrest of protein digestion in

macrophages (Dingle et al 1973). A lack of an enzyme,

such as Gathepsin D, in NZB/B1 macrophages might account
125

for the reduced degradation of I-BSA reported here.

This may be a genetically determined deficiency or it

may be brought about by extrinsic factors, such as viruses.

As the NZB/B1 mice harbour a virus ablnitio (for a

discussion of the possible role of a virus in NZB/B1

disease, vide infra). it would be very difficult to

separate a genetic component from a viral one.

On the basis of these results, one can speculate, to

some extent, on the cellular interactions which precede

the observations of several authors. These results can

be interpreted in terms of current views on tolerance

induction and antibody formation, viz antigen being

presented to lymphocytes after macrophage processing or

with the aid of another helper cell leading to antibody

formation, whereas direct contact between antigen and

lymphocytes can lead to immune tolerance, especially after

large doses of antigen (Leskowitz 1967; Dresser &

Mitchison 1968; Pribnow & Silverman 1967; Mitchison 1967»

1968; Unanue & Askonas 1967; Wagner, Feldman, Boyle &

Schrader 1972).
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Studies on the fate of antigen after uptake by

macrophages have revealed that a small amount of material

is retained in an immunogenic form over long periods,

although the major part of it is degraded quickly and the

degradation products released (Cohn 1962; Ehrenreich A

Cohn 1966; Unanue A Askonas 1968). The bulk of antigen

is first found in the phagolysosomes and lysosomes

(Pranzl 1962; Williams A Ada 1967).

THE MACROPHAGE AND TOLERANCE IN NZB/B1 MICE

Martin (1966) suggested that the ease of induction

of tolerance in the newborn is a reflection of immaturity

of macrophage activity. In view of the fact that

considerable difficulty has been found in inducing

tolerance in young NZB/B1 mice (Playfair 1968; Weir,

McBride A Naysmith 1968; Staples A Talal 1969 (a) & (b)),

this suggestion is interesting when one considers the

relative hyperactivity in antigen uptake by macrophages

observed in the NZB/B1 mouse strains. An unusually early

development of immune competence has been observed in these

mice (Playfair 1968; Evans, 'illiamson A Irvine 1968;

Morton A Siegel 1969; Morton, Olson A Siegel 1967; Siegel

A Morton 1967).

If, as a result of the hyperactivity of young NZB/B1

mouse macrophages observed here, most of any injected

antigen is "mopped up" by these phagocytes, then little

may be left to reach the lymphocytes directly to cause
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immune paralysis. Morton and Siegel (1969) found that

they could only saturate the spleen plaque-forming

capacity of NZB/B1 mice with a hundred-fold greater dose

of SRBC as compared with Balb/c mice. This would be in

keeping with the idea of a population of extremely active

phagocytes removing antigen from the cirulation at a

faster than "normal" rate.

Remembering that the degradative ability of young

NZB/B1 P.E. macrophages is still relatively good

(compared with that of aged Balb/c and NZB/B1 macrophages)

one can envisage a rapid engulfment of antigen, thus

preventing or lessening the likelihood of immune paralysis,

followed by degradation of the antigen and presentation of

it in an immunogenic form to the immunocompetent cell

population. A high antibody response as observed by

Staples and Talal (1969) and Weir, McBride and Naysmith

(1968) might then be expected. Complementation of this

by lack of suppressor-T-cells as suggested by Playfair

(1971 a) in the response to SRBC may also be envisaged.

The relative inability to induce low zone tolerance

(Weir, McBride & Naysmith 1968; Staples & Talal 1969) in

young N2B/B1 mice is fairly easily explained by this

rapid sequestration of antigen away from direct contact

and subsequent paralysis of lymphocytes. On the other

hand, the success of Playfair (1971 a) in inducing high

zone tolerance in these mice by injecting greatly increased

numbers of SRBC can be explained by proposing that vast

numbers of such cells or large quantities of antigen are
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required to saturate the gross appetite of the phagocytes

(cf. Morton & Siegel 1969) before antigen can reach the

lymphocytes and induce paralysis.

It would be even more difficult to induce immune

paralysis in older, C+ve NZB/B1 mice on the basis of their

P.E. macrophages' even greater phagocytic capabilities.

However, since these macrophages are relatively inefficient

in degrading and so, presumably, processing antigen, less

processed antigenic material will be available for transfer

to lymphocytes (Pishman 1961; Pishman A Adler 1963;

T'ishman, Hammerstrom & Bond 1963; Askonas & Rhodes 1965;

Cohen 196?; Wagner, Peldman, Boyle & Schrader 1972).

This could account for the decreased antibody-plaque-

forming potential observed in old, overtly autoimmune

mice of this strain (Siegel, Brooks & Morton 1970). It

could also account for the unusual depression of the

primary response to SRBC found as these mice age (Morton
& Siegel 1968 & 1969; Diener 1966). On the other hand,

Stuart and Davidson (1961;) have shown that saturation of

macrophages by substances other than those against which

an antibody response is anticipated, can lead to supression

of the expected response. Thus, saturation of NZB/B1

macrophages, especially in older mice, by effete or

altered self-components may be responsible, partly or

wholly for the depressed responses noted against antigens

such as SRBC's in aged, sick animals.
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TOLERANCE ASP AUTOIMMUNITY IN THE N23/B1 MICE

The application of this cellular hyper- and hypo-

reactivity to the autoimmune state of these mice is,

of necessity, strictly hypothetical. Autoimmunity may

be defined, simply, as lack of tolerance to self, with

ensuing damage to the animals' integrity. Different

experimental results have suggested that the target cells

for tolerance induction may be thymus cells (Taylor 1969),

bone-marrow cells (Playfair 1969) and both thymus and

bone-marrow cells (Chiller, Habicht & Weigle 1970).

In the NZB/B1 mouse, tolerance to self is obviously

defective, as is tolerance to other, foreign, antigens

(' eir, McBride & Naysmith 1968; Playfair 1971 a). A

protective role for T-cells in "normal" conditions was

suggested by Playfair (1971 a). Under such circumstances,

T-cells would act to suppress auto-antibody formation and

when they are difficult to render tolerant, this "protective"

role is no longer fulfilled. Thymectomy has been shown to

precipitate autoimmunity in NZB/B1 mice (East, de Sousa

& Jaquet 1967) and infusion of young, syngeneic thymus

cells has been successful in preventing the production of

auto-antibodies in A strain mice (Teague & Priou 1969).

This, together with the apparent depletion of T-cells in

NZB/31 mice (Denman & Denman 1970; Stutman 1972), tend to

support the idea that autoimmunity in the NZB/B1 mice

might, at least in part, be due to a deficiency or a

defect in their T-cell population.
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'"hilst according to Gershon and Kondo (1970), B-

cells cannot be made tolerant except through T-cells, not

all thymectomised mice develop autoimmunity. Therefore,

Playfair (1971 a) suggested that autoimmunity might require

both a loss of normal T-cells (or a deficiency in their

activity) and an abnormality in the B-cell population.

Both have been shown (vide supra) in the NZB/B1 strain.

A lesion in a primitive lymphoid stem cell may be

responsible for both. The work presented here suggests

that the macrophage may play some part in tolerance

induction and autoimmunity. Indeed, Glynn and Holborow

(1971) suggested just such an involvement in NZB/Bl

autoimmunity when they speculated, as did Burnet (1959),

that there might be "a fault in the processing of antigen

(self) so that the products are no longer recognisable as

self".

If one believes in Burnet's (1969) theory of the

elimination of self-reactant clones by contact of the

potential auto-reactive immunocyte precursors with self-

antigen, then the rapid removal of effete - self material

by the NZB/B1 macrophages at any age in life (studied here

from 2 months) could mean that these cells might escape

elimination. This line of thought would necessitate that

the self-antigen was not recognised by the macrophage as

self, either because of some inherant deficiency in the

macrophage, or because it (self-antigen) is altered in

some way, perhaps by the much-talked-of tjrpe C murine

leukaemia virus found in this strain. The removal of
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antigen by macrophages would also lead to persistence of

autoreactive clones according to Bretscher and Cohn (1970)
and Bretscher (1973)» For the normal induction of anti¬

body formation, they propose that associative recognition

(i.e. recognition of two determinants on an antigen) occurs.

In animals tolerant to self components, normally no cells

specific for self will arise. If one does arise, however,

paralysis of that cell will ensue, following its contact

with self-antigen. Should this antigen be removed, for

example by hyperactive macrophages, paralysis of such an

autoreactive ceil will not follow and it may proceed to

proliferate. Then, should another cell (T or B cell,

depending on which type the first cell was) with which

the first cell could react in associative recognition,

antibody production against self could begin. Speculation

on the implication of a virus on both the hyperactivity

and hyporeactivity observed in the P.E. macrophages of

the NZB/B1 strain will be made later.

The explanation of autoantibody formation in NZB/B1

mice being the result of the emergence of "forbidden

clones", if restricted to a monoclonal or oligoclonal

response as implied by Burnet's theory on autoimmunity

(1959) would appear to be somewhat curtailed in the light

of evidence shed on the types of anti-erythrocyte anti¬

bodies found in the NZB/B1 mice (Warner & Wistar 1968).

arner and Wistar (1968) established that this auto¬

antibody response is polyclonal through the demonstration

of heterogeneity of antibody class and subtype. Further
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evidence, that of heterogeneity of autoantibody-binding

affinity, was presented by Long, Holmes and Burnet (1963).

These features of the anti-erythrocyte autoantibody more

closely resemble a normal immune response rather than an

autonomous selected clonal proliferation or de-repression

of selected autoimmunocompetent cells. The existence of

other anti-erythrocyte autoantibodies of differing

antigenic specificity has been indicated by the demonstration

of cold-reactive antibodies (Costea, Yakulis & Heller

1970) and antibodies cross-reactive with human

erythrocytes (Holborow, Barnes & Tuffrey 1965) and anti¬

bodies to the "X" and "HB" erythrocyte antigens (hinder
& Edgington 1972).

r.' EE/Gi: OF NXB/Bl CELLS INTO OTH.A? MICE

Since many attempts to transfer NZB/B1 disease to

other strains of mice, and to young, syngeneic recipients,

have involved the injection of spleen cells from old,

diseased C+ve NZB/B1 mice (vide infra), in vitro cyto¬

toxicity studies were carried out. As it was hoped to

bring about changes in the activity of macrophages from

recipients of such cells with regard to their handling of

antigen (^2^I-BSA), the cytotoxicity tests were performed

to check if there was any toxic action from the injected

lymphocytes against the recipients' macrophages. This

was the reverse of the experiment performed by Hibbs,

Lambert and Remington (1972) in which activated macro-
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phages from Toxoplasma-infected mice were found to be

cytotoxic towards C3H fiibroblasts. In the experiment

reported here, target cells were glass-adherant cells

from the peritoneal cavity, and therefore, were expected

to be mainly macrophages, although the presence of some

lymphocytes which escaped washing-off could not be ruled

out. The lymphocyte suspensions were splenic in origin

and had been treated in such a way (page 234) as to

remove erythrocytes. They were not passed through a

leukopac, so macrophages might have been present.

In the experiment, the cells (lymphocytes and macro¬

phages) were separated by a millipore membrane. It is

feasible that cells (lymphocytes) could have passed through

this to make contact with the glass adherant cells, ouch

contact was found to be necessary by Hibbs, Lambert and

Remington (1972) and Ivans and Alexander (1972) for cyto¬

toxic events to occur.

hat began as a kind of in vitro "control" experiment,

to check that the cell transfers, used prior to study of

the recipients' P.L. macrophage antigen-handling ability,

did not produce any cellular damage in the recipients,

concluded by showing some raction.

The first point to emerge was that in the non-auto¬

immune susceptible strain (Balb/c), splenic lymphocytes

elicited a greater degree of killing of glass adherant

P.... cells when they (the lymphocytes) were from young

mice. This perhaps reflects a general lowering of immune

capacity as mice age (Talal et al 1964; Makinodan &

Peterson 1964)•
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In the case of lymphocytes from young Balb/c and

from C57B1 mice, the cells were more "cytotoxic" towards

P.E. glass-adherant cells from older mice (both Balb/c

and NZB/Bl) than from younger mice. This may reflect an

increase in new antigens, perhaps of viral origin, on the

cells from older mice. Since these mice were housed

under normal animal house conditions, exposure to a wide

variety of viruses would be anticipated throughout life.

The possible involvement of viruses will be discussed at

length later.

Lymphocytes from HZB/B1 mice differed in that cells

from older mice (O+ve 'TZB/B1 lymphocytes) were highly

cytotoxic against glass-adherant P.E. cells from young,

syngeneic and histocompatible mice. Under such

circumstances a loss of tolerance towards antigens present

in the young might be envisaged. Also, a greater number

of lymphocytes in the splenic lymphocyte suspensions from

C+ve UZB/31 mice are likely to be "stimulated" or

"activated", perhaps non-specifically, in the light of

their autoimmunity. This would agree with the results of

the column separation of splenic lymphocytes reported in

this thesis.

Whilst lymphocytes from unsensitised animals (here

C57B1 and Balb/c) would not be expected to be cytotoxic

towards macrophages, such cytotoxicity might be envisaged

should (a) the target cells bear antitarget cell anti¬

bodies or (b) the target cells be coated with complement

components (Perlmann & Holm 1969).
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Lymphocytes from Balb/c mice were more toxic towards

P.E. macrophages from C+ve NZB/31 mice in vitro than those

from C-ve NZB/B1 mice, perhaps due to the appearance of

viral or other antigens on the cell surfaces of the older

mice. If this could be shown to occur in vivo with

lymphoid cells from C+ve NZB/B1 mice, then the injection

of such cell3 into Balb/c mice might result in a host-

yersus-graft reaction (despite the H—2^ identity between

these two strains). Such a reaction could then lead to

liberation of cell contents, with a subsequent increase

in effete-cellular components, requiring removal, and

perhaps a transient auto-immune state such as that

observed by Holmes, Gorrie and Burnet (1961), Holmes (1965)»

Mellors (1968 d) and Barnes and Tuffrey (1969).

Lymphocytes from both C+ve NZB/B1 and C-ve NZB/B1

mice, but more especially the former, were cytotoxic

towards macrophages from Balb/c mice. Therefore, again,

when lymphoid cells from these NZB/B1 mice are injected

into Balb/c recipients, a reaction might be expected to

occur. This time destruction of host tissue might ensue,

leading to the liberation of greater than normal amounts

of effete-self material to be cleared, resulting, perhaps,

in a transient autoimmune state. The possible role of a

virus in this will be dealt with later.

When C+ve NZB/B1 lymphocytes were used in conjunction

with C-ve NZB/B1 macrophages in vitro (a situation

analogous to that in which attempts are made to induce
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NZB/B1 disease prematurely within the strain) cytotoxic

reactions were again observed, with the possible in vivo

consequences speculated upon above.

These results are of interest, irrespective of any

viral-transfer implication, since the perivascular

infiltration with a pleomorphic collection of cells which

is a prominent histological feature in older NZB/B1 mice

(Denman et ad 1971)» the depressed graft-rejection

abilities (Teague, Yunis et al 1970), the reduced

responsiveness to P.H.A. (Leventhal & Talal 1970; Rodey,

Yunis & Good 1971) and the frequency of reticulum cell

sarcomas (Gaffar, Krsiakova & Playfair 1970) seen in these

mice are all indicative of the possibility of an on-going

G.V.H. type reaction, or a cell-mediated auto-aggression.

Thus, the results of cell transfer experiments (vide

infra) may be a mirror of what occurs in the intact NZB/B1

mouse as it ages and its autoimmune disease advances.

Pertiatat to the results of the cytotoxicity tests

reported in this thesis are those of Stiller et al (1973)*

In a rather subjective (monolayers were examined micro¬

scopically for evidence of cytotoxic damage such as

rounding-up, pycnotic nuclei and hyperchromatic condensed

cytoplasm) study of cytotoxicity in NZB/B1 mice, tbese

authors found NZB/B1 spleen cells to be cytotoxic to

monolayers of syngeneic embryo fibroblasts. This cyto¬

toxicity increased as the animals aged. However, they did

not observe any cytotoxicity between Balb/c spleen cells

and embryonic NZB/B1 fibroblasts. Nor did they find NZB/
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B1 spleen cells cytotoxic for monolayers of Balb/c fibro¬

blasts. Similar results were found by Liburd, Russell

and Dossetor (1973). The differences in the results

reported here may be due to differences in techniques.

The important thing is that, in the NZB/B1 mouse, auto¬

immune destruction may be as a result of such cytotoxicity.

If this is so, wholly or partially, the next step is to

discover why this cytotoxicity occurs. The results of

cytotoxicity studies reported here, suggest that, even

within the non-autoimmune Balb/c strain, lymphocytes from

young mice can be slightly cytotoxic towards cells from

older, syngeneic animals. This may be due to the

emergence of new, non-tolerated antigens as the animals

age. The destruction of homologous cells by lymphocytes

deriving from patients with S.4.E. has been reported

(Trayanova, Sura & Svet-Moldavsky 1966) and is of interest

in this context.

51
In a study employing Cr-labelling, Greenberg and

Playfair (1974) discovered an antibody-dependent cell

which arose spontaneously in NZB/B1 mice of about 9 months

of age which was cytotoxic for the P-815-Y mastocytoma.

The nature of this cell is, as yet, Unclear. It is

neither a T- nor a B-cell, but probably of the monocyte

series (Greenberg, Shen & Roitt 1973) similar to the

antibody-dependent cytotoxic cells studied by others

(Perlman & Perlman 1970).

Greenberg and Playfair (1974) related the decreased
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ability of the NZB/B1 antibody-dependent cytotoxic cell

to destroy antibody-coated chicken RBC's, to the reduced

ability of NZB/B1 B-cells to transport aggregated immuno¬

globulin to germinal centres reported by De Jesus,

Holborow and Brown (1972). They say that "the defect seen

in the recognition of complexes for transport to germinal

centres may be comparable to the decreased ability of

these cells to recognise an antibody-target cell complex.

They suggest that this may be due to a decreased

availability of Fc receptors, since the NZB/B1 mice have

so many antigen-antibody complexes in their systems. A

possibility exists, of course, that in the in vivo system,

the free macrophages engulf antigen so well that they

effectively reduce the chances of other cells from taking

it up.

Of interest is Greenberg and Playfair's (1974)

discovery of the spontaneity of the cytotoxic cell

development. If such a cell with cytotoxicity to the

mastocytoma arises spontaneously, so might other cyto¬

toxic cells with a contribution to the auto-aggressive

condition in these mice.

Attempts to induce autoimmune disease prematurely

in young NZB/B1 mice or to bring it about in non-auto¬

immune strains such as the histocompatible Balb/c strain,

have met with varying degrees of success. Unlike the

transmission of Aleutian disease in mink (Porter & Larsen

1968) successful transmission of the NZB/B1 disease by

cell-free filtrates has, on the whole, been unsuccessful.
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Only Mellors and Huang (1967) have reported suceeas when

lymphoid cells were used as donor material. Transient

autoimmune haemolytic anaemia was induced in the

recipients of cells from C+ve NZB/B1 mice by Holmes,

Gorrie and Burnet (1961), Holmes (1965)* Mellors (1968 d)f

Barnes and Tuffrey (1969), East et al (1967) and East and

Branca (1969).

Holborow and Denman (1968) achieved positive D.C.T.'s

in the recipients of C+ve NZB/B1 lymphoid cells and were

able to maintain that state by suppressing the immune

system of the recipients with A.L.8. both within the

NZB/B1 strain and to other strains of mice (Denman, Russell

& Denman 1969). This argues that the reaction normally

remains transient in the young NZB/B1 due to an active

"inhibitory" mechanism within the lymphoid cell system

and that this can be overcome with A.L.G. In support of

this idea Lindsey and Woodruff (1967:1968) showed that X-

irradiated NZB/B1 mice restored trith C-ve NZB/B1 lymphoid

cells become C-ve. Assuming that the recipients remain

immunodeficient, the fact that the D.C.T. remains negative

until time for "normal" Coombs conversion of the donor

suggests that an inhibitory mechanism operates and that

the age-related failure of this leads to the spontaneous

disease of the NZB/B1. Similarly, the age-related

incidence of DNP-autoantibody in A/Jax mice can be delayed

by grafting young, syngeneic spleen or thymus cell

suspensions (Teague & Friou 1969). East et al (1967),

whilst inducing splenomegally in young NZB/B1 recipients
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of lymphoid cells from C+ve HZB/B1 mice were unable, on

the whole, to induce autoimmune haemolytic anaemia in them,

again suggesting some possible inhibitory mechanism

functioning in the young of this strain, which decreases

with age. This inhibition mechanism, probably associated

with lymphocytes, may be linked with the age-related

involution of the thymus (Barnes, Tuffrey & Berry 1968)

discussed elsewhere.

It has been postulated in this thesis that the

abnormal handling of antigen by macrophages in NZB/B1

mice may be a contributive factor in NZB/B1 autoimmunity.

Since inoculation of syngeneic and histocompatible mice

with live lymphoid cells from C+ve NZB/B1 mice has been

shown to bring about at least some of the autoimmune

manifestations of the disease suffered by mice of the

NZB/B1 strain in the recipients (Holmes, Gorrie & Burnet

1961; Holmes 1965; Mellors 1968 d; Barnes & Tuffrey 1969;

East, de Sousa et al_ 1967; East & Branca 1969), the effect

of such cells on the recipients' P.Z. macrophage handling

of antigen was studied. If quantities of the associated

type-C murine leukaemia virus in a purified form, together

with a generous allowance of time, had been available, the

effect of the virus on antigen handling by macrophages

from virus-infected animals would also have been studied.

Any effects of such cell transfers on recipients'

macrophages might help to complete the picture of the

events which occur in these mice.
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SPLEWOMEGALLY INDUCED H THE RECIPIENTS OF LYMPHOID GELLS

"ROM C-t-YE WIB/B1 MICE

As has been already mentioned, splenomegally such as

that reported by Playfair and Krsiakova (1969) and East

et al (1967), was also observed here when live lymphoid

cells from C+ve NZB/B1 mice were injected into young,

syngeneic mice or Balb/c mice. In view of the fact that

the G.Y.H. reaction in aged NZB/B1 mice is depressed

(Stutman, Yunis & Good 1968; Cantor, Asofsky & Talal

1970) it seems unlikely that the above observation is due

to a G.Y.H. reaction. However, a reaction on the basis of

Jerne's (1970) theory has been discussed (page 356).
This leads one to consider if a host-versus-graft reaction

is occurring.

The "cytotoxic" reactions observed in vitro between

lymphocytes and macrophages from G+ve NZB/B1 and Balb/c

and G-ve NZB/B1 mice, which have already been discussed,

might suggest that this may be the case. However, two

points contra-indicate a host-vergus-graft reaction. The

first is that live cells are apparently required; this

would not be expected to be the case if the host cells

were reacting against an antigenic determinant on the

donor cells. Secondly, young, immunologically immature

animals were chosen as recipients to avoid just such a

reaction. However, the young NZB/B1 mice are known to be

somewhat precocious in their immune development (Playfair

1968; Evans, V.illiamson & Irvine 1968). There is no

report of this being the case in the Balb/c strain.
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If the splenomegally is the result of some kind, of

allograft rejection, dependent on live cells within the

grafted cell population, then the cytotoxic activity

between G+ve and C-ve NZB/B1 and Balb/'c cells just

discussed could be implicated. Allograft rejection is, to

a large extent, mediated by cells with immunological

capabilities. One of the mechanisms of graft destruction

is by a cytotoxic mechanism mediated through contact

between "immune" host cells and graft cells. These

cytotoxic reactions (Govaerts 1960; Rosenau & Moon 1961)

appear to be largely mediated by cells of the small

lymphocyte type or sensitised macrophages (Granger &

Weiser 196J+). Since the Balb/c mice are (a) supposedly

immature immunologically and (b) have not encountered

NZB/Bl cells before, it is unlikely that their immunocytes

or macrophages are "immune" to any antigens in the C+ve

NZB/Bl cell inoculum. However, "activation" of the

recipients' macrophages (Balb/c or NZB/Bl) might occur

as will shortly be explained.

POSSIBLE EVENTS. IN VIVO. FOLLOWING INOCULATION OF MICE

"TTH LYMPHOID CELLS FRO?. C+VB NZB/Bl MICE

One or more of several events could take place in

the recipient of live lymphoid cells from C+ve NZB/Bl

mice. Firstly, they (the inoculated cells) could settle

down within the recipient and multiply. Any auto-reactive

cells could thus increase in number. This view is
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supported by the finding that the viability of the cells

is a necessary prerequisite, and that such cells do, in

fact, survive in the recipient (Holborow & Denman 1968).
The transient Coombs reaction observed in recipient mice

(vide supra) could be explained on the basis of such a

proliferation. Its transient nature may be due to an

initial imbalance - the antibody synthesising cells

proliferating rapidly until they are brought under control

by some type of suppressor cells as envisaged by Playfair

(1971 a).

A second possibility is that the transferred cells

could provide a suitable milieu for the carry-over of a

transmissible agent (?viral). The virus in the NZB/B1

strain has proved extremely difficult to cultivate (Levy

& Pincus 1970), so it is feasible that it is an unusually

delicate organism, easily destroyed by techniques such as

repeated freezing and thawing used to liberate it from

its host cell. The possibility of the necessity for a

"helper" virus, as was found in the case of Burkitt's

lymphoma, also exists. However, it would seem likely that,

as rather crude cell-free tissue extracts have been used

elsewhere as the source of virus for inoculations, the

helper virus, if it does exist, would also be present.

Thirdly, the transferred, presumably "stimulated"

lymphocytes could activate macrophages in the recipients

as shown by Mackaness (1969) using Listeria monocytogenes.

Such an explanation necessitates the use of live lymphoid
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cells, which agrees with the observations in the NZB/Bl

strain. That spleen cell suspensions from old, C+ve

NZB/Bl mice do contain a high proportion of stimulated

lymphocytes is borne out by the observations made of

splenic cell suspensions passed through glass bead

columns and examined for rosette formation. The results

of the column separation of lymphocytes reported in this

thesis suggest that the spleens of old, C+ve N2B/B1 mice

contained a higher percentage of stimulated cells than

did those of the C-ve NZB/B1 or Balb/c mice. If

"stimulated" lymphocytes are responsible for the

initiation of disease in recipients' of cell suspensions

from C+ve NZB/B1 mice, this would explain why attempts

to transfer the disease with cells from young NZB/Bl mice

have been unsuccessful (East et al 1967). These

"stimulated" lymphocytes could also be responsible for a

non-specific activation of the host macrophages (Mackaness

1969) and could perhaps make them behave as the hyper¬

active NZB/B1 macrophages. It was with this in mind that

the in vitro macrophage activity was observed in recipient

(Balb/c and NZB/Bl) mice following transfer of lymphoid

cells from old and young NZB/Bl mice.

THE EFFECT OF NZB/Bl LYMPHOID CELLS ON THE ANTIGEN

HA:IDLING ABILITY OF THE RECIPIENTS' P.E. KACRCPHAQES

IN VITRO

Besides noticing that live cells were required when

inoculating recipients with C+ve NZB/Bl splenic lymphocytes
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to obtain any significant effect on the recipients' P.E.

macrophages when examined for their activity in the
1 2 *5

presence of I-BSA, it was observed that C+ve NZB/Bl

spleen cells were effective passage material whereas

G-ve NZB/B1 spleen cells were markedly less so.

Briefly, live spleen and lymph node cells from C+ve

NZB/Bl mice induced a change in the ability of the

recipients' (young Balb/c and young, G-ve NZB/Bl) P.E.
125

macrophages to take up and degrade I-BSA. "Mist some

change in the antigenic complement of the C+ve NZB/Bl

cells might account for the "activation" of the recipients'

macrophages, this seems unlikely since killed cells from

C+ve NZB/Bl donors were unable to elicit any changes in the

recipients' P.E. macrophage activity. However, an

interesting result was reported by Knight, Hardy and

Ling (1970) in their work with mixed cultures of cells

from lymphoid cell lines and normal lymphocytes. They

found, as was found in the work reported in this thesis,

that viability of the cells was a prerequisite for a

reaction. Thus despite the continusing presence of

antigens on the "effector" cells, the state of metabolic

activity of these cells is apparently important. Others,

too, have found antigens present on live cells to be more

effective in eliciting a response than the same antigens

free in solution or on dead cells (Alexander & Hamilton-

Fairly 1968; Mtchison 1969; Humphrey 1967). Knight el? al

(1970) suggest that the most satisfactory explanation of
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these results is that however small antigenic differences

may be, their antigenicity may be greatly enhanced on

active lymphoid cells. This may be the explanation in

the tfZB/Bl cell transfer systems. It does not explain

Mellor's successful work with cell-free filtrates

(Mellors & Huang 1967).

Contrary to expectation, during the early period
125

of incubation with I-BSA, the P.E, macrophages of

Balb/c recipients of live spleen and lymph node cells

from C+ve and C-ve NZB/B1 mice were depressed in their

uptake of the antigen. The G.V.H. system (C57B1 cells

into Balb/c mice) brought about an increase in antigen

uptake by the recipients' macrophages. This depression

of activity caused by inoculation of NZB/B1 lymphocytes

into Balb/c mice prior to macrophage study is difficult to

explain. It may be that something (virus or elaborated

lymphokine (Dumonde et al 1969) or cell factor)) brings

about an increased fragility or decreased stability in

the recipients' macrophage population. Such an increased

fragility has been noted in macrophages following

adjuvant stimulation (Munder, Modolell, Ferber & Fischer

1970). However, if this is the case, why should the

initial depression in the uptake of antigen by these

recipients' (recipients of live lymphocytes from C+ve

NZB/B1 mice) P.E. macrophages turn into an increase as

125
the incubation time in the presence of I-BSA increases?

The overall increase in uptake of antigen elicited
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in the P._. macrophages of recipients of C+ve NZB/B1

live lymphocytes (and, to a much lesser extent, of G-ve

NZB/B1 lymphocytes) over the 2k hour period of incubation
125

with I-BSA. could be the result of one or both of two

possibilities. The first is that due to some factor(s)
in the C+ve NZB/B1 cell inoculum, the macrophage membrane

becomes more permeable and thus permits greater amounts

of antigen to diff*ee into the cells. Studies on the

effect of the protein synthesis inhibitor,

parafluorophenylalanine, on the uptake of antigen by

these cells would be of value.

The second possibility is that the macrophages have

been activated as suggested by Mackaness (1969) or

"armed" ( wans, Cox & Alexander 1973) but why this should

manifest itself after an apparent depression is difficult

to understand.

It is this increase in antigen uptake over that

observed in the macrophages of untreated Balb/c or young

G-ve NZB/B1 mice which may have a bearing on the

successful transmission of NZB/31 disease by lymphoid cells

from G+ve NZB/B1 mice. The recipients' P. . macrophages

have become hyperactive in this respect and so are

behaving in a similar manner to those of C+ve NZB/B1 mice.

The arguments put forward on the relevance of such

behaviour to autoimmunity states and theory might now

apply in this situation.

Interestingly, a decrease in the degradative ability

of macrophages from Balb/c recipients of C+ve NZB/B1
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125
lymphocytes towards I-BSA mirrors that observed in the

macrophages of NZB/B1 mice as they age. Thus, once again,

the arguments put forward earlier to relate antigen

handling by NZB/B1 macrophages to autoimmunity seem

pertinent.

Initially the apparent ability of NZB/B1 cell-free

filbrates to induce autoimmunity in recipients reported

by Mellors and Huang (1967) suggested a possible direct

cause-and-relationship between the type-C virus found in

the NZB/B1 mice and autoimmune disease. The lack of

success reported by others might be attributed to different

techniques, to too harsh treatment perhaps destroying the

"transmissible agent".The data presented within this

thesis argue against a direct role of the type-C virus

as a cause of changes in lymphoid cell activity in 'tfZB/Bl

mice. The virus is present in cell preparations from

both young and old NZB/B1 mice (last, Prosser, Holbl^Nrw &

Jaquet 1967) but only the cells from the old, 3+ve NZB/B1

mice are effective passage material ( ast et al 1967;

Holmes & Burnet 1966; Holmes, Gorrie & Burnet 1961). The

effect on the macrophage activity of recipients of C+ve

NZB/B1 lymphocytes was far greater and more significant

than that elicited by C-ve NZB/B1 lymphocytes. Could this

be due to a quantitative difference in virus, as seen in

the increasing amounts of Gross antigen detectable as

these mice age (Mellors, Aoki & Huebner 1969). Possibly -

but killing the cells, prior to their inoculation,
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inhibits their effect. Unless the freezing and thawing

technique destroys the transmissible agent, which seems

unlikely, this piece of evidence tends to invalidate the

concept of a purely viral aetiology in this disease.

However, should stimulation of the recipients' P.B.

cells be as a result of antigenic change in the donor's

cells (N.B these two strains, Balb/c and NZB/B1 are H-2d
identical) due to a virus, then as Knight et gl (1970)

pointed out, reduction or abolition of metabolic activity

by the method employed (freezing and thawing) might lead

to a reduction in antigen-elicited stimulation. Thus

viable cells would "activate" the recipients' cells where¬

as non-viable ones would not.

Mellors (1967; 1969) successful transmission of the

disease by cell-free filtrates might be as the result of

lymphokines (Dumonde et, jal 1969) secreted into the cell-

free filtrate by activated lymphocytes. As already

mentioned, theBe may play a role in the cell-transfer

experiments. The possible role of a lymphokine is

supported further by the finding that old NZB/B1 mice are

less responsive to foreign antigenic stimuli (Korton &

Siegel 1968, 1969) or to P.H.A. stimulation (Leventhal &

Talal 1970), suggesting that the cells are already

committed to someother agent which has "activated" them.

Thus, the possibility exists that a "viral"

activation of lymphocytes could result in macrophage

stimulation (increased uptake of antigen) in the NZB/B1
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mouse strain, leading to autoimmunity as just suggested.

These activated lymphocytes or their elaborated

lymphokines could be responsible for the stimulation of

host macrophages in cell transfer experiments. That one

was not observing hyperactive macrophages of donor origin

in the recipients' P.E. exudate, was confirmed by

leukopac studies.

Passage of the cell suspension from C+ve UZB/B1

mice, used for inoculation, through a leukopac column

did not suppress the effect observed when untreated cell

suspensions from C+ve NZB/B1 mice were used.

Taken together with the data suggesting a deficient

T-ceil (Playfair 1968, 1971 a; Evans, "llliamson &

Irvine 1968; Morton, Olson & Siegel 1967: Morton & Siegel

1969; Stutman, Yunis & Good 1968; Cantor, Asofsky &

Talal 1970) and B-cell (Staples, Steinberg & Talal 1970;

Cerottini, Lambert & Dixon 1969; de Jesus, Holborow &

Brown 1972) population in the NZB/B1 mice, the enhanced

uptake and feduced degradation of antigen by their

macrophages may be the basis for the development of the

autoimmune phenomena characteristic of this strain of

mice by preventing the normal elimination or suppression

of self-reactant clones, the self-antigen normally

available for this being retained by the hyperactive

phagocytic cells. Added to this, the possibility exists

that self-antigen is only partially degraded by the

phagocytes and, in such a form, may be antigenic, thus
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enhancing the situation. That this may be the case can

be seen from results reported by Dixon, Oldstone &

Tonietti (1971 )•

POSSIBLE ZJZYM/.TIC ABNQRMALIT f IJ JZB/BI knCROPHAGnS

The above authors were able to reduce antinuclear

antibody formation in Rew Zealand mice by chronic infection

with lactic dehydrogenase virus (L.J.V.) known to raise

the levels of several enzymes including serum lactic

dehydrogenase (Notkins 1965). In view of the apparent

decrease in degradative ability of macrophages of old,

C+ve NZB/B1 mice seen in this work, a reduced complement

of enzymes in the phagocytes of WZB/B1 mice may be

significant in the pathogenesis of NZB/B1 disease. Study

of this enzyme complement might provide valuable results.

The effect of L.D.V. (Dixon, Oldstone &. Tonietti 1971)»

may be to increase the level of enzymes in the macrophages

sufficiently to accomplish adequate breakdown of self-

antigens and so to evade auto-antibody formation.

Oldstone and Braun (1972) suggested that an enzyme such as

Dfese might be increased in level, and so reduce the level

of nuclear material available for the induction of auto¬

antibody against it.
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IMMUNE-COMPLEX NEPHRITIS II THE NZB/B1 MICE

The decreased ability of the NZB/B1 macrophages to

degrade antigen may well be a factor in the immune-

complex nephritis seen in these mice, (Helyer & Howie

1963 a; Mellors 1965, 1966 (b) & (d); Mellors, Aoki &

Huebner 1969; Holmes & Burnet 1963 a; Howie & Helyer

1963; Tonietti, Oldstone & Dixon 1970) and a main cause

of cfeath by kidney failure. Complexes of antibodies and

DNA (Lambert & Dixon 1968; McGiven & Chose 1968), Gross

antigens (Dixon, Oldstone & Tonietti 1971 ), Mu LV

leukaemia-like virus-specified antigen (Mellors 1969 b;

Mellors, Aoki & Huebner 1969) and antinuclear and anti-

erythrocyte antibodies (Mellors 1966 b; 1968) are among

those found in the diseased glomeruli of NZB/B1 mice and

their hybrids. Inadequate handling of these complexes

and reduced elimination of them by normal means could lead

to such deposition. As members of the Mononuclear

Phagocytic System are responsible for the removal and

elimination of such waste material under normal conditions,

an aberration in the activity of such members as the P.E.

macrophage could lead to inefficiency of the system and a

build-up of such waste material as witnessed in the IZB/B1

strain.

There appears to be an interesting link between the

depression in degradative capacity of the P.p. macrophages

from recipients of C+ve NZB/B1 lymphocytes following cell
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transfer and the glomerulonephritis observed by several

workers in recipients of such cells (vide surra).

Having established that in the NZB/B1 mouse strain

there is an apparent abnormality in the behaviour of their

macrophages and a deficiency, either qualitative or

quantitative in their T-and B-cell activities, it now

remains to suggest reasons for the development of auto¬

immunity in this strain.

Consideration has already been given to the

implications of the above disorders, with regard to the

emergence of "forbidden clones". The effect of infectious

agents on the immune system and the possibility of a

subsequent emergence of an autoimmune state must now be

considered.

TH5 POSSIBILITY OF A VIRAL AETIOLOGY IN NZB/B1 AUTOIMMUNE

DISEASE

GL^RAL INTRODUCTION

Does it not seem more than mere coincidence that in

many autoimmune disease viruses or virus-like structures

have been reported?

Many infectious agents have been implicated in R.A.

and S.L.E. (Vaughan 1972). The high antibody titres to

para-influenza-1 and measles viruses found in S.L.E. and

taken to suggest these agents as possible causes of the

disease (Phillips & Christian 1970) are now taken as an
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indication, along with fcther viral-antibody studies, that

patients with this disease make excessive antibody

responses to a wide variety of immunogens (Pincus,

Blacklow, Grimley & Bellanti 1970). It is difficult to

decide whether an intial infection gave rise to the auto¬

immune disease and subsequent high levels of antibody to

secondary invaders or vice versa.

Visual evidence implicating a virus in S.L.E. has

come from electron-microscopic studies in which myxovirus-

like structures have been seen in the endothelial cells

of glomeruli of S.L.E. patients (Gyorky et, al 1969; Hurd,

et al 1969; Kawano, Miller & Kimmerlstiel 1969).

So far, the search for antibodies against a wide

variety of viruses in R.A. has proved unsuccessful

(Zvaifler 1973). However, arthritis has occurred in many

experimental animals following injection with micro

organisms such as mycobacteria (Pearson, Waksman & Sharp

1961), rubella virus (Grayzell, Janis & Haberman 1971)
and P.P.L.O. (Adler 1959; Deringer 1959). Furthermore,

a type of arthritis is observed in the infectious

vasculitis of Aleutian disease of mink (Henson et al

1962; Barnett et al 1969).

The spontaneous occurrence of reticulum cell

neoplasms in old, C+ve N2B/B1 mice recalls the association

of autoimmune haemolytic anaemia in patients v/ith disease

of the lymphoreticular system which has led to the

suggestion that autoimmunity and certain forms of leukaemia
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are either the same disease or different expressions of

the same disturbance (Dameshek <k Schwartz 1959; Lacie

1)62; Dameshek 1966). The fact that haemolytic episodes

may follow infections such as viral pneumonia has also

led to the suggestion that virus infections may act as

'triggers" for human autoimmune disease (lacie 1^62; van

Loghen 1965).

The measles virus h s been implicated in multiple

sclerosis (Brody 1972; illar et. ±_l 1971; Prineas 1972)
and cytomegalous virus in autoimmune haemolytic anaemia

in young children (Zuelzer et. s_l 1970). Other infectious

agent.-;, and drugs, have bee., thought to modify the red cell

surface and so bring about anti-red cell antibodies

(Pirofsky 1969).

The disease pattern in tf23/Bl mice, in its slow,

insidious onset, apparent genetic predisposition, familial

occurrence, long latent period and chronic, progressive

course often ending in death, resembles th.t .vhich occurs

in 3low virus infections" such as that typified by

Aleutian disease of mink (Benson, illiams ; 3orha:> 1966;

Karstad 1967; Barnett, .'.illiams, Benyon & Henson 1 969).

This disease, first described in 1962 (Benson, Gorham,

Leader & 'agner 1962) is definitely i-ifectious (Porter &

^arsen 1963).

non-viral intracellular parasitic infection vhich

a ears to be accompanied by a multitude of immunological

aberrations is caused by o/cobacterium leprae. Both the

cell-mediated, thymus-dependent and the antibody-mediated,
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B-cell dependent immune systems are involved (Cort &

Turk 1965; Parrot, de Sousa & last 1966; Cooper, Gabriel

& Good 1967).

Infectious mononucleosis (Holborow 1972 (a) & (b);

Holborow, Heinsted & Mead 1973) and viral hepatitis

(Farrow et. al 1970) have been linked with the production

of antibodies against smooth muscle (S.M.A. )t The

possibility of the alteration or modification of the

antigenic patterns on these cells by an extrinsic, or

infectious agent, was pointed out by Holborow (1972 (a) &

(b)). If such an event does, indeed, occur, it is easy to

visualise how antibodies could arise - the cell surface

would no longer be recognised as self, and the antibodies

produced would be "autoantibodies" in so far as they

could cross-react with or affect self antigens. Jerne's

(1970) theory of antibody divergence and self tolerance

has already been discussed. It has also been suggested

(vide supra) that in the MZB/B1 mouse, a depression in

the mutation rate might occur, and so many potential

antibody producing cell precursors might be available with

specificities only very slightly removed from "normal"

self. If small antigenic changes in self antigen from

"normal" to "slightly altered" were wrought by infection

either v,rith a virus or other microorganism, a wealth of

potential "autoreactant" cell precursors could be available

for the onset of "autoimmune" disease.

Scrapie is a chronic -wasting disease of sheep, with

general degeneration and vacuolation in the brain
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("ilson, Anderson & Smith 1950; Zlotnik & Rennie 1962),

which can be transferred to other animals by suspensions

of brain, spleen and lymph nodes from affected mice

( tamp et si 1959; Pattitfcn & Millson 1962; 0-ibbs &

Gajdusek 1972). The agent responsible for this is virus¬

like in size (between 100-200 my. in diameter) and very

resistant to heat and formalin treatment (Mould & Smith

1962).

Thus, there appear to be many instances of auto¬

immune disease where a virus or other infectious agent-

may be involved either directly or indirectly. This may

also be the case in the autoimmune disease of the NZB/B1

mice.

VIRUSES IN THS N2B/B1 STRAIN"

Type-C murine leukaemia virus has been found in the

tissues of NZB/B1 mice, irrespective of their disease

state, from the embryo stage throughout life (East et al

1967). This would not appear to be infection from the

external environment, since NZB/B1 mice reared in a germ-

free environment still have the virus and develop auto¬

immune disease. The implic: tion of this virus in the

NZB/31 mice is speculative and will be discussed shortly.

However, it is known that murine leukaemia viruses are

capable of replicating in lymphoreticular cells and cause

the release of soluble antigens that block immunologic

functions and endow the cells with neoantigens, possibly

evoxing anti-self defence reactions (Sinkovics, Trujiilc,
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Pienta & Ahearn 1969).

Some of the evidence presented earlier, in the

introduction (Mellors 1966-1969) implicates murine

leukaemia virus, with Groos (g) type specificity, in the

aetiology of autoimmune haemolytic anaemia, membranous

glomerulonephritis and malignant lymphoma of NZB/B1

mice. Mellors (1969) cites the observations on thymus-

exchange experiments (Helyer & Howie 1963) and miliipore

diffusion chamber implants of NZB/B1 thymus (Masters &

3purling 1967) as evidence for a viral aetiology of

haemolytic disease. It is not inconceivable, however,

that diffusible substances other than viruses, could be

the influence effecting, or in some way precipitating, the

onset of the autoimmune manifestations.

Stiller et al (1973) related the cytotoxicity

observed in NZB/B1 spleen cells for monolayers of

syngeneic fibroblasts to the presence on the fibroblasts

of a "determinant on the ubiquitous viral particles seen".

This would require that tolerance to this viral antigen

does not exist, or breakddown in the NZB/B1 mice.

hilst wild-type Gross leukaemia virus or oncogene

is virtually ubiquitous in mice (Hueber & Todaro 1969),

the leukaemia virus-host relationship in the NZ3/B1 strain

is unique when compared with other G antigen positive

strains such as AKR (Aoki, Boyse & Old 1968 a). Although

the JZ3/31 mice are congenitally and chronically infected

with Gross leukaemia virus, their tolerance to the virus,

as witnessed by the emergence of anti-G antibodies
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(Mellors 1966 - 1969), if it ever existed, breaks.

the i. -y :gt of viruses on the immu.nl em

(a) TRANSFORMATION AND UNCONTROLLED grqath

In speculating on the possible role of a virus in

the autoimmunity of NZB/B1 mice, the evidence for the

effects of viruses on the immune system, in general, must

be examined. The possible ways in which microorganisms

of various types may cause autoimmune disease have been

reviewed by Asherson (1968), Valton (1968) and Glyn &

Holborow (1971).

In addition to their role in specific tumour immunity

(Gorer 1956; Granger & Weiser 196U; Evans & Alexander

1970), macrophages seem to be the effector cells in

mediating specific and non specific resistance to intra¬

cellular organisms in mice (Mackaness 1962, 1961+;

Remington & Merigan 1969). Thus, their importance in

controlling the growth of intracellular viruses is

obvious. Any effects of viruses or other infectious

agents, environment, or genetic pre-disposition on

macrophage activity in this field might well influence

events to change course. As the abnormal activity of the

macrophage has just been proposed as a possible factor in

the autoimmune disease of JZB/B1 mice, any possible causes

of this abnormality must be examined. After all, as

Burnet (1963) pointed out, "Perhaps the most important

problem which work on NZB mice may help to solve is what,
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in a genetically predisposed individual, determines the

nature and the timing of the autoimmune manifestations

which emerge to the clinical level".

The danger of generalising in this field is great.

Depletion of lymphocytes or impairment of their activity,

in vivo, leads to increased susceptibility of the host

to many viruses (Theelock & Toy 1973)- Therefore, if any

genetic or other predisposition leads to lymphocytopenia

in an animal, viral infection may occur. On the other

hand, lymphocytopenia has been observed following viral

infections (Gresser & Lang 1966). It is interesting then,

that several authors (vide supra) have found deficiency

in numbers of lymphocytes in NZB/B1 mice. But, as the

virus is present, abinitio in the NTZ3/B1 strain, it is

difficult to decide whether a lymphocytopenia would be

the consequence of persistent viral infection, or whether

persistent viral infection would be the consequence of a

lymphocytopenia due to other causes, perhaps of a genetic

nature. At present, it seems unlikely that virus-free

IZ3/B1 mice can be obtained to see if lymphocytopenia or

any otherabnormalities exist. Therefore, the possible role

of a virus in the NZB/B1 disease can only be assumed from

observing the effect of viruses on lymphoid cells in vivo

and in vitro.

During the course of most acute viral infections

in vivo and in vitro, infected cells undergo morphological

alterations which may lead to cell death (V/heelock &

Toy 1973). These cellular alterations can consist of:
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(1 ) the production of chromosomal aberrations

(2) the formation of syncytia - i.e. the los3 of

normal restrictions on cell growth,

(3) the appearance of inclusion bodies

(i+) extensive vacuolisation of the cytoplasm

and (3) disruption of the cell - with resultant

increase in the amount of cellular contents which has to

be removed by the phagocytes. The implications of this

in the NZB/B1 system have already been dealt with.

Several reports of chromosomal aberrations due to

viral infection of lymphocytes have been documented (for

a list, see iheelock & Toy 1973)» such as measles

(Nichols, Levan & Ostergren 1962). Several viruses which

interfere with P.H.A. stimulation of lymphocytes (vide

infra) have been shown to cause chromosomal damage e.g.

measles and rubella (Olson et al 1969). These alterations

in chromosomes could be brought about (Wheelock & Toy

1973) by:

(1 ) inhibition of DNA or protein synthesis by

viruses,

(2) virus-induced alterations of lysosomal

membranes,

and (3) integration of the viral genome into cellular

DNA,

Chromosomal abnormalities have been observed in

cells from the spleens of aging NZB/B1 mice (Pialkow,
Paton & East, 1973).
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POSSIBLE VIRUS-INDUCED CHROMOSOMAL ABNORMALITIES

At least three viruses (L.D.V., leukaemia virus and

E.B. virus) are known to replicate in macrophages (Bull.
7Id. Health Org. bl (1972)).

Allison and Paton (1965) proposed that viruses may

affect lysosomes, causing them to release enzymes which

would then produce chromosomal damage. Such an effect on

NZB/B1 macrophages might lead to a reduced level of"

lysosomal enzymes resulting in poor degradation of antigen

as witnessed in this thesis. However, these speculative

lysosome effects were not shown by Aula and Nichols (1968)
in cultures of measles or adenovirus-infected leucocytes

displaying chromosomal aberrations.

Whilst no direct evidence as such exists at the

moment viral damage of chromosomes in NZB/B1 mice is

possible. If the Ir genes were damaged in such a way,

T-cell receptors, which are thought to be governed by

H-2 linked Ir genes (Benecerraf 1962), might become

altered so that they can no longer respond to antigens

and mitogens such as P.H.A. (Leventhal & Talal 1970).

whilst the possibility of the integration of viral

nucleic acid within the host chromosome, resulting in

the expression of viral antigens, might occur at the

area of damage in the host chromosome, evidence for this

does not exist (Nicholls et al 1968) although viral

nucleic acid has been found diffusely within nuclei

(Rapp & Hou 1965) or in association with host chromosomes

(Sambrook, V.'estphal, Srinivasan & Dulbecco 1968) in other
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aninials.

If it can be proved that a virus plays a significant

role in the autoimmune disease of the NZB/B1 mice, then,

the apparent heritability of the disease might be

explained by such an integration of viral nucleic acid

into the genetic complement of the germ cells. Infection

in utero. appears hot to be relevant, or to occur at a

very, very early blastoid stage, in the light of the

results of the very detailed and intricate experiments

of 3arnes et al (1972) on ovum transplantation studies

with NZB/B1 mice. Not only might a heritable nature in

the disease arise from such an event, but changes in the

antigenicity of the nucleic acid of the animal's own

cells might arise due to the presence of "foreign" (i.e.

viral) antigens. The possible implication of a reverse

transcriptase will be discussed shortly.

As has been pointed out by the conflicting reports

of age of onset, sexual distribution, level of incidence

of the various aspects of the autoimmune disease of the

NZB/B1 mice (vide suura) the concept of a purely genetic

control (vide infra) of the disease is difficult to

uphold. However, there perhaps exists the possibility of

a "latent" viral genome inherited through the germ line

which may be "rescued", much as in the rescue of murine

sarcoma virus by murine leukaemia virus (Karpas et al

1971), by anyone of a variety of viruses present in the

environment, and at anytime. Arguing against this are

the results of East and her co-workers (1967) on germ-
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free reared NZB/B1 mice. But details on how "virus-

free" "germ-free" was, are not available.

To argue for a possible integration of viral

information into the heritable component of NZB/B1 cells,

one must circumvent the difficulty in explaining the

incorporation of viral information from an RNA virus

(the murine leukaemia type G virus is an RNA virus) into

the DNA of the host. The answer to this seemed to

materialise from the work of Temin (Temin & Mizutani

1970) and Baltimore (1970) on RNA.-dependent DNA polymerase

(reverse transcriptase) which apparently transcribes

viral RNA into DNA. The consequences of such an integration

might be the changes in nucleic acid antigenicity Just

mentioned, and also, the expression of viral genomes on

the cell surfaces of the host, leading to an attack on

these non-self "areas by the host's immune system". A

reverse transcriptase has been detected in feline leukaemia

(Spiegelman et, al 1970), human leukaemic blood leukocytes

(Sarngadharan et al 1972) and is currently being sought

in R.A. (M. Norval, persoiinal communication).

THE POSSIBLE INFECT OF VIRUSES ON NZB/31 LYMPHOCYTES.

LYMPHOTQXINS

Lymphocytes are known to be stimulated by viruses

such as smallpox, polio (Elves, Roath & Israels 1963) and

measles (Bach & Hirschhorn 1965). Such stimulated

lymphocytes, in the presence of antigen, are known to

release a soluble cytotoxic factor with the properties of
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a lymphotoxin (Wheelock & Toy 1973)* Lymphotoxin has

been related to at least one viral infection, L.C.Ivi.

(Oldstone & Dixon 1970). Since tfZB/Bl lymphocytes carry

a virus, any cells sensitised to the virus will be likely

to elaborate such a lymphotoxin. This may help to explain

the results of the cytotoxicity studies reported earlier.

Macrophages from C+ve NZB/B1 mice may carry with them a

large number of viruses, which in the presence of

stimulated lymphocytes (from NZB/B1 mice) would bring

about the production of a lymphotoxin. Likewise,

macrophages from C-ve NZB/B1 mice will also bear the

virus. Lymphocytes from G+ve NZB/B1 mice, most of which

may be "stimulated" may then, on contact with the virus,

elaborate large quantities of lymphotoxin.

CH ••■MOT ACTIO FACTORS

A chemotactic factor for macrophages can be elaborated

by stimulated lymphocytes on exposure to antigen (Ward,
Remold & David 1970; Sorkin, Borel & Stecher 1970).

However, chemotactic factors have not, as yet, been

demonstrated in virus-lymphocyte interactions in vivo or

in vitro.

Since the P. :. cell numbers in the harvested peritoneal

fluid taken from Balb/c and young NZB/B1 recipients

of cells from C+ve NZB/B1 mice were greatly increased,

in vitro studies on a possible chemotactic factor in the

fve "IZB/B1 inocula were carried out. Since an increase

was also observed in the G.V.H. reaction (cells from C57B1
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mice into immature Balb/c mice), chemotaxin elaboration

need not be a factor, but in view of the presence of (a)
stimulated lymphocytes and (b) virus in the inoculum and

in the recipients' (NZB/Bl), it might contribute towards

the observed P.E. cell migration.

In the in vitro experiment, lymphoid cells from

C+ve NZB/Bl were again seen to be active in attracting

. . . cells from C-ve NZB/Bl and Balb/c mice. However,

the implication of a virus in this can only be speculated

upon.

cCYYCITIA^ FORMATION

There is always the possibility of a self-reactant

clone of cells arising in the normal animal. Due to

mechanisms discussed earlier, the effect of such a clone

is usually suppressed at an early stage. When this does

not happen, autoimmune manifestations are likely to occur.

Viruses can being about the formation of syncitia with

the uncontrolled growth of their host cells ('Theelock &

Toy 1973). The Epstein-Barr (E.B.) virus can act as a

mitogen and stimulate blastoid transformation of lympho¬

cytes (G-erber, hang-Peng & Monrol 1969). If a self-

reactant clone precursor were infected by such a virus

(perhaps the ubiquitous virus of the NZB/Bl strain)

proliferation could conceivably occur at a rate too great

to be suppressed (vide supra). A rapid removal of

potential tolerizing self-antigen by hyperactive

macrophages, as suggested in this thesis, would exacerbate
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such a situation. A rapid proliferation of such self-

reactant cells could, also, lower the percentage of

unstimulated cells available for transformation by

allogeneic cells or mitogens, such as PHA. That both the

G.V.H. and P.H.A. reactions are depressed in older NZB/B1

mice (vide suura) may be a reflection of such a situation.

P0GS.I3L.-: ADJUVANT EFFBCT OF A VIRUS IN THE NZB/31 STRAIN

hilst many substances are known to have adjuvanticity,

remarkably little is understood about the mechanism by

which they enhance either the antibody response or

cellular immunity. They may be defined as agents which

non-specifically enhance immune responsiveness to a

specific antigen.

It is now believed that three types of cells are

involved in antibody production - the B-cell, T-cell and

ipacrophage. In studies on the specificity of the response

to hapten-protein conjugates, it has emerged that the

specificity of the antibody-producing B-cell (hapten-

specific) is generally not the same as that of the T-cell

which bears immunological memory (carrier-specific)

(Rajewsky et al 19^9). The carrier specific T-cell, ncn-

antibody producing and non dividing, appears to be

identical to the thymus derived lymphocyte responsible

for cell-mediated immunity (Broom 1971). The possible

effect of adjuvants, in this case pertussis vaccine and

tubercle bacilli, 6n macrophages in the antibody response

was proposed by Maillard and Bloom (1972) to be via the
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T-cell. In their view it is the T-cell which carries

specific information for adjuvant priming and which, on

contact with the adjuvant, produces a soluble factor

(or mediator) which then affects either B-cells directly

or macrophages.

In the TZB/Bl strain of mice the enhanced and

precocious development of the immune response might well

be due to an adjuvant effect of, Sty, a virus. High

numbers of thymus cells in the young could be affected by

such an adjuvant and so influence the antibody-producing

cells, giving rise to elevated antibody responses. As

the animals age, according to Benman and Denman (1970),
levels of 0+ve T-cells fall. In that case, fewer T-cells

would be available for co-operation in the antibody

response and so this would decrease, as has been shown

by Deiner (1966) and Morton and Siegel (1968, 1969).

That adjuvants can cause a type of autoimmune disease

seems likely from the work of Pearson, Waksman and Sharp

(1961) using Freund's complete adjuvant. Yaksman

(R.3. 1962) believes that the "arthritis" which this

brings about is dependent on the phagocytic activity of

synovial cells permitting concentration in this area.

There are a number of organ diseases in experimental

animals which have been provoked by the animal's own

organ antigens in complete Freund's adjuvant ( aksman

R.3. 1962). Yxamples are allergic encephalomyelitis,

thyroiditis, adrenalitis and aspermatogenesis. Further¬

more, these diseases can be transferred to normal animals
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by injection of lymphoid cells from affected animals,

much in the way that NZB/B1 disease can be transferred.

Therefore, stimulated autoreactant lymphocytes might be

the result of adjuvant stimulation.

Auto-antibody responses have been observed following

stimulation of the murine reticulo endothelial system by

Gorynebacteria (Halpern & Fray 1969; McCracken, . cBride &

eir 1971) and autoimmune haemolytic anaemia was induced

at an early age in NZB/B1 recipients of Freund's complete

adjuvant and Balb/c erythrocytes (Morton & Siegel 1970).

Splenomegally (also observed in many untreated, old,

G+ve TZB/B1 mice - vide supra) was observed in some of the

recipients which could, in part, be attributed to the

stimulating effect of adjuvant on the R.E.3. (Morton &

Siegel 1966).

In increase in the phagocytic and bactericidal

activities of macrophages usually occurs as a result of

infection by an organism such as Listeria monocytoenes or

-".ycobacterium tuberculosis. capable of intracellular

multiplication (Mackaness & Blanden 1967)« An increased

phagocytic ability has also been noted In H T-1 cells

(Hamster tumour cells) which carry a murine sarcoma virus

(Karpas et al 1971). This may be brought about following

interaction of lymphocytes with antigen. These sensitised

lymphocytes then influence the surrounding macrophages so

that they are more capable of combating the invading

organism (Mackaness 1971). The lymphocyte aspect of this

reaction is specific, but the ensuing macr'ophage activity
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is not - the stimulated macrophages exhibit enhanced

phagocytosis and destruction of any antigen presented to

them. In this aspect they are similar to the "armed"

cytotoxic macrophages described by -vans, Cox and Alexander

(1973). The possibility of cell bound immunoglobulins

acting as opsonins (Rowley, Turner & Jenkins 196h) in

these reactions, seems unlikely since cell-bound cytophilic

antibody only renders the cell "which they sensitise

capable of binding to a specific antigen; they do not

appear to affect any cellular activity of the macrophage

(Hoy & Nelson 1969).

Taking these points together, the enhanced uptake of

antigen (both RBC's and B.J.A.) by C+ve NZB/B1 mouse

peritoneal macrophages may be due to a direct adjuvant

effect of a microorganism, such as the murine leukaemia

virus, on them. Hov\/ever, since young, G-ve NZ3/B1 mice

also harbour the virus, why should macrophages from the

C+ve mice be more phagocytically active than those from

the C-ve HjB/BI mice? If an indirect action of the virus

on the macrophages occurs, then differences in the

activities of cells from C+ve and C-ve NZ3/B1 mice might

be explained on the basis of sensitised lymphocytes,

perhaps sensitised to the virus, influencing or arming

these macrophages. As has been shown by column separation

of lymphocyte celr suspensions, evidence exists to suggest

that there is a higher proportion of sensitised lymphocytes

in the C+ve NZB/B1 splenic lymphocyte suspensions. In
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such circumstances, with higher numbers of stimulated

lymphocytes available in the C+ve mice, presumably more

macrophages could be influenced by these cells to become

armed or non-specifically stimulated. The significance

in vivo of such active macrophages in the removal of

antigen, both foreign and self, has been discussed. The

probability of a high proportion of lymphocytes in such

a situation being already stimulated, would fit in with

the concept of fewer unstimulated lymphocytes remaining

for stimulation by mitogens such as P.H.A., or other

antigens.

The possibility of an excessive stimulation of the

antibody-forming cell system by infectious agents or

other, exogenous antigens, in the absence of a sufficient

T-cell control (vide supra) has been raised by Yunis jet

al (1969). The role of the thymus with regard to infection

may be seen when one observes the post thymectomy wasting

attributed to viral and bacterial infections. That this

wasting is most likely to be caused by infection is

supported by the finding that thymectomised animals reared

in a germ-free environment do not develop wasting disease

(Mclntire, Bell & Miller 1961+; 'llson, Sjodkin A Balmear

I96I4). Yunis, Pernandes and Stutman (1971) suggest that

the association between immune deficiency (vide infra)

and autoimmunity means that thymus-mediated immune

reactions, and to some extent the immunoglobulins, are the

main defence against viruses and other infectious agents

and so act as "immunologic surveillance mechanisms". In
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circumstances where this surveillance mechanism is

reduced, as for example by multiple infection (Dent,
Peterson & Good 1965)» there would be little or no

hindrance to the emergence of autoimmune clones of cells.

However, Yunis ejt al (1971 ) failed to explain why, in

some cases, e.g. the NZB/B1 mouse, the autoimmune process

precedes demonstrable development of immune deficiency.

However, they do suggest that as a result of involution

of the thymus (Yunis, Pernandes & Stutman 1971; de Vries

& Hijmans 1967) and the resultant immunologic deficiency

of the thymus and the thymus dependent cell system, the

autoimmune strains of mice are increasingly susceptible to

certain viruses and also to the production of auto¬

antibodies which become manifest only as the mice reach

an advanced age.

• STI-VIRAL ANTIBODIES AND IMMUNE-COMPLEX DISEASE.

HAEMQLYTIC ANAEMIA AND ERYTHROCYTE ANTIGEN-ANTIBODY

COMPLEXES

Obviously a virus with an affinity for red cells

appears an attractive candidate for a stimulating factor

to react and to elicit autoantibody formation. It is

well known that the NZB/B1 harbour Gross-type murine

leukaemia virus from birth (Nowinski et al 1968; last

1969) but the significance of this in the development of

the autoimmune disease still remains unknown.

Although the NZB/B1 mice are congenitally infected

with Gross leukaemia virus, their tolerance if it ever
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really existed, breaks. In this, there is some similarity

to the development of disease processes in immunocompetent

animals infected with Lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus

(L.C.M.) which will shortly be discussed in relation to

glomerulonephritis. It is conceivable that, in the I1B/B1

situation, as the animals begin to mount an immune attack

on the virus, whose antigens are, after all, associated

with cell surfaces, the mice raise antibodies against the

G antigens as well as against their own cell membranes

which may act as carriers (Plescia _et al 1968) and that

hypersensitivity and autosensitivity (autoimmunity) as

well as transplantation im unity are induced. If such a

G.V.H. type reaction does occur, then non-specific

stimulation of the T-cells through their receptors by the

G.V.H. reaction could effect a switchover in the 3-cells

ne .rby from IgM to IgG production (Grumet 1972) with the

resultant pathogenicity.

t first sight, the two erythrocyte antigens

described by hinder and Edgington (1971» 1972) in the

plasma of XZB/B1 mice do not appear to be connected with

a virus. However, one may speculate on the possibility

of viral influence on the uncovering of previously

"hidden" antigens on the cell surface or on viral-induced

cell destruction leading to their liberation into the

circulation. hatever the cause of the liberation of these

antigens, their part in the autoimmune process remains.

It is conceivable that these soluble analogues of the "X"

and "HB" erythrocyte bound antigens are the primary
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immunogens. Immunogenic stimulation and tolerogenic

suppression of specific autoimmuno-competent cell

populations responsible for immunologically mediated red

cell destruction and immune complex formation may be

modulated by the soluble antigens.

The erythrocyte may carry viral particles such as

are present in the plasma (Reilly & ochloss 1971) and the

simultaneous existence of cell-surface antigens such as

histocompatibility antigens (Charlton & Zmijewski 1970)

in plasma suggests that similar physiologic distribution

of these molecules may occur. The co-existence of soluble

autologous antigens and specific autoantibodies in the

plasma is a classic circumstance for the generation of

circulating autologous immune complexes (Edgington,

Glassock & Dixon 1967> 1968; Giassock, Edgington, atson

& Dixon 1968) which may participate in the immune-complex

glomerulonephritis of the NZB/B1 strain (vide infra).

So far, the part played by the type-C virus in

D/'Bl haemolytic and other diseases is still speculative.

Mellors and Huang (1967» 1969) are, so far, the only

workers to report successful transmission of disease from

NZB/B1 mice, to swiss mice, with cell-free filtrates.

Only about one-sixth of the recipient mice developed a

haemolytic anaemia and the duration of the response was

not known at the time of the reports. It is noteworthy

also, that whilst the indirect Coomb's test gave positive

results, the standard direct Coomb's test, characteristically

positive in older NZB/B1 mice, remained negative. ast
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et al (1965) failed to show any typical autoimmune disease

in mice inoculated with Nah/bl cell-free filtrates. Only

weak, transient positive results, similar to those of

Barnes, Tuffrey, Kingman and Risdon (1972) were obtained

by Russell _et al (1 970).
Holboro,. and Denman (1 963), however, postulated that

the haemolytic and renal (vide infra) diseases observed

in 9Z3/B1 and RZ3 x NZ hybrids are due to a direct action

of virus on haematopoietic and renal cells since

thymectomised animals treated with A.L.G. still develop

these diseases. They suggested that the disease of hew

Zealand mice is not due primarily to immunologic causes,

but that they play a secondary role - this despite t&e

fact that they were able to transfer the Coomb's positive

haemolytic anaemtir by means of splenic lymphocytes nd

could abolish this by A.L.G. treatment of the lymphocytes

prior to their transfer which would have suggested

lymphocyte involvement. Incidentally, these authors

detected "a high percentage of labelled pyroninophilic

cells resembling those usually regarded as characteristic

of the graft-versus-host reaction" in young KZB/B1
reci ients of spleen cells from old K^B/Bl mice. lis

complements the findings reported here of a degree of

cytotoxicity between cells from C+ve and C-ve BB/B1 mice.

It would also lend support to the concept of activation of

recipients' macrophages by stimulated lymphocytes

following a G.V.H. (vide supra) reaction.
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GLOMERULONLPHRITIS

L.C.M. virus is nonpathogenic for mice in the

absence of an immune response (Lehmann-Grube 1971).
Ho. ever, disease follows the injection of immune

lymphocytes into cyclophosphamide-suppressed adult mice

(Gilden, Cole & Nathanson 1972). As mice age, immune

complex c of virus-antibody in neonateIIy or i utero

infected mice, tolerant to begin with, begin to form in

the kidneys (Oldstone & Dixon 1967)# Glomerulonephritis

of an immune-complex nature is also found in Mf-B/Bl mice

(Holmes & Burnet 1963; Mellors 196h, 1965) where anti-

Gross-Gross viral antigens and DNA - anti-DNA complexes

are seen in the glomeruli. Immune-complex nephritis is

also observed in mice persistently infected with lactic

dehydrogenase virus (Oldstcne & Dixon 1971) or murine

leukaemia virus (Kirsch, Allison & Harvey 1968; Branca et

al 1971) snd in mink infected with Aleutian disease virus

(Porter, Larsen 8 Porter 1969). A.P.R. mice congenitally

and persistently infected with wild-type Gross leukaemia

virus (Gross 1965) in some instances develop glomerulo¬

nephritis alone with leukaemia (Recher et al 1966).

Friend and Rauscher viruses have also been known to

cause Glomerulonephritis (bchwartz & ndre- chv/arz 1968).

These observations support the implication of a viral

aetiology in the glomerulonephritis of the 9TP:/31 mice.

Pellors was able to induce membranous glomerulo¬

nephritis in Dwiss mice by neonatal injection of cell-free

filtrates from virus-containing NZB/B1 spleens (Mellors &
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Huang 1967; Mellors 1968). Unfortunately, these results

cannot be taken as conclusive evidence for a purely

viral aetiology of the glomerulonephritis, since only

filtrates of tissues from old (17-20 months of age)

NZ3/B1 mice were used. These could contain lymphokines,

as suggested earlier, which might participate in the

observed effects. Also, as the virus is reported to be

present from the embryo stage in NZB/B1 mice (Mellors <&

Huang 1966, 1967; Mellors 1968 (a); East, Prosser et

1967) it would seem to be necessary to show that viral

filtrates from young NZB/B1 mice were also effective to

establish a purely viral aetiology.

DNA - anti-DNA immune complexes have been implicated

in the pathogenesis of the glomerulonephritis of (NZB x

NZW) hybrid mice (Lambert & Dixon 1968). The NZB/B1

mice also have a propensity to form anti-nuclear (Helyer

& Howie 1963; Norrins & Holmes 196i+), anti-DNA (Lambert &

ixon 1968) and anti-RNA (Steinberg, Baron & Talal 1969)

antibodies. Although the natural antigens (immunogens)

have not been identified, of possible relevance to this

point is the discovery by Temin (Temin & Mizutani 1970)

and Baltimore (1970) that C-type leukaemia (and tumour)

viruses specify the synthesis of an enzyme (RNA-dependent
DNA polymerase - vide supra) which transcribes viral RNA

into DNA.

hy immune complexes should persist in the NZB/B1

mice and lead to the glomerulonephritis which is so common

is a question in need of an answer. Soothill and Steward
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(1971; Petty, Soothill & Steward 1972) found that in

cases where L.C.M.-induced nephritis occurred, the anti¬

body concerned in the immune complexes was of low affinity

in contrast to the high affinity antibody produced by

resistant mice. Low affinity antibody to human serum

transferrin (H.S.T.) in ?TZB, NZW and NZB/W F hybrids

(Petty & Steward 1972) has been detected. Since failure

to eliminate antigen is at least partly due to the

production of low affinity antibody (Alpers, Steward &

Soothill 1972) then low affinity antibody production may

be of significance in the nephritis of NZB/B1 mice. The

role of a virus in this is speculative but, as Petty and

Steward (1972) point out, neonatal infection of NZB/B1

mice with an antigen, for example the murine leukaemia

type-C virus, would lead to low affinity antibody production

and consequently a poor elimination of antigen. Persistence

of the antigen would result in the continued proliferation

4>f these antibodies (Siskind & Benecerraf 1968) and

potentiate the soluble immune complex disease. The fact

that macrophages from old, C+ve NZB/B1 mice appear to be

deficient in their degradative abilities (this thesis)

might well further exacerbate the situation.
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SIMILARITIES IN TH -I IMMUNE RESPONSES OP NZ3/31 MICE TO

THQ OBSERVED IN KNOWN CASES OF INFECTION

It is widely found that older HZB/B1 mice have

impaired cellular immunity such as P.H.A. and G.V.H.

reactions (Denman <4 Denman 1970; Salomon & Beneviste

1969; Stutman, Yuni3 & Talal 1968; Leventhal & Talal

1970; Cantor, Asofsky & Talal 1970), The possible

involvement of an infectious agent such as the type-C

murine leukaemia virus found in these mice was considered

when it became known that several viral infections

influence the immune response (Notkins, Mergenhagen &

Howard 1970; Shearer, Mozes, Haran-Ghera & Bentwick 1973)»

for instance mice infected with leukaemia viruses,

cytomegalovirus and lymphocytic choriomeningitis. The

reduced response was not related to tolerance since it

..as against unrelated antigens. Thymus dependent reactions

were also found to be suppressed by measles and rubella

infections (Smithwick & Berkovich 1966; Olson, South &

Good 1 967)• As with the NZB/B1 mice, in contrast to the

general depression of T-cell dependent reactions, the

antibody responses are hyperactive (Almeida, Brandao &

de Lima 196h; Buck & Hasenclever 1963),

The mechanism of immunosuppression is not understood.

It may be significant that immunosuppressive viruses

generally induce strong cell-mediated responses and, whilst

they replicate in lymphoid tissue and macrophages, they
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generally cause little or no histological damage,

vigorous multiplication of responding lymphocytes could

dilute out cells reacting to unrelated antigens and make

them less readily available. Also, these cells could be

sequestered non-specifically in infectious foci and thus

removed from possible contact ,vith further antigens.

Immunosuppression by non-viral agents also occurs.

Leprosy ("aldorf, Sheagren, Trautman & Block 1 972 )>

malaria (Salaman, "'edderburn & Bruce-Chivatt 1969) and

Leishmaniasis (Turk & Bryceson 1 °71 ) are all cases in

point. Interestingly, the adjuvant, C.parvum. also

reduced the P.H.A. responsiveness of the recipients'

splenic and peripheral lymphocytes (Scott 1972) through a

qualitative change in their macrophages which resulted in

inhibition of the responsive T-lymphocytes. It has been

suggested in this thesis (vide supra) that perhaps some

adjuvant activity has been exerted on the NZE/B1

macrophages by a microorganism. A qualitative or

quantitative deficiency in the macrophage population of

NZB/B1 mice has also been mooted by McCoombs et, al (1973)
who quoted the work presented in this thesis (Thomas &

eir 1972) on macrophages in support of their ideas.

Thus a case has been presented for at least an

involvement, if not a causal one, of viral agents in the

autoimmune disease manifestations of IfZB/Bl mice. is has

already been detailed (vide supra) a case for genetic

predisposition to autoimmune disease must also be discussed.
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Persisting infection and vertical transmission of a virus

from parent to progeny as with Gross leukaemia virus

(Gross 1965) may explain the heritable nature, within a

limited range of genotypes (Levy & Pinkus 1970), of the

autoimmune disorders (vide supra).

8TUDI :s on TA1 G: JETIC B ' CKGROUND OF NZB/B1 AUTOIMMUNITY

LTD IMMUNITY

GENERAL INTRODUCTION'

The most useful tool to the scientist studying

diseases of the higher animals is the inbred strain .of an

animal. Amongst such an inbred strain one can be fairly

confident of finding a group of animals, sufficient for

statistical data, whose gene complement is, if not

identical, very nearly so. Therefore, the spontaneous

appearance of autoimmune haemolytic anaemia in the inbred

IZ5/B1 strain appeared, at first, to give scientists a

long-awaited chance to study a possible genetic element

in autoimmune disease.

Autoimmunity in man is often credited with a genetic

background (vide supra), for example in the high incidence

of autoimmune phenomena in the families of patients with

immunodeficiency (Fudenberg, German & Kunkel 1970; blf,

Gokcen & Good 1963) and families of patients with S.L.E.

(Erunjes, Zike & Julian 1951 )• 9. genetic predisposition

to rheumatic diseases has long been suspected. Twice the

incidence of R.A. was found among relatives of L. .
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patients as was found among a control group (Leonhardt
81

I 961+). A higher than normal Gm has also been found in

L. . pitients (3tre;Jcek, Herzog & Bielicky 1967). In the

JZB/31 mouse strain, where more acceptable and convincing

data on a genetic background should be available because

of the large numbers of pure bred animals as opposed to

the relatively outbred human family situation, a simple

genetic background to autoimmunity is proving extremely

elusive.

TO! :" ZC - T-- 5ELF AND VJTJI '.'JIITY - A G N .TIC B.' CXGROUND

II NZB/31 MICE?

PRIG11 OF A UTQ- R5A. GTANT CELL CLONES

The theories of tolerance to self and autoimmunity

have already been outlined (vide supra). Burnet's (1969)

ideas on the elimination or the destruction of potential

auto-reactant cells have now been largely replaced, in the

light of experimental evidence by others, for example

those suggesting suppression of such cells (Playfair 1973)*

Jerne's (1970) attractive theory on the generation of anti¬

body diversity proposes that the first antigens which an

individual's antibody-forming system are likely to be

activated by are self-antigens. This would account for

the possible persistence of such potential auto-reactant

cells throughout life (Bretscher & Cohn 1970) end would

no longer necessitate 3urnet's hypothesis on the arrival

of these cells by somatic mutation. Jerne's belief that

potential auto-reactant cells are the-: caught up in organs
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such as the thymus, bursa or bone marrow and there die out,

can explain the persistence or escape of these cells

should there be a functional inadequacy in one or more of

these organs. It could also be applied should there be

any changes in the antigenic structure of the cells of

these organs, for example by viral infection (vide supra).

Under such circumstances cells with anti-self antibody

combinin sites night not attach to the histocompatibility

sites on cells in these organs and so might escape, to

attack self-antigens throughout the rest of the body.

TH: THYMUS-GE NETIOALLY CONTROLLED ABNORMALITIES?

Thus, earlier ideas advocating the involution and

functional deficiency of the thymus in HZB/B1 disease

(de Vries A Hijmans 1966; Holmes & Burnet 1966) appear to

be reinforced - either it allows potentially auto-reactant

cells to "escape" (cf. Jerne's (1970) theory) or it fails

to elaborate suppressor T-eells (Playfair 1973). loss

of ©-bearing T-cells in aging NZB/B1 has been reported;

such a loss has also been denied (vide supra). Zatz,

Mellors and i-ance (1971 ) claimed that the behaviour of

the HZB/B1 thymus is similar to that of aging C3A; but

that abnormalities may be found in the spleens and lymph

nodes of IZ3/B1 mice. Or, it may be that, as a function

of genetic characteristics, an animal has the capacity

to respond to exogenous infections by producing antibodies

which may find similar antigenic sites within the host

(Blaese, Martinez & Good 1964). One primary function of
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the thymus could be the responsibility for maintenance

of a general homeostatic mechanism during early (Burnet

196U) as well as adult life (Teague & Friou 1969) which

has, as a consequence, the capacity to eliminate

aberrant clones. Such clones of cells, without this

influence, would be able to express potential for auto¬

immunity (Burnet I96I4).

THE' IMMUAl.. RESPONSE

There is evidence of hyporeactivity of NZB/B1

lymphocytes in the G-.V.H, reactions, in response to P.H.A.

and their impaired ability to reject grafts (vide supra).

Such animals may be genetically unable to respond immuno¬

logically to a particular antigen (Pudenberg 1968).

Should they then be subjected to infection(s), the

offensive antigens, meeting with little opposition, might

invade tissues, giving rise to new antigens or uncovering

previously hidden ones, with the ensuing possibility of an

autoaggressive response (vide supra). In instances, e.g.

the TZB/Bl mouse, where virus has been present, from the

embryo stage, throughout life, it is difficult to say

which came first - hyporeactivity or the effects of the

virus since viruses themselves can be immunosuppressive

(Sinkovics 1962; Ceglowski & Friedman 1 968; I. ellors &

Huang 1967). \lso, hyporeactivity in such cellular

functions can apparently be a normal consequence of the

aging process as seen in CB/ (Krohn 1962) and other mice

(Teller et. al 1 96I4-; igzell & Itjernsward 1966).
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. itli regard to the humoral response in hZB/Bl mice,

various studies have reported hyperresponsiveness and

hyporesponsiveness to antigenic stimulation. This has

been shown to be related, at least in part, to the

antigen used (Cerottini, Lambert & Dixon 1969). Thus

comparisons have been difficult to make.

Petty .et ad (1972) claimed that antibody affinity

(K~) was relatively independent of the antigen used.

Therefore, it is interesting that -i'Z mice have been found

to produce a very low (Petty & foothill 1972). low-

ever, these authors reel that this deficiency is not

entirely of a genetic nature, since the incorporation of

an adjuvant into the system, permits the production of

high affinity antibodies by both young and old NZ mice.

Therefore, "the globulin synthetic mechanism is intact"

(Petty & Steward 1972). hat is suggested by Petty and

Steward (1972) is that the antigen processing mechanisms

.ray be at fault. similar proposal was put forward by

-icCombs et, al (197 ) whew they quoted the worm oi Thomas

and eir (1972 & 1973) on macrophage degradation of

antigen. However, whether this is due to an abnormality

in the genetic make up of these mice or to an external

(i.e. not chromosomal - perhaps viral) factor is, as yet,

uncertain. In any event, an imbalance between humoral and

cellular immunity would favour excessive viral replication

(Hirsch & Murphy 1968) and immunisation with viral

anti ens.
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AUTOANTIBODIES

One undisputed fact is that virtually 1GO/ of LZB/B1

mice eventually develop autoimmune haemolytic anaemia

(Bielschowsky, Helyer & Ho Ale 1959; Holmes & Burnet 1963;

Long, Holmes & Burnet 1963; Holborow, Barnes &,Tuffrey

1965). The original ideas of Burnet (1959) that somatic

mutation of a single antibody precursor—cell to yield a

clone of auto-reactant cells must be revised in the light

of other evidence. studies on the type and subclass of'

anti-erythrocyte autoantibodies in i mice (Long,

Holmes A Burnet 1963; Costea, Yakulis & Heller 1970;

Holborow, Barnes & Tuffrey 1965; Lindner & Edgington 1972,

1973 a; arner & istar 1963) suggest that there are many

clones of such self-reactant cells. Thus, there must be

nuite a substantial breakdown in the normal maintenance of

tolerance. The super-normal removal of potential

tolerising antigen by macrophages in this strain has been

suggested as a possible factor (vide supra).

Lindner and .dgiagton (1973 a) further speculate that

93/31 autoimmunity could result from a lack or diminished

activity of suppressor T-cells as envisaged by Gershon

et al (1972) or that 'these mice are genetically endowed

with T-cells capable of recognising a specific determinant

(s) on the autoantigen" and which could co-operate with

"normally occurring autoimnunocompetent B lymphocytes",

'gain, evidence for genetic control of these aspects is

not readily available. It is complicated by the

conflicting results on the ontogeny of the auto-
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erythrocyte immunoglobulin response. Helyer and Howie

(1963 b) noted that female NZB/B1 mice develop these anti¬

bodies earlier than males, whereas Holmes and Burnet

(1963 a), in contrast, detected them earlier in the males.

Further disagreement within this inbred strain was

observed in L.F. cell studies. Helyer and Howie (1 963 b)

detected them in L of NZ3/E1 mice. Torins and Holmes

(196U)» on the other hand, demonstrated them in UO, of

adult animals.

There are at least three alternatives to account for

such variations in an inbred strain.

(a) that the inbred strains held in different

laboratories are no longer identical

(b) that the tests which are used to detect these

autoantibodies and their effects are not

reliable but give varying results in the hands

of different workers

(c) the environment. " xternal factors (i.e. extra

chromosomal, but not necessarily extra-cellular)

could influence the effect of genetic control.

A genetic background to the production of auto¬

antibodies was debated by Oldstone (1972). He claimed

that NZB/B1 mice are genetic hyperresponders to DN/

stimulation and that the effect of viruses such as .C.M.,

polyoma or L.D.V. (vide supra) is simply to "turn on or

turn off this response".

'earner (1972) continued this genetic analysis to the

ti-red cell antibody found in JZB/B1 mice, to suggest
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that it is under the control of at least 2 genes, one of

which is recessive. In the discussion following "nrner's

paper, Oldstone and Braun brought out an interesting point,

the relevance of which may be reflected in the results

presented in this thesis. They discussed the pos ilility

of L.D.V., which brings about a reduction in the anti-

nuclear antibody production in NZ3/B1 mice, elevating

enzymes in the strain - perhaps DNA'se.

Certainly, the evidence presented here would suggest

that there is a deficiency, either qualitative or

quantitative, in the enzyme complement of the peritoneal

macrophages of the autoimmune dZ3/B1 mice. The levels of

enzymes in younger NZB/B1 mice may be normal or sufficient

to function adequately. 's the enzyme levels then drop

or become non-functiona1 or functionally impaired as the

animal ages, antigens, such as self-DNA, may not be

adequately digested and removed from contact with the

immune system (vide supra). If L.D.V. can cause elevation

of enzyme levels, since it does depress antinuclear anti¬

body formation in these mice, it would suggest indeed that

the depressed degradative ability of dZB/Bl macrophages

may play an important part in tfZ disease. hy the

enzymes should be depressed is perhaps a point for further

study.

Green (1972) suggests that, in some strains of

guinea pigs at least, there are immune response (ir)

genes which are detectable when self-components are

altered in someway. This could come into play in the NZB/
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B1 mice, if self antigens are altered by, say, a virus

such as the murine leukaemia type C or Gross viruses

found in these mice. It could also explain the onset of

autoimmune syndromes as the mice age. If the mice are, as

it appears, tolerant to viruses of the type C and Gross

strains when they are young, ample opportunity will be

afforded to the viruses to bring about alterations in the

host's antigenic make-up. Then the hypothetical Ir genes

could come into action. Such a system would also allow

for variations in time of onset of and the incidence of

autoimmune features - local housing conditions

contributing different microbial flora to alter the host

antigens.

Thus, so far, no clear picture of a purely genetic

control of the autoimmunity of NZB/Bl disease has become

apparent. Hints of an underlying genetic predisposition

influenced by perhaps viral infection are emerging. In

attempts to further study the genetic background to NZB/B1
disease many cross-breeding experiments have been under¬

taken.

GRQSS-BREKDING i-XmLnJTS WITH THB N1B/B1 GmJOTYPB

Numerous hybridisation studies using HZB/B1 mice

have been carried out (Helyer & Howie 1963; Holmes <5fc

Burnet 1964 & 1966; Norrins & Holmes 1 964; Burnet 1965;

Burnet & Holmes 1965; Howie & Helyer 1965; Barnes, Tuffrey

& Berry 1968). The view of Holmes and Burnet (1964) is

that any genetic mechanism that could account for all the
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autoimmune features would necessarily be complex.

In view of the fact that autoimmune haemolytic

anaemia, detectable by the D.C.T., is the commonest

manifestation of autoimmune disease in these mice, reaching

100%, it seems reasonable to try to relate any observed

autoimmune disease signs in cross-bred mice to this

stalwart.

The autoimmune haemolytic anaemia itself appeared

to be under the control of a single dominant gene when

the Bielschowsmies (196&) found the incidence of the

D.C.I, to be 10Oyo in the P^ and 7of the Pin crosses
with NZC mice.

In studies involving other NZ genotypes (.NZC, NZWZ,

NZCW, NZG, NZW, NZY, NZP), Howie and Helyer (1965)
studied a multiplicity of autoimmune disorders and

decided that the autoimmune characteristic was expressed

in the heterozygous state and is inherited as a dominant

trait.

Prom evidence of a low incidence (10)o) of positive

D.C.T.'s in bach-crosses to the non-iiZB/Bl strain, Burnet

and Holmes (1965 a) concluded that between 3 and 5 genes

might be involved.

Braverman's (1968) comprehensive studies on NZB x

NZW crosses and the incidence of renal disease, A.N.P.

and positive D.C.T. in the P^» and bach-cross progeny,
suggested that the NZB/B1 carries a dominant gene for the

positive D.C.T. whilst the NZW carries a "modifying" gene

which, together with the NZB/B1 genotype, permits A.N.P.
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to occur. The renal disease appeared to be under the

control of several genes, its severity dependent upon

which ones were involved. This aspect of the autoimmune

triad was independent of A.M.P. and D.C.T.

Studies on the development of A.N.P. in NZB x CFW

hybrids by Barnes .et al (1968) showed a wide variation in

the age-incidence of this factor and a genetic

interpretation was difficult to make. Similar difficulty

was met by Norrins and Holmes (1964). However, since

A.N.P. is also found in non-autoimmune strains of mice

(Norrins & Holmes 196h; Priou & Teague tf&5)» the

significance of this on genetic control of autoimmunity

does not appear to be great.

A.N.F. and L.L. cells have both been detected in

NZB x NZW crosses (Howie <3fc Helyer 1965; Burnet & Holmes

1965; Miyaaato £t al 1967; McGiven & Ghose 1968). A.N.P.

appears to parallel the clinical progression of renal

disease in these mice (McGiven & Lynraven 1968; Lambert &

Dixon 1968)•

An attempt to explain the variation in severity of

renal disease in NZB/31 crosses was made by Ghaffar and

Playfair (1971) on the basis of a single dominant gene

present in the NZB/B1 and one or more recessive genes in

the other parental strain. On the subject of dominant

genes, Ghaffar and Playfair preferred to speak of "dosage

effects" with regard to the D.G.T. A single "gene" might

give rise to a late D.G.T. in the cross, whilst more than

one would encourage an earlier D.G.T. There appeared to
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be no correlation between D.C.T. and renal disease in

their studies.

Barnes et al (1968) found renal lesions in NZB x

CFW hybrids similar to those seen in the NZB/B1 mouse.

Again there appeared to be no correlation between the

D.C.T. and A.N.F. Such a relationship did appear to

exist in the NZB/B1 strain between the severity of the

renal disease and the presence of A.N.F. (Norrins & Holmes

196h). Once again little correlation between the D.C.T.

and renal disease was observed in NZB x NZW crosses

(Helyer & Howie 19635 Howie & Helyer 1965).

Thymic changes have been observed in the offspring of

crosses of NZB/B1 mice with non-autoimmune strains (Barnes

et al 1968; Burnet 1965# Holmes & Burnet 1966; Miyasato

et al 1967; de Vries & Hi^mans 1967)* but the measure of

their significance was inconclusive since the observed

lesions did not reflect the presence of a positive D.C.T.

or serum A.N.F. in each case. Spontaneous thymomas were

also observed by Barnes et al (1968), again without

relation to the D.C.T. or A.N.F.

CONCLUSIONS

It is disappointing that the vast amount of literature

published on the work done on NZB/B1 mice has, so far,

been unable to afford a satisfactory explanation of the

cause of their autoimmunity. It is encouraging though,

that the orignal two extremes of view, namely the viral
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cause and the genetic cause, appear to be becoming less

mutually exclusive. In several cases (vide supra) the

idea is being mooted that there may be a genetic

predisposition to autoimmunity. External factors, such as

viruses, may then take advantage of an inherant immune

deficiency in combating such an invasion and set up an

"infection" which may result in alteration of the host's

antigenic complement, or in changes in it's immune response.

A major difficulty appears to lie with the viruses which

are present ab initio in these mice. No x*ZB/B1 mice are

thus available in which to study a possible genetic

control of the disease without the complicating effect of

the virus. So far, it appears that the virus has a very

limited host range, so that the effects of the virus on

another strain's immune response is difficult to evaluate.

The difficulty in separating the genetic element from

the viral in these mice must be accepted at present. If

this is done, then studies may be seen to have revealed

much.

Defects appear to occur in both lymphocytes and

macrophages in the NZB/B1 mice. These may be genetically

determined. The depressed degradative abilities of their

macrophages as the animals age may be due to deficiency

in enzymes, quantitative or qualitative. It would be

interesting to study this aspect further. Its effect on

the autoimmunity of these mice has already been discussed

and may be significant.
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The hyperactivity of the NZB/B1 phagocyte might also

be under genetic control. However, the significance of

this hyperactivity may be speculated upon in NZB/B1

disease. Rapid removal of potentially tolerizing antigen

from contact with immuno-competent cells by macrophages

might easily be the cause of (a) the autoimmunity and (b)

the difficulty in producing tolerance to foreign antigens

in these mice.

Viral activity is known to suppress immune responses

(viae supra). The ever-present viruses in the NZB/B1

mice might do this - bringing about the observed depression

in T-cell activity and perhaps changes in the macrophage-

enzyme activity. Adjuvant activity by an infectious agent

might also be considered. Hyperactivity in the phago¬

cytosis by the macrophages might result. Interestingly,

adjuvant activity brought about by C.oarvum was also

accompanied by depression of the T-cell dependent P.H.A.

response (Scott 1972).

So, in summary, it would be presumptuous, to say the

least, to contemplate the work presented here as a

contribution towards solving the dilema of "genetio»M

versus "virus" as the fundamental cause of autoimmune

disease in the NZB/B1 mice. However, it does point to a

possible involvement of the macrophage in the disease

process. Alongside the lymphocytes, both T- and B-cells,

whose activity is also known to be abnormal in these

animals, the macrophage may play no mean role in the

development of autoimmunity here. It would seem that there
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may be some disorganisation or abnormality in the early

stem cells of NZB/31 mice which yield lymphocytes and

macrophages whose behaviour is aberrant from the norm.

The ultimate question is whether this abnormality in the

stem cell is genetically controlled, or effected by some

external factor such as a virus.



Appendix

Statistical Analysis Methods.

Books : Quantitative Problems in the Biochemical

Sciences. R. Montgomery and C.A. Swensen.

Published by Freeman & Co., San Francisco 1969#

Facts from Figures. M.J. Moroney. Penguin Books

1964.

The standard deviation of a group of results was

calculated from the following equation.

— 2
S = /£(x - x) where x = value of the sample

n
£ = the sum of

x = the arithmetic mean of

the samples

n = the number of samples.

The value for t (Student's "t" test) was then

calculated as follows:

8 - 2
Sample variance = S = £(x - x)

n

K to

and the best estimate of population variance =.a = n g2
n-1

From the Null hypothesis and taking into account Bessel's

correction
A

/2 = n 2 - 2•1B1 * Va

n1+n2 " 2



V = /Vl * n282
ni+n2 " 2

The best estimate of the standard error for the

difference of the 2 xamples is :

V N
s *

n2 + n1

n. n„\! 1 2

t = Difference of the means = - x,2

2 2
Standard error of difference /n^ +n2s2 x n^ +ng

n. + n„ - 2 n. n_12 12

The value of p was then found from tables, given the

value of t and the number of samples.

The standard error of the mean (S.E.) was calculated

from the standard deviation

S.E. = Std.deviation where & * number of samples

/"
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DIAORAK 1. The Perspex Culture chambers used for the cultivation
of P.S.macrophages. A and B are channels cut into the thickness
of the slide to admit syringe needles for exchange of culture
media.

Position of coverslips when stuck onto the Perspex

slide to form chambers - one coverslip on each side of the slide.



DIAGRAM 2. L.K.B. Filter used in the preparation of lactalbumin.
A. Rubber tubing connecting apparatus to vacuum pump and water-

trap. B. Clamp. C. Glass tubing through D.Rubber bung. E. Tight
rubber ring holding F. in place. F. Membrane drawn tightly over

the filter and tied in a knot at the base. The assemblage is
evacuated prior to use. The dialysate is removed from the interior
of the filter by means of a syringe.

L.K.&

w W
Fi Iter



DIAGRAM 5.Method of flushing out cells from the spleen.

A. Intact end of the spleen. B. Cut end of the spleen. C. Syringe-

containing collecting fluid. D. 3ent glass rod, used to gently

press cells towards cut end of spleen. E. Cell suspension exuded

from spleen and collected in F. sterile plastic petri dish.



)IAGRU1. 4»Modification of Boyden's Double Chamber.
V. Cotton wool bung. B. Polythene tube. C. Suspending needle

massing through B and supported by D. Supports e.g. wire rack.

•]« Polypropylene bottle. F. P.E. cell suspension. G. Sartorious
membrane separating F. from H. Lymphocyte suspension.



DIAGRAM 5. Modified Coveralip Box used in the study of lympho¬

cyte cytotoxicity.
A. Bntry point for assemblage.
B. Lid of coverslip box to which E. is attached.
C. Walls of lid.

L. Outer walls of box, closing tightly to B.

E. Part of a 5ml plastic syringe barrel,attached firmly to B.
with UHU glue.
P. Millipore filter separating H. from G.

51
G. Glass coverslip bearing CR - labelled P.E. Macrophages,

t

jathed in medium.

dm Lymphocyte suspension.



P.E. cells from:-

•
young (2-i+ month old) C-ve NZB/B1 mice

O O old (13-16 month old) C+ve NZB/B1 mice

O o old (13-16 month old) C+ve NZB/B1 mice.

Cells cultured in the presence of

parafluorophenylalanine

fJrfif 1 *

125
The uptake of I-BSA over 2k hours at

37°C in 5% C0? in air by iNZB/Bl P.E. cells. 95%
confidence levels are included.



 



P.E. cells from:-

A A young (2-4 month old) C-ve Balb/c mice

A A old (13-16 month old) C-ve Balb/c mice

A A old (13-16 month old) C-ve Balb mice.

Cells cultured in the presence of

parafluorophenylalanine

1 25
The uptake of I-BBA over 24 hours at

37°C in 5)fc C02 in air by Balb/c P.B. cells. 95%
confidence levels are included.



 



P.E. cells from;-

• ■ young (2-h month old) C-ve MZB/B1 mice

O O old (13-16 month old) C+ve NZB/B1 mice

A——A young (2—i+ month old) C-ve Balb/c mice

A—-—A old (13-16 month old) C-ve Balb/c mice

1 25
The uptake of I-BSA over 2k hours at

37°C in 3% C02 in air by Balb/c and NZB/B1 P.K. cells.
95% confidence levels are included.



 



P.3. cells from:-

0 0 young (2-4 month old) G-ve N23/B1 mice

o —Q old (1 3-1 6 month old) C+ve NZB/B1 mice

--A young (2-4 month old) Balb/c mice

A——A old (13^16 month old) Balb/c mice

Zi&xJi*
125

The percentage I-BSA lost by the P.-.

cell sheets from the specified mice over 24 hours

in 12^I-BSA-free medium at 37°C in 5/ C0« in air,
125

after pulse labelling with I-B3A for 16 hours.

35% confidence levels are included.



 



P.E. cells fromi-

# >» young (2-4 month old) C-ve NZB/B1 mice

O O old (13-16 month old) C+ve ifZB/Bl mice

A-—-A young (2-4 month old) G-ve Balb/c mice

A A old (13-16 month old) C-ve Balb/c mice

Il&x 5«
125

The percentage of I-BSA released by the

P.E. cells of the specified mice, in a degraded form

(i.e. not precipitated by 20/ TCA) over 24 hours in

^I-BSA-free medium at 37°G in 5% 00^ in. air, following
pulse labelling with 1''"^I-BSA for 16 hours. 95/

confidence levels are included.



 



P.E. cells from:-

• • Combined control group of young (2-4 month old)

Balb/c mice. GROUP 1a.

O • •— & young (2-4 month old) Balb/c recipients of live

spleen cells from C+ve NZB/B1 mice

X X young (2-4 month old) Balb/c recipients of live

lymph node cells from C+ve NZB/B1 mice

Q——Q young (2-4 month old) Balb/c recipients of live

spleen cells from C-ve NZB/B1 mice

Uewly-weaned Balb/c recipients of live spleen

cells from C57B1 mice.

The effect of the intraperitoneal injection of
125the specified cells on day-7, on the uptake of I-BSA

by the Balb/c recipients' P.E. ceils on day 0. 95/

confidence levels are included.



1251-0SATAKENUPBYTHEPERITONEALEXUOATECEILS-CPM*103 hL-U-1
Hl—-O-x1



P.E. cells of the:-

Combined control group of C-ve (2-U month old)

NZB/B1 mice

©—-— O p.B. cells of C-ve IZB/B1 recipients, 7 days
7

earlier, of 1x10 live spleen cells from C+v

1ZB/B1 mice

X —— X P.E. cells of C-ve NZB/B1 recipients, 7 days
7

earlier, of 1x10 live spleen cells from old

(13-16 month old) Balb/c mice

fiff" 7»

The effect of the intraperitoneal injection of
125

the specified cells on day-7* on the uptake of I-B8A

by the C-ve NZB/B1 recipients' P.E. cells on day 0. 95$

confidence levels are included.



1253 l-BSATAKEUPBYTHEPERITONEALEXOOATECELLS-C.PM.xlO



P.E. cells frora:-

m • Combined control group of young (2-U month old)

Balb/c mice

X )c young (2-i+ month old) Balb/c recipients of
live lymph node cells from C+ve NZB/B1 mice

n*t q*

The effect of the intraperitoneal injection of
125

live lymph node cells on the loss of I-BSA by the

Bfclb/c recipients' P.E. cells after pulse labelling

the P.E. cells with I-BSA for 16 hours in vitro.

95% confidence levels are Included.



%125i-bsawhichhasbeenreleasedtothe125i-bsa-

ereemediumover2ahoursfollowingpulselabellingfor

16hours

ro

en
CDCD

III



P.E. cells from:-

• ——• Combined dontrol group of young (2-1+ month old)

Balb/c mice

© —— O young (2-1+ month old) Balb/c recipients of live

spleen cells from C+ve NZB/B1 mice

—X young (2-1+ month old) Balb/c recipients of live

lymph node cells from C+ve NZB/B1 mice

Flfft 9»

The effect of the specified cells on the degradation
125

of I-BSA by the recipients* P.E. cells following pulse
125

labelling of the P.E. cells with I-BSA for 16 hours

in vitro. 95% confidence levels are included.



THEPERCENTAGE125I-BSARELEASEDTOTHE125l-BSA-FREEMEDIUMINADEGRADED FORM.



SPLEEN CELLS from:

• • C-ve NZB/B1 mice aged 2«6 months

©——© C+ve NZ3/B1 mice aged 10-18 months

A——A C-ve Balb/c mice aged h-6 months

A — A C-ve Balb/c mice aged 1U-18 months

)< —-—/C C-ve Balb/c mice aged h~6 months injected

7 days earlier with 5 mg. C.parvum

n«T 19

The separation of splenic lymphocytes by means

of a glass bead column into 5 fractions. 95% confidence

levels are included.



%TOTALNO.OFCELLSPERCOLUMNFRACTION
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SUMMARY

Peritoneal exudate cells from old NZB/B1 mice were found to be more active in
taking up I125-labelled bovine serum albumin than similar cells from age matched
BALB/c, C57B1 and CBA mice. The cells from both young and old NZB/B1 mice
were markedly less able to degrade the ingested antigen than cells from the other
strains. These observations are discussed in relation to the development of
autoimmune phenomena in the NZB/B1 strain.

INTRODUCTION

The New Zealand Black (NZB/B1) strain of mice has provided immunologists with a con¬
venient experimental model for the study of the immunopathology of auto-immune disease.
The numerous studies on these mice fall into two main categories:

(1) Those suggesting a disturbance of the immunological mechanism with an underlying
genetic defect and possibly associated with deficiency of thymic activity (Bielschowsky &
Bielschowsky, 1964; Holmes, Gorrie & Burnet, 1961; Holmes & Burnet, 1964; Holmes &
Burnet, 1966a; Holmes & Burnet, 1966b).

(2) Where the disturbed immunological mechanisms are chiefly brought about by an
extrinsic agent such as a virus (Barnes & Tuffrey 1969; East, Prosser, Holborow & Jaquet,
1967; East & Branca, 1969; Lambert & Dixon, 1970; Mellors & Huang, 1966; Mellors &
Huang 1967; Mellors, 1969).

The nature of the abnormal activity of the immunological mechanism has yet to be
elucidated. These mice are known to be hyper-responsive to protein antigens (Staples &
Talal, 1969; Playfair, 1968; Weir, McBride & Naysmith, 1968) and to have depressed
cellular immunity (Stutman, Yunis & Good, 1968) and to respond poorly to mitogens such
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as PHA (Leventhal & Talal, 1970) which is said to be a thymus-dependent activity (Adler
et at., 1970).

Apart from the low in vitro response to PHA (Leventhal & Talal 1970), little is known
about the activity of the individual cell components of their immune system and the present
study is an attempt to determine how NZB/B1 peritoneal exudate (PE) cells behave with
respect to their ability to take up and degrade antigen compared with other strains of mice.
A further report will present the results of an investigation of the activity of NZB/B1
spleen cells and lymph node cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mouse strains

NZB/B1 and BALB/c were the main strains used. C57/B1 and CBA mice were also used.
The NZB/B1 mice were obtained from Carshalton or provided by Dr E. J. Holborow
(Taplow) and bred on the traffic light system. The BALB/c mice were obtained from Dr
June East (Clinical Research Centre, Stanmore). The CBA and C57B1 mice were from
stock kept in the Animal House of the Bacteriology Department.

The mice were grouped, according to age, into two groups: (1) those aged 2-4 months;
(2) those aged 13-16 months.

Animals of both sexes were included in both groups.

Tissue culture

Peritoneal exudate (PE) cells were harvested from the mice after intraperitoneal injection
of 2 ml Eagles minimal essential medium (MEM) containing heparin (100 U/ml) and their
concentration adjusted to 1 x 106 cells/ml. The cells were distributed among Mackaness
culture chambers which had been sterilized by UV irradiation. All procedures were carried
out under sterile conditions and using a sterile cabinet for changing the medium. The cells
were incubated in the Mackaness chambers at 37°C in air for 1 hr to allow the macrophages
to adhere to the glass coverslips. At the end of this period, the cell sheets were washed, in
situ, three times with Eagles MEM.

A. Uptake ofI125-BSA
Eagles MEM containing 20% dialysed lactalbumin (Difco T.C. Lactalbumin hydrolysate)

and BSA (labelled with I125 by the method of Hunter & Greenwood 1962) at a concentra¬
tion of approximately 100 ^gN/ml with a specific activity of 0-05-0-5 pCi/pg n. (BSA was
obtained from Armour Chemicals Ltd) and was added to completely fill the chambers
(0-85-0-90 ml per chamber). The chambers were then incubated at 37°C in 5% C02 in air
for periods ranging from 2-24 hr. Control cultures were set up in which:

(a) the cells were incubated at 4°C for up to 24 hr to determine the amount of I125-BSA
taken up passively by the cells. These controls were reincubated at 37°C for 1 hr before the
uptake of I125-BSA was determined in order to permit the macrophages to re-adhere to the
glass; and

(b) there were no cells—to determine the amount of isotope which adhered to the glass.
After the required length of time in the I125-BSA Eagles medium, the cell sheets were

washed, in situ, five times with Eagles MEM, the coverslips bearing the cell sheets fractured
and the pieces of glass placed into Wasserman tubes. The uptake of I125-BSA was deter-
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mined by estimating the y-emissions in a Nuclear Enterprises Gammamatic Mark I Gamma
counter.

B. Degradation of Il25-BSA
Cultures were set up as in A and incubated at 37°C in 5% C02 in air for 16 hr. The cell

sheets were then washed, in situ, five times with Eagles MEM. Several chambers were
removed from the experiment at this time, for use as controls, to record the uptake of the
I125-BSA by the cells during the 16-hr incubation period. The rest of the chambers were
filled with Eagles MEM containing 20% lactalbumin and 0-01 m tyrosine (BDH-l-tyrosine)
for periods of up to 24 hr, in 5% C02 in air at 37°C. Controls, however, were incubated at
4°C to determine the amount of I125-BSA lost passively over this period. At the end of the
incubation period in this I125-BSA—free medium, the supernate was removed from the
culture chambers and treated with 20% trichloracetic acid (TCA) w/v, for 1 hr at 4°C.
The TCA-treated supernates were centrifuged at 2500 rev/min at 4°C in an MSE Major
centrifuge for 20 min and the non-precipitable portion separated into fresh Wasserman tubes,
leaving the precipitated fraction (including the undegraded BSA) behind in the first tubes.
(Ehrenreich & Cohn 1967).

The percentage of I125-BSA which had been degraded (i.e. that BSA which was not
precipitated by TCA) by the macrophage was determined, again using the Mark I Gam¬
mamatic. The coverslips bearing the cell sheets were fractured and the amount of radio¬
activity retained by the cells estimated in the Gammamatic.

Uptake of I125-BSA in the presence of parafiuorophenylalanine (Cohn & Benson, 1965;
Cohn, 1966)

Parafiuorophenylalanine (250 ^g/ml) was incorporated into the Eagles MEM medium
supplemented with 20% lactalbumin and containing I125-BSA. The uptake experiment was
carried out as in A to determine whether or not the uptake of I125-BSA by the macrophage
was an active process.

Coombs' test

The direct Coombs' test (DCT) was performed on erythrocytes collected from the retro-
orbital plexus and washed five times with phosphate-buffered saline. A rabbit anti-mouse
globulin, prepared in NZW rabbits, absorbed of all its anti-erythrocyte activity, was used to
detect globulin on the erythrocytes.

RESULTS

The uptake of Il25-BSA cells in the presence ofparaftuorophenylalanine
As can be seen from Fig. 1, significantly less isotope-labelled BSA was taken up by the

macrophages when cultured in the presence of parafluorophenylalanine than in its absence,
thus supporting the view that the isotope-labelled antigen was taken up by an active process
(Cohn & Benson, 1965; Cohn, 1966).

The uptake of 1125 -BSA by PE cells
(a) Comparison between NZB/B\ mice aged 2-4 months and NZBiBI mice aged 13-16
months
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Throughout the whole 24 hr of incubation, there was a highly significant difference
(P< 0-001) between the two curves (see Fig. 1). An interesting feature, at present inexplicable,
was the peak of activity observed in both groups of mice between 4 and 6 hr incubation.
This result was a consistent finding in every experiment using the two groups. Overall, the
PE cells of the older mice showed a much higher activity.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

Time (hr)

Fig. 1. The uptake of I125-BSA by peritoneal exudate cells at 37°C in 5% CO, in air over
24 hr. Standard deviations included. Source of peritoneal exudate cells: (o) C — ve NZB/B1
mice aged 2-4 months. (•) C + ve NZB/B1 mice aged 13-16 months. (■) C + ve NZB/B1
mice—parafluorophenylalanine incorporated into the medium. (□) BALB/c mice aged 2-4
months. (A) BALB/c mice aged 13-16 months, (a) BALB/c mice aged 13-16 months—
parafluorophenylalanine incorporated into the medium.
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(b) Comparison between BALB/c mice aged 2-4 months and BALB/c mice aged 13-16
months

Here again the PE cells from the older mice showed a higher activity than those of the
younger mice, with highly significant differences from 8 hr incubation onwards (P<0-001).

(c) Comparison between CBA mice aged 2-4 months and CBA mice aged 10-12 months and
between C57 B1 mice aged 2-4 months and C57 B1 mice aged 8-12 months

The same pattern emerged; the PE cells from the older mice showed a higher activity than
did those of the younger animals at 24 hr incubation. The CBA mice gave figures for the
uptake of labelled-BSA of 3-2 x 103 and 8-5 x 103 cpm for mice aged 2-4 months and 10-12
months respectively; the C57/B1 gave figures of 10-4 x 103 and 15-9 x 103 cpm at 2-4 months
and 8-12 months of age respectively. The differences were significant in both cases (P<0-01).
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(d) Comparison between NZB/B\ mice aged 2-4 months and BALB/c mice aged 2-4 months
Up until 8 hr incubation with the labelled-BSA, there was a significantly higher uptake of

1125-BSA by the PE cells of the NZB/B1 mice, whereas at 16 and 24 hr the differences were
no longer significant (Z*> 0-05).

(e) Comparison between NZB/B\ mice aged 13-16 months and BALB/c mice aged 13-16
months

Except at 8 hr, where the difference between the activity of PE cells of these two groups
was not significant, there was a highly significant difference in the uptake of 1125-BSA by
these cells throughout the 24-hr incubation period, with the higher activity in the NZB/B 1
group. The NZB/B 1 mice in this age group were all Coombs' positive (C + ve).

(f) Comparison between NZB/B\, BALB/c, CBA and C51B\ mice aged 2-4 months at 24 hr
of incubation in labelled BSA

The CBA mice gave the lowest results, significantly lower than the C57 B1 mice which
had the second lowest activity. However, the C57 B1 results were not significantly different
from those of the NZB/B 1 and BALB/c strains at that point of time.

(g) Comparison between NZB/B\, BALB/c CBA and C57 B1 mice of the older age groups at
24 hr incubation in labelled BSA

Once again the CBA mouse PE cells took up least 1125-BSA over the 24-hr period; this
result was followed by that of the C57 B1 mouse PE cells which, this time, yielded a result
significantly lower than the next group—the BALB/c mice. The maximum activity was
observed in the NZB/B I group whose PE cells took up approximately T6 times as much
125BSA as did the BALB/c PE cells. The CBA and C57 B1 groups continued to show the
difference in activity between the different age groups within the strains; cells of the older
mice giving a higher activity than those of younger ones.

B. Loss and degradation of I125-BSA by peritoneal exudate cells over 24 hr in fl25-BSA—free
medium following 16-hr pulse labelling with Ll25-BSA

(a) The percentage of I125-BSA initially incorporated into the PE cells during pulse labelling
which was lost by the cells to the medium when cultured in Il25-BSA-free medium

Fig. 2 shows that both the young and old BALB/c mouse cells lost significantly more of
the labelled BSA than did the corresponding NZB/B 1 groups. Cells from the 2-4-month-old
CBA mice lost 71-43% of the isotope and those from 10-12-month-old CBA mice lost
69-12%. PE cells from 2-4-month-old C57 B1 mice lost 72-36% and those from 8-12-months
lost 71-91%. However, within these two strains (CBA and C57 Bl) the amount of isotope
lost at 24 hr by the 2 age groups was not significantly different (P>0-05). But, as can be
seen from Fig. 2, the younger age groups of the NZB/B1 and BALB/c strains lost the isotope-
labelled antigen more rapidly in the earlier stages than do the older groups. By 8 hr (in the
case of the NZB/B 1 mice) and by 24 hr (in the case of the BALB/c mice), this difference was
no longer significant.

(b) The percentage of II25-BSA lost by the peritoneal exudate cells to the 7125-BSA-free
medium over 24 hr, following pulse labelling with I125-BSA for 16 hr, which has been degraded
by the PE cells (i.e. which is not precipitable by 20% TCA) (Ehrenreich & Cohn, 1967)
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Fig. 2. The loss and degradation of I125-BSA by peritoneal exudate cells. The percentage of
I125-BSA originally taken up by peritoneal exudate cells over 16 hr in I125-BSA medium,
subsequently lost on incubation in I125-BSA-free medium. Standard deviations included.
Source of peritoneal exudate cells: (o) C —ve NZB/B1 aged 2-4 months. (□) BALB/c aged
2-4 months. (•) C +ve NZB/B1 aged 13-16 months, (a) BALB/c aged 13-16 months.

Fig. 3. The loss and degradation of I125-BSA by peritoneal exudate cells. The percentage of
I125-BSA released by the peritoneal exudate cells during incubation in I125-BSA free medium,
following 16-hr pulse labelling with ]'25-BSA, which has been degraded by the cells (i.e. not
precipitated by 20% TCA). Source of peritoneal exudate cells: (o) C —ve NZB/B1 aged 2-4
months. (□) BALB/c aged 2-4 months. (•) C + ve NZB/B1 aged 13-16 months. (a) BALB/c
aged 13-16 months.
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There were highly significant differences between the activities of the cells from younger
mice and those from older animals within each strain. In each case, the PE cells from the
younger mice were more active in degrading the I125-BSA (see Fig. 3). The BALB/c, and the
CBA and C57 B1 (not shown in Fig. 3) strains all behaved in a similar manner giving results
which varied significantly only in the differences between the younger and older age groups.
After 24 hr incubation in I125-BSA free medium 68-1% of the I125-BSA lost to the medium
had been degraded by the PE cells of CBA mice aged 2-4 months. This was reduced to
53-2% in CBA mice of 10-12 months of age. The C57 B1 mouse PE cells degraded 69-5%
of the I125-BSA when they came from mice aged 2-4 months, and 54-1% when they came
from mice aged 8-12 months. Thus the younger mice of these three strains all degraded the
I125-BSA to roughly the same extent and this was to a greater extent than did the older
mice of all three strains.

Initially the PE cells from NZB/B1 mice aged 2-4 months degraded more material than
the age-matched BALB/c group; however, the difference was no longer significant at 4 and 6
hr incubation. At 8 hr and beyond, the activities were reversed, the BALB/c (and the CBA
and C57 B1) PE cells being significantly more active that those of the young NZB/B1 group.
The older (13-16-month-old) NZB/B1 mice gave very low (see Fig. 3) degradation results
over the 24-hr incubation period.

DISCUSSION

In this paper we have attempted to examine the in vitro activity of the peritoneal exudate
cells of an auto-immune strain (NZB/B1) of mice and to compare this with a non-auto¬
immune strain (BALB/c), with a view to finding out if there are any differences in the way
the strains take up and handle antigen. This might provide some insight into the apparent
dysfunction of the lymphoid tissues of the NZB/B1 strain. In a subsequent paper we examine
the interaction of lymphocytic and PE cells in the presence of antigen. In all of the ex¬
periments, the cells examined were those from the peritoneal exudate adherent to the glass
coverslip after 1 hr incubation at 37°C.

In general, the uptake of I125-BSA by peritoneal exudate cells of older mice, irrespective
of strain was greater than that observed in younger animals. The PE cells of older NZB/B1
mice were particularly active at all stages of incubation in comparison with other strains as
were young cells from young NZB/B1 mice during the first 8 hr of incubation. In contrast the
PE cells of the younger mice were capable of degrading antigen to a greater extent than the
PE cells from the older mice of the same strain (see Fig. 3). These findings could help to
explain the results obtained by several authors using the NZB/B1 strain.

Playfair (1968) and Evans, Williams & Irvine (1968) observed the unusually early develop¬
ment of immune competence in these mice in their response to sheep red blood cells (SRBC).
Near-adult levels of antibody were found in 5-7-day-old NZB/B1 mice. This behaviour was
found to be similar in 6-18-week-old NZB/B1 mice (Morton & Siegel, 1969; Morton,
Olson & Siegel, 1967; Siegel & Morton, 1967).

Other antigens, for example egg albumin and bovine gamma globulin were found to
elicit a high antibody response in these mice (Staples & Talal, 1969). Weir, McBride &
Naysmith (1968) showed an increased response in NZB/B1 mice to bovine serum albumin
(BSA) and further commented on the difficulty in inducing a low zone tolerance to the
same antigen. Playfair (1971) has recently been able to induce high zone tolerance to SRBC
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in the NZB/B1 strain, where he had previously failed. This was achieved by greatly increas¬
ing the number of erythrocytes injected.

As the NZB/B 1 animals age, in contrast to other strains, they show depressed primary
antibody formation to SRBC immunization (Morton & Siegel, 1969; Diener, 1966; Morton
& Siegel, 1968). The response of plaque-forming cells from the spleen of old NZB/B 1 mice
was found to be much lower than of age-matched BALB/c mice (Siegel, Brooks & Morton,
1970). Furthermore, whereas old BALB/c mice gave higher responses than young BALB/c
mice, the situation was reversed with the NZB/B 1 mice. The younger ones in this case gave

higher plaque-forming responses than the old mice and were in fact more responsive than
the old BALB/c mice.

The results of this study can be interpreted in terms of current views on tolerance induc¬
tion and antibody formation, viz antigen being presented to lymphocytes after macrophage
processing or with the aid of another helper cell leading to antibody formation, whereas
direct contact between antigen and lymphocytes can result in immune tolerance, par¬

ticularly after large doses of antigen.
Thus it would appear that when the NZB/B1 mouse is young, much of the antigen is taken

up rapidly by the macrophages. It is therefore probable that insufficient passes directly to
the lymphocytes to induce tolerance. Sufficient antigen, however, would be available to
stimulate lymphocytes for antibody production.

As the NZB/B 1 mouse ages, so more antigen is taken up by the macrophages and still less
of this antigen is degraded. The consequences of this would be that in the older animal even
less antigen would find its way directly to the lymphocyte to cause immune paralysis. Due to
the markedly decreased degradation of antigen by the macrophages, less degraded, or

processed antigenic material is available for transfer to lymphocytes (Fishman, 1961;
Fishman & Adler, 1963; Fishman, Hammerstrom & Bond, 1963; Askonas & Rhodes, 1965;
Cohen, 1967) and this could account for the decreased antibody plaque-forming potential
observed in old, overtly autoimmune mice of this strain.

The implications of these observations to the state of autoimmunity in the NZB/B 1
strain, is, of necessity, strictly hypothetical.

Burnet (1969) has defined autoimmunity as a condition in which structural or functional
damage is produced by the reaction of immunocytes or antibodies with normal components
of the body. In the normal individual there must be some form of control which enables the
animal's immune system to recognize and not destroy its own tissues and organs. The
maintenance of normal immune reactivity must depend on a delicately balanced inter¬
relationship between the different cells of the lymphoid tissues resulting in the suppression or
elimination of potentially self-reactive cells. The role of macrophages in such a process is
likely to be of considerable importance.

The rapid and thorough removal of any antigen (self or non-self) from the circulation by
hyperactive macrophages, as described here, might well enable any self-reactive clones in the
NZB/B 1 strain to escape from suppression or elimination and so produce anti-self antibodies.
Such a process might be assisted by deficient T cell function in the NZB/B 1 strain, as en¬

visaged by Playfair (1971). One of the features of the NZB/B1 strain is the development of an
autoimmune haemolytic anaemia and consistent with the view above is the finding that the
peritoneal exudate cells from both C —ve and C + ve NZB/B1 mice are significantly more
active in the uptake of erythrocytes from both C —ve and C + ve NZB/B 1 mice as well as
from other strains, than are the peritoneal exudate cells of the other strains themselves.
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(Thomas, unpublished observations).
It is not possible from the present data to distinguish between an inherent characteristic

of PE cells or extraneous environmental influences as the cause of the peculiar behaviour of
such cells. This problem has been approached in a subsequent paper describing the role of
lymphocytes in determining the activity of PE cells.
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Summary.—Intraperitoneal injection of live spleen and lymph node cells from
Coombs positive NZB/B1 mice induces an increase in the total number of peri¬
toneal exudate cells (PE cells) and splenomegaly in recipient Coombs negative
animals and Balb/c mice. The recipient's PE cells showed an increased uptake
of 125I BSA and a decreased degradation of the BSA in culture. The possibility
that the living spleen and lymph node cells elaborate a lymphocyte activation
product that affects the activity of macrophages is discussed.

In a previous paper (Thomas and Weir, 1972) the peritoneal exudate cells (PE
cells) of NZB/B1 mice were shown to be able to take up labelled bovine serum
albumin (BSA) more effectively than PE cells from other strains of mice. NZB/B1
cells were also less efficient at degrading the antigen when compared with other
strains.

The role of lymphocytes in bringing about activation of macrophages has been
established by the work of Mackaness (1969) using Listeria monocytogenes with
mouse PE cells. A previous report (Leventhal and Talal, 1970) has shown that
the lymphocytes of NZB/Bl mice respond less effectively to phytohaemagglutinin
(PHA) than do lymphocytes of other strains. However, there are a number of
reports (Holmes, Gorrie and Burnet, 1961; Holmes and Burnet, 1966; East et al.,
1967; East and Branca, 1969) of the transmission of NZB/Bl disease by injection
of splenic and lymph node cells from Coombs positive (C +ve) NZB/Bl mice
into young Coombs negative (C —ve) NZB/Bl and Balb/c mice. So far inter-
strain transmission by cell-free filtrates has been described only from one laboratory
(Mellors and Huang, 1967). The present study is an attempt to determine what
effect the lymphocytes of NZB/Bl mice have on the activity of PE cells with
respect to their ability to handle a protein antigen.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Mouse strains.—Mainly NZB/Bl and Balb/c mice were used. C57 B1 mice were used as
donors in the graft versus host (G.V.H.) model. The NZB/Bl mice were obtained from
Carshalton and from Dr E. J. Holborow (Taplow) and bred on the traffic light system. The
Balb/c mice were obtained from Dr June East (Clinical Research Centre, Stanmore) and were

* Present address: Department of Genetics, University of Leicester, Leicester LEI 7RH.
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also bred on the traffic light system. The C57B1 mice were from stock kept in the animal
house of the Bacteriology Department.

The mice were grouped according to age: (I) those aged 2-4 months; (2) those aged
13-16 months; (3) newly weaned Balb/c mice, for the G.V.H. reaction.

Cell transfers were always carried out within one sex, i.e. females were used as donors
only for female recipients and male donors for male recipients to avoid any complicating
factors.

Preparation of cells for injection.—Spleens and/or lymph nodes were removed aseptically
from mice killed by cervical dislocation and placed into Eagle's M.E.M. (minimal essential
medium) containing heparin (100 u/ml), penicillin (400 u/ml) and streptomycin (400 /rg/ml).
The lymph nodes were gently ground up using sterile glass homogenizers and the larger
particles allowed to sediment out (the bottles containing the cell suspensions were kept on
ice).

The flat end of the spleen was cut off with sterile scissors. A line needle (26 gauge),
attached to a sterile 1 ml syringe, was inserted into the median line of the other end of the
spleen and 1 ml Eagle's M.E.M. with heparin and antibiotics gently injected. This caused
the spleen to swell and the cells to exude from the cut end. Gentle pressure was applied with
a sterile, blunt instrument, e.g. a glass rod, to the uncut end of the spleen and drawn towards
the cut end, squeezing out the cells. This method gave a high lymphocyte viability and no
clumps of material.

" Killed spleen cells " were spleen cells prepared in the above way and then frozen and
thawed in Eagle's M.E.M. to give a viability of < 1%. They were washed twice in Eagle's
M.E.M. and finally suspended at a concentration of 1 x 107 per ml for injection.

Cell injections.—On Day —7 the recipient mice were inoculated with 1 x 107 viable cells
(except for the group receiving killed spleen cells) intraperitoneally. The cells were prepared v
for injection immediately before their use.

On Day 0 the recipient mice were killed by ether anaesthesia and peritoneal exudate
(PE) cells were harvested from the mice after intraperitoneal injection of 2 ml of Eagle's
M.E.M. containing heparin (100 u/ml). The number of cells per ml of peritoneal exudate
per mouse was estimated as soon as possible, using an Improved Neubauer Counting Chamber
These cells were used to measure the uptake and loss and degradation of 125I. BSA as described
previously (Thomas and Weir, 1972). The spleens were removed and weighed immediately.

The effect of the injections (specified below) on Day —7, on the following parameters on
Day 0 were noted: (i) The weight of the spleens of the recipients; (ii) the peritoneal exudate
(PE) cell count (total/ml after lavage with 2 ml Eagle's M.E.M. with heparin and antibiotics)
of the recipients; (iii) the uptake of 125I BSA by the recipients' PE cells, in vitro, over 24 hours:
samples taken at 2, 4, 6, 8, 16 and 24 hours incubation in 125I BSA medium (see Thomas and
Weir, 1972, for method); (iv) the loss of 125I BSA from the recipients' PE cells cultured in
vitro for up to 24 hours in 125I BSA free medium following 16 hours in vitro pulse labelling
with 125I BSA; (v) the degradation of 125I BSA by the recipients' PE cells cultured in vitro
for up to 24 hours in 125I BSA free medium following 16 hours in vitro pulse labelling with
125I BSA.

The uptake, loss and degradation of 125I BSA were estimated as described in a previous
paper (Thomas and Weir, 1972). The Coombs testing (D.C.T.) was also carried out as
detailed in that paper.

Experimental design
The following control and experimental groups were set up:
Groups la, b.—Combined control groups composed of 2-4 month old Balb/c (Group la)

and 2-4 months old C — ve NZB/B1 (Group lb) mice: (i) untreated: the pooled PE cells of
36 Balb/c or 18 NZB/B1 (C —ve) mice were divided between 15 Mackaness chambers per
time interval for (a) the uptake, (b) the loss and (c) the degradation of 125I BSA (i.e. 15
chambers per time interval per experiment). The spleens were weighed individually and
their average weight calculated. Similarly, the average PE cell count per group was ascer¬
tained. (ii) Seven days after the intraperitoneal injection of 1 ml Eagle's M.E.M.: 36 Balb/c
and 18 NZB/B1 recipients were used. Their spleens and PE cells were used as in (i) above,
(iii) Seven days after the intraperitoneal injection of 1 X 107 pooled isologous spleen cells
(live) from age- and sex-matched donors. Six donors' cells (pooled spleen cells from either
Balb/c or C —ve NZB/B1 mice) were injected into. 36 Balb/c or 18 C — ve NZB/B1 recipients
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respectively (1 x 10' cells per recipient) and the recipients' spleens and PE cells used as in
(i) above. The results from (i), (ii) and (iii) were combined to give " combined control
group " results for Balb/c and NZB/B1 recipients respectively.

Experimental groups of mice were used to test the effect of cells from non-age-matched
isologous mice and from C -j-ve NZB/B1 mice.

Group 2a.—2-4 month old Balb/c mice 7 days after the intraperitoneal injection of 1 x 107
cells from: (i) old (13-16 months) Balb/c mice: 6 donors' pooled live spleen cells into 18 Balb/c
recipients; (ii) C + ve NZB/B1 mice: 6 donors' (a) pooled live spleen (b) pooled live lymph
node cells and (c) pooled dead spleen cells into (a) 18, (b) 18 and (c) 36 Balb/c recipients
respectively; (iii) C — ve NZB/B1 mice: 6 donors' pooled live spleen cells into 18 Balb/c
recipients.

The recipients' spleen weights, PE cell counts and the activity of their PE cells in the
presence of 125I BSA (uptake, loss and degradation) were all recorded. Mackaness chambers
were used as for Groups la and lb—i.e. 15 chambers per time interval per experiment.

Group 26.-2-4 month old C — ve NZB/B1 mice 7 days after the intraperitoneal injection
of 1 X 107 cells from: (i) old (13-16 months) Balb/c mice: 6 donors' pooled live spleen cells
into 18 recipients; (ii) C +ve NZB/B1 mice: 6 donors' pooled live spleen cells into 12
recipients.

The recipients' spleen weights, PE cell counts and the activity of their PE cells in the
presence of 125I BSA (uptake, loss and degradation) was recorded. Fifteen Mackaness
chambers were set up per time interval per experiment. The uptake only of 125I BSA by
NZB/B1 recipients of Balb/c cells (Group 2b (i)) was estimated.

Group 3.—To examine the effect of a G.V.H. on the in vitro activity of the recipients'
PE cells in the presence of 125I BSA.

The 8 recipients of 1 X 107 pooled live spleen cells from 6 C57/B1 mice (5 months of
age) were newly-weaned Balb/c mice. The recipients' spleen weights, PE cell counts and the
activity of their PE cells in the presence of 125I BSA (uptake, loss and degradation) were
recorded. Fifteen Mackaness chambers per time interval per experiment were set up.

Coombs testing.—The direct Coombs test was performed using blood collected from the
retro-orbital plexus. This was washed 5 times using phosphate buffered saline and tested
against a rabbit anti mouse-globulin serum (prepared in NZW rabbits) which had been
absorbed of all its anti-erythrocyte activity.

RESULTS

1. The effect of the injected cells on the weight of the spleens of the recipients
Group 2a, see Table I.—(Young (2-4 month old) Balb/c recipients of the

specified cells.) The effect of the live cells (spleen and lymph node) from C -j-ve
NZB/B1 mice on the weight of the spleens of the Balb/c recipients was a highly
significant increase (P < 0-001) above that of the spleens of the combined control
group (Group la). This increase was abolished if the C -j-ve NZB/B1 spleen
cells were killed (by freezing and thawing) before their injection. A significant
(P < 0-01) increase in the weight of the spleens of Balb/c recipients of live spleen
cells from C —ve NZB/B1 mice was also noted. The live spleen cells from 13-16
month old Balb/c mice did not alter significantly the weight of the spleens of the
young, syngeneic recipients (P > 0-05).

Group 2b, see Table 1.—(Young (2-4 month old) C —ve NZB/B1 recipients
of the specified cells.) Once again live spleen cells from C -)-ve NZB/B1 mice
caused an increase of a highly significant, nature (P < 0-001) in the weight of the
recipients' spleens. The live spleen cells from old (13-16 month) Balb/c mice
caused an increase of probable significance (P < 0-05) in the spleen weight of this
strain of recipients.

Group 3.—(Newly-weaned Balb/c recipients of live spleen cells from 5-month
old C57 Bl mice—the G.V.H. reaction.) This reaction brought about a highly
significant increase in the weight of the spleens of the recipients. Whilst the
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Table I.—The Effect of the Intraperitoneal Injection of the Specified, Cells on the
Recipients' Spleen Weight and PE Cell Count

Type of cells Recipients of % increase
donated the cells: age % increase in in PE cell

Donors of cells: age of (1 X 107 in each and D.C.T. of spleen wt count
donors: D.C.T. of donors case) recipients (P value*) (P value*)
Balb/c mice: 13—16 months Live spleen cells Balb/c mice: 6-7 69 • 5
C — ve 2—4 months: (>0-05) (<0-001)

C-ve

NZB/B1 mice: 13-16 Live spleen cells Balb/c mice 55-9 114-5
months 2—4 months: (<0-001) (<0-001)

C + ve C—ve
Dead spleen cells Balb/c mice: 3-2 126-8

2-4 months: (>0-05) (cO-001)
C—ve

Live lymph node Balb/c mice: 57 • 7 260-1
cells 2—4 months: (<0-001) (<0-001)

C—ve

NZB/B1 mice: 2-4 Live spleen cells Balb/c mice 28-5 90-6
months 2-4 months: (< 0-01) (<0-001)

C—ve C —ve

Balb/c mice: 13-16 months Live spleen cells NZB/B1 mice: 119 9-1
C-ve 2-4 months: (<0-05) (>0-05)

C-ve

NZB/B1 mice: 13-16 Live spleen cells NZB/B1 mice: 34-9 63-8
months 2-4 months: (<0-001) (<0-001)

C-f ve C—ve

C57B1 mice: 5 months Live spleen cells Balb/c mice: *Wt 207 • 4 mg *6•93 x 107
C—ve newly weaned: (<0-001) cells per ml

C-ve (<0-001)

The significance of the effect of the injection of the specified cells on the weight of the recipients'
spleens and their peritoneal exudate (PE) cell count when compared with the figures obtained for the
respective control groups by the student's 2-test (P value*).

* The P value was calculated with reference to 2—4 month old Balb/c spleen weight and PE cell
count as normal newly weaned Balb/c weights and PE cell counts were not accurately known.

accurate and statistical value for the weight of the spleens of such weanling mice
was not known, the weight of the spleens of these recipients was highly significantly
(P < 0-001) greater than that of the spleens of 2-4 month old untreated Balb/c
mice. As the spleens of newly weaned mice are hardly likely to weigh more than
those from 2-4 month old mice, it is justifiable to call the increase in the weight
of the spleens of these recipients of C57B1 spleen cells highly significant.

2. The effect of the intraperitoneal injection of the specified cells on the recipients'
peritoneal exudate (PE) cell count (see Table I)

Group 2a.—-(Young (2-4 month old) Balb/c recipients of the specified cells.)
When the PE cell counts of the Balb/c recipients of live and dead cells (splenic
and lymph node) from C +ve NZB/B1 mice and live spleen cells from C —ve
NZB/B1 mice were compared with that of the combined control group of age-
matched Balb/c mice, a highly significant increase was observed (P < 0-001, see
Table I). Live spleen cells from old (13-16 month old) Balb/c mice also caused a
highly significant increase in the PE cell count of the young Balb/c recipients.

Group 2b.—(Young (2-4 month old) C — ve NZB/B1 recipients of the specified
cells.) The injection of live spleen cells from old (13-16 month old) C -f-ve
syngeneic mice brought about a highly significant increase in the PE cell count of
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the recipient NZB/B1 mice over that of the combined control group which was not
observed (P > 0-05) when the injection was of live spleen cells from old (13-16
month old) Balb/c mice.

Group 3.—(Newly weaned Balb/c recipients of live spleen cells from 5-month
old C57BL mice—the G.V.H. reaction.) Again a highly significant increase
(P < 0-001) in the PE cell count of these recipients above that of the combined
control group (which were 2-4 months old) was observed. This could safely be
assumed to be highly significantly increased over the PE cell count of untreated
newly weaned Balb/c mice as the tendency appears to be that the PE cell count
increases with the age of the mice.

3. The effect of the intraperitoneal injection of the specified cells on the uptake of 1257
BSA by the PE cells of the recipients in vitro

Group 2a.—(Young (2-4 month old) Balb/c recipients of the specified cells.
Fig. 1.) The injection of live spleen cells and live lymph node cells from C -f- ve
NZB/B1 mice caused an initial decrease in the uptake of 125I BSA by the Balb/c
recipients' PE cells (Fig. 1). This was highly significant (P < 0-001) following
the injection of the live spleen cells, at 2 and 4 hours incubation in the presence of
125I BSA, but not significant at 6 hours. Following the injection of the live
lymph node cells, the decrease was only of probable significance (P < 0-05) at 2
hours; highly significant at 4 and 6 hours.

At 8 hours' incubation in 125I BSA medium, the effect of both live spleen and
lymph node cells from C -f-ve NZB/B1 mice on the uptake of 125I BSA by the
Balb/c recipients' PE cells was a highly significant increase in uptake activity,
being observed for the remainder of the 24-hour incubation period.

The killing of the spleen cells from the C + ve NZB/B1 donors before their
injection into the Balb/c recipients abolished the effects noted above. Throughout
the 24-hour incubation period the uptake of 125I BSA by the PE cells of these
animals was never significantly different from that of the combined control
group (P > 0-05) and is not shown in Fig. 1.

Live spleen cells from C —ve NZB/B1 mice also caused an early decrease in
the uptake of 125I BSA by the PE cells of the Balb/c recipients. However, this
changed to an increase, not significant at 8 and 16 hours (P > 0-05), but probably
significant at 24 hours (P < 0-05).

Live spleen cells from old (13-16 months) Balb/c mice did not alter the uptake
of 125I BSA by the recipients' PE cells at all (P > 0-05).

Group 2b.—(Young (2-4 month old) C —ve NZB/B1 recipients of the specified
cells, Fig. 2.) The PE cells of these recipients of live spleen cells from C -j-ve
NZB/B1 micetookup more 125I BSA than did thecombined control group (see Fig. 2).
This increase was highly significant (P < 0-001) at 2 hours' incubation, insignificant
(P > 0-05) at 4 hours, but highly significant from 6 hours onwards. The effect of
the injection of live spleen cells from old (13-16 month old) Balb/c mice caused a
highly significant increase in the uptake of 125I BSA by the recipients' PE cells
from 16 hours' incubation onwards (Fig. 2).

Group 3.—(Newly weaned Balb/c recipients of live spleen cells from 5 month
old C57B1 mice—the G.V.H. reaction). Fig. 1 shows clearly that the effect of the
injection of C57B1 spleen cells on the uptake of 125I BSA by. the Balb/c recipients'
PE cells was a highly significant increase throughout the 24-hour period of

13
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Fig. 1.—The effect of the intraperitoneal injection of the specified cells, on Day — 7, on the
uptake of 125I BSA by the Balb/c recipients' PE cells (Group 2a) on Day 0. 95% confidence
levels are included for the combined control group (Group la). 0 # Combined
control group of Balb/c mice (Group la) aged 2-4 months. O —-O Balb/c recipients of
C + ve NZB/B1 live spleen cells (Group 2a (ii)), X X Balb/c recipients of C + ve NZB/B1
live lymph node cells (Group 2a (ii)), □ □ Balb/c recipients of C — ve NZB/B1 live
spleen cells (Group 2a (iii)), BE B Newly weaned Balb/c recipients of C57B1 live
spleen cells (Group 2).

incubation in the 125I BSA medium, over that taken up by the PE cells of the
combined control group. As the tendency is for PE cells to take up more antigen
as the animals grow older (Thomas and Weir, 1972), it can safely be assumed that
this level of uptake of antigen is also highly significantly greater than woidcl be
observed for the PE cells of untreated, newly weaned Balb/c mice.

4. The effect of the intraperitoneal injection of the specified cells on the loss of 1257
BSA by the recipients' PE cells during 24 hours' incubation in 125/ BSA free medium
following the in vitro pulse labelling of these cells for 16 hours with 125/ BSA {Fig. 3)

During the 24 hours in 125I BSA free medium, the percentage of 125I BSA
originally taken up over the 16 hours' pulse labelling period which was then lost
to the 125I free medium was estimated.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the injection of live lymph node cells from C -|-ve
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Fig. 2.—The effect of the intraperitoneal injection of the specified cells, on Day —7, on the
uptake of 125I BSA by the NZB/Bl recipients' PE cells (Group 2b) on Day 0. 95% confi¬
dence levels are included. # © Combined control group of C — ve NZB/Bl mice
(Group lb) aged 2-4 months, O— O C —ve NZB/B1 recipients of C +ve NZB/B1
live spleen cells (Group 2b (ii)), x X C — ve NZB/Bl recipients of live spleen cells
from old (13—16 month old) Balb/c (Group 2b (ii)).

NZB/BI donors caused a reduction in the amount of 125I BSA lost by the PE cells
of the Balb/c recipients during 24 hours in the 125I BSA free medium; this was
only of probable significance at 8 hours' incubation (P < 0-05).

None of the other cells (live or dead spleen cells from C +ve NZB/Bl mice,
live spleen cells from C —ve NZB/Bl mice, live spleen cells from old (13-16
months) Balb/c or from 5-month C57B1 mice) caused any significant change in the
amount of 125I lost by the recipient's (either young, C —ve NZB/Bl or young
Balb/c) PE cells and are not shown on Fig. 3.

5. The effect of the intraperitoneal injection of the specified cells on the degradation
of 1257 BSA hy the recipients' PE cells during 24 hours' incubation in 125/ BSA free
medium, following pulse labelling with 125/ BSA for .16 hours in vitro

In the 24-hour period in 125I BSA free medium following the 16 hours' pulse
labelling with 125I BSA (in vitro), the percentage of I25I BSA released to the 125I
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Fig. 3.—The effect of the intraperitoneal injection of the specified cells, on Day — 7, on the

loss of 125I BSA by the Balb/c recipients' PE cells on Day 0, following pulse labelling of the
cells with 125I BSA for 16 hours. 95% confidence levels are included. # #
Combined control group of Balb/c mice (Group la) aged 2-4 months, x X Balb/c
recipients of C -fve NZB/B1 live lymph node cells (Group 2a (ii)).

BSA free medium by the PE cells in a degraded form was estimated. This was
the percentage of the total 125I BSA released by the cells (results section 4) which
was not precipitatable by 20% TCA (Ehrenreich and Cohn, 1967).

Group 2a.—(Young (2-4 month old) Balb/c recipients of the specified cells.)
The effect was tested of the injection of live spleen and lymph node cells and dead
spleen cells from C + ve NZB/B1 mice and of live spleen cells from C —ve
NZB/B1 mice.

As can be seen from Table II, live spleen cells from C + ve NZB/B1 mice
elicited a reduction in the amount of 125I BSA degraded by the Balb/c recipients'
PE cells, which was significant (P < 0-01) at 4 hours' incubation in 125I BSA free
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medium and highly significant at 8 and 24 hours. C -f ve NZB/B1 live lymph
node cells caused a highly significant reduction in the degradation of 125I BSA by
the recipients' PE cells at 4, 8 and 24 hours' incubation. The C — ve NZB/B1
live spleen cells only gave a highly significant reduction at 8 hours' incubation.

The effect of the C+ve NZB/B1 live spleen cells was abolished if the cells
were killed by freezing and thawing before injection (Table II). The injection of
live spleen cells from old (13-16 month old) syngeneic mice did not alter signficantly
the degradative ability of the recipient Balb/c PE cells.

Table II.—Degradation of 125/ BSA by the Specified PE Cells over 24 Hours in 125/
BSA Free Medium following Pulse Labelling with 125/ BSA for 16 Hours.
Figures Given are for the Percentage of 125/ BSA Released to the 125/ BSA
Free Medium which is in a Degraded Form.
Appropriate Control Group are also Given

Group
Combined control
group of Balb/c
mice (Group la)

Combined control
group of NZB/B1
mice (Group lb)

Treatment: the i.p. injection
of 1 x 107 of the specified

cells on Day — 7

P values for Comparison with the

Time of incubation in 125I BSA free
medium (hours)

4 8 24

None 53-684:1 -70 67 ■ 454:2 • 08 66 • 81 4:1' 98

C -p ve NZB/B1 live spleen cells 48-26±4-24 57 • 344: 1 • 98 60-05 4:3-32
P<0-01 PcO-OOl PcO-OOl

C + ve NZB/B1: dead spleen cells 52 ■ 054:5 • 28 66-304;2-50 66 ■ 384:3 • 94
P> 0 -05 P> 0 - 05 P > 0 • 05

C-{-ve NZB/B1: live lymph 47-344:1 -58 58 • 294: 3 • 72 58 • 354:4 • 62
node cells PcO-OOl P< 0-001 P< 0-001

C—ve NZB/B1: live spleen cells 49-74±4-36 59-48 4:2-42 63 ■ 844:3 ■ 78
P > 0 ■ 05 P< 0-001 P>0-05

Old Balb/c: live spleen cells 51•354: 3•96 68 ■ 394:4 • 76 65 • 01 4:4 • 88
P> 0 ■ 05 P> 0 - 05 P > 0 • 05

C57BI: live spleen cells 52-14±3-76 63-334:4-28 67-234:1-94
P > 0 ■ 05 P> 0 -05 P > 0 • 05

None 49-03±l-02 51-264:1-78 56 • 494:2 • 18

C + ve NZB/B1: live spleen cells 46 • 314:4 • 86 48-154:2-50 52 • 144:3 ■ 72
P > 0 • 05 P > 0 • 05 P > 0 - 05

Group 2b.—(Young (2-4 month old) C —ve) NZB/B1 recipients of the specified
cells, Table II). C — ve NZB/B1 recipients of live spleen cells from C+ve
NZB/B1 mice were available for studying the effect of these injected cells on the
degradation of 125I BSA by the recipients' PE cells. No significant effect was
observed (Table II).

Group 3.—(Newly-weaned Balb/c recipients of live spleen cells from C57B1
mice aged 5 months—the G.V.H. reaction.) Live spleen cells from C57B1 mice
did not bring about any significant reduction in the degradation of 125I BSA by
the newly weaned Balb/c recipients' PE cells when compared with that of the
combined control group (Group la). However, it must be remembered that these
recipients were newly weaned mice, and the control group was composed of mice
aged 2-4 months. As the tendency is for PE cells from younger mice to degrade
the antigen 125I BSA to a greater extent than those from old mice (Thomas and
Weir, 1972), the fact that the C57B1 live spleen cells caused the newly weaned
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Balb/c recipients' PE cells to degrade the 1251 BSA to approximately the same
extent as the PE cells from the 2-4 month old control group (Group la; P < 0-05)
may be significant. A more detailed study of the activity of the PE cells from
newly weaned mice should be carried out before any conclusions can be drawn
from this result.

DISCUSSION

The results show that live spleen and lymph node cells from C 4~ve NZB/B1
mice induce a change in the ability of PE cells of young C —ve NZB/B1 and
Balb/c mice to take up ancl degrade 125I BSA. The phenomenon is also associ¬
ated with an increase in the total number of PE cells such as occurs in the G.V.H.
reaction (C57B1 to Balb/c) (see Table I). Both the G.V.H. reaction and the
transfer of live C +ve NZB/B1 cells induced splenomegaly (see Table I). The
G.V.H. reaction appears in these experiments also to include enhancement of
uptake but has no effect on the degradation of labelled BSA.

Killed C -f-ve NZB/B1 cells, whilst inducing an increase in the number of PE
cells, failed either to affect their ability to handle antigen or to induce spleno¬
megaly. It appears therefore that some form of interaction is required between
living cells to bring about changes in the ability of PE cells to handle antigen. It
is possible that lymphoid cells of old C ve NZB/B1 mice differ antigenically in
some way from those of young C —ve XZB/B1 mice and that one or other cell
population reacts against the other, thus becoming " activated ". However, the
fact that killed cells failed to change the activity of the PE cells argues against a
reaction of the recipient to altered surface antigens of old C +ve NZB/B1 cells.

The ability of C +ve NZB/B1 spleen and lymph node cells to affect PE cell
activity thus appears to be similar to that described by Mackaness (1969) and
Mackaness and Hill (1969) using lymphoid cells from mice immune to Listeria
monocytogenes which transferred bactericidal activity to non-immune PE cells.
This phenomenon was abolished by the use of specific anti-mouse-lymphocyte
serum.

It is not certain from the present work if the transferred activity is due to an
inherent property of the transferred cells or to some agent such as a virus associated
with the cells (East et a!., 1967; East and Branca, 1969; Holmes et al., 1961;
Holmes and Burnet, 1966). The fact that killed cells were unable to transfer the
activity, whilst suggesting that the lymphoid cells themselves are responsible for
the effect, does not exclude other agents which might not survive freezing and
thawing. The results of experiments with cell-free filtrates from different labora¬
tories show considerable variability. A transient Coombs positivity has been
reported by Mellors (1967, 1969) following such a transfer to Swiss mice. This
question will remain unresolved until satisfactory methods are available for the
isolation, purification and quantitation of the type C virus found in NZB/B1
tissues.

The possibility also exists that the observed phenomenon can be explained by
the elaboration of a lymphocyte factor " lymphokine " (Dumonde et al., 1969) by
activated spleen and lymph node cells. Such a factor would be likely to affect the
activity of the macrophages in the peritoneal exudate. It might well be secreted
into a cell-free filtrate and this would complicate the interpretation of the results.
The data also argue against a direct role of the type C virus as a cause of the
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changes in lymphoid cell activity in NZB/B1 mice, as the virus is present in cell
preparations from both young and old NZB/B1 mice (East et al., 1967) but only
the cells from the old mice appear to be able to transfer the activity. The possible
role of a lymphokine is supported further by the finding that old NZB/B1 mice are
less responsive to foreign antigenic stimuli (Morton and Siegel, 1968, 1969) or to
PHA stimulation (Leventhal and Talal, 1970), suggesting that the cells are already
committed to some other agent which has " activated " them.

It is possible that the reported changes in the activity of PE cells may be
brought about by activation of macrophages by a continuing requirement to
"

mop up " virus antigen-antibody complexes. The fact that the changes are
transferable to PE cells from Balh/c and young XZII animals by means of spleen
cells makes this explanation unlikely to be a primary cause of the changes and
we favour the view, as indicated above, that " viral " activation of lymphocytes
may be the underlying explanation for our observations.

The results described here, taken together with those reported in the previous
paper (Thomas and Weir, 1972), show that spleen and lymph node cells appear to
be responsible for some of the altered activity of PE cells of NZB/B1 mice. That
the effect is not. due to transferred macrophages is indicated by the ability of
spleen-cell suspensions to transfer the effect after passing through a leucopac
column to remove contaminating macrophages (Thomas, unpublished). This
enhanced uptake and reduced degradation may be the basis for the development of
the autoimmune phenomena characteristic of this strain of mice by preventing the
normal elimination of self-reactive clones, the self-antigen normally available for
this being retained by the hyperactive phagocytic cells. Deficient " T cell "
activity in this strain of mice has already been reported by Playfair (1971) and
this might act, together with the phagocytic alterations reported here, to bring
about the immunological abnormality characteristic of NZB/B1 mice.

Thanks are due to Professor B. P. Marmion and Dr W. H. McBride for helpful
discussion. Dr B. Semenoff kindly advised on the statistical analysis of the data.
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